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THE MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS

OF

THOMAS CARLYLE.

COUNT CAGLIOSTRO:

IN TWO FLIGHTS.

[Fraser's Magazine, 1833.1

Flight First.

I THE life of every man,' says our friend Herr Sauerteig, I the life
even of the meanest man, it were good to remember, is a Poem;
perfect in all manner of Aristotelean requisites; with beginning,
middle, and end; with perplexities, and solutions; with its Will
strength (Willenkrqft) and warfare against Fate, its elegy and
battle-singing, courage marred by crime, everywhere the two
tragic elements of Pity and Fear; above all, with supernatural
.machinery enough, - for was not the man born out of NONENTITT ;

did he not die, and miraculously vanishing return thither? The
most indubitable Poem! Nay, whoso will, may he not name it a
Prophecy, or whate\'er else is highest in his vocabulary; since
only in Reality lies the essence and foundation of all that was ever
fabled, visioned, sung, spoken, or babbled by the human species ;
and the actual Life of Man includes in it all Revelations, true and
false, that have been, are, or are to be. Man! I say therefore,
rem-ence thy fe1J.oto..m4n. He too issued from A.bove; is mystical
and supernatural (as thou namest it): this know thou of a truth.
Seeing also that we ourselves are of 10 high Authomhip, is not
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.2 CARLYLE'S MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS•

that, in very deed, " the highest Reverence," and most needful for
us: "Reverence for oneself?"

'Thus, to my view, is every Life, more properly is' every Man
that has life to lead, a small strophe, or occ8.!ional verse, compos
ed by the Supernal Powers; and published, in such type and
shape, with such embellishments, emblematic head-piece and tail
piece as thou seest, to the thinking or unthinking universe. Heroic
strophes some few are; full of force and a sacred fire, so that to
latest ages the hearts of those that read therein a.re mil-de to tingle.
Jeremiads others seem: mere weeping laments, harmonious or
disharmonious Remonstrances against Destiny; whereat we too may
sometimes profitably weep. Again have we not (flesh-and-blood)
strophes of the idyllic sort, - though in these days rarely, owing
to Poor Laws, Game Laws, Population Theories, and the like!
Fuather, of the comic laughter-19ving sort; yet ever with an un
fathomable earnestness, as is fit, lying underneath: for, bethink
thee, what is the mirthfullest, grinning face of any Grimaldi, but a
transitory mask,' behind which !iuite otherwise grins - the most
indubitable Death's-Mad! However, I say farther, there a.re
strophes of the pastoral sort (as in Ettrick, Afghaunistan, and else
where); of the farcic-tragic, melodramatic, of all named and a
thousand unnameable sorts there are poetic strophes, written, as
was said, in Heaven, printed on Earth, and published (bound in
woollen cloth, or clothes) for the use of the studious. Finally, a
small number seem utter Pasquils, mere ribald libels on Humanity :
these too, however, are at times worth reading.

, In this wise,' continues our too obscure friend,' out of all im
agina.ble elements, awakening all imaginable moods of heart and
soul, "barbarous enough to excite, tender enough to assuage," ever
contradictory yet ever coalescing, is that mighty world-old Rhap
sodia of Existence, page after page (generation after generation~

and chapter (or epoch) after chapter, poetically put together! This
is what BOme one names ' the grand sacred Epos, or Bible of
World-History; infinite in meaning as the Divine Mind it !Jm
blems; wherein he is wise that can read here a line and there a
line.

, Remark, too, under another aspect, whether it is not in this
same Bible of World-History that all men, in all times, with or
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without clear consciousness, have been unwearied to read (what
we may call read); and again to write, or rather to be toritten!
What is all. History, and all Poesy, but a deciphering somewhat
thereof (out of that mystic heaven-written Sanscrit), and rendering
it into the speech of men? Know thyself, value thyself, is a moral
ist's commandment (which I only half approve of); but Know
otMrs, value others, is the hest of Nature herself. Or again, Work
while it is called To-day:..is not that also the irreversible law
of being fOI: mortal man? And now, what is all working, what ill
all knowing, but a faint interpreting and a faint IIhowing forth of
that same Mystery of Life, which ever remains infinite, - heaven
written mystic Sanscrit ? View it as we will, to him that liv~ Life
is a divine matter; felt to be of quite sacred significance. Consider
the wretchedest" straddling biped that wears breeches" of thy ac
quaintance; into whose wool-head, Thought, as thou rashly sup
posest, never entered; who, in froth-element of business, plellll
ure, or what else he names it, walks for ever in a vain show; ask
ing not Whence, or Why. or Whither; looking up to the Heaven
above as if some upholsterer had made it, and down to the Hell
beneath as if he had neither ptlrt nor lot there: yet tell me, does
not he too, over and above his five finite senses, acknowledge some
sixth infinite sense, were it only that of Vanity? For, sate him in
the other five as you may, will this sixth sense leave him rest?
Does he not rise early and sit late, and study impromptus, and (in
constitutional countries) parliamentax:y motions, and bursts of elo
quence, and gird himself in whalebone, and pad himself and perk
himself, and in all ways painfully take heed to his goings;
feeling (if we must admit it) that an altogether infinite endowment,
has been intrusted him also, namely, a Life to lead? Thus does
he too, with his whole force, in his own way, proclaim that the
world-old Rhapsodia of Existence is divine, and an inspired Bible;
and, himself a wondrous ",er.se therein (be it heroic, be it pasquillic),
study with his whole soul, as we said, both to read and to be
written!

'Here also I will observe, that the manner in which men read
this same Bible is, like all else, proportionate to their lltage of cul
ture, to the circumstances of their environment. First, and among
the tlarr.ttlBt Orie~ natioDs, it WII8 read wholl)' like a Sacred
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Book j most clearly by the most earnest, those wandroW! ~ebrew
l1.eaders j whose reading accordingly was itself sacred, hu mean
ing for all tribes of mortal men j since ever, to the latest genera
tion of the world, a true utterance from- the innermost of man's
being will speak significantly to man. But, again, in how different
a style was that other Oriental reading of the Magi j of Zerdusht,
or whoever it was that first 80 opened the matter? Gorgeous
semi-sensual Grandeurs and Splendors: on infinite darkness
brightest-glowing light and lire j - of which, all defaced by Tillie,
and turned mostly into lies, a quite late reflex, in those Arabian
Tales and the like, still leads captive every heart. Look thirdly
at the ,earnest West, and that Consecration of the Flesh, which
stept forth life-lusty, radiant, smiling-earnest, in immortal grace,
from under the chisel and the stylus of old Greece. Here too was
the Infinite intelligibly proclaimed as infinite: and the antique man
walked between a Tartams and an Elysium, his brilliant Paphos
islet of Existence embraced by boundless oceans of sadness and
fateful gloom. - Of which three antique manners of reading, our
modem manner, you will remark, has been little more than the
imitation; for always, indeed, the West has peen rifer of doers
than of speakers. The Hebrew manner has had its echo in our
Pulpits and choral aisles; the Ethnic Greek and Arabian in num
berless mountains of Fiction, rhymed, rhymeless, published by sub
scription, by puffery, in periodicals, or by money of your own
(dUTCh eignu Geld). Till now at last (by dint of iteration and
reiteration through some ten centuries), all these manners have
grown obsolete, wearisome, meaningless; listened to only as the
monotonous moaning wind, while there is nothing else to listen
to:-and so now, well nigh in total oblivion of the Infinitude of
Life (except what small unconscious recognition the "straddling
biped" above argued of may have), we wait, in hope and patience,
for 80me fourth manner of anew convincingly announcing it.'

These singular sentences from the lEsthetische Spring.
wurzel we have thought right to translate and quote, by way
of proem and apology. We are here about to give some
critical account of what Herr Sauerteig would call a ' flesh..
and.blood Poem of the purest Pasquil so~ , in plain words,

'-
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to examine the biography of the most perfect scoundrel that
in these latter ages has marked the world's history. Pas
quils too, says Sauerteig,' are at times worth reading.' Or
quitting that mystic dialect of his, may we not assert in our
own way, that the history of an Original Man is always
worth knowing? So magnificent a thing is Will (incar
nated in a creature of like fashion with ourselves), we run
to witness all manifestations thereof: what man soever has
marked out a peculiar path of life for himself (let it lead
this way or that way), and successfully travelled thE! same,
of him we specially inquire, How he travelled; What befell
him on the journey? Though the man were a knave of the
first water, this hinders not the question, How he managed
his knavery? Nay, it rather encourages such question;
for nothing properly is wholly despicable, at once detestable
and forgettable, but your half.knave, he who is neither true
nor false; who never in his existence once spoke or did any'
true thing (for indeed his mind lives in twilight, with cat
vision, incapable of discerning truth) ; and yet had not the
manfulness to speak or act any decided lie; but spent his
whole life in plastering together the True and the False,
and therefrom manufacturing the Plausible.' Such a one
our Transcendentals have defined as a moral Hybrid and
chimera; therefore, under the moral point of view, as an
Impossibility, and mere deceptive Nonentity,- put together
for commercial purposes. Of which sort, nevertheless, how
many millions, through all manner of gradations, from
the wielder of kings' sceptres to the vender of brimstone
matches, at- tea-tables, council-tables,. behind shop..counte1'8,
in priests' pulpits, incessantly and everywhere, do now, in

. this world of ours, in this isle of OUN, offer themselves to
view! From such, at least from this intolerable over-pro
portion of such, might the merciful Heavens one day deliver
us. Glorious, htroic, fruitful for hia own Time, and for all

1-
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Time (and all Eternity) is the constant Speaker and Doer
of Truth! If no such again, in the present generation, is
to be vouchsafed us, let us have at least the melancholy
pleasure of beholding a decided Liar. Wretched mortal,
that with a single eye to be 'respectable,' for ever sittest
cobbling together two Inconsistencies, which stick not for an
hour, but require ever new gluten and labor, - will it, by
no length of experience, no bounty of Time or Chance, be
revealed to thee that Truth is of Heaven, and Falsehood is
of Hell; that if thou cast not from thee the one or the
other, thy existence is wholly an Illusion and optical and
tactual Phantasm; that properly thou existest not at all?
Respectable! What in the Devil's name, is the use of Re
spectability (with never so many gigS and silver spoons), if
thou inwardly art the pitifullest of all men? I would thou
wert either cold or hot.

One such desirable second-best, perhaps the chief of all
such, we have here found in the Count Alessandro di Caglio

09tro, Pupil of the Sage Althotas, Foster-child of the Scherif
of Mecca, probable Son of the last King of Trebisond;
named also Acharat, and unfortunate child of Nature; by
profession healer of diseases, abolisher of wrinkles, friend
<;>f the poor and impotent, grandmaster of the Egyptian
Mason-lodge of High Science, Spirit-summoner, Gold-cook,
Grand Cophta, Prophet, Priest, and thaumaturgic moralist
nnd swindler; really a Liar of the first magnitude, thor
oughpaced in all provinces of lying, what one may call
the King of Liars. Mendez Pinto, Baron Miinchliusen, and
others, ar.e celebrated in this art, and not without some color
of justice; yet must it in candor remain doubtful whether
any of these comparatively were much more than liars from
the teeth onwards: a perfect character of the species in
question, who lied not in word only, nor in act and word
only, but continually, in thought, word, anli act; and, 80 to
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speak, lived wholly in an element of lying, and from binh
to death did nothing but lie, - was still a desideratum. Of
which desideratum Count Alessandro offers, we say, if not
the fulfilment, perhaps as near an approach to such as the
limited htnnan faculties permit. Not in the modern ages,
probably not in the ancient (though these had their Autoly
CUB, their Apollonius, and enough else), did any completer
figure of this sort issue out of Chaos and Old Night: a
sublime kind of figure, tJresenting himself with 'the air of
calm strength,' of sure perfection in his art; whom the
heart opens itself to, with wonder and a sort of welcome.
, The only vice, I know,' says one,' is Inconsistency.' At
lowest, answer we, he that does his work shall have his work
judged of. Indeed, if Satan himself has in these days be
come a poetic hero, why should not Cagliostro, for some
short hour, be a prose one? ' One first question,' says a
great Philosopher,' I ask of every man: Has he an aim, .
which with undivided soul he follows, and advances towards?
Whether his aim is a right one or a wrong one, forms but
my second question.' Here then is a small' human Pas
quil,' not without poetic interest.

However, be this as it may, we apprehend the eye of
science at least cannot view him with indifference. Doubt
ful, false as much is in Cagliostro's manner of being, of this
there is no doubt, that starting from the lowest point of
Fortune's wheel, he rose to a height univel'Slllly notable;
that, without external furtherance, money, beauty, bravery,
almost without common sense, or any discernible worth
whatever, he sumptuously supported, for a long course of
years, the wants and digestion of one of the greediest bodies,
and one of the greediest minds; outwardly in his five seD
ses, inwardly in his' sixth sense, that of vanity,' nothing
straitened. Clear enough it is, however much may be sup
posititious, that this japt.oned Chariot, rushing through the
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world, with dust-clouds and loud noise, at the speed of four
Bwift horses, and topheavy with luggage, has an existence.
The six Beef-eaters too, that ride prosperously heralding his
advent, honorably escorting, (Denially waiting on him, are
they not realities? Ever must the purse open, paying turn
pikes, tavern-bills, drink-monies, and the thouSllndfold tear
and wear of such a team; yet ever, like a horn-of-plenty,
does it pour; and after brief rest, the chariot ceases not to
roll. Whereupon rather pressingly arises the scientific
question: How? Within that wonderful machinery, of
horses, wheels, top-luggage, heef-eaters, sits only -a gross,
thickset individual, evincing dulness enough; and by his
side a Seraphina, with a look of doubtful reputation: how
comes it that means still meet ends, that the ~hole Engine
(like a steam-coach wanting fuel) does not stagnate, go si
lent, and fall to pieces in the ditch? Such question did the
scientific curiosity of the present writer often put; and for
many a day in vain.

Neither, indeed, as Book·readers know, was he peculiar
herein. The great Schiller, for example, struck both with
the poetic and the scientific phases of the matter, admitted
the influences of the former to shape themselves anew
within him; and strove with his usual impetuosity to burst
(since unlocking was impossible) the secrets of the latter:
and so his unfinished Novel, the Geisterseher, saw the light.
Still more renowned is Goethe's Drama of the Gross-Kophta;
which, as himself informs us, delivered him from a state of
mind that had become alarming to certain friends; rodeep
was the hold this business, at one of its epochs, had taken
of him. A dramatic Fiction, that of his, based on the strict
est possible historical study and inquiry; wherein perhaps
the faithfullest image of the historical Fact, as yet extant in
any shape, lies in artistic miniature curiously unfolded.
Nay mere Newspaper-readers, of a certain age, can bethink
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them of Qur London Egyptian Lodges of High Science;
of the Countess Seraphina's dazzling jewelleries, nocturnal
brilliancies, sibyllic ministrations and revelations; of Miss
Fry and Milord Scott, and Messrs. Priddle and Shark Bail
iff; and Lord Mansfield's judgment-seat; the Comte d'Ad
hemar, the Diamond Necklace, and Lord George Gordon.
For Cagliostro, hovering through unknown space, twice
(perhaps thrice) lighted on our London, and did business
in the great chaos there.

Unparalleled Cagliostro ! Looking at thy so- attractively
decorated private theatre, wherein thou actedst and livedst,
what hand but itches to draw aside thy curtain; overhaul
tlly paste-boards, paintpots, paper-mantles, stage-lamps, and
turning the whole inside out, find thee in the middle there
of I For th~re of a truth wert thou: though the rest was
all foam and sham, there ,sattest thou, as large as life, and
as esurieni; warring against the world, and indeed con
quering the world, for it remained thy tributary, and yielded
daily rations. Innumerable Sheciff's-officers, Exempts,
Sbirri, Alguazils, of every -European climate, were prowl
ing on thy traces, their intents hostile enough; thyself wast
single against them all; in the whole earth thou hadst no
friend. What, say we in the whole earth r In the whole
universe thou hadst no friend I Heaven knew nothing of
thee (co1l1d in charity know nothing of thee); and as for
Beelzebub, his friendship, as is ascertained, cannot count
for much.

But to proceed with business. The present inquirer, in
obstinate investigation of a phenomenon so noteworthy,
has searched through the whole not inconsiderable circle
whioh his tether (of circumstances, geographical position,
trade, health, extent of money capital) enables him to de
ICnbe: and, sad to say, with the most imperfect results.
He has read Books in various languages and jargons; feared
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not to soil his fingers, hunting through ancient dusty Maga
zines, to sicken his heart in any labyrinth of iniquity and im
becility; nay he had

o

not grudged to dive even into the in
fectious Memoires de Casanova, for a hint or two, - could
he have found that work, which, however, most British Li.
brarians make a point of denying that they possess. A
painful search, as through some spiritual pest-house; and
then with such issue I The quantity of discoverable Print
ing about Cagliostro (so much being burnt) is now not
great; nevertheless in frightful proportion to the quantity of
information given. Except vague Newspaper rumors and
surmises, the things found written of this Quack are little
more than temporary Manifestos, by himself, by gulled or
gulling disciples of his: not true therefore; at best only
certain fractions of what he wished or expected the blinder
Public to reckon true; misty, embroiled, for most part high
ly stupid; perplexing, even provoking; which can only be
believed - to be (under such and such conditions) Lies.
Of this sort emphatically is the English' Life of the Count
Cagliostro, price three shillings and sixpence: ' a Book in
deed which one might hold (so fatuous, inane is it) to be some
mere dream-vision and unreal eidolon, did it not now stand
palpably there, as 'Sold by T. Hookham, Bond Street,
1787;' and bear to be handled, spu.rned at, and torn into
pipe-matches. Some human creature doubtless was at the
writing of it; but of what kind, country, trade, character,
or gender, you will in vain. strive to fancy. Of like fabu
lous stamp are the Memoires pour le Comte de Cagliostro,
emitted, with Requete d joindre, from the Bastille (during
that sorrowful business of the Diamond Necklace) in 1786;
no less the Lettre du Comte de Cagliostro au Peuple Anglail,
which followed shortly after, at London; from which two
indeed, that fatuous inexplicable English Life has perhaps
been mainly manufactured. Next come the Memoires au·
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tkentiquu pour lIervir a l'Hiatoire du Comte de Cagliolltro
(twice printed in the same year 1786, at Strasburg and at
Paris) ; a swaggering, lascivious Novellette, without talent,
without truth or worth, happily of small size. So fares it
with us: alas, all this is but the outside decorations of the

- private-theatre, or the sounding of catcalls and applauses
from the stupid audience; nowise the interior bare walls and
dress-room which we wanted to see I Almost our sole even
half-genuine documents are a small bal'ren Pamphlet, Cag
liolltro demasfJ'll£ a Var30vie, en 1780; and a small barren
Volume purporting to be his Life, written at Rome, of which
latter we have a French version, dated 1791. It is on this'
Vie de Joseph Balsamo, connu sous le Nom de Comte Cag
liolltro, that our main dependence must be placed; of which
Work, meanwhile, whe~her it is wholly or only half genu
ine, the reader may judge by one fact: that it comes to us
through the medium of the Roman Inquisition,and the
proofs to substantiate it lie in the Holy Office there. Alas,
this reporting Familiar of the Inquisition was too probably
something of a Liar; and he reports lying Confessions of
one who was not so much a Liar as a Lie! In such 'enig
matic duskiness, and thrice-folded involution, after all in
quiries, does the matter yet hang.

Nevertheless, -by dint of meditation and comparison, light
points that stand fixed, and abide scrutiny, do here and there
disclose themselves; diffusing a fainter light over what
otherwise were dark, so that it is no longer invisible, but
only dim. Nay after all, is there not in this same uncer
tainty a kind of fitness, of poetic congruity? Much that
would offend the eye stands discreetly lapped in shade.
Here too Destiny has cared for her favorite: that a powder
nimbus of astonishment, mystification, and uncertainty,
should still encircle the Quack of Quacks, is right and suit
able; such was by Nature and Art his chosen uniform and
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environment. Thus, as formerly in Life, so now in History,
it is in huge fluctuating smoke-whirlwinds, partially illumed
(into a most brazen glory), yet united, coalescing with the
region of everlasting Darkness, in miraculous clear-obscure,
that he works and rides.

'Stern Accuracy in inquiring, bold Imagination in ex·
pounding and filling up; these,' says friend Sauerteig, ' are
the two pinions on which History soars,' - or flutters and
wabbles. To which two pinions let us and the readers of
this Magazine now daringly commit ourselves. Or chiefly
indeed to the latter pinion (of Imagination); which, if
it be the larger, will make an unequal flight. Mean
while, the style at least shall if possible be equal to the
subject.

Know, then, that in the year 1743, in the city of Pa
lermo, in Sicily, the family of Signor Pietro Balsamo,
a shopkeeper, were exhilarated by the birth of a Boy.
Such occurrences have nowbeceme so frequent that
miraculous as they are, they occasion little astonish
ment: old Balsamo for a space, indeed, laid down his elI
wands and unjust balances; but for the rest, met the event
with equanimity. or the possettings, junkettings, gossip.
pings, and other ceremonial rejoicings, transacted according
to the custom of the country, for welcome to a New-eomer,
not the faintest tradition has survived; enough, that the
small New-comer, hitherto a mere ethnic or heathen, is in a
few days made a Christian of, or as we vulgarly say,
christened; by the name Giuseppe. A fat, red, globular
kind of fellow, not under nine pounds avoirdupois, the bold
Imagination can figure him to be: if not proofs, there are
indications that sufficiently betoken as much.

Of his teething and swaddling adventures, of his scaldings,
squallings, pukings, purgings, the strictest search into Hill.
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tory can discover nothing; not so much as the epoch when
he passed out of long-clothes stands noted in the fasti or
Sicily. That same' larger pinion' (of Imagination), never·
theless, conducts him from his native blind-alley, into the
adjacent street callaro; descries him, with certain contem·
poraries now unknown, essaying himself in small games of
skill; watching what phenomena, of carriage-transits, dog.
battles, street-music, or such like, the neighborhood might
offer (intent above all on any windfall of chance pro7Jender);
now, with incipient scientific spirit, puddling in the gutters ;
DOW, as small poet (or maker), baking mud-pies. Thus
does he tentatively coe.st along the outskirts of Existence,
till once he shall be strong enough to land and make a foot·
ing there. Neither does it seem doubtful that with the ear·
liest exercise of speech, the gifts of simulation and dissim.
ulation began to manifest themselves; Giuseppe (or Beppo,
as he was now ealled) could indeed speak the truth, - but
only when he saw his advantage in it. Hungry also, as
above hinted, he too probably often was: a keen faculty of
digestion, a meagre larder within doors; these two circum.
stances, so frequently conjoined in this world, reduced him
to his inventions. As to the thing called Morals, and know
ledge of Right and Wrong, it seems pretty certain that
such knowledge (the sad fruit of Man's Fall) had in great
part been spared him; if he ever heard the commandment,
Thou shalt not steal, he most probably could not believe in,
it, therefore could not obey it. For the rest, though of quick
temper, and a ready striker (where clear prospect of victory
showed itself), we fancy him vociferous rather than belli.
cose, not prone to violence where stratagem will serve;
almost pacific, indeed, had not his many wants necessitated
him to many conquests. Above all things, a brazen impu
dence developes itself; the crowning gift of one born to
lCoundrelism. In a word, the fat, thickset Beppo, as he

VOL. IV. 2
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skulks about there, plundering, playing dog's-tricks, with
hitJ""finger in every mischief, already gains character; shrill
housewives of the neighborhood, whose sausages he has
niched, whose weaker sons maltreated, name him Beppo
Maldetto, and indignantly prophesy that he will be hanged.
A prediction which, as will be seen, the issue has signally
falsified.

We hinted that the household larder was in a leanish
state: in fact, the outlook of the Balsamo family was getting
troubled; old Balsamo had, during these things, been called
away on his long journey. Poor man I The future emi
nence and preeminence of his Beppo he foresaw not,.or
what a world'a-wonder he had thoughtlessly generated; as
indeed, which of us, by much calculating, can sum up the
net-total (Utility, or Inutility) of any his most indifferent act,
- 0. seed cast into the seedfield of TIME, to grow there,
producing fruits or poisons, for -ever I Meanwhile Beppo
himself gazed heavily into the matter; hung his thick lips,
while he saw his mother weeping; and, for the rest, eating
what fat or sweet thing he could come at, let Destiny take
its course.

The poor wioow (ill-named Felicita), spinning out a pain
ful livelihood by such means as only the poor and forsaken
know, could not but many times cast an impatient eye on
her brass-faced, voracious Beppo; and ask him, If he never
meant to turn himself to any thing? A maternal uncle, of
the moneyed sort (for he has uncles not without influence),
has already placed him in the Seminary of Saint Roch, to
gain some tincture of schooling there: but Beppo feels him
self misplaced in that sphere; , more than once runs away; ,
is flogged, snubbed, tyraIinically checked on all sides; and
finally, with such slender stock of schooling as had pleased
to offer itself, returns to the street. The widow, as we said,
urges bim, the uncles ·urge: Beppo, wilt thou never turn
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thyself to any thing? Beppo, with such speculative faculty,
from such low walch.tower, as he commands, is in truth
(being forced to it), from time to time, looking abroad into
the world j surveying the conditions of mankind, therewith
contrasting his own wishes and capabilities. Alas, his wishes
are manifold; a most hot Hunger (in all kinds), as above
hinted j but on the other hand, his leading capability seemed
only the Power to Eat. What profession, or condition, then?
Choos'e j for it is time. Of all the terrestrial professions,
that of Gentleman, it seemed to Beppo, had, under these
circumstances, been most· suited to his feelings: but then
the outfit? the apprentice.fee? Failing which,· he, with
perhaps as m.uch sagacity as one could expect, decides for
the Ecclesiastical.

Behold him then, once more by the uncle's management,
journeying (a chubby, brass-faced boy of thirteen) beside
the Reverend Father General of the Benfratelli, to their
neighboring Convent of Cartegirone, with intent to enter
himself novice there. He has donned the novice-habit j is
'entrusted to the keeping of the Conven,Apotheoory,' on
whose gallipots and crucibles he looks round with wonder.
Were it by accident that he found himself Apothecary's
Famulus, were it by choice of his own - nay was it not, in
either case, by design, of Destiny intent on perfecting her
work? - enough, in this Cartegirone Laboratory there
awaited him (though as yet he kn~w it not), life-guidance
and determination j the great want of every genius, even of
the scoundrel-genius. He himself confesses that he here
learned some (or, as he calls it, the) , principles ofchemistry
and medicine.' Natural enough: new books of the Chem
ists lay here, old books of the Alchymists; distillations, sub·
limations visibly went on j discussions there were, oral and
written, of gold-making, salve·making, treasure-digging,
divining-rods, projection, and the alcahest: besides, had he
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not, among his fingers, calxes, acids, Leyden-jars? Some
first elements of medico-chemicalconjurorsbip, so far as
phosphorescent mixtures, aqua-toffana, ipecacuanha, canthar
ides tincture, and such like would go, were now attainable;
sufficient (when the hour came) to set up any average
Quack, much more the Quack of Quacks. It is here, in
this unpromising environment, that the seeds, therapeutic,
thaumaturgic, of the Grand Cophta's stupendous workings
and renown were sown.

Meanwhile, as observed, the environment looked unprom
ising enough. Beppo with his two endowments, of Hunger
and of' Power to Eat, had made the best choice he could;
yet, as it soon proved, a rash and disappointing one. To
his astonishment, he finds that even here he' is in a condi
tional world; , and, if he will employ his capability of eating
(or enjoying), must first, in some measure, work and suffer.
Contention enough hereupon: but now dimly arises, or re
produces itself, the question, Whether there were not a
,'hurter road, that of stealing I Stealing - under which,
generically taken, yeu may include the whole art of scoun·
drelism; for what is Lying itself but a theft of my belief?
-stealing, we say, is properly the North.West Passage to
Enjoyment: while common Navigators sail painfully along
torrid shores, laboriously doubling this or the other Cape of
Hope, your adroit Thief-Parry, drawn on smooth dog-sledges,
is already there and back again. The misfortune is that
stealing requires a talent; and failure in that North-West
voyage is more fatal than in any other. We hear that
Beppo was' often punished: ' painful experiences of the fate
of genius; for aU ..genius, by its nature, comes to disturb
3Omebody in his ease, and your thief-genius more 80 than,
most I

Readers can now fancy the sensitive skin of Beppo mor
tined with prickly dlices, wealed by knotted thongs; his
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soul affiicted by vigils and forced fasts; DO eye turned kindly
on him;' everywhere the bent of his genius rudely contra
vened. However, it is the first- property of genius to grow
in spite of contradiction, and eveR by means thereot';-as
the vital germ pushes itself through the dull soil, and lives
by what strove to bury it I Beppo, waxing into strength of
bone and character, sets his face stiffly against persecution,
and is not a whit disheartened. On such chastisements and
chastisers he can look with a certain genial disdain. Beyond
convent walls, with their sour stupid shavelings, lies Palermo,
lies the world; here too is he, still alive, - thouSh wOrs&

off than he wished; anl1, feels that the world is his oyster,
which he (by chemical or other means) will one day open.
Nay, we find there is a touch of grim Humor Wlfolds itself
in the youth; the surest sign (as is often said) of a charac
ter naturally great. Witness, for example, how he acts on
this to his ardent temperament so trying occasion. While
the monks sit at meat, the impetuous voracious Beppo (that
stupid Inquisition Biographer records it as a thing of course)
is set not to eat with them, not to pick up the crumbs that
fall from them, but to stand 'reading the Martyrology' ful'
their pastime I The brave adjusts himself to the inevitable.
Beppo reads that dullest Martyrology of theirs; but reads
out of it not what is printed there, but what his own vivid
brain on the spur of the moment devises: instead of the
names of Saints, all heartily indifferent to him, he reads out
the names of the most notable Palermo' unfortunate-fel'1l&les,'
now beginning to interest him a little. What a ' deep world
irony' (as the Germans call it) lies here I The Monks, of
course, felled him to the earth, and flayed him with scourges;
but what did it avail? This only became- apparent, to him
self and them, that he had now outgrown their monk-disci
pline; as the psyche does its ohrysalis-shell, and bursts it.

2·
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Giuseppe Balsamo bids farewell to Cartegirone for evet and
a day.

So now, by COnseDt or Dot of the ghostly Benfratelli (FrilU1l
of Mercy, as they were named I), our Beppo has again I'&

turned to the maternal uncle at Palermo. The uncle natu
rally asked him, What he next meant to do? Beppo, after
stammering and hesitating for S()me length of weeks, makes
answer: Try Painting. Well and good! So Beppo gets
him colors, brushes, fit tackle, and addicts himself for some
space of time to the study of what i8 innocently called De
rign. Alas, if 'we consider Beppo's great Hunger, now
that new senses were unfolding in him, how inadequate are
the exiguous resources of Design; how necessary to attempt
quite another deeper species of Design, of Designs I It is
true, he lives with his uncle, has culinary meat; but where
is the pocket-money for other costlier sorts of meats to come
from? As the Kaiser Joseph was wont to say: From my
head alone (De ma tete seuZe) I

The Roman Biographer (though a most wooden man)
has incidentally thrown some light on Beppo's position at
this juncture: both on his wants and his resources. As to
the first, it appears (using the wooden man's phraseology)
that he kept the 'worst company,' led the 'loosest life; ,
was hand in glove with all the swindlers, gamblers, idle ap
prentices, unfortunate-females, of Palermo: in the study
lUld practice of Scoundrelism diligent beyond most. The
genius which has burst asunder convent-walls, and other
rubbish of impediments, now flames upward towards its ma
ture splendor. Wheresoever a stroke of mischief is to be
done, a slush of 1O-cJl,lled vicious enjoyment to be swallowed,
there with hand and throat is Beppo Balsamo seen. He will
be a Master,one day, in his profession. Not indeed that he
has yet quitted Painting, or even purposes 80 much: for the
present, it is useful, indispensable, as a stalking-horse to
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the maternal uncle and neighbors; nay to himself, for widt
all the ebullient impulses of scoundrel-genius restlessly
seething in him, irrepressibly bursting through, he has the
noble unconsciousness of genius; guesses not, dares not
guess, that he is a born scoundrel, much less a born world
scoundrel.

But as for the otber question, of his resources, these we
perceive were several-fold, and continually extending. Not
to mention any. pictorial exiguities (l;lxisting mostly in Ex
pectance), there had almost accidentally arisen for him, in
the first place, the resource of Pandering. He has a fair
cousin living in the house with him, aud she again has a
lover; Beppo stations himself as go-between; delivers let
ters; fails not to drop hints that a lady, to be won or kept,
must be generously treated; that such and such a pair of
ear-rings, watch, necklace, or even sum of money, would
work wonders; which valuables (adds the wooden Roman
Biographer) 'he then appropriated furtively.' Like enough I
Next, however, as another more lasting resource, he forges;
at first in a small way, and trying his apprentice-hand:
tickets for the theatre, and such trifles. Ere long, however,
we see him fly at higher quarry; by practice he has ac
quired perfection in the great art of counterfeiting hands;
and will exercise it on the large or on the narrow scale, for
a consideration. Among his relatives is a Notary, with
whom he call insinuate himself; for purpose of study, or
even of practice. In the presses of tbis Notary lies a Will,
which Beppo contrives to come at, and falsify' for the bene
fit of a certain Religious House.' Much good may it do
them I Many years afterwards, the fraud was detected; but
Beppo's benefit in it was spent and safe long before. Thus
again the stolid Biographer expresses horror or wonder that
be should have forged 1eave-of-absence for a monk, 'cO¥n
terfeiting the signature of the Superior.' Why not? A
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forger must forge what is wanted of him: the Lion truly
preys not on mice; yet shall he refuse such if they jump
into his mouth? Enough, the indefatigable Beppo has here
opened a quite boundless mine; wherein through his whole
life he will, as occasion calls, dig, at his convenience.
Finally, he can predict fortunes and show visions; by phos
phorus and legerdemain. This, however, only as a dilettan
tism; to take up the earnest profession of Magician does not
yet enter into his views. Thus perfecting himself in all
branches of his art, does our Balsamo live and grow. Stupid,
pudding-faced as he looks and is, there is a vulpine astucity
in him; and then a wholeness, a heartiness, Il kind of blub
bery impetuosity, an oiliness so plausible-looking: give
him only length of life, he ~iIl rise to the top of his profes
sion.

Consistent enough with such blubbery impetuosity in
Beppo is another fact we find recorded of him, that at this
time he was found 'in most brawls,' whethtlr in street or
tavern. The way of his business led him into-liability to
such; neither as yet had he learned prudence by age. Of
choleric temper, with all his' obesity-; a square-built, burly,
vociferous fellow; ever ready with his stroke (if victory
seemed sure) ; nay, at bottom, not without a certain pig-like
defensive-ferocity, perhaps even something more. Thus,
when you find him making a point to attack, if possible, 'all
officers of justice,' and deforce them; delivering the wretched
from their talons: was not this, we say, a kind of dog-faith
fulness, and public spirit, either of the mastiff or of the cur
species? Perhaps too there was a touch of that old Humor
and 'world-irony' in it. One still more unquestionable
feat he is recorded (we fear, on imperfect evidence) to have
done: 'assassinated a canon.'

Remonstrances from growling maternal uncles could not
fail; threats, disdains from ill-affected neighbors; tears from
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an expostulating widowed mother: these he shakes from him
like dewdrops from the lion's mane. Still less could the
Police neglect him; him the visibly rising Professor of
Swindlery; the swashbuckler, to boot, and deforcer of
bailiffs: he bas often been captured, haled to their bar; yet
hitherto, by defect of evidence, by good luck, intercession
of friends, been dismissed with admonition. Two things,
nevertheless, might now be growing clear: Jirst, that the
die was cast withBeppo, and he a scoundrel for life; second,
that such a mixed, composite, crypto-scoundrellife could not
endure, but mUst unfold itself into a pure, declared one.
The Tree that is planted stands not still; must pass through
all its stages and phases, from the state of acorn to that of
green leafy oak, of withered leafless oak; to the state of
felled timber, finally to that of-firewood and ashes. Not
less (though less visibly to dull eyes) the Act that is done,
the Condition that has realized itself; above all things, the
Man (with his Fortunes) that has been born. Beppo, every
way in vigorous vitality, cannot continue half painting half
8windling in Palermo; must develop himself into whole
swindler; and, unless ha!1ged there, seek his bread elsewhere.
What the proximate cause, or signal, of such crisis and de
velopment might be, no man could say : yet most men would
have confidently guessed, The Police. Nevertheless it proved
otherwise; not by the flaming sword of Justice, but by the
rusty dirk of a foolish private individual, is Beppo driven
forth.

Walking one day in the fields (as the bold historic Imagi
nation will figure) with a certain ninny of a 'Goldsmith
named Marano,' as they pass one of those rock-chasms
freqqent in the fair Island of Sicily, Beppo begins, in his
oily, voluble way, to hint that Treasures often lay hid; that
a Treasure lay hid there (as he knew- by some pricking of
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his thumbs, divining rod, or other talismanic monition);
which Treasure might, by aid of science, courage, secrecy,
and a small judicious advance of money, be fortunately
lifted. The gudgeon takes: advances (by degrees) to the
length of 'sixty gold Ounces;' sees magic circles drawn
in the wane or in the full of the moon, blue (phosphorus)
flames arise, split twigs auspiciously quiver; and at length
- demands peremptorily that the Treasure be dug. A night
is fixed on: the ninny Goldsmith, trembling with rapture and
terror, breaks ground; digs, with thick breath and cold
sweat, fiercely down, down, Beppo relieving him: the work
advances; when, ah I at a certain stage of it (before frui
tion) hideous yells arise, a jingle like the emptying of Bir
mingham; six Devils pounce upon the poor sheep Gold
smith, and beat him almost to mutton; mercifully sparing
Balsamo, - who indeed has himself summoned them thither,
and as it were created them (with goatskins and burnt cork).
Marano, th~>ugh a ninny, now knew how: it lay; and further
more that he had a stiletto. One of the grand drawbacks
of swindler-genius I You accomplish the Problem; and
then - the Elementary Quantities (Algebraic Symbols) you
worked on will fly in your face I

Hearing of stilettos, our Algebraist begins to look around
bim, and view his empire of Palermo in the concrete. An
empire now much exhausted; much infested too, with sor
rows of all kinds, and every day the more; nigh ruinous,
in short; not worth being stabbed for. There is a world
elsewhere. In any case, the young Raven has now shed
his pens, and got fledged for flying. Shall he not spurn the
whole from him, and soar off ( Resolved, performed' Our
Beppo quits Palermo; and, as it proved, on a long voyage:
or, as the Inquisition Biographer has it, ' he fled from Paler.
mo, and overran the whole Barth.'
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Here then ends the First Act of Count Alessandro
Cagliostro's Life-drama. Let the curtain drop; and hang
unrent, before an audience of mixed feeling, till the First
of August.
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COUNT CAGLIOSTRO:

IN TWO FLIGHTS.

[Fraser'. Magazine, 1833.]

Flight Last.

BEFORE entering oothe second Section of Count Beppo's
History, the' Editor will indulge in a philosophical re1lec
tion.

This Beppic Hegira (Flight from Palermo) we have now
arrived at brings us down, in European History, to some
where about the epoch of the Peace of Paris. Old Feudal
Europe (while he flies forth into the whole Earth) has just
finished the last of her 'tavern-brawls' (or wars) j and
lain down to doze, and yawn, and disconsolately wear off
the headaches, bruises, nervous prostration, and flaccidity
consequent thereon: for the brawl had been a long one
(Seven Years long) j and there had been many such, begot
ten, as is usual, of Intoxication (from Pride, or other Devil's
drink), and foul humors in the constitution. Alas, it was
not so much a disconsolate doze, after ebriety and quarrel,
that poor old Feudal Europe had now to undergo, and then
on awakening to drink anew (wine of Abomination), and
quarrel anew: old Feudal Europe has fallen a-dozing to
die I Her next awakening will be with no tavern-brawl (at
the King's Head or Prime Minister) j but with the stern
Avatar of DEMOCRACY, hymning its world-thrilling birth and
battle song in the distant West; - therefrom to go out con
quering and to conquer, till it have made the circuit of all
the Earth, and old dead Feudal Europe is born again (after
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infinite pangs ') into a new Industrial one. At Beppo's
Hegira, as we said, Europe was in the last languor and
stertorious fever-sleep of Dissolution; alas, with us and with
our sons (for a generation 'or two), it is almost still worse,
were it not that in Birth-throes there is ever Hope, in Death
throes the final departure of Hope.

Now the philosophic reflection we were to indulge in, was
no other than this, most germane to our subject; the por
tentous extent of Quackery, the multitudinous variety of
Quacks that, along with our Beppo, and under him each in
his degree, overran all Europe during that same period, the
latter half of last century. It was the very age of impos
tors, cut-purses, swindlers, double-gangers, enthusia~ts, am
biguous persons; quacks simple, quacks compound; crack
brained, or with deceit prepense; quacks and quackeries of
all colors and kinds: How many Mesmerists, Magicians,
Cabalists, Swedenborgians, Illuminati, Crucified Nuns, and
Devils of Loudun! To which the Inquisition Biographer
adds Vampires, Sylphs, Rosicrucians, Free-masons, and an
Et cetera. Consider your Schropfers, Cagliostros, Casanovas,
Saint-Germains, Dr. Grahams ; the Chevalier d'Eon, Psalma
nazar, Abbe Paris, and the Ghost of Cock-lane! As if
Bedlam had broken loose; as if rather (in that 'spiritual
Twelfth-hour of the Night ') the everlasting Pit had opened
itself, and from its still blacker bosom had issued Madness
and all maaner of shapeless Misbirths, to masquerade and
chatter there.

But,."indeed, if we consider, how could it be otherwise?
In that stertorous "last fever-sleep of our European world,
must not·Phantasms' enough (born of the Pit, as all such are)
flit past, in. ghastly masquerading and chattering? A lo~
scarce-audible moan (in Parliamentary Petitions, Meal-mobs,
Popish Riots, Treatises on Atheism) struggles from the
moribund sleeper; frees him not from his hellish guests
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and Illlturnalia: Phantasms these • of a dying brain.' So
too, when the old Roman world, the measure of its iniquities
being full, was to expire, and (in still bitterer agonies) be
born again, had they not VenefiC&l, Mathematici, Apollo
niuses with the Golden Thigh, Apollonius' Asses, and False
Christs enough, - before 11 REDEEMER arose I

For, in truth, and altogether apart from such half-figura
tive language, Putrescence is not more naturally the scene
of unclean creatures in the world physical, than Social De
cay is of quacks in the world moral. Nay, look at it with
the eye of the mere Logician, of the Political Economist.
In such periods of Social Decay, what is called an overflow
ing Population, that is a Population which, under the old
Captains of Industry (named Higher Classes, Ricos HomJwu,
Aristocracies, and the like), can no longer find work and
wages, increases the number of Unprofessionals, Lack-aIls,
Social Nondescripts; with appetite of utmost keenness,
which there is no known method of satisfying. Nay more,
and perversely enough, ever as Population augments, your
Captains of Industry can and do dwindle more and more
into Captains of Idleness; whereby the more and more
overflowing Population is worse and worse governed (shown
",hat to do, for that is the only government): thus is the
candle lighted at both ends; and the number of social Non
descripts increases in double-quick ratio. Wboso is alive, it
is llIliJ, ' must live;' at all events, will live; a task which
daily gets harder, reduces to stranger shifts. And now
furthermore, with general economic distress, in such. a
Period, there is usually conjoined the utmost decay of moral
principle: indeed, 80 universal is this conjunction, many men
have seen it to be a concatenation and causation; justly
enough, except that such have (ever since a certain religious
repentant feeling went out of date) committed one sore mis
take: what is vulgarly called putting the cart before the
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horse. Political-Economical Benefactor of the Species I
deceive not thyself with barren sophisms: National suffer.
ing is (if thou wilt understand the words) verily a 'judgment
of God;' has ever been preceded by national crime. 'Be
it here once more maintained before the world,' cries Sauer.
teig, in one of his Springwurzel, 'that temporal Distresa,
that Misery of any kind, is not the cause of Immorality, but
the effect thereof! Among individuals, it is true, so wide is
the empire of Chance, poverty and wealth go all at hap
hazard; a Saint Paul is making tents at Corinth, while a
Kaiser Nero-fiddles, in ivory palaces, over a burning Rome.
Nevertheless here too, if nowise wealth and poverty, yet
well-being and ill-being, even in the temporal economic
sense, go commonly in respective partnership with Wisdom
and with Folly: no man can, for a length of time,.be wholly
wretched, if there is not a disharmony (a folly and wicked
ness) within himself; neither can the richest Crresus, an~
never so eupeptic (for he too has his indigestions, and dies
at last of surfeit), be other than discontented, perplexed,
unhappy, if he be a Fool.' - This we apprehend is true, 0
Sauerteig, yet not the whole truth: for there is more than
days' work and days' wages in this world of ours: which,
as thou knowest, is itself quite other than a ' Workshop and
Fancy-Bazaar,' is also a 'Mystic Temple and Hall of Doom.'
Thus we have heard of such things as good men struggling
with adversity, and offering a spectacle for the very gods. 
, But with a nation,' continues he, 'where the multitude of
the chances covers, in great measure, the uncertainty of
Chance, it may be said to hold always that general Suffering
is the fruit of general. Misbehavior, general Dishonesty.
Consider it well; had all men stood faithfully to their poets,
the Evil, when it first rose, had been manfully fr<?nted, and
abolished, not lazily blinked, and left to grow, with the foul
sluggard's comfort: "It wUllast my time." Thou foul slug-
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gard, and even thief (Faulenzer, ja Dieb)! For art thou
not a thief, to pocket thy day's wages (be they counted in
groschen or in gold thousands) for this, if it be for anything,
for watching on thy special watch-tower that God's City
(which this His World is, where His children dwell) suffer
no damage; and, all the while, to watch only that thy own
ease be not invaded, -let otherwise hard come to hard as it
will and can? Unhappy I It will last thy time: thy worth
less sham of an existence, wherein nothing but the Diges
tion was real, will have evaporated in the interim; it will
last thy time: but will it last thy Eternity '1 Or what if it
should not last thy time (mark that also, for that also will
be the fate of some such lying sluggard) ; but take fire, and
explode, and consllme thee like the moth! '

The sum of the maUer, in any case, is, that national
Poverty and national Dishonesty go together; that continu
ally increasing social Nondescripts get ever, the hungrier,
ever the falser. Now say, have we not here the very making
of Quackery; raw-material, plastic-energy, both in full ac
tion? Dishonesty the raw-material, Hunger the plastic
energy: what will not the two realize? Nay observe
farther how Dishonesty is the raw-material not of Quacks
only, but also, in great part, of Dupes. In Goodness, were
it never so simple, there is the surest instinct for the Good;
the uneasiest unconquerable repulsion for the False and
Bad. The very Devil Mephistopheles cannot deceive poor
guileless Margaret: 'it stands written on his front that he
never loved a living sou!.' The like too has many a human
inferior Quack painfully experienced; the like lies in store
for our hero Beppo. But now with such abundant raw
material not only to make Quacks of, but to feed and occupy
them on, if the plastic-energy (of Hunger) fail not, what a
world shall we have! The wonder is not that the eighteenth
century had very numerous Qlillcks, but rather that they
were not innumerable.
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In that same French Revolution alone, which burnt up 80

much, what unmeasured masses of Quackism were set fire
to; nay, as foul mephitic fire-damp in that case, were made
to flame in a fierce, sublime splendor; coruscating, even
illuminating! The Count Saint Gennain, some twenty years
later, had found a quite new element, of Fratemizatien,
Sacred right of Insurrection, Oratorship of the Human
Species, wherefrom to body himself forth quite otherwise:
Schropfer needed not now, as Blackguard undeterred, have
solemnly shot himself in the Rosenthal ; might have solemnly
sacrificed himself, as Jacobin half-heroic, in the Place de la
Revolution. For your quack-genius is indeed born, but also
made; circumstances shape him or stunt him. Beppo Bal
samo, born British in these new days, could have conjured
fewer Spirits; yet had found a living and glory, as Ca~

tlereagh Spy, Irish Associationist, Blacking-Manufacturer,
Book-Publisher, Able Editor. Withal too the reader will
observe that Quacks, in every time, are of two sorts: the
Declared Qua~k; and the Undeclared, who, if you question
him, will deny stonnfuUy, both to others and to himself; of
which two quack-species the proportions vary with the vary
ing capacity of the age. If Beppo's was the age of the
Declared, therein, af~er all French Revolutions, we will
grant, lay one of its main distinctions from ours; which is
it not yet (and for a generation or two) the age of the Un
declared? Alas, almost a still more detestable age; - yet
now (by God's grace) with Prophecy, with irreversible
Enactment (registered in Heaven's chancery,-where thou
too, if thou wilt look, mayst read and know) that its death
doom shall not linger. Be it speedy, be it sure! - And so
herewith were our philosophical reflection, on the nature,
causes, prevalence, decline, and expected (temporary) de
struction of Quackery, concluded. and now the Beppie
poetic Narrative can once more take its course.

3-
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Beppo then, like a Noah's Raven, is out upon that watery
waste (of dissolute, beduped, distracted European Life), to
see if there is any carrion there. One unguided little Raven,
in the wide-weltering 'Mother of dead Dogs:' will he not
come to harm; will he not be snapt up, drowned, starved,
and washed to the Devil there i No fear of him, - for a
time. His eye (or scientific judgment), it is true, as yet
takes in only a small section of it; but then \lis scent (in
stinct of genius) is prodigious: several endowments (forgery
and others) he has unfolded into talents; the two sources of
all quack-talent, Cunning and Impudence, are his in richest
measure.

As to his immediate course of action and adventure, the
foolish Inquisition Biographer, it must be owned, shows him
self a fool, and can give us next to no insight. Like enough,
Beppo 'fled to Messina;' simply as to the nearest city, and
to get across to the mainland: but as to this' certain AI
thotas' whom he met there, and voyaged with to Alexandria
in Egypt, and how they made hemp into silk, and realized
much money, and came to Malta, and studied in the Labora
tory there, and then the certain Althotas died, - of all this
what shall be said? The foolish Inquisition Biographer is
uncertain whether the certain Althotas was a Greek or' a
Spaniard: but unhappily the prior question is Dot settled,
whether he was at all. Superfluous it seems to put down
Beppo's own account of his procedure; he gave multifarious
aecounts, as the exigencies of the case demanded: this of
the' certain Althotas,' and hemp made into false silk, is as
verisimilar as that other of the' sage Althotas,' the heirship.
apparent of Trebisoud, and the Scherif of Mecca's 'Adieu,
unfortunate Child of Nature.' Nay the guesses of the igno
rant world; how Count Cagliostro bad been travelling tutor
tp a Prince (name not given), whom he murdered and took
the money from j with others of the like, - were perhaps
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still more absurd. Beppo, we can see, was out and away,
-the Devil knew whither. Far, variegated, painful, might
his roamings be. A plausible-looking shadow of him
shows itself hovering over Naples and Calabria; thither, as
to a famed high-school of Laziness and Scoundrelism, he
may likely enough have gone to graduate. Of the Malta
Laboratory, and Alexandrian hemp-silk, the less we say the
better. This only is clear: That Beppo dived deep down
into the lugubrious-obscure regions of Rascaldom; like a
Knight to the palace of his Fairy; remained unseen there,
and returned thence armed at all points.

If we fancy, meanwhile, that Beppo already meditated
becoming Grand Cophta, and riding at Strasburg in the
Cardinal's carriage, we mistake much. Gift of Prophecy
has been wisely denied to man. Did a man foresee his life,
and not merely hope it, and grope it, and so, by Necessity
and Free-will, make and fabricate it into- a reality, he were
no man, but some other kind of creature, superhuman or
subterhuman. No man sees far j the most see no farther
than their noses. From the quite dim uncertain mass of
the future (' lying there,' says a Scottish Humorist, 'un·
combed, uncarded, like a mass of tarry 'Wool proverbially
ill to spin '), they spin out, better or worse, their rumply,
infirm thread of Existence (and wind it up, up - till the
spool is fuZZ) j seeing but some little half-yard of it at once j

exclaiming, as they look into the betarred, entangled mass
of Futurity, We shall see I

The first authentic fact with regard to Beppo is, that his
swart squat figure becomes visible in the Corso and Campo
Vaccino of Rome j that he' lodges at the Sign of the Sun
in the Rotonda,' and sells pen-drawings there. Properly
they are not pen-drawings j but printed engraVings or etch.
ings, to which Beppo, with a pen and a little Indian ink, has
added the degree of scratching to give them the air of such.
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Thereby mainly does he realize a thin livelihood. From
which we infer that his transactions in Naples and Calabria,
with Althotas and hemp-silk, or whatever else, had not
turned to much.

Forged pen-drawings are no mine of wealth: neither was

Beppo Balsamo anything of an Adonis; on the contrary, a
most dusky, bull-necked, mastiff-faced, sinister-looking iBdi
vidual: nevertheless, on applying for the favor or the hand
of Lorenza Feliciani, a beautiful Roman don<zella, , dwell
ing near the Trinity of the Pilgrims,' the unfortunate child
of Nature prospers beyond our hopes. Authorities differ as
to the rank and status of fair Lorenza: one account says,
she was the daughter of a Girdle-maker; but auds errone
ously that it was in Calabria. The matter must remain sus
pended. Certain enough, she was a handsome buxom crea
ture, 'both pretty and lady-like' (it is presumable); but
having no offer, in a country too prone to celibacy, took up
with the bull-necked forger of pen-drawings, whose suit too
was doubtless pressed with the most flowing rhetoric. She
gave herself in marriage to him; and the parents admitted
him to quarter in their house, till it should appear what was
next to be done.

Two kitchen-fires, says the Proverb, burn not on one
hearth: here, moreover, might be quite special causes of
discord. Pen-drawing, at best a hungry concern, has now
exhausted itself, and must be given up: but Beppo's house
hold prospects brighten, on the other side; in the charms of
his Lorenza he sees before him what the French call '. a
Future confused and immense.' The hint was given; and,
with reluctance, or without reluctance (for the evidence leans
both. ways), was taken and reduced to practice: Signor and
Signora Balsamo are forth from the old Girdler's house, into
the wide world, seeking and finding adventures. .

The foolish Inquisition Biographer, with painful scientific
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accuracy, furnishes a descriptive catalogue of aU the suc
cessive Cullies (Italian Counts, French Envoys, Spanish
Marquises, Dukes, and Drakes) in various quarters of the
known world, whom this accomplished pair took in; with
the sums each yielded, and the methods employed to bewitch
him. Into which descriptive catalogue, why should we here
so much as cast a glance? Cullies (the easy cushions on
which knaves and knavesses repose and fatten) have at all
times existed, in considerable profusion: neither can the
fact of a 'clothed animal' (Marquis or other) having acted
in that capacity to never such lengths, entitle him to mention
in History. We pass over these. Beppo (or, as we must
now learn to call him, the Count) appears at Venice, at Mar
seilles, at Madrid, Cadiz, Lisbon, Brussels; makes scientific
pilgrimage to Saint-German (in Westphalia), religious-com
mercial to Saint James in Compostella, to Our Lady in
Loretto: south, north, east, west, he shows himself; finds
everywhere Lubricity and Stupidity (better or worse pro
vided with cash), the two elements on which he thaumatur
gically can work and live. Practice makes perfection; Beppo
too was an apt scholar. By all methods he can awaken the
stagnant imagination; cast maddening powder in the eyes.
Already in Rome he has cultivated whiskers, and put on the
uniform of a Prussian Colonel: dame Lorenza is fair to look
upon; but how much fairer, if by the air of distance and
dignity you lend enchantment to her! In other places, the
Count appears as real Count; as Marquis Pellegrini (lately
from foreign parts); as Count this and Count that, Count
Proteus-Incognito; finally as Count Alessandro Cagliostro.·
Figure him shooting through the world with utmost rapidity;

* Not altogether an int>ention this last; for his granduncle (a bell
founder at Messina?) was actually 8urnamed Caglioltro, as well a8
Damed Gi'U8eppe. - O. Y.
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ducking Iplder here, when the sword-fishes (of justice) make
a dart at him; ducking up yonder, in new shape, at the dis
tance of a thousand miles; not unprovided with forged
vouchers of Respectability; above all with that best voucher
of Respectability, a four-horse carriage, beef-~aters, and
open purse, for Count Cagli08tro has ready money and pays
his way. At some Hotel of the Sun, Hotel of the Angel,
Gold Lion, or Green Goose, or whatever Hotel it is, in what
ever world-famous capital City, his chariot-wheels have
rested; sleep and food have refreshed his live-stock, chiefly
the pearl and soul thereof, his indispensable Lorenza, now
no longer Dame Lorenza, but Countess Seraphina, looking
seraphic enough I Monied Donothings, whereof in this vexed

_ Earth there are many, ever lounging about sucn places, scan
and comment on the foreign coo.t-of-arms; ogle the fair
foreign woman; who timidly recoils from their gaze, timidly
responds to their reverences, as in halls and passages,they
obsequiously throw themselves in her way: ere long one
moneyed Donothing (from amid his tags, tassels, sword
belts, fop-tackle, frizzled hair without brains beneath it) is
heard speaking to another: ' Seen the Countess? - Divine
creature that I ' - and so the game is begun.

Let not the too sanguine reader, meanwhile, fancy that it
is all holyday and heyday with his Lordship. The course
of scoundrelism, any more than that of true love, never did
run smooth. Seasons there may be when Count Proteus
Incognito has his epaulettes torn Crom his shoulders; his
garment-skirts clipt close by the buttocks; and is bid sternly
tarry at Jericho till his beard be grown. Harpies of Law
defile his solemn feasts; his light burns languid; for a space
seems utterly snuffed out, and dead in malodorous vapor.
Dead only to blaze up the brighter! There is scoundrel-life
in Beppo Cagliostro; east him among the mud, tread him
out of sight there, the miasmata do but stimulate and refresh
him, be rises sneezing, is strong and young again.
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Behold him, for example, again in Palermo (after haVing
aeen many men and many lands) ; and -how he again escapes
thence. Why did he return to Palermo? Perhaps to as·
tonish old friends by new grandeur; or for temporary shelter,
if the Continent were getting hot for him; or perhaps in the
mere way of general trade. He is seized there, and clapt
in prison, for those foolish old businesses of the treasure
digging Goldsmith, of the forged Will.

I The manner of his escape,' says one, whose few words on this
obscure matter are so many light-points for us, I deserves to be
described. The Son of one of the first Sicilian Princes, and great
landed Proprietors (who moreover had filled important stations at
the Neapolitan Court), was a person that united with a strong body
-and ungovernable temper all the tyrannical caprice, which the rich
and great, without cultivation, think themselves entitled to ex
hibit.

I Donna Lorenza had contrived to gain this man; and on him
the fictitious Marchese Pellegrini founded his security. The
Prince testified openly that he was the protector of this stranger
pair: but what was his fury when Joseph Balsamo, at the instance
of those whom he had cheated, was cast into prison! He tried
various mearul to deliver him; and as these would not prosper, he
publicly, in the President's antechamber, threatened the plaintiffs'
Advocate with the frightfullest misusage if the suit were not dropt,
and Balsamo forthwith 8et at liberty. As the Advocate declined
such proposal, he clutched him, beat him, threw him on the floor,
trampled him with his feet, and could hardly be restrained from
still farther outrages, when the President himself came running
out, at the tumult, and commanded peace.

I This latter, a weak, dependent man, made no attempt to punish
the injurer; the pl1Lintiffs and their Advocate grew fainthearted;
aDd Balsamo was let go; not so mnch as a registration in the
Court-Books specifying his dismissal, who occasioned it, or ho." it

-took place.' •

• Goethe's WeTke, b. xxviii. 132.
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Thus sometimes, • a friend in the court is better than a
penny in the purse!' Marchese Pellegrini' quickly there·
after left Palermo, and performed various travels, whereof
my author could impart no clear information.' Whither, or
how far, the Game-chicken Prince went with him is not
hinted.

So it might, at times, be quite otherwise than in coach·
and·four that our Cagliostro journeyed. Occasionally we
find him as outrider journeying on horseback j only Sera'
phina and her sop (whom she is to suck and eat) lolling on
carriage.cushions j the hardy Count glad that hereby he can
have the shot paid. Nay sometimes he looks utterly poverty
struck, and must journey one knows not how: Thus one
briefest but authentic·looking glimpse of him presents itself
in England, in the year 1772: no Count is he here, but
mere Signor Balsamo agllin j engaged in house-painting, for
which he has a most peculiar talent. Was it true that he
painted the country house of' a Doctor Benemore j' and
having not painted, but only smeared it, was refused pay
ment, and got a lawsuit with expenses instead? If Doctor
Benemore have left any representatives in this Earth, they
are desired to speak out. We add only, that if young Beppo,
had one of the prettiest wives, old Benemore had one of the)
ugliest daughters j and so, putting one thing to another,:
matters might not be so bad. .-/

For it is to be observed, that the Count, on his own side,
even in his days of highest splendor, is not idle. Faded
dames of quality. have many wants: the Count has not
studied in the convent Laboratory, or pilgrimed to the Count
Saint-Germain, in Westphalia, to 110 purpose. With loftiest·
condescension he stoops to impart somewhat of his super
natural secrets, - for a consideration. Rowland's Kalydor
is valuable; but what to the Beautifying.water of Count
Alessandro I He that will undertake to smooth wrinkles,
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aDd make withered green parchment into a fair carnation
skin; is he not one whom faded dames of quality will delight
to honor f Or again, let the Beautifying-water succeed or
not, have not such dames (if calumny may be in aught be
lieved) anotllfr want? This want too the indefatigable
Cagliostro will supply, - for a consideration. For faded
gentlemen of quality the Count likewise has help. Not Ji

charming Countess alone; but a ' Wine of Egypt' (canthar
ides not being unknown to him), sold in drops, more precious
than nectar; which what faded gentleman of quality would
not purchase with anything short of life? Consider now
what may be done with potions, washes, charms, love.
philtres, among a class of mortals, idle from the mother's
womb; rejoicing to be taught the Ionic dances, and meditat·
ing of love from their tendet nails I

Thus waxing, waning, broad-shining, or extinct, an incon.
stant but unwearied Moon, rides on its course the Cagliostric
star. Thus are Count and Countess busy in their vocation;
thus do they spend the golden season of their youth, - ' for
the Greatest Happiness of the greatest~number?' Happy
enough, haa there been no sumptuary or adultery or swind·
lery Law-acts; no Heaven above, no Hell beneath; no
flight of Time, and gloomy land of Eld and Destitution and
Desperati~ towards which, by'law of Fate, they see them.
selves, at all moments, with frightful regularity, unaidably
drifting.

The prudent man provides against the inevitable. Already
Count Cagli08tro, with his love-philtres, his cantharidic Wine
of Egypt; nay far earlier, by his blue-flames and divining.
rods (as with the poor sheep Goldsmith of Palermo) ; and
ever since, .by many a significant hint thrown out where the
scene suited, - has dabbled in the Supernatural. As his
seraphic Countess gives signs of withering, and one luxuriant
branch of industry will die and drop off, others must be

VOL. IV. 4
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pushed into budding. Whether it was in England during
what he called his 'first visit' in the year 1776 (for the
before-first, house-smearing visit was, reason or none, to go
for nothing) that he first thought of Prophecy as a trade, is
unknown: certain enough, he had begun to practise it then;
and this indeed not without a glimpse of insight into the
national character. Various, truly, are the pursuits of man·
kind; whereon they would fain, unfolding the future, take
Destiny by surprise: with us, however, as a nation of shop
keepers, they may be all said to centre in this one, Put
money in thy purse! 0 for a Fortunatus'-Pocket, with its
ever-new coined gold ; - if, indeed, the true prayer were
not rather: 0 for a Crassus'-Drink (of liquid gold), that so
the accursed throat of Avarice might for once have enough
and to spare! Meanwhile whoso should engage, keeping
clenr of the gallows, to teach men the secret of making
money, were not he. a Professor sure of audience; SlroDg
were the general Skepticism; still stronger the general Need
and Greed. Count Cagliostro, from his residence in- Whit
combe Street, it is clear, had looked into the mysteries of
the Little-go; by occult science knew the lucky number.
Bish as yet was not; but Lotteries were; gulls also were.
The Count has his Language-master, his Portuguese Jew,
his nondescript Ex-Jesuits, whom he puts forth, as antennm,
into coffee-houses, to stir up the minds of men.. 'Lord'
Scott (a swindler swindled), and Miss Fry, and many otbers
were they here could tell what it cost them: nay the very
Lawbooks, and Lord Mansfield and Mr. Howarth speak of
hundreds, and jewel-boxes, and quite handsome booties.
Thus can the bustard pluck gee~, and (if Law get the car.
cass) live upon their giblets; - now and then, however, finds
a vulture, too tough to pluck.

The attentive reader is no doubt curious to understand all
the What and the How of Cagliostro's procedure while Eng-
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land was the scene. As we too are, and have been; but
unhappily all in vain. To that English Life (of uncertain
gender) none, as was said, need in their utmost extremity
repair. Scarcely the very lodging of Cagliostro can be
ascertained; except incidentally that it was once in Whit·
combe Street; for a few days, in Warwick Court, Holborn:
finally, for some space, in the King's Bench Jail. Vain were '
it, meanwhile, for any reverencer of genius to pilgrim thither,
seeking memorials of a great man. Cagliostro is .clean
gone: on the strictest search, no token never 80 faint dis
closes itself. He went, and left nothing behind him; - ex
eept perhaps a few cast-clothes, and other inevitable exuvilll,
long since, not indeed annihilated (this nothing can be), yet
beaten into mud, and spread as new soil over the general
surface of Middlesex and Surrey; floated by the Thames
into 'old Ocean; or flitting (the gaseous parts of them) in
the universal Atmosphere, borne thereby to remotest corners
of the Earth, or beyond the limits of the Solar System I
So fleeting is the track and habitation of man; so wondrous
the stuff he builds of; his house, his very house of houses
(what we call his Body), were he the first of geniuses, will
evaporate in the strangest manner, and vanish even whither
we have said.

To us on our side, however, it is cheering to discover, for
one thing, that Cagliostro found antagonists worthy of him :
the bustard plucking geese, and living on their giblets, found
not our whole Island peopled with geese, but here and there
(as above hinted) with vultures, with hawks of still sharper
quality than his. Priddle, Aylett, Saunders, O'Reilly: let
these stand forth as the vindicators of English national char·
acter. By whom Count Alessandro Cagliostro, as in dim
fluctuating outline indubitably appears, was bewritted, ar·
rested, fleeced, hatehelled,. bewildered, and bedevilled, till
the very Jail of King's Bench seemed a refuge from them.
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A wholly obscure contest, as was natural; wherein, how.
ever, to all candill eyes the vulturous and falconiBh character
of our Isle fully asserts itself; and the foreign Quack of
Quacks, with all his thaumaturgic Hemp-silks, Lottery-num
bers, Beauty-waters, Seductions, Phosphorus boxes, and
Wines of Egypt, is seen matched, and nigh throttled, by
the natural unassisted cunning of English Attorneys. Where
upon the bustard, feeling himself so pecked and. plucked,
takes wing, an_d flies to foreign parts.

One good thing he has carried with him, notwithstanding:
-initiation into some primary arcana of Free-masonry. The
Quack of Quacks, with his primitive bias towards the super'
natural-mystificatory must long have had his eye on Mason
ry; which, with its blazonry and mummery, sashes, drawn
eabres, brothers Terrible, brothers Venerable (the whole 80

imposing by candle-light), offered the choicest element for
him. All men profit by Union with men; the quack as
mIlCh as another; nay in these two words SVHJrn Secrecy
alone has he not round a very talisman! Cagliostro then
determines on Masooship. It was afterwards Il}"ged that the
lodge he and his Seraphina got admission to (for she also
was made a Mason, or Masone6S; and had a riband-garter
solemnly bound on, with order to sleep in it for a night) was
of low rank in the social scale; numbering not a few of the
paBtrycook and hairdresser species. To which it could only
be replied, that these alone spoke French; that a man and
mason, though he cooked pastry, was still a man and mason•

. Be this as it might, the apt Recipiendary is rapidly promoted
through the three grades of Apprentice, Companion, Master;
at the cost of five guineas. That of his being first raised
into the air, by means of a rope and pulley fixed in the
ceiling, 'during which the heavy mass of his body must
assuredly have caused him a dolorous sensation;' and then
being forced blindfold to shoot ·himself (though with privily
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duloaded pistol} in sign of courage and obedience: all tbis
we can esteem an apocrypha, - palmed on the Roman In·
quisition, otherwise prone to delusion. Five guineas, and
some foolish froth-speeches (delivered over liquor, and other
wise) was the cost. If you ask now, In w1uJt London Lodge
was it? Alas, we know not, and shall never know. Certain
only that Count Alessandro is a master.mason i that baving
once crossed the threshold, his plastic genius will not stop
there. Behold, accordingly, he has bought from a' Book
seller' certain manuscripts belonging to 'one George Cof.
ton, a man absolutely unknown to him' (and to us), which
treat of the " Egyptian Masonry! ' In other words, Count
Alessandro will blow with his new five-guinea bellows i

having always occasion to raise the wind.
With regard specially to that huge soap-bubble of an

Egyptian Masonry which he blew, and as conjuror caught
many flies with, it- is our painful duty to say a little i not
much. The Inquisition Biographer, with deadly fear of
heretical and democraticai and black-magical Freemasons
before his eyes, has gone into the matter to boundless
depths i commenting, elucidating, even confuting: a certain
expository masonic Order-Book of Oagliostro's, which he
has laid hand on, opens the whole mystery to him. The
ideas he declares to be Cagliostro's i the composition all a
Disciple's, for the Count had 0'0 gift that way. What then
does the Disciple set forth? or, at lowest, the Inquisition"
Biographer say that he sets forth? Much, much that is not
to the point.

Understand, however, that once inspired, by the absolutely
_unknown George Cofton, with the notion of Egyptian Ma
sonry, wherein as yet lay much 'magic and superstition,'
Count Alessandro resolves to free it of these impious ingre·
dients, and make it a kind of Last Evangile, or Renovator
of the Universe, - which so needed renovation. 'As he

4-
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did not believe anything in matter of Faith,' says our wooden
Familiar,' nothing could arrest him.' True enough: how
did he move along then? to what length did he go ?

, In his system he promises his followers to conduct them to
P'J'ftdion,by means of a phyAcal tmd _cd regmuation ; to enable
them }>y the former (or physical) to find the prime m.attw, or Philos
opher's Stone, and the acacia whi~h consolidates in man the forcea
9f the most vigorous youth and renders him immortal; and by the
latter (or moral) toprocure them a Pentagon, which shall restore
IIlan to his primitive state of innocence, lost by original sin. The
Founder supposes that. this Egyptian Masonry was instituted by
Enoch and EliaS, who propagated it in different parts of the world:
however, in time, it lost much of its purity and splendor. And so,
by degrees, the Masonry of men had been reduced to pure buf.
foonery j and that of women been almost entirely destroyed, having
now for most part no place in common Masonry. Till at last, the
zeal of the Grand Cophta (so are the High-priests of Egypt named)
had signalized itself by restoring the Masonry of both sexes to its
pristine lustre.'

With regard to the great question of constructing this in
valuable Pentagon, which is to abolish Original Sin: how
you have to choose a solitary mountain, and call it Sinai;
and ..build a Pavilion on 'it to be named Sion, with twelve
sides, in every side a window, and three stories, one' of
which is named Ararat; and with Twelve Masters, each at
a window, yourself in the middle ·of them, go through un
speakable formalities, vigils, removals, fasts, toils, distresses,
and hardly get your Pentagon after all, - we shall say
nothing. As little concerning the still grander and painfuller
process of Physical Regeneration, or growing young again;
a thing not to be accomplished without a forty-days' course
of medicine, purgations, sweating-baths, fainting-fits, root
diet, phlebotomy, starvation, and desperation, more perhaps
than it is all worth. Leaving these interior solemnities, and
many· high moral precepts of union, virtue, wisdom, and
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doctrines of Immortality and what ..not, will the reader care
to cast an indifferent glance on cer1llin esoteric ceremonial
parts of this Egyptian Masonry, - as the Inquisition Biog
rapher, if we miscelIaneously culI from him, may enable
us?

'In all these ceremonial partB,' huskily avers the wooden Biogra
pher, 'you find as much sacrilege, profanation, superstition, and
idolatry, as in common .Maaonry: invocatiODB of the holy Name,
prostemations, adorations lavished on the Venerable, or head of
the Lodge; aspiratiODB, insu1Hations, incense-burnings, fumigatiOll8,
exorcism. of the Candidates and the garmenta they are to take ;
embleIDll of the sacro-sanct Triad, of the Moon, of the Sun, of the
Compass, Square, and a thousand thousand other iniquities and
ineptitudes, which are now well known in the world.'

, We above made mention of the Grand Cophta. By this title
has been designated the founder or restorer of Egyptian Masonry.
Cagliostro made no difficulty in admitting' (to me the Inquisitor)
'that under such name he Wall himI!lelf meant: now in this system
the Grand Cophta is compared to the Highest: the most solemn
acta of worship are paid him; he has authority over the Angels;
he is invoked on all occasioDII; everything is done in virtue of his
power; which you are assured he derives immediately from God.
Nay more: among the various rites observed in this exercise of
Masonry. you are ordered to recite the Peni Crudor .piritw, the
Te Deum, and some PSalIDll of David: to such an excess is impu
dence and audacity carried, that in the Psalm, Memento, Domine,
David et omni6 mct1l61ldudiniB t!jWJ, every time the name David
occurs, that of the Grand Cophta is to be substituted.

'No Religion is excluded from the Egyptian Society: the Jew,
the Calvinist, the Lutheran, can be admitted equally well with the
Catholic, if so be they admit the existence of God and the immor
tality of the souL' , The men elevated to the rank of master take
the nam..eli of the ancient Propheta; the women those of the
Sibyls.'

• • 'Then the Grand Mistress blows on the face of the female
Recipiendary, all along from brow to chin, and says: 'I give you
this breath, to cause to gemrinate and become alive in your heart
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the Truth which we poaeilII; to fortify in you the' &e. &.e. 
•Guardian of the new Knowledge which we prepare to make you
partake of, by the sacred names of HeliN, Mme, T~
maton.'

•In the EaBai IUT lei IUunrim., printed at Paris in 1789, I read
that these latter. words were suggested to Cagliostro as Arabic or
Sacred ones by a Sleight-of-hand Man, who said that he was as
sisted by a spirit, and added that this spirit was the Soul of a
Cabalist Jew, who by art-magic had killed hill pig before the
Christian Advent.'

• • •They take a young lad, or a girl who is in the state ~f
innocence: such they call the Pupil or the Columb; the Venera
ble communicates to him the power he would have had before the
Fall of Man; which power consists mainly in commanding the
pure Spirits; these Spirits are to the number of seven: it is said
they surround the Throne; and that they govern the Seven Plan
ets: their names are Anael, Michael, Raphael, Gabriel, Uriel,
Zobiachel, AnachieL'

Or would the reader wish to see this Columb in action?
She can act in two ways; either behind a curtain, behind a
hieroglyphically-painted Screen with • table and three can·
dies;' or as here • before the Caraffe,' and showing face.
If the miracle fail, it can only be because she is not • in the
state of hmocence,' - an accident much to be guarded
against. This scene is at Mittau ; - we find, indeed, that it
is a Pupil affair, not a Columb one; but for the rest that is
perfectly indifferent:

•Cagliostro accordingly (it is his own story still) brought a little
Boy into the Lodge; BOn of a nobleman there. He placed him on
his knees before a table, whereon stood a BottIe of pure water,
and behind this BOme lighted candles: he made an exorcism round
the Boy, put his hand on his head; and both, in this attitude, ad
dreBBed their prayers to God for the happy accomplishment of the
work. Having then bid the child look into the Bottle, directly the
child cried that he saw a garden. Knowing hereby that Heaven
assisted him, Cagliostro took courage, and bade the child ask of
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God the grace to see the Angel Michael At first the child said:
" I see something white; I know Dot what it is." Then he began
jumping, stamping like a possessed creature, and cried: "There
now! I see a child, like myself, that seems to have something
angelical.". All the assembly, and Cagli08tro himself, remained
speechless with emotion. - - - The child being anew exor
cised, with the hands of the Venerable On his head, and the CUll

tomary prayers addressed to Heaven, be looked into the Bottle,
aod said, he saw hili Sister ~ that moment coming down stairs, and
embiaeing one of her· brothel'll. That appeared impollBible, the
brother in question being then hundreds of miles off: however,
Cagliostro felt not disconcerted; said, they might send to the
country-house (wllere the sister was) and see.'-

Wonderful enough. Here, however, a fact rather sud
denly transpires, which (as the Inquisition Biographer well
urges) mUit serve to undeceive all believers in Cagliostro ;
at leut, call a blush into their cheeks. It seems: 'The
Grand Cophf1l., the restorer, the propagator of Egyptian
Masonry, Count Cagliostro himself, testifies, in most part of
his System, the profoundest respect for the Patriarch Moses:
and yet this same Cagliostro affirmed before his judges that
he had always felt the insurmountablest antipathy to Moses;
and attributes this hatred to his constant opinion, that Moses
was a thief for having carried off the Egyptian vessels;
which opinion, in spite of all the luminous arguments that
were opposed to him to show how erroneous it was, he has
continued to hold with an invincible obstinacy I ' How re
concile these two inconsistencies? Aye, how?

But to finish off this Egyptian Masonic business, and bring
it all to a focus, we shall now, for the first and for the last
time, peep one moment through the spyglass of Monsieur de
Luchet, in that Essai sur les Rlumines of his. The whole

* Vie de J08epA Babaww; tradw. d,'apres l'original Italim.
(Paria, 1791.) Ch. ii. iii.
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matter being so much of a chimera, how can it be painted
otherwise than chimerically? Of the following passage one
thing is true, that a creature of the seed of Adam believed
it to be true. List, list, then; 0 list I

, The Recipiendary is led by a darksome path, into an inlmeDle
hall, the ceiling, the walls, the floor of which are covered by a
black cloth, sprinkled over with red flames and menacing serpents :
three sepulchral lampe emit, from time to time, a dying glimmer;
and the eye half distinguishes, in this lugubrious den, certain
wrecks of mortality suspended by funereal crapes: a heap of skele
tons forms in the centre a sort of altar; on both sides of it are
piled books; some contain menaces against the perjured; others
the deadly narrative of the vengeances which the Invisible Spirit
has exacted; of the infernal evocations for a long time pronounced
in vain.

, Eight hours elapse. Then Phantoms, trailing mortuary veils,
slowly crOBB the hall, and sink in caverns, without audible noise of
trapdoors or of falling. You notice only that they are gone, by a
fetid odor exhaled from them.

'The Novice remains four-and-twenty hours in this gloomy
abode, in the midst of a freezing silence. A rigorous fast has
already weakened his thinking faculties. Liquors, prepared for the
purpose, first weary, and at length wear out his senses. At his
feet are placed three cups, filled with a drink of greenish color.
Necessity lifts them towards his lips; involuntary fear repels
them.

I At last appear two men; looked upon as the ministers of death.
These gird the pale brow of the Recipiendary with an auroral
colored riband, dipt in blood, and full of silvered characters mixed
with the figure of Our Lady of Loretto. He receives a copper
crucifix, of two inches length; to his neck are hung a sort of
amulets, wrapped in violet cloth. He is stript of his clothes;
which two ministering brethren deposit on a funeral pile, erected
at the other end of the hall. With blood, on 'his naked body, are
traced Cr088eB. In this state of suffering and humiliation, he sees
approaching with large strides five Phantoms, armed with swords,
and cl~ in garments dropping blood. Their faces are veiled:
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they spread a carpet on the floor; kneel there'; pray; and remain
with outstretched bands crossed on their breast, and face fixed on
the ground, in deep silence. An hour passes in this painful atti
tude. After which fatiguing trial, plaintive cries are heard; the
funeral pile takes fire, yet casts only a pale light; the gannents
are thrown on it and burnt. A colossal and almost transparent
Figure rises from the very bosom of the pile. At sight of it, the
five prostrated men fall into convulsions insupportable to look on:
the too faithful image of those foaming struggles wherein a mortal
at handgrips with a sudden pain ends by sinking under it.

'Then a trembling voice pierces the vault, and articulates the
formula of those execrable oaths that are to be sworn: my pen
falters; I think myself almost guilty to retrace them.'

a Luchet, what a taking! Is there no hope left, thinkest
thou? Thy brain is all gone to addled albumen; help seems
none, if not in that last mq.ther's-bosom of all the ruined:
Brandy-and-water ! - An unfeeling world may laugh; but
ought to recollect that, f.orty years ago, these things were
sad realities, - in the heads of many men.

As to the execrable oaths, this seems the main one:
, Honor and respect Aqua Toffana, as a sure, prompt, and
necessary means of purging the Globe, by the death or the
hebetation of such as endeavor to debase the Truth, or
snatch it from our hands.' And so the catastrophe ends by
bathing our poor half-dead Recipiendary first in blood, then,
after ,some genuflexions, in water; and' serving him a re
past composed of roots,' - we grieve to say, mere potatoes
and-point!

Figure now all this boundless cunningly devised Agglom
erate of royal-arches, death's-heads, hieroglyphically painted
screens, Columba' in the state of innocence;' with spacious
masonic halls, dark, or in the favorablest theatrical light-and
dark; Kircher's magic-lantern, Belshazzar hand-writings (of
phosphorus); , plaintive tones,' gong-beatings; hoary beard
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of a supernatural Grand Cophta emerging from the gloom;
- and how it acts not only indirectly through the foolish
senses of men, but directly on their Imagination; connect
ing itself with Enoch and Elias, with Philanthropy, Immor
tality, Eleutheromania, and Adam Weisshaupt's Illuminati,
and so downwards to the infinite Deep: figure all this; lIlId
in the centre of it, sitting eager and alert, the skilfullest
Panourgos, working the mighty chaos, into a creation - of
ready money. In such a wide plastic ocean of sham and
foam had the Archquack now happily begun to envelop
himself.

Accordingly he goes forth prospering and to prosper.·
Arrived in any City, he has, but by masonic grip to accredit
himself with the Venerable of the place; and, not by de
grees as formerly, but in a single night, is introduced in
Grand Lodge to all that is fattest and foolishest far or near ;
and in \ the fittest arena, a gilt-pasteboard Masonic hall.
There between the two .pillars of Jachin and Boaz, can the
great Sheepstealer see his whole flock (of Dupeables) as
sembled in one penfold; affectionately blatant, licking the
hand they are to bleed by. Victorious Acharat-Beppo!
The genius of Amazement, moreover, has now shed her
glory round him; he is radiant-headed, a supernatural by
his very gait. Behold him everywhere welcomed with vivats,
or in awe-struck silence: gilt-pasteboard Freemasons receive
him under the Steel-Arch (of crossed sabres); he mounts
to the Seat of the Venerable; holds high discourse hours
long, on Masonry, Morality, Universal Science, Divinity, and
Things in general, with' a sublimity, an emphasis, and unc
tion,' proceeding it appears, 'from the special inspiration of
the Holy Ghost.' Then there are Egyptian Lodges to be
founded, corresponded with (a thing involving expense);
elementary fractions of many a priceless arcanum (nay, if
the place will stand it, of the Pentagon itself) can be given
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to the purified in life: how gladly' would he give them, but
they have to be brought from the uttermost ends of the
world, and cost money. Now too, with what tenfold impetu
osity do all the old trades of Egyptian Drops, Beauty-waters,
Secret-favors, expand themselves, and rise in price I Life
weary, moneyed Donothing, this eeraphic Countess is Grand
Priestess of the Egyptian Female Lodges; has- a touch of
the supramundane Undine in her: among all thy intrigues;
hadst thou ever yet Endymion-like an intrigue with the lunar
Diana,""- called also Hecate? And thou, 0 antique, much
loving faded Dowager, this Squire-of-dames can (it appears
probable) command the Seven Angels, Uriel, Anachiel and
Company; at lowest, has the eyes of all Europe fixed on
him I-The dog pockets money enough, and can ,seem to
despise money.

To us, much meditating on the matter, it seemed perhaps
strangest of all, how Count Cagliostro, received under the
Steel Arch, could hold Discourses, of from one to three
hours long, on Universal Science, of such unction, we do
not say as to seem inspired hy the Holy Spirit, but as not to
get him lugged out of doors (after his first head of method),
and drowned in whole oceans of salt-nnd-water. The man
could not speak; only babble in long:winded diffusions,
chaotic circumvolutions tending nowhither. He had no
thought for speaking with; he had not even a language.
His Sicilian-Italian, and Laquais-de-Place French, garnished
with shreds from all European dialects, was wholly intelligi
ble to no mortal; a Tower-of-Babel jargon, which made many
think him a kind of' Jew. But indeed, with the language of
Greeks, or of Angels, what better were it? The man once
for all has no articulate utterance; that tongue of his emits
noises enough, but no speech. Let him begin the plainest
story, his stream stagnates at the first stage; chafes (' ahem!
ahem I '); loses itself in the earth; or, bursting over, fiies

VOL. IV. . 5
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abroad without bank or channel, - into separate plashes.
Not a stream, but a lake, a wide-spread indefinite marsh.
His whole thought is confused, inextricable; what thought,
what resemblance of thought he has, cannot deliver itself,
except in gasps, blustering gushes, spasmodic refiuences,
which make bad worse. Bubble, bubble, toil and trouble:
how thou bubblest, foolish 'Bubblyjock!' Hear him once
(and on a dead-lift occasion), as the Inquisition Gumey re
ports it:

, "I mean and I wish to mean, that even as those who honor
their father and mother, and respect the sovereign Ponti1f, are
blellSed of God; even so all that I did, I did it by the order of
God, with the power which he vouchsafed me, and to the advan
tage of God and of Holy Church; and I mean to give the proofs
of all that I have done and said, not only physically but morally,
by showing that as I have served God for God and by the power
of God, he has given me at last the counterpoison to confound and
combat Hell; for I know 110 other enemies than those that are in
Hell, and if I am wrong the Holy Father will punish me; if I am
right he will reward me, and if the Holy Father could get into his
hands to-night these answers of mine, I predict to all brethren,
believers and unbelievers, that I should be at liberty tomorrow
morning." Being desired to give these proofs then, he answered:
"To prove that I have been chosen of God as an apostle to defend
and propagate religion, I say that as the Holy Church has insti
tuted pastors to demonstrate in face of the world that she is the
troe Catholic faith, even so, having operated with approbation and
by the counsel of pastors of the Holy Church, I am, as I said, fully
justified in regard to all my operations; and these pastors have
assured me that my Egyptian Order was divine, and deserved to
be formen into an Order sanctioned by the Holy· Father, as I said
in another interrogatory." ,

How then, in the name of wonder, said we, could such a
babbling, bubbling Turkey-cock speak' ' with unction? '

Two things here are to be taken into account. First, the
difference between speaking and public speaking; a differ-
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ence altogether generic. Secondly, the wonderful power of
a certain audacity (often named impudence). Was it never
thy hard fortune, good Reader, to attend any Meeting con
vened for Public'purposes; any Bible-Society, Reform, Con
servative, Thatc1led-Tavern, Hogg-Dinner, or other such
Meeting? Thou hast seen some full-fed Long-ear, by free
determination, or on sweet constraint, start to his legs, and
give voice. Well aware wert thou that there was not, had
not been, could not be, in that entire ass-cranium of his any
fraction of an idea: nevertheless mark him. If at first an
ominous haze flit round, and nothing, not even nonsense,
dwell in his recollection, - heed it not; let him but plunge
desperately on, the spell is broken. Common-places enough
are at hand; 'labor of love,' 'rights of suffering millions,'
, throne and altar,' 'divine gift of song,' or what else it may
be: the Meeting, by its very name, has environed itself in a
given element of Common-place. J3ut anon, behold how
his talking-organs get heated, and the friction vanishes;
cheers, applauses (with the previous dinner and strong

_drink) raise him to height of noblest temper. And now (as
for your vociferous Dullard is easiest of all) let him keep on
the soft, safe parallel course (parallel to the Truth, or nearly
so; for Heaven's sake, not in contact with it), no obstacle
will meet him; on the favoring 'given element of Com
monplace' he triumphantly careers. He is as the ass, whom
you took and cast headlong into the water: the water at
first threatens to swallow him; but he finds, to his astonish
ment, that he can swim therein, that it is buoyant and bears
him along. One sole condition is indispensable: audacity
(vulgarly called impudence). Our ass must commit himself
to his watery' element; , iJ;! free daring, strike torth his four
limbs from him: then shall he not drown and sink, but shoot
gloriously forward, and swim, to the admiration of bystand
elll. The ass, I!8fe landed on the other bank, shakes his
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rough hide, wonderstruck himself at the faculty that lay in
him, and waves joyfully his long ears: so too the public
speaker. Cagliostro, as we know him of old, is not without
a certain blubbery oiliness (of soul as of body), with vehe
mence lying under it; has the volublest~ noisiest tongue;
and in the audacity vtrlgarly called impudence is without a
fellow. The Common-places of such Steel-Arch Meetings
are soon at his finger-ends: that same blubbery oiliness and
vehemence lying under it (once give them an element and
stimulus) are the very gift of a fluent public speaker- to
Dupeables.

Here too let us mention a circumstance, not insignificant, ,
if true, which it may readily enough be. In younger years,
Beppo Balsamo once, it is recorded, took some pains to pro
cure, 'from a country vicar,' under quite false pretences,
, a bit of cotton steeped in holy oils.' What could such bit
of cotton steeped in holy oils do for him? An Unbeliever
from any basis of conviction the unbelieving Beppo could
never be; but solely from stupidity and bad morals. Might
there not lie in that chaotic blubbery nature of his, at the
bottom of all, a certain musk-grain of real -Superstitious
Belief? How wonderfully such a musk-grain of Belief
will flavor, and impregnate with seductive odor, a whole
inward world of Quackery, so that every fibre thereof shall
smell musk, is well known. No Quack can persuade like
him who has himself some persuasion. Nay, so wondrous
is the act of Believing, Deception and Self-deception must,
rigorously speaking, coexist in all Quacks; and he perhaps
.were definable as the best Quack, in whom the smallest
musk-grain of the latter would sufficiently flavor the largest
mass of the former.

But indeed, as we know otherwise, was there not in Cag
li08tro a certain pinchbeck counterfeit 'of all that is golden
and good in man, of somewhat even that is best? Cheers,
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and illuminated hieroglyphs, and the ravishment of throng.
ing audiences, can make him maudlin; his very wickedness
of practice will rend~r him louder in eloquence of theory;
and' philanthropy,' 'divine science,' 'depth of unknown
worlds,' , finer feelings of the heart,' and such like shall draw
tears from most asses of sensibility. Neither, indeed, is it
of moment how few his elementary Common.places are,
bow empty his head is, so he but agitate it well : thus"a lead
drop or two, put into the emptiest dry-bladder, and jingled
to and fro, will make· noise enough; and even (if skilfully
jingled) a kind of martial music.

Such is the Cagliostric palaver, that bewitches all manner
of believing souls. If the ancient Father was named Chry.
sostom, or Mouth-of-Gold, be the modern Quack named
Pinchbecko-stom, or Mouth-of.Pinchbeck; in an Age of
Bronze such metal finds elective affinities. On the whole,
too, it is worth considering what element your Quack spe
cially works in: the element of Wonder! The Genuine,
be he artist or artisan, works in the finitude of the Known;
the Quack in the infinitude of the Unknown. And then
how, in rapidest progression, he grows and advances, once
start him' 'Your name is up,' says the adage, 'you may
lie in bed.' A nimbus of Renown and preternatural Aston
ishment envelopes Cagliostro; enchants the general eye.
The few reasoning mortals, scattered here and there, that
see through him, deafened in the universal hubbub, shut
their lips in sorrowful disdain; confident in the grand rem
edy, Time. The Enchanter meanwhile rolls on his way;
what boundless materials of Deceptibility (which are two
mainly: first, Ignorance, especially Brute-mindedness, the
natural fruit of religious Unbelief; then Greediness) exist
over Europe, in this the most deceivable of modern ages, are
stirred up, fermenting in his behoof. He careers onward as
a Comet; his nucleus (of paying and praising Dupes) em·

5-
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braces, in long radius, what city and province he rests over;
his thinner tail (of wondering and curious Dupes) stretches
into remotest lands. Good Lavater, from amid his Swiss
Mountains, could say of him: 'Cagliostro, a man; and a
man such as few are; in whom, however, I am not a believer.
o that he were simple of heart and humble, like a child;
that he had feeling for the simplicity of the G08pel, and the
majesty of the Lord (Hokeit des Herrn) I Who were so
great as he ? Cagliostro often tells what is not true, and
promises what he does not perform. Yet do I nowise hold
his operations as deception, though they are not what he
calls them.' - If good Lavater could so say of him, what
must others have been saying!

Comet-wise, progressing with loud flourish of kettledrums,
everywhere under the Steel Arch, evoking spirits, trans
muting metals (to such as could stand it), the Archquack has
tI'll.versed Saxony; at Leipsic has run athwart the hawser of
a brother quack (poor Schropfer, here scarcely recognisable
as • Scieffert '), and wrecked him. Through Eastern Ger
many, Prussian Poland,he progresses; and so now at length
(in the spring of 1780) has arrived at Petersburgh. His
pavilion is erected here, his flag prosperously hoisted: Ma
son-lodges have long ears; he is distributing (as has now
become his wont) Spagiric Food, medicine for the poor; a
train-oil Prince Potemkin (or something like him, for ac
counts are dubious) feels his chops water over a seraphic
Seraphina: all goes merry;nnd promises the best. But in
those despotic countries, the Police is so arbitrary I Caglio
ostro's thaumaturgy must be overhauled by the Empress's
Physician (Rogerson, n hard Annandale Scot) ; is found
naught, the Spagiric Food unfit for a dog: and so, the whole

* Lettre dt< Comt. Mirabeaw 8Ur Caglioltro u Laflater. (Berlin,
1786.) P.42.
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particulars of his Lordship's conduct being put together, the
result is that he must leave Petersburgh, in a given brief term
of hours. _Happy for him that it was so brief: scarcely is
he gone,till the Prussian Ambassador appears with a com
plaint, that he has falsely assumed the Prussian uniform at
Rome; the Spanish Ambassador with 11 still graver com
plaint, that he has forged bills at Cadiz. However, he is
safe over the marches: let them complain their fill.

In Courlaml and in Poland great things await hitn j yet
not unalloyed by two small reverses. The famed Counte88
von der Recke (a born Fair Saint, what the Germans call
&hOne Seele), as yet quite young in heart and experience,
but broken down with grief for departed friends, - seeks to
question the world·famous Spirit-summoner on the secrets of
the Invisible Kingdoms; whither, with fond, strained eyes, she
is incessantly looking. ,The galimathias of Pinchbecko-stom
cannot impose on this pure-minded simple woman :s1le
recognises the Quack in him (and in a printed Book makes
known the same): Mephisto's mortifying experience with
Margaret, as above foretold.. renews itself for Cagliost~.·

At Warsaw too, though he discourses on Egyptian Ma
sonry, on Medical Philosophy, and the ignorance of Doctors,
and performs successfully with Pupil and Columb, a certain
, Count M.' cherishes more than doubt; which ends in cer
tainty, in a written Cagliostro Unmasked. The Archquack,
triumphant, sumptuously feasted in the city, has retired with
a chosen set of believers, with whom, however, was this un
believing' M.' into the country; to transmute metals, to pre
pare perhaps the Pentagon. itself. All that night, before
leaving Warsaw, 'our dear Master' had spent conversing
with spirits. Spirits? cries 'M.:' Not he; but melting
ducats: he has a melted mass of them in this crucible, which

• ZtJitgM066/1fl, No. XV. § FTtlU. "lin der Reeke.
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now, by sleight of hand, he wOlild fain substitute for that
other, fiUed, as you aU saw, with red-lead, carefully luted
down, smelted, /let to cool, smuggled from among our hands,
and now (look at· it, ye asses!) - found broken and hidden
among these bushes! Neither does the Pentagon, or Elixir
of Life, or whatever it was, prosper better. 'Our sweet
Master enters into expostulation;' 'swears by his great God,
and his honor, that he will finish the work and make us
happy. He carries his modesty so far as to propose tbat he
shall work with chains on his feet; and consents to JOIle his
life, by the hands of his disciples, if before the end of the
fourth passage, his word be not made good. He lays his
hand on the ground, and kisses it; holds it up to Heaven,
and again takes God to witness that· he speaks true; calls
on Him to exterminate him if he lies.' A vision of the
hoary-bearded Grand Cophta himself makes night solemn.
In vain I The sherds of that broken red-lead crucible (which
pretends to stand here unbroken half-full of silver) lie there,
before your eyes: that 'resemblance of a sleeping child,'
grown visible-in the magic cooking of our Elixir, proves to
be an inserted rosemary-leaf: the Grund Cophta cannot be
gone too soon.

Count' M.,' balancing towards the opposite extreme, even
thinks him inadequate as a Quack.

, Far from being modest,' says this Unmasker, 'he brags beyond
expression, in anybody's presence, especially in women's, of the
grand faculties he possesses. Every word is an exaggeration, or
a statement you feel to be improbable. The smallest contradic
tion puts him in. fury: his \'8llity breaks through on all sides; he
lets you give him a festival that sets the whoie city a-talking.
Most impostors are supple, and endeavor to gain friends. This
one, you might say, studies to appear arrogant, to make all men
enemies, by his rude injurious speeches, by the squabbles and
grudges he introduces among friends.' 'He quarrels with his. co
adjutors for trifles; fancies that a simple giving of the lie will
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persuade the public that they are liars.' 'Schropfer at Leipsic
was far cleverer.' 'He should get some ventriloquist for llSBistant:
should read some Books of Chemistry; study the Tricks of Phila
delphia and Comus.'-

Fair advices, good' M. ;' but do not you yourself admit
that he has a 'natural genius for dec'eption;' above all
things, 'a forehead of brass (front d'airain), which nothing
can disconcert?' To such a genius, and such a brow,
Comus and Philadelphia, and all the ventriloquists in Nature,
can add little. Give the Archquack his due. These arro
gancies of his prove only that he is mounted on his high
horse, and has now the world under him.

Such reverses (occurring in the lot of every man) are,
for our Cllgliostro, but as specks in the blaze of the meridian
Sun. With undimmed lustre he is, as heretofore, handed
over from this' Prince P.' to that Prince Q. ; among which
high believing potentates, what is an incredulous 'Count
M. '(' His pockets are distended with ducats and diamonds:
he is off to Vienna, to Frankfort, to Strasburg, by extra·
post; and there also will work miracles. 'The train he
commonly took with him,' says the Inquisition Biographer,
, corresponded to the rest i he always travelled post, with a
considerable suite: couriers, lackeys, body-servants, domes·
tics of all sorts, sumptuously dressed, gave an air of reality
to the high birth he vaunted. The very liveries he got made
at Paris cost twenty Louis each. Apartments furnished in

- the height of the mode; a magnificent table, open to numer
ous- guests; rich dresses for himself and his wife, corre·
sponded to this luxurious w.ay of life. His feigned generosity
likewise made a great noise. Often he gratuitously doctored
the poor, and even gave them alms.' t

• Caglio6tro dt!ma6que a Var60t7ie, en 1780. (Paris, 1786.) P.
35 et seq.

t VU de J06epl& Bal6amo, p. 41.
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In the inside of aU this splendid travelling and lodging
economy, are to be seen, as we know, two suspicious.looking
rouged or unrouged figures, of a Count and a Countess;
lollingon their cushions there, with a jaded, haggard kind
of aspect, they eye one another sullenly, in silence, with a
scarce·suppressed indignation; for each thinks the other
does not work enough and eats too much. Whether Dame
Lorenza followed her peculiar side of the business with re
luctance or with free alacrity, is a moot-point among Biogra
phers: not so that, with her choleric adipose Archquack,
she had a sour life of it, and brawling abounded. If we
look still farther inwards, and try to penetrate the inmost
self-consciousness (what in another man wonld be called the
conscience) of the Archquack himself, the view gets most
uncertain; little or nothing to be seen but a thick fallacious
haze. Which indeed was the main thing extant there.
Much in the Count Front-d'airain remains dubious; yet
hardly this: his want of clear insight into anything, most
of all into his own inner man. Cunning in the supreme
degree he has; intellect next to none. Nay, is not cunning
(couple it with an esurient character) the natural conse
quence of defective intellect? It is properly the vehement
exercise of a short, poor vision; of an intellect sunk, be
mired; which can attain to no free vision~ otherwise it would
lead the esurient ma,n to be honest.

Meanwhile gleams of muddy light will occasionally visit
all mortals; every living creature (according to Milton, the
very Devil) has some more or less faint resemblance of a
Conscience; must make inwardly certain auricular confes
sions, absolutions, professions of faith, - were it 'only that
he does not yet quite loathe, and so proceed to hang himself.
What such a Porcus as Cagliostro might specially feel, and
think, and be, were difficult in any case to say; much more
when contradiction and mystification, designed and unavoid-
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able, so involve the matter. One of the most authentic
documents preserved of him is the Picture of his Visage.
An Effigies once universally diffused; in oil-paint, aquatint,
marble, stucco, and perhaps gingerbread, decorating millions
of apartments: of which remarkable Effigies one copy,
engraved in the line-manner, happily still lies here. Fittest
of visages; worthy to be worn by the Quack of Quacks I
A most portentous face of scoundrelism: a fat, snub, abomi
nable face; dew.hipped, fiat-nosed, greasy; full of greedi
ness, sensuality, oxlike obstinacy; a forehead impudent,
refusing to be ashamed; and then two eyes turned up se
raphically languishing, as in divine contemplation and adora
tion ; a touch of quiz too: on the whole, perhaps the most
perfect quack-face produced by the eighteenth century.
There he sits, and seraphically languishes, with this epi
graph:

De l'.I.lmi dea HttmJJ.im reCOfllIi.<tsa lea traits :
Tom 8U jO'UrB 80nl naarquU par dt nouveaux bimfai.ts,
11 proloflge la me, il IIUOUI"t l'indigence ;
Le plaiW eNtre utile est &eullla rkompenlle. .

A probable conjecture were that this same Theosophy,
Theophilanthropy, Solacement of the Poor, to which our
Archquack now more and more betook himself, might serve
not only as bird-lime for external game, but also half-uncon
sciously as salve for assuaging his own spiritual sores. Am
not I a charitable man? could the Archquack say l if I have
erred myself, have I not, by theosophic unctuous discourses,
removed much cause of error? The lying, the quackery,
what are these but the method of accommodating yourself
to the temper of men; of getting their ear, their dull long
ear, which Honesty had no chance to catch? Nay, at
worst, is not this an unjust world; full of nothing but beasts
of prey, four-footed or two-footed? Nature has commanded,
saying: Man, help thyself. Ought not the man of my
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genius, since he was not born a Prince, since in these scan
dalous times he has not been elected a Prince, to make him
self one? If not by open violence (for which he wants
military force) ; then surely by superior science, - exercised
in a private way. Heal the diseases of the Poor, the far
deeper diseases of the Ignorant: in a word, found Egyptian
Lodges, and get the means of founding them. - By such
soliloquies can Count Front-of-brass Pipchbecko-stom,in rare
atrabifiar hours of self-questioning, compose himself. For
the rest, such hours are rare: the Count is a man of action
and digestion, not of self-questioning; usually the day brings
its abundant task; there is no time for abstractio~s, - of
the metaphysical sort.

Be this as it may, the Count has arrived at Strasburg; ia
working higher wonders than ever. At Strasburg, indeed,
(in the year 1783) occurs his apotheosis; what we can call
the culmination and Fourth Act of his Life-drama. He was
here for a number of months; in full blossom and radiance,
the envy and admiration of the world. In large hired hos
pitals, he with -open drug-box (containing 'Extract of Sat-
urn '), and even with open purse, relieves the suffering poor;
unfolds himself lamblike, angelic to a believing few, of the
rich classes; turns a silent minatory lion-face to unbelievers,
were they of the richest. Medical miracles have in all times
been common: but what miracle is this of an Oriental or
Occidental Serene-Excellence that, ' regardless of expense,'
employs himself not in preserving game, but in curing sick
ness, in illuminating ignorance? Behold how he dives, at
noonday, into the infectious hovels of the mean; and on
the equipages, haughtinesses, and even dinner-invitatioqs of
the great, turns only his negatory front-of-brass I The Pripce
Cardinal de Rohan, Archbishop of Strasburg, first-class
Peer. of France, of the Blood-royal of Brittany, intimates
a wish to see him; he answers: 'If Monseigneur the CaT-
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dinal is sick, let him come, and I will cure him; if he is
well, he has no need of me, I none of him.'· Heaven,
meanwhile, has sent him a few disciples: by a nice tact, he
knows his man; to one speaks only of Spagiric Medicine,
Downflll of Tyranny, and the Egyptian Lodge; to another,
of quite high matters, beyond this diurnal ~phere; of visits
from the Angel of Light, visits from him of Darkness; pass- .
ing a Statue of Christ, he will pause with· a wondrously ac
cented plaintive' Ha I' as of recognition, as of thousand
years remembrance,; and when questioned, sink into myste
rious silence. Is he the Wandering Jew, then? Heaven
knows! At Strasburg, in a word, Fortune not only smiles
but laughs upon him: as crowning favor, he finds here the
richest, inflammablest, most open-handed Dupe ever yet
vouchsafed him; no other than this same many-titled Louis
de Rohan; strong in whose favor, he can laugh again at
Fortune.

Let the curious rea~r look at him, for an instant or two,
through the eyes of two eye-witnesses: the Abbe Georgel
(Prince Louis's diplomatic Factotum), and Herr Meiners,
the GOttingen Professor:

'Admitted at length,' says our too-prosing Jesuit Abbe, 'to the
sanctuary of this A:sculapius, Prince Louis saw, according to his
own account, in the incommunicative man's physiognomy, some
thing so dignified, so imposing, that he felt penetrated with a
religious awe, and reverence dictated his address. Their inter
view, which was brief, excited more keenly than ever his desire
of farther acquaintance. He attained it at length: and the crafty
empiric graduated so cunningly his words and procedure, that he
gained, without appearing to court i11, the Cardinal's entire confi
dence, and the greatest ascendency over his will. " Your souI,"
said he one day to the Prince, ." is worthy of mine i you deserve
to be made participator of all my secrets." Such an avowal cap-

VOL. IV

• Memoiru de I' Abbe GUWKel, ii. 48.
6
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tinted the whole faculties, intellectual and moral, of a mali "ho
IIot all times had hunted after secreta of alchemy and botany. From
this moment their union became intimate and public: CagliOiltro
went and established himself at Saveme, while his Eminence wu
residing there; their solitary interviews were long and frequent.'
It. It , I remember once, having leunt, by a sure way, that Baron
de Planta (his Eminence's man of affairs) had frequent, most ex
pensive orgies, in the Archiepiscopal Palace, where Tokay wine
ran like water, to regale Cagliostro and his pretended wife, I
thought it my duty to inform the Cudinal; his answer willi, " I
!mo'" it j I ha.ve even authorized him to commit abuses, if he judge
fit." , It It , He came at lll8t to have no other will than Cagli
ostro's: and to such a length had it gone, that this sham Egyptian,
finding it good to quit Strasburg for a time, and retire into Switzer
land, the Cardinal, apprized thereof, despatched his Secretary as
"ell to attend him, as to obtain Predictions from him; such were
transmitted in cipher to'the Cardinal on every point he needed to
consult of.' It -

.. Before ever I arrived in Strasburg,' (hear now the as prosing
Protestant Professor,) 'I knew almost to a certainty that I should
not see Count Cagliostro: at least, not get to speak with him.
From many persons I had heard that he, on no account, received
visits from curious Traveilers, in a state of health; that such as,
,vithoutbeing sick, appeared in his audiences were sure to be
treated 'by him, in the brutalest way, as spies.' • • 'Neverthe
less, thougb I saw not this new god of Physic neu at hand and
deliberately, but only for a moment as he rolled on in a rapid
carriage, I fancy myself to be better acquainted with him than
many that have lived in his society for months.' 'My unavoidable
conviction is, that Count Cagliostro, from of old, has been more of
a cbeat' than an enthusiast j and also that he continues a cheat to
this day.

I As to his country I have ascertained nothing. Some make him
a Spaniard,'others a Jew, or an Italian, or a Ragusan j or even an
Arab, who had persuaded some Asiatic Prince to send his son to

* Georgel, ubi supra.
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travel in Europe, and then murdered the youth, and taken posses
sion of his treasures. As the self-styled Count speaks badly all
the languages you hear from him, and has most likely spent the
greater part of his life under feigned names far from home, it is
probable enough no S)lre trace of his origin may ever be discov
ered.'

'On hisJirst appearance in StrasbUl'g he connected himself with
the Freemasons; but only till he felt strong enough to stand by
himself: he soon gained the. favor of the Pl"llltor and the Cardinal ;
and through these the favor of the Court, to such a degree that his
adversaries cannot so. much as think of overthrowing him. With
the Pl"llltor and Cardinal he is said to demean himself as with per
s,ons who were· under boundless obligation to him, to whom he was
under none: the equipage of the Cardinal he seems to use as
freely as his own. He pretends that he can recognise Atheists or
Blasphemers by the smell; that the vapor from such throws him
into epileptic fits; into which sacred disorder he, like a true jug
gler, has the art of falling when he likes. In public he no longer
v.aunts of rule over spirits, or other magical arts; but I know, even
as certainly, that he still pretends to evoke spirits, and by their
help and apparition to heal diseases, as I know this other fact, that
he understands no more of the human system, or the nature of its
diseases, or the use of the commonest therapeutic methods, than
any other quack.'

, According to the crediblest accounts of persons who have long
observed him, he is a man to an inconceivable degree choleric
(htftig), heedless, inconstant; and therefore doubtless it was the
happiest idea he ever in his whole life came upon, this of making
himself inaccessible; of raising the most obstinate reserve as a
bulwark round him; without which precaution he must long ago
have been caught at fault.'

, For his own labor he takes neither payment nor present; when
presents are made him of such a sort as cannot without offence be
refused, he forthwith returns some counter-present, of equal or
still higher value. Nay he not only takes nothing from his patients,
but frequently admits them, months long, to his house and hiB
table, and will not consent to the s~lU"~ recompense. With all
this disinterestedneu (conspicuous enough, R8 fOU may suppose),
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he lives in an expensive way, plays deep, loses almost constantly
to ladies j 80 that, according to the very lowest estimate, he must
require at least 20,000 livres a-year. The darknet'll which Cagli
08tro has, on purpose, spread over the 80urces of his income and
outlay, contributes even more than his munificence and miraculOllS
cures to the notion that he is a divine extraordinary man, who has
watched Nature in her deePest operations, and among other se
crets stolen that of Gold-making from her.' - - , With a mix
ture of 8Orrow and indignation over our age, J have to record that
this man has found acceptance, not only among the great, who
from of old have been the easiest bewitched by such, but also with
many of the learned, and even physicians and naturalists.'-

Halcyon days; only too good to continue! All glory
runs its course; has its culmination, and then its often pre
cipitous decline. Eminence Rohan, with fervid temper and
small instruction. perhaps of dissolute, certainly of dishonest
manners, in whom the faculty of Wonder had attained such
prodigious development, was indeed the very stranded whale
for jackals to feed on: unhappily, however, no one jackal
could long be left in solitary possession of him. . A sharper
toothed she-jackal now strikes in; bites infinitely deeper;
stranded whale and he-jackal both are like to become her
prey. A young French MaJ:\tua-qlaker, 'Countess de La
Motte-Valois, descended from Henri II. by the bastard line,'
without Extract of Saturn, Egyptian Masonry, or any (ver
bal)conference with Dark Angels, - has genius enough to
get her finger in the Archquack's rich Hermetic Projection,
appropriate the golden proceeds, and even finally break the
crucible. Prince Cardinal Louis de Rohan is off to Paris,
under her guidance, to see the long.invisibte Queen (or
Queen's Apparition); to pick up the Rose in the Garden-<>f
Trianon, liropt by her fair sham-royal hand; and then,
descend rapidlyt6 the Devil, and drag Cagliostro along with
him.

* Meiners: Brie!e llber die Schweiz, (as q,uoted in Mirabeav.)
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Tne intelligent reader observes, w~ have now arrived at
that stupendous business of the Diamond Necklace: into the
dark complexities of which we need not here do more than
glance: who knows but, next month, our Historical Chapter,
written specially on this subject, may itself see the light ~

Enough, for the present, if we fancy vividly the poor whale
Cardin.al, so deep in the adventure that Grand-Corhtic' pre
dictions transmitted in cipher' will no longer illuminate him ;
but the Grand Cophtn must leave all masonic or other bust
ness, happily begun in Naples, Bourdeaux, Lyons, and come
personally to Paris with predictions at first hand. ~The new
Calchas,' says poor Abbe Georgel, 'must have read the en
trails of his victim ill; for, on issuing from these communi;,
cations with the Angel of Light and of Darkness, he propl1
.esied to _the Cardinal that this happy correspondence' (with
the Queen's Similitude) 'would place him at the highest
point of favor; that his influence in the Government would:
soon become paramount; that he would use it for the propa
gation of good principles, the glory of the Supreme- Being,
and the happiness of Frenchmen.' The new Cakhas wa!;'
indeed at fault: but how could he be otherwise?· Let these
high Queen's favors, and all terrestrial shirtings- of the wind,
turn as they will, his reign, he can well see, is appointed t()
be temporary; in the mean WHile, Tokay flows like water>
prophecies of good, n<>1 of evil, are the method to keep it
flowing. Thus if, for Circe de La Motte-Valois, the Egyptian
Masonry is but a foolish enchanted cup to turn her fat Car
dinal into a quadruped withal, she herself converse-wise, for
the Grand Corhta, is one who must ever fodder said quad
ruped (with Court Hopes), and stall-feed him fatter and
fatter, - it is expected, fOr the knife of ooth parties. They
are mutually useful; live in peace, and Tokay festivity,
though mutually suspicious, mutually contemptuous. SQ

6-
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and matten, through the spring and summer months of the
year 1785.

But fancy next that,- while Tokay is flowing within
doorzi, and abroad Egyptian Lodges are getting founded, and
gold and glory, from Paris as from other cities, tlUpeJ'lllltu
rally coming in, - the laUer end of Augu8t has arrived, aDd
with it Commissary ChesllQll, to lodge the whole unholy
Brotherhood, from Cardinal down to Sham-queen, in separate
cells of the Bastille! There, for nine long months, let them
howland wail (in bass or in treble); and emit the falsest of
false, Memoire&; among whieh that Memoire pour 1e CoNe
de Cq.g1ioltro, 1m presence des autre& Co-A.ccuses, with its
Trebisond Acharats, Sche·rifs of Mecca, and Nature's unfor
.tunate Child, all gravely printed with French types in the
year 1786, may well bear the palm. Fancy that Necklace or 
Diamonds will nowhere unearth themselves; that the Tuile
.riea Palace sits struck with astonishment, and speechless
chagrin; that Puris, that all Europe, is ringing with the
wonder. That Count Front-of·brass Pinchbecko-stom, con
fronted, at the judgment-bar, with a shrill, glib Circe de La
Motte, has need of all his eloquence; that nevertheless the
Front-of-brasS prevails, and exasperated Circe 'throws a
candlestick at him.' Finally, that on the 31st of May, 1786,
the assembled Parliament of Paris, 'at nine in the evening,
aftec a silting of eighteen hours,' bas solemnly pronounced
judgment: and now that Cardinal Louis is gone • to his es
tates ; , Countess de La Motte is shaven on the bead, branded,
with red-hot iron, • V' ( Voletu'e) on both shoulders, and con
fined for life to the Salpetriere; her Count wandering un
certain, with diamonds for sale, over the British Empire i

the Sieur de Villette. (for handling a queen's pen) banished
for. ever j the too queenlike Demoiselle· Gay d'Oliva (with
her unfathered Want) 'put out of Court; '-and Grand
Cophta Cagliostro liberated, indeed, but pillaged, and ordered
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forthwith to take himself away. His disciples illuminate
their windows; but what does that avail? Commissary
Chesnon, Bastille-Governor Launay cannot recollect tho
least particular of those priceless effects, those gold-rouleaus,
repeating watches of his: he must even retire to Passy that
very night; and two days afterwards, sees nothing for it but
Boulogne and England. Thus does the miserable pickle.
herring tragedy of the Diamond Necklace wind itll6lf up,
and wind Cagliostro once more to inhospitable shores.

Arrived here, nnd lodged' tolerably in • Sloane Street,
Knightsbridge,' by the aid of Mr. (Broken Wine-merchant
Apothecary) Swinton, to whom he carries introductions, he
can drive a small trade in Egyptian pills (sold in Pari, at
thirty·shillings the· dram); in unctuously discoursing to
Egyptian Lodges; in' giving P4blic audiences as at Stras
burg,' - if so be anyone will bite. At all events, he can,
by the aid of amanuensis-disciples, compose Rnd publish his
Lettre au Peuple Anglais; setting forth his unheard-of gen
erosities, unheard-of injustices suffered (in a world not wor·
thy of him) at the hands of English Lawyers, Bastille Gover';
nors, French Counts, and others ; his Lettre tmr Franfail,
singing to the same tune, prbdicting too (what many inspired
Editors had already boded) that • the Bastille would be de
stroyed' and • a King would· come who should govern by
States-General.' But, alas, the shafts of Criticism are
bU8y with him; so many hostile eyes look towards bim: the
world" in short, is getting too hot for him. Mark, neverthe
less, how the brow of bI'll.Ss quaillil not; nay a touch of his
old poetic Humor, even in this sad orisis, unexpectedly un·
folds itself. One Morande, Editor of a CO'Uf"it!r de l'Europe
published here at that period, has for some time made it his
distinctioa to. be the fore·moatof Cagliostro's enemies. Cag
lioBtro(enduring muoh in silence) happens once, in some
• public audience,' to Dlootidn a practice he ~d witnessed in

,
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Arabia the Stony: the people there, it seems, are in the habit
of fattening a few pigs annually, on provender mixed with
arsenic; whereby the whole pig-carcase by and by becomes,
so to speak, arsenical j the arsenical pigs are then let loose
into the woods j eaten by lions, leopards,-Rnd other ferocious
creatures; which latter naturally all die in consequence, and
so the woods are cleared of them. Tbis adroit practice the
Siaur Morande thought a proper subject for banter; and ac
cordingly, it! his Seventeenth and two followillg NumooI'B,
made merry enough with it. Whereupon Count Front-of
brass, whose patience has limits, writes as Advertisement
(still to be read in old files of the Public Advertiser, undel'
date September 3, 1786) a French Letter, not without caus
ticity and aristocratic disdain; challenging the witty Sieur
to breakfast with him, for the 9th of November next, in the
face of the world, on an actual Sucking Pig, fattened by
Cagliostro, but cooked, carved, and selected from· by the
Sieur Morande, - under bet of Five Thousand Guineas
sterling that next morning thereafter, he the Sieur Morande
shall be dead, and Count Cagliostro be olive I The poor
Sieur durst not cry, Done; and backed out of the transac
tion, making wry faces. Thus does a kind of red coppery
splendor encircle our Archquock's decline; thus with brow
of brass, grim smiling, does he meet his destiny.

But suppose we should now, from these foreign scenes
turn homewards, for a moment, into the native alley in Pa-

. lermo! Palermo, with its dinginess, its mud or dust; tbe old
black Balsamo House, the very beds and choirs, all are still
standing there: and Beppo has altered so strangely, has
wandered so for away. Let us look j for happily we have
tbe fairest opportunity.

In April, 1787, Palermo contained a Traveller of a thou
sand; no other than the great Goethe from WeimiLr. Ai
hia Table·d'hote_he heard mucb of Cagliostro; at length
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also of a certain Palermo Lawyer,. who had been engaged
by the French Government to draw up an authentic genealogy
and memoir of him. This Lawyer, and even the rude
draught of hi!; Memoir, he with little difficulty gets to see;
inquires next whether it were not possible to see the actual
Balsamo Family, w,hereof it appears the mother and a wid.
owed sister still survive. For this matter, however, the
Lawyer can do nothing; only refer him to his Clerk; who
again starts difficulties: To get at those genealogic Docu·
ments he has been obliged to invent some story of a Gov
ernment Pension being in the wind for those poor Balsamos ;
and now that the whole matter is finished, and the Paper'
sent off to France, has nothing so much at heart as to keep
out of their way:

'80 said the Clerk. However, as I could not abandon my pur
pose, we after some study concerted that I should give myself out
for an Englishman, and bring the family news of Cagliostro, who
had lately got out of the Bastille, and gone to London.

, At the appointed hour, it might be three in the afternoon, we
set forth. 1'he house lay in the corner of an Alley, not far from
the main-street named It Ca8aTO. We ascended a miserable stair,
and came straight into the kitchen. A woman of middle staiure,
broad and stout, yet not corpulent, stood busy washing the kitchen
dishes. She was decently dressed j and, on our entrance, tumed
tip the one end of her apron, to hide the soiled side from us. She
joyfully recognised my conductor, and said: Ii Signor Giovanni, do
you bring us good news? Have you made out anything?»

'He answered: "In our affair, nothing yet: but here is a
Stranger tbat brings a salutation from yow: Brother, and can tell
you how he is at present.»

, The salutation I was to bring stood not in onr agreement:
meanwhile, one way or other, the introduction was accomplished.
" Yon know my Brother?" inquired she. - "All Europe knows
him," answered I; "and I fancied it would gratify you to hear
that he is now in safety and well; as, of late, no doubt you have
been anxious about him.» - " Step in,» said she, " I will folloW' you
directly;» and with the Clerk I entered the room.
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, It was large and high j and might, with us, have pa.ssell for a
saloon j it seemed, indeed, to be almost the sole lodging of the
fJ.mily. A single window lighted the large walls, which had once
had color; and on which were black pictures of saints, in gilt
frames, hanging round. Two larj!'e beds, without curtains, stood
at one wall; a brown press, in th; for~ of a writing-desk, at the
other. Old rush-bottomed chairs, the backs of which had once
been gilt, stood by j and the tiles of the :floor 'were in many places
worn deep into hollows. For the rest, all Wll.!l cleanly j and we
appro:l.ched the family, which sat assembled at the one window, in
the other end of the apartment.

'\Vhilst my guide was explaining, to the old Widow Balsamo,
the purpose of our visit, and by reason of" her deafness must re
peat hiS words several times aloud, I had tim~ to observe the
chamber and the other persons in it. A girl of about sixteen,
well formed, whose features had become uncertain by small-pox,
stood at the window j beside her a young man, whose disagreeable
look, deformed by the same disease, also struck me. In an easy
chair, right before the window, sat or rat,her lay a sick, much dis
shapen person, who appeared to la.bor under a sort of lethargy.

, My guide having made himself understood, we were invited to
take seats. The old woman put 'some questions to me; which,
however, I had to get interpreted before I could answer them, the
Sicilian dialect not being quite at my command.

'.Meanwhile I looked at the aged widow with satisfaction. She
was of middle stature, but well-shaped; ov.er her regular features,
which age had not deformed, lay that sort of peace usual with
people that have lost their hearing; the tone of her voice was
soft and agreeable.

, I answered her questions j and my answers also had again to
be interpreted forher.

, The slowness of our conversation gave me leisure to measure
my words. I told her that her son had been acquitted in France,
and was at present in England, where he met with good reception.
lIer joy, which she testified at these tidings, was mixed. with ex
pressions of a heartfelt piety j and as she no.w spoke Ii little louder
~nd slower, I could the better understand her.

, In the mean time, the daughter had entered; and taken her
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!!eat beside my cOhductor, who repeated to her faithfully what I
had been narrating. She had put on II clean apron j had set her
hair in order under the net-cap. The more I looked at her, and
compared her with her mother, the mo1"e striking became the dif
ference of the two figures. A vivacious, healthy Sensualism
(Sinnlichkeit) beamed forth from the whole structure of the daugh
ter: she might be II woman of about forty. With brisk blue eyet!l,
she looked sharply round; yet in her look I could trace no suspi
cion. When she sat, her figure promised more height than it
showed when she rose: her posture was determinate, she sat with
her body leaned forwards, the hands resting on the knees. For
the rest, her physiognomy, more of the snubby than the sharp sort,
reminded me 'Of her Brother's Portrait, familiar to ns in engravings.
She asked me several things about my journey, my purpose to see
Sicily j and was convinced I would come back, and celebrate the
Feast of Saint Rosalia with them.

• As the grandmother, meanwhile, had again put Iwme questions
to me, and I was busy answering her, the daughter kept speaking
to my companion half-aloud, yet so that I could take occllBion to
ask what it was. He answered: Signora Capitummino was telling
him that her Brother owed her fourteen gold Ounces j on his sud
den departure from Palermo, she had redeemed several things for
him that were in pawn; but never since that day had either heard
from him, or got money or any other help, though it was said he
had great riches, and made II princely outlay. Now would not I
perhaps undertake on my return, to remind him, in a handsome
way, of the debt, and procure some assistance for her; nay would
I not carry a Letter with me, or at all events get it carried? I
offered..tQ do so. She asked where I lodged, whither she must
send the Letter to me ? I avoided naming my abode, and offered
to call next day towards night, and receive the letter myself.

• She thereupon described to me her untoward situation: how
she was a widow with three children, of whom the one girl was
getting educated in II convent, the other was here present, and
her son just gone out to his lesson. How, beside these three
children, she had her mother to maintain; and moreover out of
Christian love had taken the unhappy sick person there to her
house, whereby the. burden was heavier: how all her industry
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. wpuld scarcely suffiee to get aecelllllQ'ies fur herself and hers. She
knew indeed that God did not leave good works unrewarded; yet
must sigh very sore UDder the load she had long borne.

I The young people mixed in the dialogue, and our conversation
grew livelier. While speaking with the others, I could hear the
good old widow ask her daughter: If I belo~d, then, to their
holy Religion? I remarked also that the daughter strove, in a
prudent way, to avoid an &Il8Wer; signifying to her mother, so far
as I eould take it up: that the Stranger Beemed to have a kind
feeling towards them; and that it was not well-bred to question
anyone straightway on that point.

I As they heard that I was.soon to leave Palermo, they became
more pressing, and importuned me to come back j especially vaunt
ing the paradisaic days of the Rosalia Festival, the like of which
was not to be seen and tasted in all the world.

I My attendant, who had long been anxious to get oft; at last
put an end to the interview by his gestures; and I promised to
return on the morrow evening, and take the letter. My attendant
expressed his joy that all had gone off so well, and we parted
mutually content.

I You may fancy the impresaion this poor and pioua, well-diapa
sitioned family had made on me. My curiosity was satisfied; but
their natural and.worthy bearing had raised an interest in .me,
which reflection did but increase. .

I Fortbwith, however, there &rose from ine anxieties about the
following day. It was natural that this appearance of mine, which
at tile first moment bad taken them by surprise, should, after my
departure, awaken many reflections. By the Genealogy I knew
that several others of the family were in life: it was natural that
thllY should call their friends together, and in the presence of all,
get these things repeated which, the day bllfore, they had heard
from me with admiration. My object was attained; there remained
nothing more than, in some good fashion, to end the adventure.
I accordingly repaired next day, directly after dinner, alone to
their house. They expressed surprise as I entered. Tbe Letter
was not ready yet, they said; and some of their relations wished
to make my acquaintance, who towards night would be there.

I I answered that having to set off to-morrow morning, and vp
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still to pay, and pac~ng to tratll!lllCt, I had thought it better to
come early than not at alI.

'Meanwhile the son entered, whom yesterday I had not seen.
He resembled his sister in size and figure. He brought the Letter
they were to gife me; he had, as is common in those parts, got
it written out of doors, by one of their Notaries that sit publicly
to do such things. The young man had a still, melancholy, and
modest aspect; inquired after his Uncle, IiBked about his riches
and outlays, and added sorrowfully, Why had he so forgotten his
kindred? "It were our greatest fortune," continued he, "should
he once return hither, and t8.ke notice of us; but," continued he,
" how came he to let you know that he had relatives in Palermo?
It is said, he everywhere denies us, and gives himself' out for a
man of great birth." I answered this question, which had now
arisen by the imprudence of my Guide at our first entrance, in
such sort liB to make if seem that the Uncle, though he might have
reasons for concealing his birth from the public, did yet, towards
his friends and acquaintance, keep it no seen'lt.

, The sister, who had come up during this dialogue, and by the
presence of her brother, perhaps also by the absence of her yester
day's friend, had got more courage, began also to speak with much
grace and liveliness. They begged me earnestly to recommend
them to their Uncle, if I wrote to him; and not less earnestly,
when once I should have made this journey through the Island, to
come back and pa8Il the Rosalia Festival with them.

, The mother spoke in accordance with her children. " Sir,"
said she, "though it is not seemly, liB I have a grown daughter, to
see stranger gentlemen in my house, and one hliB eause to guard
against both danger and' evil-speaking, yet shall you ever be wel
come to us, when you return to this city!' .

, " 0 yes," answered the young ones, " we wiil lead the Gentle
man all round the Festival: we will show him everything, get a
place on the scaffolds, where the grand sights are seen best.
What will he say to the great Chariot, and mor~tban all, to the
glorious Illumination! "

'Meanwhile the Grandmother had read the letter and again
read it. Hearing that I Wllll about to take leave, she arose, and
gave me the folded sheet. "Tell my son," began she with a noble

VOL. IV. 7
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vivacity, nay with a sort of illllpiratiou, ""hll my IOU AoW happy
the neWll have made me, which you brought from him ! Tell him
tIIat I clup Jaim to my heart" - here she 8tretched out her anD8

asunder, and preaed them again together on 'her breut-"that
I daily beseech God and OW' Holy Virgin for him in prqer; that
I rive him and biB wife my bleB8illg; and that I wish before IDf
end to see him again, with these eyes, which have shed 80 lmDy
tears for him...

•The peculiar grace of the Italian tongue favored the choice
and noble arrangement of these words, which moreover 'Were .c~

companied with lively gestures, wherewith U1at natiou C&Il a.dc1
auch a charm to spoken words.

•I took my leave, DOt without emotion. They all gave me their
hands; the children showed me out; and u I went down stain,
they jumped to the balcony of the kitchen window, which pr0

jected over the itreet; called after me, threw me B&l.utei, and re
peated, that I must in no wise forget to come back. 18&11' them
Iltill on the balcony, when I turned the comer!·

Poor old Felicita, and must thy pious prayeI'll, thy motherly
blessings, and so many tears shed by those 'bId eyes, beaU
in vain! To thyself, in any case, they were blessed. - As
for the Signora Capitummino, with her three fatherless chil
dren, we can believe at least, that the fourteen gold Ounces
were paid, by a sure hand, and so her heavy burden, for
some space, lightened a little.
. .Count Cagliostro, all this while, is rapidly proceeding with
his Fifth Act; the red coppery splendor darkens more and
more into final gloom. Some boiling muddle-heads of a
dupeable sort there still are in England: Popish-Riot Lord
George, for instance, will walk with him to Count Barthel~
emy's, or d'Adhemar's; and, in bad French and worse
rhetoric, abuse the Queen of France: but what does it pro
fit? Lord George must one day (after noise enough) re-

• Goethe'. W,rh (Italienue1&. RIiII), xniii. 146.

•
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Yiait Newgate fOr it; ad in tile meanwhile, hard worcJa pay
DO I'ICOI'e8. Apodleeary 8wintoB IM!gifte to get wearieorno;
Prendt spies look ominously in; E~ptiaa Pills are Ilaclt
of _Ie; the old vulturous Attorney-host aDeW IlCentt carrion,
is bestirring itself anew: Connt CaglioetnJ, in the May of
1'78'7, must once more leave Englaad. But whither 1 Ab,
whither! At BAle, at Bienoe, over SwitzerlaBd, tbe game
ia tip. At AbE in Savoy, thelle are "the, but DO gudgeoll'
ia them: at Turin, his )(ajes~ of Sardinia meett you with
an Order to begone on the ibl!fttlt, A like fate from the
Emperor Josepb at Rmeredo; - befure the IMer IIIemOt'i
alfI tU CakHtro dian .let lWberetti could extend k) mIlDJ'
p~! Count Froot-of-bl'8ll8 begHls collf'eesing himeelf' to
priests : yet • at Trent paints a new hieroglyphie Screen,'
toucrnug last flicker or a light that once burnt so high I He
pawns diamond bllCltles; wanders DeOe8Sitous hither and
thither; repeuts, t1nrepentlt; Mow. IDOl what to do. For
Destiny bas her nets round him; they are straitening, strait
eoiDg; kIo 800ft he will be gVmed /

Drivea out from Trent, what shall he make of the new
bie~lyphic SePet!D, what of hilDllelf? The way-worn
Grand.cophte. baa begun to blab f'amily IeCrets; .be longa
to be in RoMe, by her mother's hearth, by her mother'.
grave; ill any nook, where 80 mueh 88 tbe .hadow of refuge
waita her. To the desperate Count Front-of-brass all placea
are Dearlyaliks : urged by female babble, he will go to Rome
then; why DOt? On a May~day,ofthe yearl789 (when such
glorious work had just begun in France, to him all forbid
den I) he enten the Eternal City: it was his doom-SUDUDODS

that called him thither. On the 29th of Dext December, the
lIol,. Inquisition, long watchful enough, detects him founding
jlODJ8 feeble (IJJOQe)'1ellll) gbpBt of an Egyptian Lodge;
• pick. him off' (as the military .y), and locka him hard
IUld f~t ilJ, t~ C~t1e '»-~t. Angelo:

Yoi ch' intrak laBciat' ogni~!
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Count Cagliostro did not lose all bope: nevertheless a few
words will now suffice for him. In vain, with his IDOUth of
pinchbeck and his front of brass, does he heap chimera on
chime.ra; demand religious Books (which are freely given
him); demand clean Linen, and an interview with his Wife
(which are refused him); assert now that the Egyptian
Masonry is a divine system, accommodated to erring and
gullible -men, which the Holy Father, when he knows it, will
patronize; anon that there are some four millions of Free
masons, spread over Europe, all sworn to exterminate Priest
and King, wherever met with: in vain I they will not acquit
him, as misunderstood Theophilanthropist ; will not emit
him, in Pope's pay, as renega,de Masonic Spy: 'he can't
get out.' Donna Lorenza languishes, invisible to him, in a
neighboring cell; begins at length to eanfeu / Whereupon
he too, in torrents, will emit confessions and forestall ber :
these the Inquisition pocket and sift (whence this Life of
Balsamo); but will not let him out. In fine, after some
eighteen months of the weariest hounding, doubling, worry
ing, and standing at bay, His Holiness gives sentence: Tbe
Manuscript of Egyptian Masonry is to be burnt by band of
the common Hangman, and all that intermeddle with such

-Masonry are acoursed; Guiseppe Balsamo, justly forfeited
of life (for being a Freembm), shall nevertheless in merey
be forgiven; instructed in the duties of penitence, and even
kept safe thenceforth and till death, - in ward of Holy
Church. Ill-starred Acharat, must it so end with thee I
This was in April, 1791.

He addressed (how vainly I) an appeal to the French
Constituent Assembly. As was said, in Heaven, in Earth,
or in Hell there was no Assembly that could well take his
part. For four years more, spent one knows not how,
most probably in the furor of edacity, with insufficient cook
ery, and the stupor of indigestion, - the curtain lazily falls.
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There rotted llnd g&'fe way the cordage of a tough heart.
One summer morning of the year 1795, the Body of Cag
liostro is still found in the prison at St. Leo; but Cagli08tro's
Self has escaped, - whither no man yet knows. The brow'
or brass, behold how it has got all unlackered; these pinch
beck lips can lie no more: Cagliostro's work is ended, and
now only his account to present. As the Scherif of Mecca
said, , Nature's unfortunate child, adieu!

Such, according to our comprehension thereof, is the rise,
progress, grandeur, and decadence of the Quack of Quacks.
Does the reader ask, What goOd was in it, Why occupy his
time and hours with the biography of such a miscreant?
We answer, It was slated on the very threshold of this mat
ter, in the loftiest terms, by Herr Sauerteig, that the Lives
of all Eminent Persons (miscreant or creant) ought to be
written. Thus has not the very Devil his Life, deservedly
written not by Daniel Defoe only, but by quite other hands
than Daniel's? For the rest, the Thing represented on these
pages is no Sham, but a Reality; thou hast it, 0 reader, as
we have it: Nature was pleased to produce even such a
man, even so, not otherwise; and the Editor of this Maga
zine is here mainly to record (in an adequate manner) what
.le, of her thousandfold mysterious richness and greatness,
produOOs.

But the moral lesson? Where is the moral lesson?
Foolish reader, in every Reality, nay in every genuine
Shadow of a Reality (what we call Poem), there lie a hun
dled such, or a million such, according as thou hast the eye
to read them I Of which hundred or million lying here (in
the present Reality), couldst not thou, for example, be ad
vised to take this one, to thee worth all the rest: Behold, I
too have attained that immeasurable, mysterious glory of
being alive; to me also a Capability has been entrusted ;

7-
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shall I strive to work it out (manlike) hito Faithfulnesa, and
Doing; or (quacklike) into Eatableness, and Similitude of
Doing? Or why not rather (gigman-like, and following t1le
'respectable,' countless multitude) - into both'J Th'e de
cision is of quite irifinite moment; see thou make it aright.

But in fine, look at this matter of Cagliostro (as at all
matters) with thy heart, with thy whole mind; no longer
merely squint at it with the poor side-glance of thy calcula
tive faculty. Look at it not logically only, but mystically.
Thou shalt in sober truth see it (as Sauerteig asserted) to be
a ' Pasquillant verse,' of most inspired writing in its kind, in
that same' Grand Bible of Universal History;' wondrously
and even indispensably connected with the • Heroic' por
tions that stand there; even as the all-showing Light is with
the Darkness wherein nothing can be seen; as the hideous
taloned roots are with the fair boughs, and their leaves and '
flowers and fruit; both of which, and not one of which,
make the Tree. Think also whether thou hast known no
Public Quacks, on far higher scale than this, whom a Castle
of St. Angelo never could get hold of; and how, as Empe
rors, Chl\ocellors (having found much fitter machinery), they
could run their Quack-career; and make whole kingdoms,
whole continents, into one h)lge Egyptian Lodge, and squeeze
supplies, of Il\oney or blood, from it, at discretion? Also,
whether thou even now knowest not Private Quacks;innu
merable as the sea-sands, toiling half-Cagliostrically, of'
whom Cagliostro is as the ideal type-specimen? Such is
the world. Understand it, despise it, love it; cheerfully
hold on thy way throue;h it, with thy eye on higher load,
stars!
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DEATH OF THE REV. EDWARD IRVING.

[Fraser'. Magazine, 1835.]

EDWAIlD laVING'S warfare has closed; if not in victory,
yet in invincibility, and faithful endurance to the end. The
Spirit of the Time, which could not enlist him as its soldier,
must needs, in all ways, fight against him as its enemy: it
ha!! done its part, and he has done his. One of the noblest
natures - a man of antique heroic nature, in questionable
modern garniture, which he could not wear! Around him
a distracted society, vacant, prurient; heat and darkness,
and what these two may breed: mad extremes of flattery,
(ollowed by madder contumely, by indifference and neglect!
- these were the conflicting elements; this is the result they
have made out among them. The voice of our 'son of
thunder,' with its deep tone of wisdom (that belonged to all
articulate-speaking ages), never inaudible amid wildest dis.
116nances (that belonged to this inarticulate age, which slum
bers and somnambulates, which cannot speak, but only
screech and gibber), has gone silent 80 soon. Closed are
those lips. The large heart, with its large bounty, where
wretchedness found solacement, and they that were wander
ing in darkness the light as of a home, has paused. The
strong man can no more: beateI~:'ql\iffom without, under
mined. from withinA.IDyst's~l}koverwe~ie~: ..!.ft.at ~ightfall,

when it WIlS yet ~mld.season o'f"itay. Irvmg was
forty-two years and some months old: Scotland sent him
forth a Herculean man; our mad Babylon wore him and
wasted him, with all her engines; and it took her twelve
years. He sleeps with his fathers, in that loved birth.land :
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Babylon with its deafening inanity rages on; but to him
henceforth innocuous, unheeded - for ever.

Reader, thou bast seen and heard the man (as who has
not?) with wise or unwise wonder; thou shalt not see or
hear him again. The work, be what it might, is done; dark
curtains sink over it, enclose it ever deeper into the un·
changeable Past. - Think (if thou be one of a thousand,
aad worthy to do it) that here once more was a genuine
man sent into this ollr ungenuine phantasmagory of a world,
which would go to ruin without such; that here once more,
under thy own eyes, in this last decade, was enacted the old
Tragedy (and has had its fifth-act now) of The Me16et/.F
of 7rutla in the .Age of Shams, - and what relation thou
thyself mayest have to that. Whether any? Beyond ques·
tion, thou thyself art here; either a dreamer or awake; and
one day shalt cease to dream.

This man was appointed a Christian Priest; and strove
with the whole force that was in him to be it. To be it: in
a time of Tithe Controversy, Encyclopedism, Catholic Rent,
Philanthropism, and the Revolution of Three Days! He
might have been so many things; not a speaker only, but a
doer; the leader of hosts of men. For his head (when the

liJ'og-Babylon had not yet obscured it) was of strong far
~earching insight; his very enthusiasm was sanguine, not

atrabiliar; he was so loving, full of hope, so simple-hearted,
and made all that approached him his. A giant force of
activity was in the man; speculation was accident, not na·
ture. Chivalry, adventurous field-life of VJe old Border (and
a far nobler sort) ran in his blood. 'there was in him a
courage dauntless, not pugnacious; hardly fierce, by no
possibility ferocious: as of the generous war-horse, gentle
in its strength, yet that laughs at the shaking of the spear.
- But, above all, be what he might, to be a reality 1'1" io-
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dispensable for him.. In his simple Scottish oircle. the higb
est form of manhood attainable or known was that of Chris
tian i the highest Christian was the Teacher of such. Irving'.
lot was cast. For the foray-spears were all rusted into earth
there i Annan Castle had become a Town.hall i and Pro·
phetic Knox had sent tidin~ thither: Prophetic Knox
and, alas. also Skeptic Hume.-and (as the natural conse
quence) Diplomatic Dundas. In such mixed incongruous
element had the young soul to grow.

Grow nevertheless he did (with that strong vitality of his) i

grow and ripen. What the Scottish uncelebrated Irving was
they that have only seen the London celebrated (and dis
torted) one can never know. Bodily and spiritually, perhaps
there was not (in that Novemher. 1822) a man more full of
genial energetic life in all these Islands.

By a fatal chance, Fashion cast her eye on bim, as on
lOme impersonation of Novel-Cameronianism, some wild
product of Nature from the wild mountains; Fashion
crowded round him, with her meteor lights. and Baeebi~

dances i breathed her foul incense on him i intoxicating,
poisoning. One may say, it was his own nobleness that
forwarded such ruin: the excess of his sociability and sym
pathy, of his value for the suffrages and sympathies of men.
Byren songs, as of a new Moral Reformation (sons of Mam
mon, and high sons of Belial and Beelzebub, to become sons
of God, and the gumftowers of Almack's to be made living
roses in a new Eden), sound in the inexperienced ear and
heart. Most seductive, most delusive I Fashion went ber
idle way, to gaze on Egyptian Crocodiles, Iroquois Hunte~.

or what else there might be i forgot this man. - who un
happily could not in his tum forget. The intoxicating poison
had been swallowed i no force of natural health could cast
it out. Unconsciously, for most part in deep unconscious
ness, there was now the impossibil~ty to live neglected i to
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walk on the quiet paths, where alone it is wen with U1J.

Singularity must henceforth succeed Singularity. 0 foulest
Circeaa draught, thou poison of Popular Applause I mad
ness is in thee, and death; thy end is Bedlam anti the Grave.
For the last seven yea1'8, Irving, foraaken by the world, stl"Oftl
either to recall it, or to forsake it; shut hillt8elf up in a
lesser world of ideas and persons, and lived isolated there.
Neither in this was there health: for this man such ieotatioa
was not fit; such ideas, such pe1'8ons.

One light still shone OIl him; alas, through a medium
more and more turbid: the light from Heaven. His 8ml.
was there, wherein must lie healing for all sorrows. To the
Bible he more and more exclusively addreseed himself. If
it is the written Word of God, shall it l'lOt be the acted Word
too ? Is it mere sound, then; black printer's-ink on white
rag-paper? A half-man could have passed OIl without an
swering; a whole man must answer. Hence Prophecies of
Millenniums, Gifts or Tongues, - whereat Orthodoxy prilDtJ
berself into decent wonder, and waves her Avaunt I I"iog
clave to his Belief, as to his soul's soul; followed it whither
soever, through earth or air, it might lead him; toiling as
never man toiled to spread it, to gain the world's ear for it,
- in vain. Ever wilder waxed the confusion without and
within. 'I'he misguided noble-minded had now nothing left
to do but die. He died the death of the true and brave.
His last words, they say, were: 'In life and in death, I IU!l

the Lord's. ' - Amen I Amen I
One who knew him well, and may with good oause love

mm, has said: 'But for Irving, I had never known what the
communion of man with man means. His was the freest,
brotherliest, bravest human soul mine ever came inc~
with: I call him, on the whole, the best man I have ever
(after trial enough) found in this world, or now hope to find.

'The first time I saw Irving was six-and-twenty years ago,
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in his natiTe town, Annan. He was fresh from Edinburgh,
with College prizes, high character, and promise: he had
come to see our Schoolmaster, who had also been his. We
beard of famed Professors, of high matters ellltl8ical, mathe·
matical, a whole Wonderland of Knowledge: nothing but
joy, health, hopefulness without end, looked out from the
blooming young man.. The last time I saw him was three
months ago, in LandIS .¥riendliness still beamed in his
eyes, but now from amid tmquiet fire; his face was flaccid,
wasted, unsound; hoary as with extreme age: he was
tJoembling over the brink of the grave. - Adieu, thou fint
Friend; adieu, while this confused Twilight of Existence
lasts I Might we meet where Twilight has become Day I '
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THE DIAMOND NECKLACE.

[Fraser's Magazine, 1837.]

CHAPTER I ....

~
Age of ~n(e.

THE age of Romance has not ceased; it never ceases;
it does not, if we will think of it, so much as very sensibly
decline. 'The passions are repressed by social forms;
great passions no longer show themselves?' Why, there
are passions still great enough to replenish Bedlam, for it
never wants tenants; to suspend men from bed-posts, from
improved-drops at the west end of Newgate. A passion
that explosively shivers asunder the Life it took rise in ought
to be regarded as considerable: more, no passion, in the
highest heyday of Romance, yet did. The passions, by
grace of the 'Supernal and also of the Infernal Powers (for
both have a hand in it), can never fail us.

And then, as to ' social forms,' be it granted that they are
of the most buckram quality, and bind men up into the piti
fullest, straitlaced, common-place existence, - you ask,
Where is the Romance? In the Scotch way one answers,
Where is it not? That very spectacle of an Immortal Na
ture, with faculties and destiny extending through Eternity,
hampered and bandaged up, by nurses, pedagogues, posture
masters, and the tongues of innumerable old women (named
, force of public opinion '); by prejudice, custom, want of
knowledge, want of money, want of strength, into, say, the
meagre Pattern-Figure that, in these days, meets you in all
thoroughfares: a' god-created Man,' all but abnegating the
character of Man; forced to exist, automatized, mummy-wise
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(scarcely in rare moments audible or visible from amid his
wrappages and cerements), as Gentleman or Gigman;·
and so selling his birthright of Eternity for the tbree daily
meals, poor at best, which Time yields: - is not this spec
tacle itself highly romantic, tragical, - if we had eyes to
look at it? The higb-born (highest-born, for he came out
of Heaven) lies drowning in the despicablest puddles; the
priceless gift of Life, wlrich he can have but once, for he
waited a whole Eternity to be born, and now has a whole
Eternity waiting to see what he will do when born, - tAu
priceless gift we see strangled slowly out of him by innu
merable packthreads; and there remains of the glorious
Possibility, which we fondly named Man, nothing but an
inanimate mass of foul loss and disappointment, which we
wrap in shrouds and bury underground, - surely with well
merited tears. To the Thinker here lies Tragedy enough;
the epitome and marrow of all Tragedy whatsoever.

But so few are Thinkers? Aye, Reader, so few think;
there is the rub I Not one in the thousand has the smallest
turn for thinking; only for passive dreaming and hearsay
ing, and active babbling by rote. Of the eyes that men do
glare withal so few can see. Thus is the world become
such a fearful confused Treadmill; and each man's task has
got entangled in his neighbor's, and pulls it awry; and the
Spirit of Blindness, Falsehood, and Distraction (justly
named the Devil) continually maintains himself among us;
and even hopes (were it not for the Opposition, which by
God's Grace will also maintain itself) to become supreme.
Thus, too, among other things, has the Romance of Life
gone wholly out of sight: and all History, degenerating
into empty invoice-lists of Pitched Battles and Changes of

* , I always llOnsidered bim a respectable man. - Wbat do yOll

mean by respectable? He kept a Gig.' - Thurull'. Trial.

VOL. IV. 8
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Ministry; or, still worse, into 'Constitutional History,' or
'Philo!tophyof History,' or ' Philosophy teaching by Expe
rience,'. is become dead, as the Almanacs of other years,
to which species of composition, indeed, it bears, in several
points of view, no inconsiderable affinity.

-, Of all blinds that shut up men's vision,' says one, ' the
worst is self.' How true! How doubly true, if self, as
suming her cunningest, yet miserablest disguise, come on
us, in never-ceasing, all-obscuring reflexes from the innu
merable selves of others; not as Pride, not even as real
Hunger, but only as VanitYl and the shadow of an imagina
'ry Hunger (for Applause) ; .under the name of what we call
, Respectability!' Alas now for our Historian: to his other
spiritual deadness (which, however, so long as he physically
breathes cannot be complete) this sad new magic influence
is added I Henceforth his Histories must all be screwed up
into the' dignity of History.'. Instead of looking fixedly at
the Thing, and first of all, and beyond all, endeavoring to
,ee it, and fashion a living Picture of it (not a wretched
politico-metaphysical Abstraction of it), he has now quite
other matters to look to. The Thing lies shrouded, invisi
ble, in thousandfold hallucinations, and foreign air-images:
what did the Whigs say of it? What did the Tories?
The Priests? Th1;l Freethinkers? Above all, what will
my own listening circle say of me for what I say of it?
And then his Respectability in general, as a literary gentle
man; his not despicable talent for philosophy I Thus is our
poor Historian's faculty directed mainly on two objects:
the Writing and the Writer, both of which are quite extra
neous; and the Thing written of fares as we see. Can it
be wonderful that Histories (wherein open lying is not per
mitted) are unromantic? Nay, our very Biographies, how
stiff-starched, foisonless, hollow I They stand there respect
able i and what more? Dumb idols i with a skin of delu-
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sively painted wax-work i and inwardly empty, or full of
rags and bran. In our England especially, which in these
days is become the chosen land of Respectability, Life-writing
has dwindled to the sOfTowfullest condition; it requires a man
to be some disrespectable, ridiculous 80swell before he can
write a tolerable Life. :rhus, too, strangely enough, the
only Lives worth reading are those of Players,' emptiest
and poorest of tlle sons of Adam; who nevertheless were
sons of his, and brothers of ours; and by the nature of the
case, had already bidden Respectability good.day. Such
bounties, in this as in infinitely deeper matters, dQes Respect
ability shower down on us. Sad are thy doings, 0 Gig;
sadder than those of Juggernaut's Car: that, with huge
wheel, suddenly crushes,asunder the bodies of men; thou,
in thy light-bobbing Long-Acre springs, gradually winnowest
away their souls!

Depend upon it, for one thing, good Reader, no age ever
seemed the Age of Romance to itself. Charlemagne, let
the Poets talk as they will, had his own provocations in the
world: what with selling of his poultry and potherbs, what
with wanton daughters carrying secretaries through the
snow; and, for instance, that hanging of the Saxons over
the Weser-bridge (thirty thousand of them, they say, at one
bout), it seems to me that the Great Charles had his temper
ruffled at times. Roland of Roncesvalles, too, we see well
in thinking of it, found rainy weather as well as sunny;
knew what it was to have hose need darning; got tough
heef to chew, or even went dinnerless; was saddle.sick,
calumniated, constipated (as his madness too clearly in
dicates); and oftenest felt, I doubt not, that this was a
very Devil's world, and ·he (Roland) himself one of the
sorriest caitiffs there. Only in long 8ubseque':lt days, when
the tough beef, the constipation, and the calumny, had clean
vanished, did it all begin to seem Romantic, and your TurpiDll
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and Ariostos found music in it. So, I say, is it ever! An~

the more, as your true hero, your true Roland, is ever uncon
3cious that he is a hero: this is a condition of all great.
ness.

In our own poor Nineteenth Century, the writer of these
lines has been fortunate enough to see not a few glimpses of
Romance; he imagines this Nineteenth is hardly a whit
less romantic than that Ninth, or any' other, since centuries
began. Apart from Napoleon, and the Dantons, and Mira.
beaus, whose fire-words (of public speaking) and fire-wllirl
winds (of cannon and musketry), which for a season dark.
ened the air, are, perhaps, at bottom but superficial phe.
nomena, he has witnessed, in remotest places, much that
could be called romantic, even miraculous. He has wit·
nessed overhead the infinite Deep, with greater and lesser
lights1 bright-rolling, silent-beaming, hurled forth by the
Hand of God; around him, and under his feet, the wonder·
fullest Earth, with her winter snow-storms and her summer
spice.airs, and (unaccountablest of all) hi1TUJelf standing
there. He stood in the lapse of Time; he saw Eternity
behind him, and before him. The all.encircling mysterious
tide of FORCE, thousandfold (for from force of Thought to
force of Gravitation what an interval !) billowed shoreless
on; bore him too along with it, - he too was part of it.
From its bosom rose and vanished, in perpetual change, the
lordliest Real-Phantasmagory (which was Being) ; and ever
anew rose and vanished; and ever that lordliest many
colored scene was full, another yet the same. Oak-trees
fell, young acorn~ sprang: Men too, new-sent from the
Unknown, he met, of tiniest size, who waxed into stature:
into strength of sinew, passionate fire and light: in other
Men the light was growing d~m, the sinews all feeble; they
sank, motionless, into ashes, into invisibility; returned back
to the Unknown, beckoning him their mute farewell. He
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wanders still by the parting-spot i cannot hear them; they
are far, how far! - It was a sight for angels, and archan
gels i for, indeed~ God himself had made it wholly. One
many-glancing asbestos-thread in the Web of Universal-

. History, spirit-woven, it rustled there, as with the howl of
mighty winds, through that' wild roaring Loom oC Time.'
Generation after generation (hundreds .of them, ~r thou
sands of them, from the unknown Beginning), so loud, so
stormful busy, r~shed torrent-wise, thundering down, down i

and fell all silent (only some feeble re-echo, which grew
ever feebler, struggling up), and Oblivion swallowed them
all. Thousands more, to the unknown Ending, will follow:
and thou here (of this present one) hangest as a drop, still
sungilt, on the giddy edge i one moment, while the Dark

'ness has not yet engulphed thee. 0 Brother! is that what
thou callest prosaic; of small interest? Of small interest
and for thee 1 - Awake, poor troubled sleeper: shake off thy
torpid nightmare-dream; look, see, behold it, the Flame
image; splendors high as Heaven, terrors deep as Hell:
this is God's Creation; this is Man's Life 1-Such things
has the writer of, these lines witnessed, in this poor Nine
teenth Century of ours; and what are all such to the things
he yet hopes to witness? Hopes, with truest assurance.
• I have painted so much,' said the good Jean Paul, in his
old days, 'and I have never seen the Ocean i the Ocean of
Eternity I shall not fail to see I '

Such being the intrinsic quality of this Time, and of all
Time whatsoever, might not the Poet who chanced to walk
tkrough it find objects enough to paint? What object soever
he fixed on, were it the meanest of the mean, let him but
paint it in its actual truth, as it swims there, in such envi
ronment i world-old; yet new, and never ending i an inde
structible portion of the miraculous All, - his picture of it
were a Poem. How much more if the object fixed on were

8-
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not mean, but ooe already wonderful; the (mystic) 'actual
truth' of which, if it lay not on the surface, yet. shone
through the surface, and invited even P'rosaists to search
for it!

The present writer, who unhappily belongS to that class,
has, nevertheless, a firmer and firmer persuasion of two
things: first, as was seen, that Romance exists; secondly,
that now, and formerly, and evermore it exists, strictly
speaking, in Reality alone. The thing that is, what can
be so wonderful; what, especially to us that are, can have
such significance? Study Reality, he is ever and anon
saying to himself; search out deeper and deeper its quite
endless mystery: see it, know it; then, whether thou
wouldst learn from it, and again teach; or weep over it, or
laugh over it, or love it, or despise it, or in any way relate
thyself to it, thou hast the firmest enduring basis: that hie
roglyphic page is one thou canst read on for ever, find new
meaning in for ever.

Finally, and in a word, do not tho .critics teach us: 'In
whatsoever thing thou hast thyself felt interest, in that or
in nothing hope to inspire others with interest? '-In partial
obedience to all which, and to lDany other principles, shaH
the following small. Romance of the Diamond Necklace
begin to come together. A small Romance, let the reader
again and again assure himself, which is no brninwebof
mine, or of any other foolish man's; but a fraction of that
mystic • spirit-woven web,' from the '-Loom of Time,'
spoken of above. It is an actual Transaction that happened
in this Earth of ours. Wherewith our whole business, as
already urged, is to paint it truly.

For the rest, un earnest inspection, fhithful endeavor has
not been wanting, on our part; nor (singular as· it may
seem) the strictest regard to chronology, geography (or
rather in this case, topography), documentary evidence, and
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': what .else true historical research wpuld yield. Were there
but on the read«:r's parf a kindred openness, a kindred spir
it of· endeavor! Beshone strongly, ori Doth sides, by such
united twofold Philosophy, this poor opaque Intrigue of the
J]iamond Necklace became quite translucent between us;
transfigured, lifted up into the serene of Un;versal History ;
and might hang there like a smallest Diamond Constellation,
visible without telescope, - so long as it could.

CHAPTER 11.

The Necklace is made.

Herr, or as he is now called Monsieur, B'oehmer, to all
appearance wanted not that last infirmity of noble and ig
noble minds - a love of fame; he was destined also to be
famous more than enough. , His outlooks into the world
were rather of a smiling churaeter: he has long since ex-,
changed his guttural speech, as far as possible, for a nasal
one; his rustic Saxon fatherland for a polished city of Pl!-ris,
and thriven there. United in partnership with worthy Mon
sieur Bassange, a sound p~ctical man, skilled in the valua
tion of all precious stones, in the management of workmen,.
in the judgment of their work, he already sees himself
among the highest of his guild: nay, rather the very high
est, - for he has secured (by purchase and hard money
paid) the title of King's Jeweller; and cua enter the Court
itself, leaving all other Jewellers, and even innumerable
Gentlemen, Gigmen; and sman Nobility, to languish in the
vestibule. With the costliest ornaments in his pocket, or
borne after him by assiduous shopboys, the happy Boehmer
sees high drawing-rooms and sacred ruelles fly open, as
with talismanic Sesame; and the 'brightest eyes of the whole
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world grow brighter: to him alone of men the Unapproach
able reveals herself in mysterious negligee; taking and giv
ing counsel. Do not, on all gala-days and gala-nights, his
works' praise him? On the gorgeous robes of State, on
Court-dresses and Lords' stars, on the diadem of Royalty ;
better still, on the swan-neck of Beauty, and her queenly
garniture from plume-bearing aigrette to shoebuckle on fairy
slipper,-that blinding play of colors is Boehmer's doing:
he is Jouaillier-Bijoutier de la Reine.

Could the man but have been content with it! He could
not: Icarus-like, he must mount too high; have his wax
wings melted, and descend prostrate, -amid a cloud of vain
goose-quills. One day, a fatal day (of some year, probably,
among the Seventies of last Century),- it struck Boehmer:
Why should not I, who, as Most Christian King's Jeweller,
am properly first Jeweller of the Universe, - make a Jewel
which the Universe has not matched? Nothing can pre
yent thee, Boehmer, if thou have the skill to do it. Skill
or no skill, answers he, I have the ambition: my Jewel, if
not the beautifullest, shall be the dearest. Thus was the
Diamond Necklace determined on.

Did worthy Bassange give a willing, or a reluctant
consent? In any case he consents; and co-operates.
Plans are sketched, consultations held, stucco models
made; by money or credit the costliest diamonds come
in; cunning craftsmen cut them, set them: proud Boeh
mer sees the work go prosperously on. Proud man!
Behold him on a morning after breakfast: he has step
ped down to the innermost workshop, before Sally
ing out; stands there with his laced three-cornered

* Except that Madame Campan (Memoires, tome ii.) saya the
Necklace I was intended for Du Barry,' one cannot discover, wilhin
many yeara, the date of its manufacture. Du Barry went I into half
pay' on the 10th of May, 1774,-the day when her king died.
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hat, cane under arm; drawing on his gloves: with nod,
with nasal-guttural word, he gives judicious confirmation,
judicious abnegation, censure and approval. A still joy is
dawning over that bland, blond face of his; he can think
(while in many a sacred boudoir he visits the Unapproach
able) that an opus magnum, of which the world wotteth not,
is progressing. At length comes a morning when care has
terminated, and joy cannot only dawn but shine; the Neck
lace, that shall b~ famous and world-famous, is made.

Made we call it, in conformity with common speech: but
properly it was not made; only, with more or less spirit of
method, arranged and agglomerated. What' spirit of meth
od' lay in it, might be made; nothing more. But to tell
the various Histories of those various Diamonds, from the
first making of them; or even (omitting all the rest) from
the first digging of them in the far Indian mines! How
they lay, for uncounted ages and aeons (under the uproar
and splashing of such Deucalion Deluges, and Hutton Ex
plosions, with steam enough, a~d Werner Submersions),
silently imbedded in the rock; nevertheless (when their hour
came) emerged from it, and first beheld the glorious Sun
smile on them, and with their many-colored glances smiled
back on him. How they served next (let us say) as eyes
of Heathen Idols, and received worship. How they had
then, by fortune of war or· theft, been knocked out; and
exchanged among camp-suttlers for a little spirituous liquor,
and bought by Jews, and worn as signets on the fingers of
tawny or white Majesties j and again been lost, with the
fingers too, and perhaps life (as by Charles the Rash, among
the mud-ditches of Nancy), in old-forgotten glorious victo
ries: and so, through innumerable varieties of fortune,
had come at last to the cutting-wheel of Boehmer j to be
united, in strange fellowship, with comrades also blown to
gether from all ends of the Earth, each with a History of
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its own! Could these aged stones (the youngest of them
Six Thousand years of age, and upwards) but have spoken,
- there were an Experience for Philosoph:r to teach by.
But now, as was said, by little caps of gold (which gold also
has a history), and daintiest rings of the same, they are all,
being so to speak, enlisted under Boehmer's flag, - made
to take rank and file, in new order; no Jewel asking his
neighbor whence he came; and parade there for a season.
For a season only; and then - to disperse, and enlist anew
ad infinitu1ll' In such inexplicable wise are Jewels, and
Men also, and indeed all earthly things, jumbled together
and asunder, and shovelled and wafted to and fro, in our
inexplicable chaos of a World. This was what Boehmer
called 1llaking his Necklace.

So, in fact, do other men speak, and with even less reason.
How many men, for example, hast thou heard talk of making
money; of making say a million and a half of money?
Of which million aod a half, how much, if ooe were to look
into it, had they 1llade'J The accurate value of their Indus
try; not a sixpence more. Their making, then, was but,
like Boehmer's, a clutching and heaping together; - by
and-by to be followed also by a dispersion.' Made? Thou
too vain individual! were these towered ashlar edifices;
were these fair bounteous leas, with their bosky umbrages
and yellow harvests; and the sunshine that lights them from
above, and the granite rocks and fire-reservoirs that support
them from below, made by thee'J I think, by another. The
very shilling that thou hast was dug (by man's force) in
Carinthia and Paraguay; smelted sufficiently; and stamped,
as would seem, not without the advice of our late Defender
of the Faith, his Majesty George the Fourth. Thou hast it,
and holdest it; but whether, or in what sense, thou hast
made apy farthing of it, thyself canst not say. If the cour
teous reader ask, What things, then, are made by man ?

",
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I will answer him, Very few indeed. A Heroism, a Wis·
dom (a god-given Volition that has realized itself) is made
now and then: for example, some five or six Books (since
the Creation) have been made. Strange that there are not
more; for surely every encouragement is held out. Could
I, or thou, happy reader, but make one, the world would let
us keep it (unstolen) for Fourteen whole years, - and take
what we could get for it.

But,in a word, Monsieur Boehmer has made his Neck
lace, what he calls made it: happy man is he. From a
Drawing, as large as reality, kindly furnished by' Taunay,
Printseller, of the Rue d'Enfer; '. and again, in late years,

* Frontispiece of the' .I1ffaire du Collier, Paris, 1785;' where
from Georgel's Editor has copied it. This' .I1ffaire du Collier, Paris,
1785,' is not properly a Book; but a bound Collection of such Law
Papers (Memoires pour, &c.) as were printed and emitted by tbe
various parties in that famed' Necklace Trial.' These Law-Papers,
hound into Two Volumes quarto; with Portraits, such 8S the Print
shops yielded them at the time; likewise with patches of MS., con
mining Notes, Pasquinade-songs, and the like, of the most unspeak
able character occasionally, - constitute this' .I1ffaire du Collier;'
which the Paris Dealers in Old Books can still procure there. It is
one of the largest collections of Falsehoods ¥Jat exists in print; and,
unfortunately, still, after all the narrating and history there has been
on the subject, forms our chief means of getting at the truth of that
Transaction. The First Volume contains some Twenty-one Memoire8
Pour: not, of course, Historical statements of truth; but Culprita'
and Lawyers' statements of what they wished to be believed; each
party lying according to his ability to lie. To reach the truth, or
even any honest guess at the truth, the immensities of rubbish must
be sifted, contrasted, rejected: what grain of historical evid6llce
may lie at the bottom is then attainahle. Thus, as this Transaction
of the Diamond Necklace has been called the' Largest Lie of the
Eighteenth Century,' so it comes to us borne, not unfitly, on a whole
illimitable dim Chaos of Lies!

Nay, the Second Volume, entitled" Suite de Z'.I1jf.ire du Collier, i.
IItill stranger. It relates to the Intrigue and Trial of one Bette
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by the Abbe Georgel, in the Second Volume of his Memoir",
curious readers can still fancy to themselves what a princely
Ornament it was. A row of seventeen glorious diamonds,
as large almost'as filberts, encircle, not too tightly, the neck,
a first time. Looser, gracefully fastened thrice to these, a
three-wreathed festoon, and pendants enough (simple pear
shaped, multiple star-shaped, or clustering amorphous) en·
circle it, enwreath it, a sec.ond time. Loosest of all, softly
flowing round from behind, in priceless catenary, rush down
two broad threefold rows; seem to knot themselves (round
a very Queen of Diamonds) on the bosom; then rush on,
again separated, as if there were length in plenty; the very
tassels of them were a fortune for some men. And now,
lastly, two other inexpressible threefold rows, also with their
tassels, unite themselves (when the Necklace is on, and at
rest) into a doubly inexpressible sixfold row; stream down
(together or asunder) over the hind-neck, - we may fancy,
like lambent Zodiacal or Aurora-Borealis fire.

All these on a neck of snow slight-tinged with rose.bloom,

d'Etienville, who represents himself as a poor lad that had been
kidnapped, blindfolded",introduced to beautiful Ladies, and engaged
to get husbands for them; as setting out on this task, and gradually
getting quite bewitched and bewildered;- most indubitably, going
on to bewitch and bewildl1r other people on all hands of 'him: the
whole in consequern:e of this' Necklace Trial,' and the noise it was
making! Very curious. The Lawyers did verily busy themselves
with this affair of Bette's; there are scarecrow Portraits given, that
stood in the Printshops, and no man can know whether the Origi
nals ever so much as existed. It is like the Dream of a Dream.
The human mind stands stupent; ejaculates the wish that auch
Gulph of Falsehood would close itself, - before general Delirium
supervene, and the Speech of Man become mere incredible, mean
ingless jargon, like that of choughs and daws. Even from Bette,
however, by assiduous sifting, one gathers a particle of truth here
and there.

,
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and within it royal Life: amidst the blaze of lustres; in
sylphish movements, espiegleries, coquetteries, and minuet
mazes; with every movement a flash of star-rainbow col
ors, bright almost as the movements of the fair young soul
it emblems I A glorious ornament; fit only for the Sultana
of the World. Indeed, only attainable by such; for it is
valued at 1,800,000 livres; say in round numbers, and
srerling money, between eighty and ninety thousand pounds.

CHAPTER III.

The Necklo.ce cannot be .old.

Miscalculating Boehmer I The Sultana of the Earth shall
ne\'er wear that Necklace of thine; no neck, either royal
or vassal, shall ever be the lovelier for it. In the present
distressed state of our finances (with the American War
raging round us), where thinkest thou are eighty thousand
pounds to be raised for such a thing ( In this hungry world,
thou fool, these five hundred and odd Diamonds, good only
for looking at, are intrinsically worth ~ess to us than a string
of as many dry Irish potatoes, on which a famishing Sans
culotte might fill his belly. Little knowest thou, laughing
Jouaillier-Bijoutier, great in thy pride of place, in thy pride
of .avoir-Jaire, what the world has in store for thee. Thou
laughest there; by-and-by thou wilt laugh on the wrong side
of thy face mainly.

While the Necklace lay in stucco effigy, and the stones
of it were still' circulating in Commerce,' Du Barry's was
the neck it was meant for. Unhappily, as all dOgll (male
and female) have but their day, her day is done; and now
(so busy has Death been) she sits retired, on mere half-paYt

VOL. IV. 9
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without prospects, at Saint·Cyr. A generous France will
buy no more neck-ornaments for her: - 0 Heaven I the
Guillotine-axe is already forging (North, in Swedish Dalecar.
lia, by sledge-hammers and fire; South, too, by taxes and
tailles) that will sheer her neck in twain I

But, indeed, what of Du Barry I A foul worm; hatched
by royal heat, on foul composts, into a flaunting butterfly;
now dis-winged, and again a worm I Are there not King's
Daughters and Kings' Consorts: is not Decoration the first •
wish of a female heart, - often also (if the heart is empty)
the last? The Portuguese Ambassador is here, and his
rigorous Pombal is no longer Minister: there is an Infanta
in Portugal, purposing by Heaven's blessing to wed. - Sin·
gular! the Portuguese Ambassador, though without fear of
Pi>mbal, praises, but will not purchase.

Or why not our own lovelrest Marie-Antoinette, once
Dauphiness only; now every inch a Queen: what neck in
tbe' whi>le Earth would it beseem better? It is fit only for
her,- Alas, Boehmer! King Louis has an eye for dia.
monds; but he, too, is without overplus of money: his high
Queen'herself answers queenlike, 'We have more need of
Seventy-fours than of Necklaces! Laudatur et alget 1
Not without a qualmish feeling, we apply next to the Queen
and King of the Tw() Sicilies.- In vain, 0 Boehmer! In
crowned heads there is no hope for thee. Not a crowned
head of them can spare the eighty thousand pounds. The
age of Chivalry is gone, and that of Bankrllptcy is come.
A dull, deep, presaging movement rocks all thrones: Bank- "
ruptcy is beating down the gate, and no Chancellor can
longer barricade her out. She will ·enter; and the shore
less fire·lan of DEMOCRACY is at her back I Well may
Kings, a seconll time, 'sit still with awful eye,' and think
of far other things than Necklaces:

* See Memqiru de Campan, ii. 1 - 26.
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Thus for poor Boehmer are the mournfullest days and
nights appointed; and this high-promising year (1780, ll!

we laboriously guess and gather) stands blacker than all
others in his calendar. In vain shall he, on his sleepless
p~low, more and more desperately revolve the problem i it
is a problem of the insoluble sort, a true 'irreducible case
of Cardan :' the Diamond Necklace will not sell.

CHAPTER IV.

.AjJinities: the Two Fixed-ideas.

Nevertheless, a man's little Work lies not isolated,
stranded i a whole busy World (a whole native-element of
mys!erious, never-resting Force) environs it i will catch it
up i will carry it forward, or else backward :. always, infal-

- libly, either as living growth, or at worst as well-rotted ma
nure, the Thing Done will come to use. Often, accordingly,
for a man that had finished any little work, this were the
most interesting question: In such a boundless whirl of a
world, what hook will it be, and what hooks, that shall catch
up this little work of mine i and whirl it also,-through
such a dance? A question, we need not say, which, in the
simplest of cases, would bring the whole Royal Society to a
nonplus. - Good Corsican Letitia! while thou nursest thy
little Napoleon, and he answers thy mother-smile with those
deep eyes of his, a world-famous French Revolution, with
l'ederations of the Champ de Mars, and September Massa
cres, and Bakers' Customers en queue, is getting ready:
many a Danton and Desmoulins; prim-visaged, Tartuffe
looking Robespierre (as yet all schoolboys); and Marat
weeping (and cursing) bitter rheum, as he pounds horSe
drugs, - are preparing the fittest arena for him!
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Thus, too, while poor Boehmer is busy with thOle Dia
monds of his, picking them 'out of Commerce,' and his
craftsmen are grinding and setting them; a certain ecclesi
astical Coadjutor and Grand Almoner, and prospective Com
mendator and Cardinal, is in Austria, hunting and giving
suppers; for whom mainly it is that Boehmer and his crafts.
m~n so employ themselves. Strange enough, once more I
The foolish Jeweller at Paris, making foolish trinkets; the

-foolish Ambassador at Vienna, making blunders and de
baucheries: these Two, all uncommunicating, wide asunder
as the Poles, are hourly forging for each other the wonder
fullest hook-and-eye; that will hook them together, one day,
- into artificial Siamese-Twins, for the astonishment of
mankind.

Prince Louis de Rohan is one of those select mortals born
to honors, as the sparks fly upwards; and, alas, also ~s all
men are) to troubles no less. Of his genesis and descent
much might be said, by the curious in such matters; yet,
perhaps, if we weigh it well, intriusically little. He can,
by diligence and faith, be traced back some hand-breadth or
two (some century or two}; but after that, merges in the
mere' blood-royal of Brittany;' long, long on this side of
the Northern Immigrations.? he is not so much as to be sought
for; - and leaves the whole- space onwards from that, into
the bosom of Eternity, a blank, marked only by one point,
the Fall of Man I However, and what alone concerns us,
his kindred, in these quite recent times, have been much
about the Most Christian Majesty; could there pick up what
was going. In particular, they have had a turn of IlOme
continuance for Cardinalship and Commendatorship. Safest
trades these, of the calm, do-nothing sort: in the do-some
thing line, in Generalship, or such like (witness poor Cousin
Soubise, at Rossbach-), they might fare not IlO well. In

* Here is the Epigram they made agaiDit him on occlUlion of Ron.
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any case, the actual Prince Louis, Coadjutor at Strasburg,
while his uncle, the Cardinal-Archbishop, has not yet de
ceased, and left him his dignities, but only fallen sick, al
ready takes his place on one grandest occasion: he, thrice
happy Coadjutor, receives the fair, young, trembling Daupbi
ness, Marie-Antoinette, on her first entrance into France;
and can there, as Ceremonial Fugleman, with fit bearing
and semblance (being a tall man, of six-and-thirty), do the
needful. Of his other performances up to this date, a re
fined History had rather say nothing.

In fact, if the- tolerating mind will medhate it with any
sympathy, what could poor Rohan perform? Performing
needs light, needs strength, and a firm clear footing; all of
which had been denied him. Nourished, from birth, with
the choicest physical spoon-meat, indeed; yet, also, with no
better spiritual Doctrine and Evangel of Life than a French
Court of Louis the Well-beloved could yield; gifted, more
over (and this, too, was but a new perplexity for him), with
shrewdness enough to see through much, with vigor enough
to despise much; unhappily, not with vigor enough to spurn
it from him, and be for ever enfranchised of it, - he awakes,
at man's stature, with man's wild desires, in a World of the
merest incoherent Lies and Delirium; himself a nameless
Mass of delirious Incoherences,~ covered over, at most

bach,-in that' Despotism tempered by Epigram.,' which France
WlLI then said to be : -

, Soubise dil, la lanteme a la main,
J'ai beau chercher, oil diable est mon armee?
Elle etait III pourtant hier matin :
Me l'a-t-on prise, ou I'aurais-je egulle? 
Que vois-je, a ciel! que mon lme est ravie !
Prodige heureux! la .voila, la voila! -
Ab, ventrebleu! qu' est-ee done que cela ?
Je me trompaia, c'eat,l'umee ennemie? '- L"caJ:TJ:LLJ:, ii.~.

9-
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(and held-in a little), by conventional Politesse, and a Cloak
of prOllpective Cardinal's Plush. Are not Intrigues, might
Rohan say, the industry of this our Universe; nay, is not
the Universe itself, at bottom, properly an Intrigue? A
1\I0IIt Christian Majesty, in the Parc-awz:ocerf.: he, thou
IMe8t, is the god of this lower world; our war-banner (in
\he fight of Life), and celestial En-touto-nika, is a Strum
pet'. Petticoat: these are thy gods, 0 France! - What, ill
IUCb singular circumstances, could poor Rohan's creed and
world-theory be, that he should 'perform' thereby? Albe
ilm? Alas, no; not even Atheism: only Maehiavelism;
and the indestructible faith that' ginger is bot in the mouth.'
Get ever new and better giftger, therefore; chew it ever the
more diligently: 't is all thou hast to look to, and that only
for a day.

Ginger enough, poor Louis de Rohan: too much of gin
ger ! Whatsoever of it, for the fiye senses, money, or
money's worth, or backstairs diplomacy, can buy; nay, for
U:le sixth sense, too, the far spicier giDger: Antecedence of
thy fellow-ereatures, - merited, at least, by infinitely finer
bouIing than theirs. Coadjutor of Strasburg, Archbishop of
Strasburg, Grand Almoner of France, Commander of the
Order of the Holy Ghost, Cardinal, Commendator of St.
Wast d'Arras (one of the fattest benefices here below): all
these shall be housings for Monseigneur: to all these shall
bis Jesuit Nursing-mother (our vulpine Abbe Georgel),
through fair court-weather and through foul, triumphantly
bear him, - and wrap him with them, fat, somnolent, Nurse
ling as he is. - By the way, a most assiduous, ever-wakeful
Abbe is this Georgel; and wholly Monseigneur's. He has
scouts dim-flying, far out, in the great deep of the world's
business; has spider-threads that over-net the whole world;
himself sits in the centre ready to run. In vain shall King
and Queen combine against Monseigneur: 'I was at M. de
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Maurepas' pillow before six,' - persuasively wagging my
sleek coif, and the sitek reynard-head under it; I managed
it all for him. Here,_ too, on occasion of Reynard Georgel,
we could Dot but reflect what a singular species of creature
your Jesuit must have been. Outwardly, you would say, a
man; the smooth semblance of a man: inwardly, to the
centre, filled with stone 1 Yet in all breathing things, even
in stone Jesuits, are inscrutable sympathies: how else dae.
a Reynard Abbe so loyally give himself, soul and body, to
a somnolent Monseigneur; - how else does the poor Tit, to
the neglect of its own eggs and interests, nurse up a huge
lumbering Cuckoo; and think its pains all paid, if the soot.
broWD Stupidity will merely grow bigger and bigger 1
Enough, by Jesuitic or other means, Prince Louis de Rohan
shall be passively kneaded and baked into Commendatot of
S1. \Vast and much else; and truly suck a Commendator as
hardly, since King Thierri (first of the Faineani) founded
that Establishment, has played his part there.

Such, however, have Nature and Art combined together
to make Prince Louis. A figure thrice-clothed with honors ;
with plush, and civic, and ecclesiatic garniture of all kind.;
but in itself little otber than an amorphous congeries of con
tradictions, somnolence and violence, foul passions, and foul
habits. It is by his plush cloaks and wrappages mainly, as
above hinted, that such a figure sticks together (what we
call, 'coheres ') in any measure; were it not for these, he
would flow out boundlessly on all sides. Conceive him fur
ther, with a kind of radical vigor and fire (for he can see
clearly at times, and speak fiercely); yet left in this way to
stagnate and' ferment, and lie overlaid with such fl~ of
fat material, - have we not a true image of the shamefullest
Mud-volcano, gurgling and sluttishly simmering, amid con
tinual steamy indistinctneliS (except, as was hinted, in wind
pBu); with occasional terrifieo-absurd Mud-explosioDsl
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This, garnish it and fringe it never so handsomely, is,
alas, the intrinsic character of PrinceeLouis. A shameful
spectacle: such, however" as the world has beheld many
times; as it were to be wished (but is not yet to be hoped)
the world might behold no more. Nay, are not all possible
delirious incoherences, outward and inward, summed up,
for poor Rohan, in this one incrediblest incoherence, that he,
Prince Louis de Rohan, is named Priest, Cardinal of the
Church? A debauched, merely libidinous mortal, lying
there quite helpless, dis-solute (as we well say) ; whom to
see Church Cardinal (that is, symbolical Hinge, or main
Corner, of the Invisible Holy in this World) an Inhabitant
of Saturn might split with laughing, - if he did not rather
swoon with pity and horror!

Prince Louis, as ceremonial fugleman at Strasburg,
might have hoped to make some way with the fair young
Dauphiness; but seems not to have made any. Perhaps,
in those great days, so trying for a fifteen years' Bride and
Dauphiness, the fair Antoinette was too preoccupied: per
haps, in the very face and looks of Prospective-Cardinal
Prince Louis, her fair young soul read, all unconsciously, an
incoherent Roue-ism (bottomless Mud-volcano-ism); from
which she by instinct rather recoiled.

However, as above hinted, he is now gone, in these years,
on Embassy to Vienna: with' four-and-twenty pages' (if
our remembrance of Abbe Georgel serve) , of noble birth,'
all in scarlet breeches; and such a retinue and parade as
drowns even his fat revenue in perennial debt. Above all
things, his Jesuit Familiar is-with him. For so everywhere
they must manage: Eminence Rohan is the cloak, Jesuit
Georgel the man or automaton within it. Rohan, indeed,
sees Poland a-pal'titioning; or rather Georgel, with his
'masked Austrian' traitor, 'on the ramparts,' sees it for
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bim: but what can he do? He exhibits his four-and·
twenty scarlet pages (who' smuggle' to quite unconscionable
lengths); rides through a Catholic proc,ession, Prospective
Cardinal as he is, because it is too long, and keeps him
from an appointment: hunts, gallants; gives suppers, Sar
danapalus~wise,the finest ever seen in Vienna. Abbe Geor
gel (as we fancy it was) writes a Despatch in his name
, every fortnight; , - mentions, in one of these, that' Maria
Theresa stands, indeed, with the handkerchief in one hand,
weeping for the woes of Poland; but with the sword in the

- other hand, ready to cut Poland in sections, and take her
share.'- Untimely joke; which proved to Prince Louis the
root of unspeakable chagrins I For Minister D'Aiguillon
(much against his duty) communicates the Letter to King
Louis j Louis to Du Barry, to season ber souper, and laughs
over it: the thing becomes a court-joke; the filially-pious
Dauphiness hears it, and remembers it. Accounts go,
moreover, that Rohan spake censuringly of the Dauphiness
to her Mother: this, probably is but hearsay and false; the
devout Maria Theresa disliked him, and even despised him,
and vigorously labored for his recal.

Thus, in rosy sleep and somnambulism, or awake only to
quaff the full wine-cup of the Scarlet Woman (his mother),

*M6moirr.s de l'.I1bb6 Georgel, ii.1-220. Abbe Georgel, who
hu given, in the place referred to, a long solemn Narrative of the
Necklace Business, puses for tile grand authority on it: but neither
will he, strictly taken up, abide scrutiny. He is vague as may be;
writing in what is called the 'soaped-pig' fashion: yet sometimes
you do catch him, and hold him. There are hardly above three
dates in his whole Narrative. He mistakes several times; perhaps,
once or twice, wilfully misrepresents, a little. The' main incident
of the business is misdated by him, almost a twe1vemonth. It i. to
be remembered that the poor Abbe wrote in exile; and with cause
enough for prepoaseuions and hostilities.
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and again sleep and somnambulate, does the Prospective
Cardinal and Commendator pass his days. Unhappy man!
This is not a world that was made in sleep; that it is safe
to sleep and somnambulate in. In that' loud-roaring Loom
of Time' (where above nine hundred millions of hungry
Men, for one item, restlessly weave and work), so many
threads fly humming from their' eternal spindles;' and
swift invisible shuttles, far darting, to the Ends of the
World, - complex enough! At this hour, a miserable
Boehmer in Paris (whom thou wottest not of) is spinning, of
diamonds and gold,. a paltry thrum that will go nigh to
strangle the life out of thee.

Meanwhiltl Louis the Well-beloved has left (for ever) his
Pare-aux-eerfa; and, 'amid the scarce-suppressed hootings of
the world, taken up his last lodging at St. Denis. Feeling that
it was all over (fo~ the small-pox has the victory, and even
Du Barry is off), he, as the Abbe Georgel records, 'made
the amende honorable to God' (these are his Reverence's
own words); had a true repentance of three days' standing;
and so, continues the Abbe, 'fell asleep in the Lord.'
Asleep in the Lord, Monsieur l'Abbe! If such a mass of
Laziness and Lust fell asleep in the Lord, who, fanciest thou,
is it that falls asleep - elsewhere? Enough that he did
fall asleep; that thickwrapt in the Blanket of the Night,
under what keeping we ask not, he never through endless
Time can, for his own or our sins, insult the face of the
Sun any more; - and so now we go onward, if not to less
degrees of beastliness, yet at least and worst, to cheering
varieties of it.

Louis XVI. therefore reigns (and under the Sieqr Gamain,
makes locks); his fair Dauphiness has become a Queen.
Eminence Rohan is home from Vienna; to condole and
congratulate. He bears a letter from Maria Theresa; hopes

\
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the Queen will not forget old Ceremonial Fuglemen, and
friends of the Dauphiness. Heaven and Earth I The
Dauphiness Queen will not see him j orders the Letter to
be Bent her. The King himself signifies briefly that he
'will be asked for when wanted I '

Alas I at Court, our motion is the delicatest, unsurest.
We go spinning, as it were, on teetotums, by the edge of
bottomless deeps. Rest is fall j so is one false whirl. A •
moment ago, Eminence Rohan seemed waltzing with the
best: but, behold, his teetotum has carried him over; there
is an inversion of the centre of gravity j and 80 now, heels
uppermost, velocity increasing as the time, space as the
square of the time, - he rushes.

On a man of poor Rohan's somnolence and violence, the
sympathizing mind can estimate what the effect was.
Consternation, stupefaction, the total jumble of blood, brains,
and nervous spirits j in ear and heart, only universal hub
bub, and louder and louder singing of the agitated air. A
fall comparable to that of Satan I Men have, indeed, been
driven from Court j and borne it, according to ability. A
Choiseul, in these. very years, retired Parthianlike, with a
smile or scowl j and drew half the Court-host along with
him. Our Wolsey, though once an Ego et Rex meus, could
journey, it is said, without strait-waistcoat, to his monastery j

and there telling beads, look forward to a still longer jour
ney. The melodious too soft-strung, Racine, when his King
turned his back on him, emitted one meek wail, and sub
missively - died. But the case of Coadjutor de Rohan
differed from all these. No loyalty was in him that he should
die j no self-help, that he should live j no faith that he
should tell beads. His is a mud-volcanic character j inco
herent, mad, from the very foundation of it. Think, too,
that his Courtiership (for how could any nobleness enter
there r) was properly a gambling speculation : the loss of
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his trump Queen of HeaN can bring nothing but flat, unre
deemed despair. No other game has he, in this world, - or
in the next. And then the exasperating "WAJ 'J the 1hwJ
came it 'J For that I¥>hanie, or Georgelic, sprightliness of
the' handkerchief in one hand, and sword in the other' (if,
indeed, that could have caused it all), bas quite escaped him.
In the name of Friar Bacon's Head, wltJt was it? Imagi
nation, with Desperation to drive her, may fly to all points
of Space; -and return with wearied wings, and DO tidings.
Behold me here: this, which is the first grand certainty for
man in general, is the first and last and only one for poor
Rohan. And then his Here! Alas, looking upwards, he
can eye, from his burning marIe, the azure realms, once
his; and Cousin Countess de Marean, and so many Riehe
lieus, Polignacs, and other happy angels, male and female,
all blissfully gyrating there; while he-I

Nevertheless hope, in the human breast, though not in
the diaboliC, springs eternal. The outcast Rohan bends all
his thoughts, faculties, prayers, purposes, to one object; one
object he will attain, or go to Bedlam. How many ways he
tries; what days and nights of conjecture, consultation;
what written unpublished reams of correspondence, protes
tation, back-stairs diplomacy of every rubric! How many
IUppers has he eaten; how many given, - in vain I It is
his morning song, and his evening prayer. From innumer
able falls he rises; only to fall again. Behold him even,
with his red stockings, at dusk, in the Garden of Trianon :
he has bribed the Concierge; will Bee her Majesty in spite
of Etiquette and Fate; peradventure, pitying his long sad
King's-evil, she will touch him, and heal him. In vain
(says the Female Historian, Campan).· The Chariot of

• Madame Campan, in her Narrati...e, ed, indeed, ill her MtJr1U1W6
,enerally, doee DOt lIeeDl to illtm4l faleehood: thie, in the DuAne..

\
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Majesty shoots rapidly by, with high-plumed heads mIt;
Eminence ill known by his red stockings, but not looked at,
only laughed at, and left standing like a Pillar of Salt.

Thus through ten long years (of new resolve and new
despondency, of flying from Saveme to Paris, and from
Paris to Saverne) has it lasted; hope deferred making the
heart sick. Reynard Georgel and Cousin de Marsan, by

. eloquence, by influence, and being • at M. de Maurepas'
pillow before six,' have secured the Archbishopric, the
Grand-Almonel'8hip; the Cardinalship (by the medium of
Poland) ; and, lastly, to tinker many rents, and appease the
Jews, that fattest Commendatorship, founded 'by King Thierri
the Donothing - pet'haps with a view to such cases. All
good I languidly croaks Rohan; :ret all not the one thing
needful; aIM, the Queen's eyes do not yet shine on me.

Abb6 Georgel admits (in his own polite, diplomatic way)
that \he mud-volcano was much agitated by these trials;
and in time quite changed. Monseigneur deviated into caba
listic courses, after elixirs, philtres, and the philosopher's
stone; that is, the volcanic steam grew thicker and heavier:
at last by Cagliostro's magic (for Cagliostro and the Cardi
nal by elective affinity must meet), it sank into the opacity
of perfect London fog! So, too, if Monseigneur grew
choleric; wrapped himself up in reserve, spoke roughly to
his domestics and dependents, -- were not the terrifico-ab
surd mud-explosions becoming more frequent? Alas, what

of the Necklace, is saying a great deal. She rather, perhaps, in
tends the producing of an imprell1lion; which may have appeared
to herself to be the right one. But, at all evenia, she has, here or
elsewhere, no notion of historicll.l rigor; she gives hardly any date,
or the like; will tell the same thing, in different places, different
ways, &C. There is a tradition that Louis XVIII'. revised her Mi
ftIOir~ before publication. She requires to be read with skepticism
everywhere; but yields something in that way.

VOL. IV. 10
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wonder? Some nine-aod-forty winters have now fled over
his Eminence (for it is 1783), and his beard falls white to
the shaver; but age for him brings no 'benefit of experi
ence.' He is possessed by a fixed-idea I

Foolish Eminence I is the Earth grown a,U barren and of
a snuff color, because one pair of eye~ in it look on thee
askance? Surely thou hast thy Body there yet; and what
of Soul might from the first reside in it. Nay, a warm,
snug Body, with n~t only five senses (sound still, in spite or'
much tear and wear), but most eminent clothing besides;
clothed with authority over much, with red Carclinal's cloak,
red Cardinal's hat; with Commendatorship, Grand-Almo
nership (so kind have thy Fripiers been), and dignities and
dominions too tedious to name. The stars rise nightly, with
tidings (for thee, too, if thou wilt listen) from the infinite
Blue; Sun and Moon bring vicissitudes of season; dressing
green, with flower-borderings, and cloth of gold, this ancient
ever-young Earth of ours, and filling her breasts with all
nourishing mother's milk. Wilt thou work? The whole
Encyclopedia (not Diderot's only, but the Almighty's) is
there for thee to spread thy broad faculty upon. Or, if
thou have no faculty, no Sense, hast thou not (as already
suggested) Senses, to the number of five? What victuals
thou wishest, command; with what wine savoreth thee, be
filled .. Already thou art a false lascivious Priest; with reve
nues of, say, a quarter of a million sterling; and no mind
to mend. Eat, foolish Eminence; eat with voracity,
leaving the shot till afterward.s! In all this the eyes - of
Marie Antoinette can neither help thee nor hinder.

And yet what is the Cardinal, dissolute, mud-volcano
though he be, more foolish herein, than all Sons of Ad;m?
Give the wisest of us once a 'fixed-idea,' - which, though
a temporary madness, who has not had? - and see where
his wisdom is I The Cha.mois-hunter serves his doomed
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seven yeats in the Quicksilver Mines; returns salivated to
the marrow of the backbone; and next morning, - goes
forth to hunt again. Behold Cardalion, King of Urinals;
with a woful ballad to his inistress' eyebrow I He blows
out, Wetter-wise, his foolish existence, because she will not
have it to keep; - heeds not that there are some five hun
dred millions of other mistresses in this noble Planet; most
likely much such as she. 0 foolish men! They sell their
Inheritance (as their Mother did hers), though it is Paradise,
for a crotchet: will they not, in every age, dare not only
grape-shot and gallows-ropes, but Hell-fire itSelf, for better
$Buce to their vicluals? My friends, beware of fixed-ideas.

Herel accordingly, is }loot Boehmer with one in his head
t()O! He has been hawking his ' irreducible case of Cardan '
(thlit Necklace of his) these three long years, through all
Palaces and Ambassadors' Hotels, over the old ' nine King
doms' (or more of them that there now are): searching,
sifting Earth, Sea, and Air, for a customer. To take his
Necklace in pieces, and so, losing only his manual labor
and expected glory, dissolve his fixed-idea, and fixed dia
monds, into current ones: this were simply casting out the
Devil- from himself; a miracle, and perhaps more f F<;lr
he too has a Devil, or Devils: one mad object that he strives
at; that he too will attain, or go to Bedlam. Creditors, snarl
ing, hound him on from without; mocked Hopes, lost La
bors, bear-bait him from within: to thelle torments his fixed
idea keeps him chained. In six-and-thirty weary revolutions
of the Moon, was it wonderful the man's brain had got dried
a little?

Behold, one day, being Court-Jeweller, he too burats, al
most as Rohan had done, into the Queen's retirement, or
apartment; flings himself (as Campan again has recorded)
at her Majeety's feet; and there, with clasped uplifted hands,
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in passionate nasal-gutt~rals, with streaming tears aad loud
sobs, entreats her to do one of two things: Either to buy
his Necklace; or else graciously to vouchsafe him her royal
permission to drown himself in the Rivet' Seine. Her maj
esty, pitying the distracted, bewildered state of the man,
calmly points out the plJlin -third course: Depecez votre
Collier (take your Necklace in pieces) ;-adding, withal,
in a tone of queenly rebuke, that if he would drown himself,
he at all times could, without her furtherance.

Ah, had he drowned himself, with the Necklace in his
pocket; and Cardinal Commendator at his skirts I Kings,
above all, beautiful Queens, as far-radiant Symbols on the
pinnacles of the world, are so exposed to madmen. Should
these two filted-ideas that beset this beautifullest Queen, and
almost burst tlu;ough her Pala.ce-wl;l.Ils, one da.y unite, anll
this not to jump into the River Seine; - what maddest re
sult may be looked for!

CHAPTER V.

The Artist.

If the reader has hitherto (in our too figurative language)
seen only the figurative hook and the figurative eye, which
Boehmer and Rohan, far apart, were respectively fashion
ing for each other, he shaH now see the cunning Milliner
(an actual, unmetaphorical Milliner) by whom these two
individuals, with their two implements, are brought in con
tact, and hooked together into stupendous artificial Siamese
Twins; :- after which the whole nodus' and solution will
naturally combine and unfold itself.

Jeanne de St. Remi, by courtesy or otherwise, Countess,
styled also of Valois, and even of France, has now (in this
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year- ot Grace 1783) known the world (or BOme seven-and- '
twenty summers; and had crooks in her lot. She boasts
herself descended, by what is called lIiZtural generation, ftom
the Blood-Royal o( France: Henri Second, before that fatal
tourney-lance entered his right eye, and ended him, appelll'lJ
to have had, successively or simultaneously, four - un
mentionable women: and so, in "ice of the third ot these,
came a certain Henri de St. Remi into this world; and, as
High and Puissant Lord, ate his victuals and spent his days,
on an allotted domain of Fontette, near Bar-sur-Aube, in
Champagne. Of High and Puissant Lords, at this Fontette,
six other generations followed; and thus ultimately, in a
space of some two centuries, - succeeded in realizing this
brisk little Jeanne de St. Remi, here in question. But, ah,
what a falling off I The Royal Family of France has well
nigh forgotten its left-hand collaterals; the last High and
Puissant Lord (much clipt by his predecessors), falling into
drink, and left by a scandalous world to drink his pitcher
dry, had to alienate by degrees his whole worldly Posses
sions, down almost to the indispensable, or inexpressibles;
and die at last in the Paris Hotel-Dieu; glad that it was not
on the street. So that he has indeed given a sort of bastard
Life-royal to little Jeanne, and her little brother; but not
the smallest earthly provender to keep it in. The mother,
in her extremity, forms the wonderfullest connexions; and
little Jeanne, and her little brother, go out into the highways
to beg.·

A charitable Countess Boulainvilliers, struck with the
little bright-eyed tatterdemalion from the carriage window,
picks her up; has her scoured, clothed; and rears her, in
her fluctuating, miscellaneous way, to be, about the age of
twenty, a nondescript of Mantuamaker, Soubrette, Court-

* Vie de Juulne Com.t.B8. de Lamott. (by Herself). Vol. I.
10·
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beggar, Fine-lady, Abigail, and Scion-of:Royalty. Sad com
bination of trades! The Court, after infinite soliciting, puts
one off with a hungry dole of little more than thirty pounds
a-year. Nay; the audacious Count Boulainvilliers dares
(with what purposes he knows best) to offer some suspicious
presents!· Whereupon his good Countess (especially as
Mantuamaking languishes) thinks it could not but be fit to
go down to Bar-sur-Aube ; and there see whether no frac
tions of that alienated Fontette Property, held, perhaps, on
insecure tenure, may, by terror or cunning, be recoverabl&.
Burning her paper patterns; pocketting her pension (till
more come), Mademoiselle Jeanne sallies out thither, in her
twenty-third year.

Nourished in this singular way, alternating between saloon
and kitchen-table, with the loftiest of pretensionsj meanest
of possessions, our poor High and P~issallt Mantuamaker
has realized for herself a 'face not beautiful, yet with a
certain piquancy;' dark hair, blue eyes; and a character,
which the present writer, a determined student of human
nature, declares to be undecipherable. Let the Psychologists
try it! Jeanne de Saint-Remi de Valois de France actually
lived, and worked, and was: she has even published, at
various times, three considerable Volumes of Autobiography,
with loose Leaves (in Courts of Justice) of unknown num
ber ; t wherein he that runs may read, - but not under- .

" He was of Hebrew descent: grandson of the renowned Jew
Bernard, wlwm Louis XV., and even Lours XIV., used to 'walk
with in the Royal Garden,' when they wanted him to lend them
money. -Iilee Sou'IJenirs du Due de Le'IJis; Memoires de 1;)ucl08, &C.

t Four Memoires Pour by her, in this Affaire du CoUier; like
'Lawyers'tongues turned inside ollt!' Afterwa~ds One Volume,
Memoires JustiJicatifs de la Comtellse de, &c. (London, 1788); with
Appendix of' Documents,' so-called. Thia has also been trans
lated into a kind of English. Then two Volume., as quoted above:
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stand. Strange Volumes I more like the screeching of dis
tracted night-birds (suddenly disturbed by the torch of Pa
lice-Fowlers), than the articulate utterance of a rational
unfeathered biped. Cheerfully admitting these statements
to be all lies; we ask, How any mortal could, or should,
80 lie?

The Psychologists, however, commit one sore mistake:
that of searching, ·in every character named human, for
something like a conscience. Being mere contemplative
recluses, for most part, and feeling that Morality is the
Heart of Life, they judge that with all the world it is so.
Nevertheless, as practical men are aware, Life can go on in
excellent vigor, without crotchet of that kind. What is the
essence of Life? Volition? Go deeper down, you find a
much' more universal root and characteristic: Digestion.
While Digestion lasts, Life cannot, in philosophical language,
be said to be extinct: and Digestion will give rise to Voli
tions enough; at any rate, to Desires (and attempts) which
may pass for such. He who looks neither before nor after,
any further than the Larder, and Stateroom (which is prop
erly the finest compartment of the Larder), will need no
World-theory (Creed, as it is called), or Scheme of Duties:
lightly leaving the world to wag as it likes with any theory
or none, his grand object is a theory (and practice) of ways

Vie de .leanne de, &c.; printed in London, - by way of Ilxtorting
money from Paris. This latter Lying Autobiography of Lamotte
was bought up by French persons in authority. It was the burning
of this Editio Princeps in the S~vres Potteries, on the 30th of May,
1792, which raised such a smoke, that the Legislative Assembly
took alarm; Rnd had an investigation about i.t; and considerable ex
amining of Potters, &c., till the truth came out. Copies of the
Book were speedily reprinted after the Tenth of August. It is in
English too; and; exc~pt in the Necklace part, is not sO entirely
distracted as the formei'.
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and means. Not goodness or badness is the type of him •
only shiftiness or shiftlessness,

And now, disburthened of this obstruction, let the Psy.
chologists consider it under a bolder view. Consider the
brisk Jeanne de Saint-Remi de Saint-Shifty as a Spark of
vehement Life (not developed into Will of any kind, yet
fully into Desires of all kinds) cast into such a Life-element
as we have seen. Vanity and Hunger; a Princess of the
Blood, yet whose father had sold his inexpresswles i uncer
tain whether fosterdaughter of a fond Countess, with hopes
sky-high, or supernumerary Soubrette, with not enough of
mantuamaking: in a word, Gigmanity disgigged; one of
the saddest, pitiable, unpitied predicaments of man I She is
of that light unreflecting class, of that light unreflecting sex :
varium semper et mutabile. And then her Fine-Ladyism,
though a purseless one: capricious, coquettish, and with all
the finer sensibilities of the heart i now in the rackets, now
in the sullens i vivid in contradictory resolves i laughing,
weeping without reason, - though these acts are said to be
signs of reason. Consider, too, how she has had to work
her way, all along, by flattery and cajolery i wheedling,
eaves-dropping, nambypambying: how she needs wages,
and knows no other productive trades. Thought can hardly
be said to exist in her: only Perception and Device. With
an understanding lynx-eyed for the surface of things, but
which pierces beyond the surface of nothing i every indi
vidual thing (for she has never seized the heart of it) turns
up a new face to her every new day, and seems a thing
changed, a different thing. Thus sits, or rather vehemently
bobs and hovers her vehement mind, in the middle of a
boundless many-dancing whirlpool of gilt-shreds, paper
clippings, and windfalls, - to which the revolving chaos of
my Uncle-Toby's Smoke-jack was solidity and regularity.
Reader! thou for thy sins must have met with such fair

~

I
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Irrationals; fascinating; with their lively eyes, with their
quick snappish fancies; distinguished in the higher circles,
in Fashion, even in Literature: they hum and buzz there,
on graceful film-wings; - searching, nevertheless, with the
wonderfullest skill, for honey; 'untamable as flies! '

Wonderfullest skill for honey, we say; and, Pt:ll.Y, mark
that, as regards this. Countess de Saint-Shifty. Her instinct
of-genius is prodigious; her appetite fierce. In any forag
ing speculation of the private kind, she, unthinking as you
call-her, will be worth a hundred thinkers. And so of sueh
untamable flies the untamablest, Mademoiselle Jeanne, is
now buzzing down, in the Bar-sur-Aube Diligence; to in
spect the- honey-jars of Fontette; and see and smell whether
there be any flaws in them.

Alas, at Fontette, we can, with sensibility, behold straw
roofs we were nursed under; farmers courteously offer
cooked milk, and other country messes: but no soul will
.part with his Landed Property, for which (though cheap) he
declares hard money was paid. The honey-jars are all
close, then? - However, a certain Monsieur de Lamotte, a
tall Gendarme, home on furlough from LuneviIle, is now at
Bar; pays us attentions; becomes quite particular in his
attentions, - for we have a face 'with'a certain piquancy,'
the liveliest glib-snappish tongue, the liveliest kittenish man
ner (not yet hardened into cat-hood), with thirty pounds
a-year, and prospects. M. de Lamotte, indeed, is as yet
only a private sentinel; but then a private sentinel in the
Gendarmes: and did not his father die fighting' at the head
of his company,' at Minden? Why not in virtue of our
own Countess-ship dub him too Count; by left-hand collate
ralism, get him advanced? - Finished before the furlough
is done! The untamablest of flies has again buzzed off;
in wedlock with M. de Lamotte; if not to get honey, yet to
escape spiders; and so lies in garrison at LuneviIle, amid
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coquetries and hysterics, in Gigmanity disgigged - discon
solate enough.

At the end of four long years (too long), M. de Lamotte,
or call him now Count de Lamoue, sees good to lay down
his fighting-gear (unhappily still only the musket), and be·
come wqat is by certain moderns called' a Civilian:' not a
Civil-Law Doctor; merely a Citizen, one who does not live
by being killed. Alas! cold eclipse has all along hung over
the Lamoue household. Countess Boulainvilliers, it is true,
""rites in the most feeling manner; but then the Royal
Finances are so deranged I Without personal pressing solic
itation, on the spot, no Court-solicitor, were his Pension the
meagrest, can hope to better it. At Luneville the SUR, in
deed, shines; and there is a kind of Life; but only an un·
Parisian, half or quarter Life: the very tradesmen grow
clamorous, and no cunningly devised fable, ready money
alone, will appease them. Commandant Marquis d'Auti
champ· agrees with Madame Boulainvilliers that a jourBe,.
to Paris were the project; whither, also, he himself is just
going. Perfidious Commandant Marquis I His plan is seen
through: he dares to presume to make love to a Scion-of- .
Royalty; or to hint that he could dare to presume to do it.
Whereupon, indignant Count de Lamotte, as we said, throws
up his commission, and down his fire-arms; without further
delay. The King lOBeS a tall private sentinel; the World
has a new blackleg: and Monsieur and Madame de Lamotte
take places in the Diligence {or Strasburg.

Good Fostermother Boulainvilliers, however, is no longer
at Strasburg: she is forward at the Archiepiscopal Palace
in Saverne ; on a visit there, to his Eminence Cardinal Com
mendator Grand-Almoner Archbishop Prince Louis de Ro-

* He is the same Marquis d' Autichamp, who was to 'relieve
Lyons,' and raise the Siege of Lyons, in Autumn, 1793, but could
not do it.
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han! Thus, then, hllil Destiny at last brought it about.
Thus, after long wanderings, on paths 80 far separate, has
the time come. (in this late year 1783), when, of all the
nine hundred millions of the Earth's denizens, these pre-
appointed Two behold each other I .

The foolish Cardinal, since no sublunary means, not even
bribing of the Trianon Concierge, will serve, has taken to
th~ superlunary: he is here, with his fixed-idea; and vol
c<anic vaporosity, darkening, under Cagliostro's management,.
into thicker and thicker opaque, - of the Black-Art itself.
To the glance of hungry genius Cardinal and Cagliostro
could not but have _meaning. A flush of astonishment,
a sigh over boundless wealth _(for the mountains of debt
lie invisible) _in the hands of boundless Stupidity; some
vague looming of indefinite hope: all this one can well
fancy. - But, alas, what, to a high plush Cardinal, is a
now insolvent Scion-of-Royalty, - though with a face of
s.ome piquancy? The good Fostennother's visit, in any
case, can last but three days; then, amid old nambypamby
ings, with effusions of the nobler sensibilities, and tears of
pity (at least for oneself), Countess de Lamotte, and h!ls
band, must off with her to Paris, and new possibilities at
Court. Only when 11Ie sky again darkens, can this vague
looming from Saveme look out, by fits, as a cheering weath
er-sign.

CHAPTER VI.

Will the Two Fixed-ideas unite '!

However, the sky, according to custom, is not long in
darkening again. The E:ing's finances, we repeat, -are in
so distracted a state! No D'Ormesson, no Joly de Fleury,
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wearied with milking the already dry, will increase that
scandalous Thirty Pounds of a Scion-of-Royalty by a single
doit. Calonne himself, who has a willing ear and encourag
ing word for all mortals whatsoever, only with difficulty, and
by aid of Madame of France,· raises it to sotne still miser.
able Sixty-five. Worst of all, the good Fos~ermother

Boulainvilliers, in few months, suddenly dies: the wretched
widower, sitting there, with his white handkerchief, to re
ceive condolences, with closed shutters, mortuary tapestries,
and sepulchral cressets burning (which, however, the instant
the condolences are gone, he blows out, to save oil), has the
audacity again, amid crocodile tears, to - drop hints! t
Nay, more, he (wretched man in all senses) abridges the
Lamotte table; will besiege virtue both in the positive and
negative way. The Lamottes, wintry as the world looks,
cannot begone too soon.

As to Lamotte the husband, he, for sbelter against much!
decisively dives down to the 'subterranean shades of Rae
caldom ;' gambles, swindles; can hope to live, miscellane
ously, if not by the Grace of God, yet by the Oversight of
the Devil, - fora time. Lamotte the wife also makes her
packages: and waving the unseductive Count Boulainvil.
liers Save-all a disdainful farewell, removes to the Belle
Image in Versailles; there within wind of Court, in attic
apartments, on poor water-gruel board, resolves to await
what can betide. So much, in few months of this fateful
year 1783, has come and gone.

Poor Jeanne de Saint-Remi de Lamotte Valois, Ex-Man
tuamaker, Scion-of-Royalty I What eye, looking into those
bare attic apartments, and water-gruel platters of the Belle
Image, but must, in spite of itself, grow dim with almost a

* Campan.
Vie de JefJnne de Lamotte, &c., ecrite par elle-mlme. i.
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kind of tear ror thee I There thou art, with thy quick lively
glances, fuce or a certain piquancy, thy goI!B&Dler untama.
hie eharaCller, 'BDIlppish sallies, glib all.managing tongue;
day \VhQle ineamated, AVJl'8nted, and 80 IIbarply appeteDt
& spark or Life;' caat down alive into this World, without
vote of thine (for the Elective Franchises have not yet got
that length); and wouldst80 fain live there. Paying lICoNuad·
lot; pro\'iding, Ol' fresh-scouring, silk court-d:relll88; 'alwa1B
keeping a gig I' Thou must hawk and .hark to and fro,
fi'Qm antel'OODl to anteroom; become a kind of terror to all
men in place, and women that influenCe such; dance not
light Ionic measuretl,but attendance merely; have weepings,
tJianksgi.ving effiJaioDB, aulic, almost forebllic, eloquence:
perhaps eke out thy thin livelihood by BOrne coquetries, in
the llmall way; -:- and so, most poverty-stricken, cold.blight
-ed, yet with young keen blood struggling against it, spin
for\ftl'd fuy unequal feeble thread, which the Clotho-scissom
will BOOIl clip I

Surely, now, if ever, were that vague looming from Sal'.
erne welcome, as a weather.sign. How doubly welcome is
bis plush Eminence's personal arrival; - for with the earli.
est spring he baa come in person, as he periodically does;
vaporific, driven by his fixed·idea.

Genius, of the mechanical practical kind, what is it but a
bringing together of two Forces that fit each other, that will
give birth to a third? Ever, from Tubalcain's time, Iron
lay ready hammered ; Water, also, was boiling and bursting:
nevertheless, for want of a geniuS, there was as yet no
Steam.engine. In his Eminence Prince Louis, in that huge,
restl~ incoherent Being of his, depend on it, brave Count·
ess, thete are Forces deep, manifold; nay, a fixed·idea
concentrates the whole huge Incoherence as it were into one
Fol'ce: cannot the eye of genius discover its fellow '1

VOL. IV. 11
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Communing much with the Court-t1aletaillel our bra"e
Countess has more than once heard talk of. Boehmer, of his
Necklace, and threatened death by water; in tae COUl'ie of
gossiping and tattling, this topic from time to timt emerges ;
is commented upon with empty laughter,-~s if there lay
no further meaning in it. To the common eye there is
indeed DOne: but to the eye of genius? In ,some ,moment
of: inspiration, the question rises on Qur brave Lamotte: were
not tAu, of all extant Forces, the cognate one that would
unite with Eminence Rohan's: Great momeDt,light.beam.
ing, fire·flashing ; like birth of Minerva; like all moments
pf Creation I Fancy how pulse and breath flutter, almost
stop, in the greatness: the great not Divine Idea, the great
Diabolic Idea is too big for her.- Thought (how often must
we repeat it ?) rules the world; Fire and, in a less degree,
Frost; Earth and Sea (for what .is your swiftest ship, or
steamship but a Thought - embodied in wood ?); Reformed
Parliaments, rise and ruin of Nations, - sale of Diamonds:
all things obey Thought. Countess de Saint Remi de La
motte, by power of Thought, is now a made woman. With
force of genius she represses, crushes deep down, her Un
divine Idea; bends all her faculty to realize it. Prepare
thyself, Reader, for a series of the most surprising Dramatic
Representations ever exhibited on any stage.

We hear tell of Dramatists, and scenic illusion how ' nat
ural,' how illusive it was: if the spectator, for some half
moment, can half.deceive himself into the belief that it was
real, he departs doubly content. With all which, and much
more of the like, I have no quarrel. But what must be
thought of the Female Dramatist who, for eighteen long
months, can exhibit the beautifullest Fata.morgana to a plush
Cardinal, wide awake, with fifty years on his head; and so
lap him in her scenic illusion that he never doubts but it is

1
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aU firm earth, and the pasteboard Coulisse-trees are produc
ing Hesperides apples? Could Madame de Lamotte, then,
have written a Hamlet'll conjecture, not. More goes to
the writing of a Hamlet than complete8t' imitation' of all
cbaracters and things in this Earth; there goel, before and
beyond all, the rarest understanding of these, insight into
their hidden essences and harmonies. Erasmus's Ape, as is
known in Literary History, sat by while its Master was
-shaving, and ' imitated' every point of the process; but its
OWl) foolish beard grew never the smoother.

As in looking at a finished Drama, it were nowise meet
that the spectator first of all got behind the scenes, and saw
the burnt-eorks, brayed-resin, thunder-barrels, and withered
bunger-bitten men and women, of which such heroic work
was made: so here with the reader. A peep into the side
scenes shall be granted him, from time to time. But, on
the whole, repress, 0 reader, that too insatiable scientific
curiosity of thine; let .thy cesthetic feeling first have play;
and witness what a Prospero's-grotto poor Eminence Rohan
is led into, to be pleased he knows not why.

Survey first what we might call the stage-lights, orchestra,
general structure of the theatre, mood and condition of the
audience. The theatre is the WorId, with its restless business
and madness; near at hand rise the royal Domes of Ver
sailles, mystery around them, and as background the memory
of a thousand years. By the side of the River Seine walks,
haggard, wasted, a Jouaillier-Bijoutier de la Reine, with
Necklace in his pocket. The audience is a drunk Christo
.pher Sly in the fittest humor. A fixed-idea, driving him
headlong over steep places, like that of the Gadarenes'
Swine, has produced a deceptibility, as of desperation, that
will clutoh at straws. Understand one other word: Cagli
ostro is prophesying to him I The Quack of Quacks has
now for years had him in leading. Transmitting' predio-
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CHAPTER VlI.

Marie-Antoinette.

Such a so~warbling tara·lara Waif it to his Eminence,
when (in early January· of the year 1'184) our Countess
first, mysteriol1S1y, and under seal of sworn secrecy, hinted
to him that, with her winning tongue and great talent as
Anecdotic Historian, she had worked a passage to the ear of
Queen's Majesty itself.- Gods I Dost thou bring :with thee
airs from Heaven? Is thy face yet radiant with some reflex
of that Brightness beyond bright? - Men with fixed-idea
are not as other men. To listen to a plain varnished tale,

• Compare Rohan'. Memoir" PO'll"', (there are four of them), in
the /1jflJire dl£ Colli..,., with Lamotte's fbnr. They go- oain the way
of controversy, Qf u(Qmeut, and response.
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BUCh as your Dramatist can fashion; to ponder the words;
to snuff them up, as Ephraim did the east-wind, and grow
flatulent and drunk with them: what else could poor Emi
nence do? His poor somnolent, 80 swift·rocked soul feels
a new element infused into it; turbid resinous light, wide
coruscating, glares over the • waste of his imagination.' Is
he interested in the mysterious tidings? Hope has seized
them; there is in the world nothing else that interests him.

The secret friendship of Queens is not a thing to be let
Bleep: ever new Palace Interviews occur; - yet in deepest
privacy; for how should her- Majesty awaken so many
tongues of Prineipalities and Nobilities, male and female,
that spitefully watch her? Above all, however, • on the
2d of February,' that day of • the Procession of blue
Ribands,' - much was spoken of; somewhat, too, of Mon
I!leigneur de Rohan! - Poor Monseigneur, hadst thou three
long ears, thou'dst hear her.

But will she not, perhaps, in some future priceless Inter
view, speak a good word for thee? Thyself shalt speak it,
happy Eminence; at least, write it: our tutelary Countess
will be the bearer! - On the 21st of March goes off
that long exculpatory imploratory Letter: it is the first LetteK:
that went off from Cardinal to Queen; to be followed, in
time, by • above two hundred others;' which are graciously
answered by verbal Messages,nay, at length by Royal Au
tographs on gilt paper, - the whole delivered by our tutelary
Countess.t The tutelary Countess comes and goes, fetching
and carrying; with the gravity of a Roman Augur, inspects
those extraordinary chicken-bowels, and draws prognostics
from them. Things are in fuir train: the Dauphiness took

• Lamotte's Memoir" Justi.jUa.tifs (London, 1788).
t See GwrgeZ: see Lamotte's Memoir"; in her Appendix of

• Documentl ' to that volume, certain of theae Letters are given.
11-
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some offence at Mooseigneur, but tha Qu~ baa nifib. for
gotten it. No inexorable QueeA; ah no t So good, 110 f~

light-hearted; only sore be.set with malicious. PWignau. ...
others; - at times, also, short of money_

Marie Antoinette, as the reader well kllOW", au bun
much blamed for want of Etiqueue. Even 1I0W,. w1laDi tAe
other accusations against har have sunk down tQ obLi.viQo
and the Father of Lies; this. of want.ing EtiqU&Ue. sunives
her; - in the Castle of Ham, at this boue,· :M. de,Pol~
and Company may be wringing their hands, not. without an
oblique glance at her for bringing them thitbex. 2116 iadeeQ '1

discarded Etiquette; once, when bel! carriage broke down,
she even entered a hackney-coach. She· would walk, tOOt
at Trianon, in mere straw-hat, and, perhBfS,.IIlUlllin gQWI11
Hence, the Knot of Etiquette being loosed,. the FAme of
Society broke up; and those astonisbiog 'Honors. of too
French Revolution' supervened. On wha1 Damocles' hBirs
must the judgmenWlword hang over this> diatracted Earth t
Thus, however, it was that Tunterden Steeple brought WI

influx of the Atlant4: on us, a~d so Godwiq Sands. Th~

too, might it be that beeause Father Noah took the libenJ\
of, ~y, rinsing oul his wia.·vat, his Ark was floated off, allcl
a World drowned. - Beautiful HighborIl. that wert so. faull)\
hurled low! Foro: if thy Being came to thee out of old.
Hapsburg Dynasties, came it not also (like. .y own) ouLa{
Huaven ? Sunt lachryma r6f'1Wr, et tnerIJe1A flWrtllZia, um-.
pnt. Dh, is there a. mati's heart that thinks, without. pity.
of those long awnths and years of slow·w~. ignominy;;
- of thy Birth, soft-cradled in Imperial ScbOnlmwD" tbel
winds of heaven not to visit thy face too roughly, thy foot
to light on softness, thy eye on splendor; and then of thy

• A. D.1831.
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Death., or hUDdred DeathS, to which the Guillotine aud
FOIMluiar Tinville's judgment-bar was but the merciful end i
Look there, 0 JDlU1 bom of woman I The bloom of that
au face is wasted, the hair is gray wi1h eare; the brip~

IleSS of those eyes is quenched, their: lids hang drooping, the
iMeis stony, pale, as of one living in death. Mean weedl
(which h~ own hand hu mended)· aUire UIe Queen of
the World. The death-~urdle, where thOl.l sittest, pale,
motionless, which only curses environ, must stop: a people;
dmuk with vengeance, will drink it again in full draught:
far as the eye reaches, ,a multitudinous sea of maniac heads;
the air deaf with their triumph-yell! The Living-dead
must shudder with yet one other pang: her startled blood
yet again suffuses with the- hue of agony that pale face,
which she hides with her hands. There is, then, no heart
to say, God pity taee? 0 think not of these ; think of HIIlI

whom thou worshippest, the Crucified, - who, also, treading
the .wine-press tdtm8~ fronted SOlTOW still deeper; and trio
umphed over it" and made it Holy; and built of it a ' Sanc
tuary 9I Sorrow,' for thee and all the wretched I Tby path
&f thorns is aigh ended. OR8 long last look at the Tuileriee,
where thy step was once 80 light, - where thy children
ahall not dweI,J. The head is on the block i the axe ru.sbeB
- Dumb lies the Workl; that wild-yelling World, and all
ita. madness, is behind thee.

Beautiful Highborn that ~rt so foully burled low! Rest
yet in thy wnocem. gracefully heedless seclusion (llnintruded
on by me), while rude hands have not yet desecrated it.
Be the curtains, that shroud in (if for the last time on thia
Earth) a Royal Life, still sacred to me. Thy fault, in the
French Revolution, was that thou wert the Symbol of the

• Weber:. J(l!tnoiTra~"Mun.~(LclJldoD,l809),
tome. iii.. Dote., 106.
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Sin and Misery of a thousand years; that with Saint-Ba1'"
tholomews, and Jacqueries, with Gabelles, and Dragonades,
and Pares-aux-cerfs, the heart of mankind was filled full,
and foamed over, into all-involving madness. To no Napo
leon, to no Cromwell wert thou wedded: such sit not in the
highest rank, of themselves; are raised on high by the
shaking and confounding of all the ranks. As'poor peasants,
how happy, worthy had ye two been! But by evil destiny
ye were made a King. and Queen of; and so both once
more - are become an astonishment and a by-word to all
times.

CHAPTER VIII.

The Two Fi3:ed-1deas tDill unite.

, Countess de Lamotte, then, had penetrated into the con
fidence of the Queen ~ Those gilt-paper Autographs were
actually written by the Queen?' Reader, forget not to re
press that too insatiable, scientific curiosity of thine I What
I know is that a certain Vilette-de-Retaux, with military
whiskers, denizen of Rascaldom, comrade 'there of Monsieur
Ie Comte, is skilful in imitating hands. Certain it is, also,
that Madame la Comtesse has penetrated to the Trianon 
Doorkeeper's. Nay, as Campan herself must admit, she
has met, 'at a -Man-midwife's in Versailles,' with worthy
Queen's-valet Lesclaux, - or Desclos, for there is no uni
formity in it. With these, or the like of these, she in the
back-parlor of the Palace itself (if late eMugh), may pick
a merry-thought, sip the foam from a glass of Champagne.
No further seek her honors to disclose, for the present: or
anatomically dissect, as we said, those extraordinary chicken
bowels, from which she, and she alone, can read Decrees of
Fate, and also realize them.
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~ptic, "~ thQU hiJ EllImeac;e waiting ~re,. in the
QlOQnlipt i hovering to ~d fro on the back terrace, till ilh~ .
aoUHl out - frQm the ineffable lDterview?· He is, .clQIMJ
uwfHed; walks rest1esaly observant; shy also, and courtiDg
the shade. She COInel: up closer with thy <;ap01e, 0 Emi
DlHICe, down with thy broadbrim;. for she has an escort I
'T is but the good Monsieur Queen's-valet Lesclaux: anQ
now he is sent back again, as no longer needful. Mark
him, Monseigneur, nevertheless i thou wilt see him yet
emother time. Monseigneur marks little: his heart is in the
~ffable Interview, in the gilt-paper Autograph, alone.
Queen's-valet Le~? Methinks, he haa much the atat\Jte
Q£ 'VilLQt~ deJl~ of :a.alilom I Imp~ibl.e I

, I:I.ow our CounteSll~~ with Cagliostro r Cag,liOlltxQ,
goM from StrasbW'i, is lIS yet far distant, wingi.»g his way
'Woulh dim Space; will not be heN for months: owy hit
, predictions in cipher' are here. Here or there, howe?et,
c.auostro., to OU~ Countess, can be useful. At a glaDl:e the
eye of HCUiu8 has descried him to 1le a. bOttomless slough of
t"e1alty, vanity, gWoIiity, lUld thick.-eyed stupidity: of foWe.t
matelial, but of faUest ; - fit CQIBPoe& for the Plant she is
l'elU'ing. Him who has deceived all Europe she can under
take to deceive. His Colum~ demonic. Masonries, Egyp"
Ue.n. Elixirs, what .is all this to the light-giggling exclusively
practical Lamotte? It runs off f.1'0ID ber, as all speculation,
gQOd, bad, and indifi"erent. has always done, 'like water
fNm one in wax-cloth dress.' With the lips mean.while. she
ean. honor it i Oil of Flattery (the best patent ant,ifriction
kaown) subdues all irregularities whatSO&ver.

On Cagliostro,~. on his side, a certain uneasy feeling
..,igbt. for JDOm&Ots, intrude itself: th~ taTen loves not
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ravens. But what can he do? Nay, she ill partly playing
his game: can he not spill her full cup yet, at the right
season, and pack her out of doors? Oftenest, in their joyolls
orgies, this light fascinating Countess, - who perhaps has a
design on his heart, seems to him but one other of thOEle
light Papiliones, who have fluttered round him in all cli
mates; whom with grim muzzle he has snapt by the thou
sand.

Thus, wlmt with light fascinating Countess, ·what with
Quack of Qual.ks, poor Eminence de Rohan lies safe; his
mud-volcano placidly simmering in thick Egyptian haze:
withdrawn from aU the world. Moving figures, as of men,
he sees; takes not the trouble to look at. Court-cousins
rally him; are answered in silence; or, if it go too far, in
mud-explosions terrifico-absurd. Court-cousins and all man
kind are unreal shadows merely; Queen's favor the only
substance.

Nevertheless, the World, on its side, too, has an exist
ence; lies not idle in these days. It has got its Versailles
Treaty signed, long months ago; and the Plenipotentiaries
all home again, for votes of thanks. Paris, London, and
other great Cities, and small, are working, intriguing; dying,
being born. There, in the Rne Taraone, for instance, the
once noisy Denis Diderot has fallen silent enough. Here,
also, in Bolt Court, old Samuel Johnson, like an over-wearied
Giant, must lie down, and slumber without dream; - the
rattling of carriages and wains, and aU the world's din and
business rolling by, as ever, from of old. - Sieur Boehmer,
however, has not yet drowned himself in the Seine; only
walks haggard, wasted, purposing to do it.

News (by the merest accident in the world) reach Sieur
Boehmer, of Madame's new favor with her Majesty! Men
will do much before they drown. Sieur Boehmer's Neck-

\
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lace is on Madame's table, his guttural nasal rhetoric in her
ear: he will abate many a pound and penny of the first
just price ; he will give cheerfully a Thousand Louis-d'or,
as ca4eau, to the generous Scion-of-Royalty that shall per
suade her Majesty. The man's importunities grow quite
lU:moying to our Countess; who, in her glib way, satirically
prattles how she has been bored,- to Monseigneur, among
others.

Dozing on down cushions, far inwards, with soft minister
ing Hebes, and luxurious appliances; with ranked Heyducs,
and a Valetaille innumerable, that shut out the prose-world
and its discord: thus lies Monseigneur, in enchanted dream.
Can he, even in sleep, forget his tutelary Countess, and her
service? By the delicatest presents he alleviates her dis
tresses, most undeserved. Nay, once or twice, gilt Auto
graphs, from a Queen, - with whom he is evidently rising
to unknown heights in favor, - have done Monseigneur the
hOllor to make him her Majesty's Grand Almoner, when the
case was pressing. Monseigneur, ",ve say, has had the honor
to disbur~ charitable cash, on her Majesty's behalf, to this
or the other distressed deserving object: say only to the
length of a few thousand pounds, advanced from his own
funds; - her Majesty· being at. the moment so poor, and·
charity a thing that will not wait. Always Madame, good,
foolish, gadding creature, takes charge of delivering the
money.-Madame can descend from her attics, in the Belle
Image; and feel the smiles of Nature and Fortune, a little;
so bounteous has the Queen's Majesty been.·

To Monseigneur the power of money over highest female
hearts had never been incredible. Presents have, many
times, worked wonders. But then, 0 Heavens, '/Chat pres-

.. George!.. Rohan's Four Mllmoir" Pour; Lamotte's Four.
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ent? Scarcely were the Cloud-Compeller himself, all eoined.
into new Louis.d'ar, worthy to alight in such a lap. LoaM,
charitable disbursements, however, as we see, are pennilllri..
hIe I these, by defect of payment, may become presents.
In the vortex of his Eminenee'1J day.dreams, lumbering
multifonn slowly round, this of importunate Boehmer and
his Necklace, from time to time, tums up. Is the Queen~

Majesty at heart desirous of it; but again, at the moment,
too poor? Our tutelary Countess answers vaguely, myste
riously ; - confesses, at last, under oath of secrecy, her
own private suspicion that the Queen wants this same Nook
laee, of all things; but dare not, for a stingy husband, buy
it. She, the Countess de Lamotte, will look further into the
matter; and, if aught serviceable to his Eminence can be
suggested, in a good way suggest it, in the proper quarter.

Walk warily, Countess da Lamotte; for now, with thick
ening breath, thou approachest the moment of moments!
Principalities and Powers, Parlement,Grand C1&amlwe, and
Tournelle, with all their whips and gibbet-wheels; the very
Crack of Doom hangs over thee, if thou trip. Forward,
with nerve of iron, on shoes of felt; like a Treasure-digger,
• in silence; looking neither to the right nor left,' where
yawn abysses deepas the Pool, and all Pandemonium hovers
eager to rend thee into rags ! .

CHAPTER IX.

Park of Versailles.

Or will the reader incline rather (taking the other and
sUDny side of the matter) to enter that Lamottic-Circean
theatrical establishment of Monseigneur de Rohan; and~
there how (under the best of Dramaturgists) Melodrama,
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with sweeping pan, Bits past him; while the enchanted Dia
mond fruit is gradually ripeDing; to full by a shake?

The 28th of July (of this same momentous 1784) bas
come; and with it the most rapturo1JS tumult into the heart
of 1II0Meigneur. Ineffable expectancy stirs up his whole
soul, with the much that lies therein, from its lowest foun
dations: borne on wild seIlS to Annida Islands, yet (as is
fit) through Horror dim-hovering round, he tumultuously
rocks. To the Chateau, to the Park! This night the Queen
will meet thee, the Queen herself: so far has our tutelary
COUDtess brought it. What can ministerial impediments,
Polignac intrigues, avail against the favor, nay (Heaven and
Earth!), perhaps the tenderness of a Queen? She van.
ishes from amid their meshwork of Etiquette and Cabal ;
descends from her celestial Zodiac to thee, a shepherd of
!.atmos. Alas, a white-bearded, pursy shepherd, fat and
scant of breath I Who can account for the taste of females?
But thou, burnish up thy whole faculties of gallantry, thy
fifty years' experience of the sex; this night, or never I 
In such unutterable meditations, does Monseigneur restlessly
spend the day-; an-d long for darkness, yet dread it.

Darkness has at length come. The perpendicular rows
of Heyducs, in that Palais or Hotel de Strasbourg, are all
cast prostrate in sleep j the very Concierge resupine, with 
open mouth, audibly drinks in nepenthe j when Monseign
eur, 'in blue greatcoat, with slouched hat,' issues softly,
with his henchman (Planta of the Grisons), to the Park of
Versailles. Planta must loiter invisible in' the distance;
Slouched-hat will wait here, among the leafy thickets j tin
our tutelary Countess, ' in black domino,' announce the mo
ment, which surely mustbe near.

The nights is of the darkest for the season; no Moon;
warm. slumbering July, in motionless cloudsI drops fatnellS
over the Earth. The -very stars from the Zenith see not

voL. IV. 12
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Monseigneur; see onlY his cloud-covering, fringed with
twilight in the far North. Midnight, telling itself fgrth from
these shadowy Palace Domes? All the steeples of Ver·
sailles, the villages around, with metal tongue, and huge
Paris itself dull-droning, answer drowsily Yes I Sleep rules
tbis Hemisphere of the World. From Arctic to Antarctic,
the Life of our Earth lies all, in long swaths, or rows (like
those rows of Heyducs and snoring Concierge), successively
mown down, from vertical to h~rizontal, by Sleep I Rather
curious to consider.

The flowers are all asleep in Little Trianon, tbe roses
folded in for tbe night; but the Rose of Roses still wakes.
o wondrous Earth! 0 doubly wondrous Park {)f Versailles
with Little and Great Trianon, - and a scarce-breathing
Monseigneur! Ye Hydraulics of Lenotre, that also slum
ber, with stop-cocks, in your deep leaden chambers, babble
not of him, when ye arise. Ye odorous balm-shrubs, huge
spectral Cedars, thou sacred Boscage of Hornbeam, ye dim
Pavilions of the Peerless, whisper not I MOOD, lie silent,
hidden in thy vacant cave; no star look down: let neither
Heaven nor Hell peep through the blanket of the Night, to
cry, Hold, Hold 1-The Black Domino? Ha! Yes 1
With stouter step than might have been expected, Monseign
eur is under way; the Black Domino had only to whisper,
low and eager: • In the Hornbeam Arbor I' And now,
Cardinal, 0 now! - Yes, there hovers the white Celestial;
• in white robe of linon mouchete,' finer than moonshine;
a Juno by her liearing: there, in that bosket! Monseigneur,
down on thy knees; never can red breeches be better
wasted; 0 he would kiss the royal shoe-tie, or its shadow
(were there one): not words; only broken gaspings, mur
muring prostrations, eloquently speak his meaning. But,
ah, behold lOur tutelary Black Domino, in haste, with
vehement whisper: • On Viellt!' The white Juno drops

1
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a fairest Rose, with these ever memorable words. 'VOU
scwez ceque cela Vellt dire (you know what that means)';
vanishes in the thickets, the Black Domino hurrying her
with eager whisper of 'Vite, vite (away, away) 1'; for the
sound of footsteps (doubtless from Madame, and Madame
d'Artois, urlwelcome sisters that they are I) is approaching
fast. Monseigneur picks up his Rose; runs as for the King's
plate; almost overturns poor Planta, whose laugh aBSUrell
bim that all is safe.·

.0 hion de' Rohan, happiest mortal .of this world, since
the first Ixion, of. deathless memory, - who, nevertheless,
in that cloud-embrace, begat strange Centaurs 1 Thou art
Prime Minister of France without peradventure: is not this
the Rose of Royalty, worthy to become ottar of roses, and
yield perfume for ever? How thou, of all people, wilt con
triye to govern France, in these very peculiar times - But
that is little to the matter. There, doubtless, is thy Rose
(which, methinks, it were well to have a Box or Casket
made for): nay, was there not in the dulcet of thy Juno's
, Vi1U8 savez' a kind of trepidation. a quaver, - as of still
deeper meanings I

Reader, there is hitherto no item of this miracle that is
not historically proved and true. - In distracted black-magi
cal phantasmagory, adumbrations of yet higher and highest
Dalliances t hover stupendous in the background: whereof

* Compare Geor~l, Lamotte's Memoirea Justificatifs, and the
Memoires P01I.r of the various parties, especially Gay d'Oliva's.
Georgel places the scene in the year 1785 ; quite wrong. Lamotte'
, royal Autographs' (as given in the Appendix to Memoirea Justifi

. catifs) seem to be misdated as to the day of the month. There i.
endless confusion of dates.

t Lamotte's Memoires Jutificatifs; MS. Songs in the .I1.ffaire dOl.
CoUier, &c. &c. Nothing can exceed the brutality of these thing.
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your Georgels, and Campans, and other official characterl,
c:an take no notice I There, in distracted black-magical
phantasmagory, let these hover. The truth of them for us
is that they do so hover. The truth of them in itself is
known only to three persons: Dame (self-styled Countel8)
de Lamotte; the Devil; and Philippe Egalite,- who fur
nished money and facts for the Lamotte Memoirs, and, be.
fore guillotinement, begat the pfel!ent King of the French.

Enough, that hion de Rohan, lapsed almost into deliquium,
by such sober certainty of waking bliss, is the happiest of
all men; and his tutelary Countess the dearest of all women,
lave one only. On the 25th of August (so strong still are
those villainous Drawing-room cabals) he goes, weeping,
but submissive (by order of a gilt Autograph), home to.8••
verne; till further dignities can he matured for him. He
carries his Rose, now considerably faded, in a Casket of fit
price; may, if he so please, perpetuate it as pot-pourri.
He names a favorite walk in his Archiepiscopal pleasure.
grounds, Promenade de la Rose; there let him court diges-
tion, and loyally somnambulate till called for. '

I notice it as a coincidence in chronology, that, few daya
after this date, the Demoiselle (or even, for the last month,
Baroness) Gay d'Oliva began to find Countess de Lamotte
, not at home,' in her fine Paris hotel, in her fine Chalonne
country-house; and went no more, with Villette, and such
pleASllJlt dinner-guests, and. her, to see Beaumarchais' Ma
ri4ge de Figaro - running its hundred nights.

(Ilafit for Print or Pell) ,. which, neverthelesl, found believers; in
creMO of believen, in the publio eusperation; and did the Queen
(lay all her historians) incalculable damage.

* Gay d'Oliva's Fint Me'ffWire .rOUT, p. 37.

\
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CHAPTER X.

Behind the &enu.

137

• The Queen?' Good reader, thou surely art not a Par
tridge the Schoolmaster, or a Monseigneur de Rohan, to
mistake the stage for a reality I-' But who this Demoiselle
d'Oliva was?' Reader,let us remark rather how the labors
of our Dramaturgic Countess are increasing.

New actors I see on the scene; not one of whom shall
guess what the other is doing; or, indeed, know rightly what
himself is doing. For example, cannot Messieurs de La
motte and Villette, of Rascaldom, like Nisus and Euryalus,
take a midnight walk of contemplation, with.' footsteps of
Madame and Madame d'Artois' (since all footsteps are
much the same,) without offence to anyone? A Queen's
Similitude can believe that a Queen's Self (for frolic's sake)
is looking at her through the thickets; - a terrestrial Cardi
nal can kiss with devotion a celestial Queen's slipper, or
Queen's Similitude's slipper, - and no one but a Black
Domino the wiser. All these shall follow each his precalcu
lated course; for their inward mechanism is known, and fit
wires hook themselves on this. To Two only is a clear
belief vouchsafed: to Monseigneur (founded on stupidity);
to the great creative Dramaturgist. sitting at the heart of the
whole mystery (founded on completest insight). Great
creative Dramaturgist! How, like Schiller, 'by union of
the Possible with the Necessarily-existing, she brings out
the' - Eighty thousand Pounds I Don Aranda, with his
triple-sealed missives and hoodwinked secretaries, bragged
justly that he cut down the Jesuits in one day: but here,

* See Lamotte J lee Gay d' Oli"a

12-
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without ministerial salary, or King's favor, or any help be
yond her own black domino, labors a greater than he. HoW'
she advances; stealthily, steadfastly, with Argus eye and
ever-ready brain; 'with nerve of iron, on shoes of felt' r
o worthy to have intrigued for Jesuitdom, for Pope's Tiara ;
- to have been POpe Joan thyself, in those old days; and
as Arachne of Arachnes, sat in the centre of that stupendous
spider-web, that, reaching from Goa to Acapulco, and from
Heaven to Hell, overnetted the thoughts and souls of men !
- Of which spider-web stray tatters, in favorable dewy
mornings, even yet become visible.

The Demoiselle d'Oliva? She is a Parisian Demoi.elle
of three-and-twenty, tall, blond, and beautiful;" from un
just guardians, and an evil world, she has had somewhat to
eu1fer.

• In this month of June, 1784,' says the Demoiselle herself,
in her (judicial) Autobiography, ' I occupied a small apart
·ment in the Rue du Jour, Quartier St. Eustache. I wu not
far from the Garden of the Palais-Royal; I had made it my
usual promenade.' For, indeed, the real God's-truth is, I
was a Parisian unfortunate~female, with moderate cus1lom;
and one must go where his market lies. 'I frequently paaed

* I Wllil then presented' to two Ladies, one of whom was remark
able for the richlless of her shape. She had blue eyes and chestnttt
hair' (Bette d'Etienville'. Second Me.we POfI.r; in the StUU tU
l'lljftt.ire i.u (:1I11ier). Tbis ill ,he whom Bette, and Bette'. AlIv.
cate, intended tbe world to take for Gay. d'Oliva. 'The other is of
middle size: dark eyes, chestnut hair, white complexion: the sound
of her voice is agreeable; sh.e speaks perfectly well, and with no
less facility than vivacity:' this one is meant for Lamotte. Oliva'.
real name was Essigny; the Olitla (OLISTA, anagram of VAI,OIS)

waa given her by Lamotte along with the Litle of BMllfUU, (MS.
Note, JJjfaire dv ClIllier).
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thre'e or four hours of the afternoon there, with some women
of my acquaintance, and a little child of four years old,
whom I was fond of, whom his parents willingly trusted with
me. I even went thither alone, except for him, when othel'
company failed.

'One" afternoon; in the month of July following, I was at
the Palais-Royal: my whole company, at the moment, was
the child I speak of. A tall young man, walking alone,
p.aases seTeral times before me. He was a man I had never
seen. He looks at me; he looks fixedly at me. I 0b
serve even that always, as he comes near, he slackens
his pace, as if to survey me more at leisure. A chair stood
vacant; two or three feet from mine. He seats himself
there.

, Till this instant, the sight of the young man, his walks,
his approaches, his repeated gazings, had made no impres
sion on me. But now when he was sitting so close by, I
eoqld not avoW. noticing him. His eyes ceased not to wander
Qyer all my person. His air becomes earnest, grave. An
u.oquiet curiosity appears to agitate him. He seems to
meat!\Jro my figure, to seize by turns all parts of my physi
apomy.' - He finds me (but whispers not a syllable of it)
toleIaoly like, both in person and profile; (or even the Abbe
Gewgel says, I was a belle courtisaue.

, It is time to name this young man: he was the Sieur de
!.amotw, styling himself Comte de Lamotte.' Who' doubl$
it P lie praises' my feeble cb.ar~;' 6Kpre~ a. wish to
, pay his addresses to me.' I, being a lone spinster, know
not what to say; think it beat in the meanwhile to retire.
Vain pr«:!tution I 'I see him Ill! on a sudden appear in my
apartment! '

On his' ninth visit' (for he was always civility itself), he
talks of introducing a great Court-Illdy, by whose meaus I
may even do her Majesty some little secret-service. - tho
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reward of which will be unspeakable. In the dusk of the
evening, silks mysteriously rustle: enter the creative Dra
maturgist, Dame, styled Countess, de Lamotte; and so
the too intrusive, scientific reader, has now, for his punish
ment, got on the wrong-side of that loveliest Transparency;
finds nothing but grease-pots, and vapor of expiring wicks I

The Demoiselle Gay d'Oliva may once more sit, or stand,
in the Palais.Royal, with such custom as will come. In due
time, she shall again, but with breath of Terror, be blown
upon; and blown out of France to Brussels.

CHAPTER. XI:

The Necklace is Bold.

Autumn, with its gray moaning winds, and coating of red
strewn leaves, invites Courtiers to enjoy the charms of
Nature; and all business of moment stands still. Countess
de Lamotte, while everything is so stagnant, and even Boeh
mer (though with sure hope) has locked up his Necklace for
the season, can drive, with her Count and his Euryalus,
Villette, down to native Bar-sur-Aube; and there (in virtue
of a Queen's bounty) shew the envious a Scion-of-royalty
",,-grafted; and make them yellower looking on it. A well
varnished chariot, with the Arms of Valois duly painted in
bend-sinister; a house gallantly furnished, bodies gallantly
attired, - secure them the favorablest reception from all
manner of men. The very Due de Penthievre (Egalite's
father-in-law) welcomes our Lamotte, with that urbanity
characteristic of his high station, and the old school. Worth,
indeed, makes the man, or woman; but leather (of gig
straps) and prunella (of gig-lining) first makes it go.
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The great creative Dramaturgist has thus let down her
drop.scene; and only, with a Letter or two to Savente, or
even a visit thither (for it is but a day's driTe from Bar),
keeps up a due modicum of intermediate instrumental music.
She needs some paose, in good sooth, to collect herself a
little; for the last act and grand Catastrophe is at band.
Two fixed-ideas (Cardinal's and Jeweller's), a negative and
a positive, have felt each other; stimulated now .by new
hope, are rapidly revolving round each other, and approxi.
mating; like two flames, are stretching out long fire-tongues
to join and be one.

Boehmer, on his side, is ready with the readiest; as, in
deed, he has been these four long years. The Countess, it
is-true, will have neither part nor lot in that foolish Gaile,.

_of his, or in the whole foolish Necklace business: this she
has in plain words (and even not without asperity, due to a
bore of such magnitude) given him to know. From her,
nevertheless, by cunning inference, and the merest accident
in the world, the sly Jouaillier-Bijoutier has gleaned thus
much, that Monseigneur de RiJhan is the man.- Enough I
Enough! Madame shall be no more troubled. Rest there,
in hope, thou Necklace of the Devil; but, 0 Monseigneur,
be thy return speedy I

Alas, the man lives not-that would be speedier than Mon
seigneur, if he durst. But as yet no gilt Autograph invites
him, permits him; the few gilt Autographs are all negatory,
procrasp,nating. Cabals of Court; for ever cabals! Nay,
if it be not for some Necklace, or other such crotchet or
necessity, who knows but he may never be recalled (so fickle
is womankind) i but forgotten, and left to rot here, like his
Rose, into pot-poorri 'lOur tutelary Countess, too, issbyer
in this matter than we ever saw ber. Nevertheless, by in.
tense skilful cross-questioning, he has extorted somewhat i
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sees partly how it stands. The Queen's Majesty will have
her Necklace (for when, in such case, had not woman her
way?) ; and can even pay for it - by instalments; but then
the sti~gy husband! Once for all, she will not be seen in
the business. Now, therefore, were it, or were it not, per
missible to mortal to transact it secretly in her stead? That
is the question. If to mortal, then to Monseigneur. Our
Countess has even ventured to hint afar off at Monseigneur
(kind Countess !) in the proper quarter; but his discretion is
doubted, - in regard to money matters. - Discretion? And
I on -the Promenade de la Rose 'I - Explode not, 0 Emi
nence I Trust will spring of trial: thy hour is coming.

The Lamottes, meanwhile, have left their farewell card
with all the respectable classes of Bar-sur-Aube; our Dra
maturgist stands again behind the scenes at Paris. How is
it, O"Monseigneur, that she is still so shy with thee, in this
matter of the Necklace; that she leaves the love-lorn Lat
mian shepherd to droop, here in lone Saverne, like weeping
ash, in naked winter, on his Promenade of the Rose, with
vague commonplace responses that 'nis hour is coming? '
- By Heaven and Earth I at last, in late January, it is come.
Behold it, this new gilt Autograph: 'To Paris, on a small
business of delicacy, which our Countess will explain,'
which I already know! To Paris I Horses; Postillions;
Beef-eaters! - And so his resuscitated Eminence, all wrapt
in furs, in the pleasantest frost (Abbe Georgel says, un beau
froid de Janvier), over clear-jingling highways, rolls rapid
ly, - borne on the bosom of Dreams.

o Dame de Lamotte, has the enchanted Diamond fruit
ripened, then? Hast thou given it the little shake, big with
unutterable fate ? - I? can the Dame justly retort: Who
laW me in it? - The reader, therefore, -has still Three

1
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lICenic Exhibitions to look at, by our great Dramaturgist;
then the Fourth and last, - by another Author.

To us, reflecting how oftenest the true moving force in
human things works hidden underground, it seems small
marvel that this month of ianuary (1785), wherein our
Countess 80 little courts the eye of the vulgar historian,
should, nevertheless, have been the busiest of all for her;
especially the latter half thereof.

Wisely eschewing matters of Business (which she could
never in her life understand), our Countess will personally
take -no charge of that bargain-making; leaves it all to her
Majesty and the gilt Autographs. Assiduous Boehmer, nev
ertheless, is in frequent close conference with Monseigneur:
the Paris Palais.de-Strasbourg, shut to the rest of men, sees
the Jouaillier-Bijoutier, with eager official aspect, come and
go. The grand difficulty is - must we say it ?- her Majes
ty's wilful whimsicality, unacquaintance with Business. She
positively will not write a gilt Autograph, authorizing his
Eminence to make the bargain; but writes rather, in a pet
ting manner, that the thing is of no consequence, and can be
given up I Thus must the poor Countess dash to and fro,
like a weaver's shuttle, between Paris and Versailles; wear
her horses and nerves to pieces; nay, sometimes in the
hottest haste, wait many hours within call of the Palace,
considering what can be done (With none but Villette to bear
hercompany),-till the Queen's whim pass.

At length, after furious-driving and conferences enough,
on the 29th of January, a middle course is hit on. Cautious
Boehmer shall write out (on finest paper) his terms; which
are really rather fair: Sixteen hundred thousand livres; to
be paid in five equal instalments; the first this day six months;
the other four from three months to three months; this is
what Court-Jewellers, Boehmer and Bassange. QU the one
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part, and Prince CardiDal Commendator Louis de Rohan, Oft

the other part, will stand to; witnel8 their bands. Which
written sheet of finest paper our poor CountelS must again
take charge of, again dash off with to Versailies; and there
from, after trouble unspeakable (shared in only by the faith
ful Villette, of Rascaldom), return with it, bearing this morA
precious marginal note, -' Bon - Marie AlItoixette d.
Prance,' in the Autograph hand I Happy Cardinali tWa
thou shalt keep in the innermost of all thy repositoriea.
Boehmer, meanwhile, secret as Death, shall tell no man that
he has sold his Necklace; or if much pressed for an actual
sight of the same, confelS that it is sold to the Favorite
Sultana of the Grand Turk for the time being.·
. Thus, then, do the smoking Lamotte horses at length get
rubbed down, and feel the taste of oats, after midnight; the
Lamotte Countess can also gradually sink into needful
slumber, perhaps not unbroken by dreams. On the morrow
the bargain shall be concluded; next day the Necklace be
delivered, on Monseigneur's receipt.

Will the reader, therefore, be pleased to glance at the
following two Life-Pictures, Real-Phantasmagories, or what
ever we may call them: they are the two first of those Three
scenic real-poetic Exhibitions, brought about by our Drama
turgist: short Exhibitions, but essential ones.

1
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CHAl'TER XlI.

The J.i/ecklace "anisAe,.

145

It is the first day of February; that grand day of Del\very.
The Sieur Boehmer is in the Court of the Palais de Stras
bourg; his look mysterious-official, but-(though much ema~

ciated) radiant with enthusiasm. The Seine has missed
him: though lean, he will- fatten again, and live through new
enterprises.
- Singular, were we not used- to it: the name, Boehmer, as

it passes upwards and inwards, lowers all halberts of Heyduc8
in perpenlliculat rows: the historical eye beholds him,
bowing low, with plenteous smiles, in the plush Saloon of
Audience. Will it please Monseigneur, then, to do the
ne-plus-ultra of Necklaces the honor of looking at it? A
piece of Art, which the Universe cannot parallel, shall be
parted with (Necessity compels Court-Jewellers) at that
ruinously low sum. They, the Court-Jewellers, shall have
much ado to weather it; but their work, at least; will find a
fit Wearer, and go downto juster posterity. Monseigneur
will merely have the con~escension to sign this Receipt of
Delivery: aH the rest, her Highness the Sultana of the
Sublime Porte has settled it.~ Here the Court-Jeweller, with
his joyous, though now much emaciated face, ventures on a
faint knowing smile; to which, in the lofty dissolute-serene
of Monseigneur's, some twinkle of permission could not but
respond. - This is the First of those Three real-poetic
Exhibitions, brought about by our Dramaturgist,- with
perfect success.

It was said, long afterwards, that Monseigneur should have
known, that Boehmer should have known, her Highness the
Sultana's marginal-note (that of' Right - Marie Antoinette

VOL. IV. 13
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of France') to be a forgery and mockery: the of p,.mue
was fatal to it. Easy talking, cal}' criticizing I But how
are two enchanted. men to know; two men with a fi%ed·idea
each, a negative ant! ,p08i~v~, ruahiug together to neutralize
each other in rapture ?- Enough, Monseigneur has the lie.

pltff-f41t"{J Qf Neoldac" ~~red ~y ~~'III v~lo~ ~

womlUl's wjt; "nel rolls 95 .i\b i~ iq my~rWQs ~,to

Ve~Ues,-tl'iumphan.t IW B, Jason with ~js GQlcleQ fl~.

The Seeop.d grand ~enic ~xhihi~Qn by Qijr ~m~t~giQ
Countess occurs in her own apartment at Versaill"" 8Q ~...l,
u \h~ foUowipg night. It ~ II, qQljDmQdious a~rtment, with
alOQve; and the ~)(l()Ve has a g)ll,8IJ. dQqr.· ~~
~pters, -- witlJ. 11. fol\ower ~g ~ ~y~wnQq~ GMket;
carefully d4;lpositing i~, ~d t,hen l'ilS~tr,"ly ~ithdra,wiJlgl

It is the N6(jldllCe itself in aU itll glory I OUl' tlJtelary
Countess, anq Monseigneur, and we, ~n at l~~ admire
tbe queenly Talisman; congfl!.tul~teo\U'lll6lVe., tltll,t tlw pain.
ful cOIlquel!t of it is achieved.

Bllt, hist I ~ knock, mild, bu~ decisive, lijl fro~ on.e ~ock.
ing with Iluthority I ~nseigneur ~u~d· We ratite to our

. ~lo()ve; there, from behind our glass sc~, obierve what
passes. Who comes? The door flqng opE!n: de. pal' 1"
R~ine ! :!;Jehold him, Monseigneur: he entel'll with grave,
respectful, yet official air; worthy Monsieur Queen's-valet
Lesclaux, the same who escorted our tutelary Counte~, tbat
moonlight ~ight, from the back apartments of Versailles.
Said we not, thou wouldst see li14 once mo~ ? ....... Methinks,
again, spite of his Queen's.uniform, he hili much the feature8
of Villette of Rascaldom ! -Rascllidom or Valetdom (for
to the blind all colors Ilre the same), he has, with his pve,
respecrtful, yet official air, received thll Casket, and its price•

.. Gwrlld, &c.

1
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lea conten~I with tit injunction, witb fit eD~gementa j and
renre. bowing low.

ThIlS, softly, silElndy, like a vety Dream, flits away our
801id Necklace - through the Horn Gate of Dreams !

CHAPTER XIII.

&en13 Third: by Dame de LatMtte.

1I«;w, too, in these same days (as he cali allElI'wards prove
by affidavit of Landlords) arrivel! Count CagliOl!tl'o himself,
from Lyons! No· longe~ by predictions in ciphet I but by
his living 'VOice (often in rapt communion with the Unseen
world, 'with Caraffe and four candles ') j by his greasy
prophetic bulldog face (said to be tbe 'most perfect quack.
(ace of the eighteenth century'), can we assure ourselves
that all is well; that all will turn' to the glory of Monseig
neur, to the good of France, and of mankind,'· and Egyptian
masonry. 'Tokay flows like water;' our charming Coun·
tess, with berlJiquancy of tace, is sprightlier than ever j

enlivens with the brightest sallies, with the adroitetlt flatteries
to all, those suppers of the gods. 0 Nights, 0 8uppei'll-
too good to last! Nay, now also occurs another and Third
scenic Exhibition, fitted by its radiance to dispel from Mon.
seigneur's soul the last trace of care.

Why the Queen does not, even yet, openly receive me lit
Court? Patience, Monseigneur! Thou Httltt knowe$t those
too intricate cabals j and how she still but works at then\
silently, with royal suppressed fury, like a royallionElS9 only
dem,ering herself from the hunter'S toils. Meanwhile, iEl
not thy work done? The Necklace, she rejoices over it;

* GU1TgU, &0.
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beholds (many times in secret) ber Juno-neck mirrored back
the lovelier for it, - as our tutelar Countess can testify.
Come to·morrow to the CEil de Bam!; there see with eyes,
in high noon, as already in deep midnight thou hast seen,
whether in her royal heart there were delay.

Let us stand, then, with Monseigneur, in that CEil de
Bamf, in the Versailles Palace Gallery; for all ,well·dressed
persons are admitted: there the Loveliest, in pomp of royal
ty, will walk to mass. The worl,d is all in pelisses and
winter furs; cheerful, clear, - with' noses tending to blue.
A lively many-voiced Hum plays fitful, hither and thither:
of sledge parties and Court parties; fr-08ty state of the
weather; stability of l\{. de Calonne; Majesty's looks yester~

day; - such Hum as always, in these sacred Court-!!paces,
since Louis Ie Grand made and consecrated them, has, with
more or less impetuosity, agitated our common Atmosphere.

Ah, through that long high Gallery what Figures have
passed - and vanished !Louvois, - with the Great King,
flashing fire-glances on the fugitive; in his red right hand a
pair of tongs, which pious Maintenon hardly holds back:
Louvois, where art thou? Ye Mare-chaw; de France 'I Ye
unmentionable-women of past generations? Here also was
it that rolled and rushed the 'sound, absolutely like thunder,'·
of Courtier hosts; in that dark hour when the signal light
in Louis the Fifteenth's chamber.window was blown out;
and· his ghastly infectious Corpse lay lone, forsaken on its
tumbled death.lair, 'in the hands of some poor women;'
and the Courtier-hosts rushed from the Deep-fallen to hail
the New-risen I These too rushed, and passed; and their
'60und, absolutely like thunder,' became silence. Figures?
Men? They are fast 1\eeting Shadows; fast chasi~g each

• CatnpaIJ.



other: it is not a Palace, but aCaravansera. - Monseigneur
(with thy too much Tokay of'ernight) t cease puzzling: here
thou art, this blessed February day: - the Peerless, will she
tum lightly that high head of hers, and g1fmee aside into the
CEil de BwUf, in passing? Please -Heaven, she will. To
oor ft:ltelary Countess, at least, She promised it ~ _though,
alas, 819 &ekle is womankind! ......

Huk f Chrng of ~ning doOrs! SIre issues, like the
MooniD silver' brightlleS9, down the Eastern s1eep$. La
Reine- t'ient I What a figure ~ 1 (with the aid or glasses)
discern her. 0 Fairest, Peerless I Let the huin of minor
b1caurBing hush itself wholly; and only one successive
rolling peal of Vitle 1a Reine (like the movable radiance ot
a train of fire-works) irradiate her path. - Ye Immortals!
ehe does, she beckons, turns bet- head this way f - , Does
she not? ' says Countess de Lamotte. - Versailles, the CEil
de B~f, and all men and things, are drowned in a Sea of
Light; Monseigneur Mld that high beckoning Head are alone,
with: each other, in the :UniverBe.

o Emineace, what a beatific vision f Enjoy it, blest 8S

the gods; ruminate and re-enjoy it, with full soul: it is the
last provided for thee. Too~ (in the course of these six
months) shall thy beatific visi.on, like Mirza's vision, gradu
ally melt away; and only oxen and sheep be grazing in its
place; -'and thou, as a doomed Nebuchadnezzar, be graz
ing With them.

'Does she not ?' said the Countess de Lamotte. That it
w' It habit of hers; that hardly a day passes without her
doing it: this the Countess de Lamotte did not say.

t '..

• See 6eorgel;
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CHAPTER XIV.

TIte Necklace cannot be· paid.

Here, then, the specially Dramaturgic labors of Countess
de Lamotte may be said to terminate. The rest. of her life
is Histrionic merely, or Histrionic and Critical; as, indeed,
what had all the former part of it been but a Hypocriria, a
more or less correct Playing of Parts? O' Mrs. Facing-both
ways' (as old Bunyan said), what a talent hadstthou! No
Proteus ever took so many shapes, no Chameleon so often
changed color. One thing thou wert to Monseigneur;
another thing to Cagliostro, and Villette of Rascaldom; a
third thing to the World (in printed Memoires); a fourth
thing to Philippe Egalite: all things to all men!

Let her, however, we say, but manage now to act her own
parts, with proper Histrionic illusion; and, by Critical gloss
es, give her past Dramaturgy the fit aspect, to Monseigneur
and others: this henceforth, and not new Dramaturgy, in
cludes her whole task. Dramatic Scenes, in plenty, will
follow of themselves; especially that. Fourth and final
Scene, spoken of above as by another Author, - by Destiny
~tself.

For in the Lamotte Theatre (so ditferent from our com·
lIlon Pasteboard one) the Play goes 00, even when the
Machinist has left it. Strange enough: those Air-images,
which from her Magic.lantern she hung out on the empty
bosom of Night, have clutched hold of this solid-seeming

. World (which some call the Material World, as if that made
it more a Real one), and will tumble hither and thither the
solidest mass there. Yes, reader, so goes it here below.
What thou callest aBrain-web, or mere illusive Nothing, is
it not a web of the arain; of the SJ.lirit which inhabits the
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Brain; and which, in this World (rather, as 1 think, to be
named the Spiritual one), very naturally moves and tumbles
hither and thither all things it meets with, in Heaven or in
Earth? - So, too, the Necklace, though we saw it vanish
through the Horn Gate of Dreams, and in my opinion man
shall never more behold it, - yet its activity ceases not, nor
will. For no Act of a man, no Thing (how much less the
man himself I) is extinguished when it disappears: through
considerable times (there are instances of Three- Thousand
Years) it visibly works; invisibly, unrecognised, it works
through endless times. Such a Hyper-magical is this our
poor old Real world; which some take upon them t6 pro
nounce effete, prosaic 1 Friend, it is thyself that art all
withered up into effete Prose, dead as ashes: know this (I
advise thee); and seek passionately, with a passion little
short of desperation, to have it remedied.

Meanwhile, what will the feeling heart think to learn that
M:onseigneur de Rohan (as we prophesied) again experiences
the fickleness of a Court; that, notwithstanding beatific vis
ions, at noon and midnight, the Queen's Majesty (with the
light ingratitude of her sex) flies off at a tangent; and, far
from ousting his detested and detesting rival,Minister Breteuil,
and openly delighting to honor Monseigneur, will hardly
vouchsafe him a few gilt Autographs, and those few of the
most capricious, suspicious, soul-confusing tenor? What
terrifico-absurd explosions, which .scarcely Cagliostro, with
Caraffe and four candles, can still; how many deep-weighed
Humble Petitions, Explanations, Expostulations, penned with
fervidest eloquence, with craftiest diplomacy,-all delivered
by our tutelar Countess: in vain I - 0 Cardinal, with what
a huge iron mace, like Guy of Warwick's, thou smitest
Phantasm!! in two (which clos~ again, take shape again) ;
and only thrashest t:\1e air !

One comfort, however, is that the Queen's :l\fajesty has
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~ommitted herself. The Rose of Trianon, and what may
pertain thereto, lies it not here? That'Right - Mari't
Antoinette of France,' too; and the 30th of July, first·in·
stalment-day, coming? She shan be brought (0 terms,
good Eminence I Order hOTSeS and bed-eaters for Saverne ;
there, ceasing aIt written or oral communication,· starve her
into capitulating.4 It is the bright May month: his Emi
nence again somnambulates the Promenaae de la Rose;
but now with grim dry eyes; and, from time to time, terrifi·
cally stamping.

But who is this thlrt I see' moUnted on costliest horse and
horse·gear; betting at Newmarket Races; though fle caD
speak no English word, and only some Chevalier O'NieI,
some Capucbin Macdermot (from Bar-sur Aulle) interprets
his French into the dialect of the Sister Island? Few days
ago- I observed him walking iq Fleet-street, thoughtfully
through Temple-Bar; - in deep treaty with Jeweller Jef·
freys, with JewelTer Grey,t fOl" the sale ofDiamo~: such
a lot as one may boast of., A taU handsome man; with ex
military wniskers; with Ii look of troubled gayety, and fU<

calism: YtlU think it is the Sieur (self-styled Count) de
Lamotte; nay,' the man himself confesses it'l The Dia·
monds were a preseat to his Countess, - from the still
bountiful Queen.

Villette, too, has he eornpleted his sales at Amsterdam?
Him I shall by and by behold; not betting at Newmarket,
but drinking wine and ardent spirits in the Tavems of Ge·
neva. IU-gottell wealth endures not; Rascaldom has no

• See Lamotte.
t Grey lived in No. 13, New Bond Street; Jeffreys in Piccadilly

(Rohan's Memoire Pour; see also Count de Lamotte's Narrative, in
the Memoire6 JtutiJieatif6). Rohan says, • Jeffreys bought more than
10,0001. worth.'
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strongbox. Countess de Lamotte, for what a set of cormo
rant scoundrels hast thou labored; art thou still laboring !

Still laboring, we may say: for as the fatal 30th of July
approaches, what is to be looked for but uniyersal Earth
quake; Mud-explosion that will blot out the face of Nature ?
Methinks, stood I in thy pattens, Dame de Lamotte, I would
cut and run. -::- ' Run t ' exclaims she, with a toss of indig
nant astonishment: 'calumniated Innocence run?' For it
is singular how in some minds (that are mere bottomless
'chaotic whirlpools of gilt shreds ') there is no deliberate
Lying whatever; and nothing is either believed or disbe
lieved, but only (with some transient suitable Histrionic emo
tion) spoken and heard.

Had Dame de Lamotte a certain greatness of character,
then; at least, a strength of transcendant audacity, amount
ing to the bastard-heroic? Great, indubitably great, is her
Dramaturgic and Histrionic talent: but as for the rest, one
must answer, with reluctance, No. Mrs. Facing-both-ways
is a ' Spark of vehement Life,' but the furthest in the world
from a brave woman: she did not, in any case, show the
bravery of a woman; did,in many cases, show the mere
screaming trepidation of one. Her grand quality is rather
to be reckoned negative: the 'untamableness' as of a fly ;
the ' wax-cloth dress' from which so much ran down like
water. Small sparrows, as I learn, have been trained to
fire cannon; but would make poor Artillery Officers in a
Waterloo. Thou dost not call that Cork a strong swimmer?
which, nevertheless, shoots, without hurt, the Falls of Niag
ara; defies the thunderbolt itself to sink it, for more than a
moment. Without intellect, imagination, power of atten
tion, or any spiritual faculty, how brave were one,~ with
fit motive for it, such ~ hunger! How much might one
dare, by the simplest of methods, by not thinking of it, nof
knowing it 1- :pesides, is not Cagliostro, foolish blustering
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Quack, still here ? No scapegoat had ever broader back.
The Cardinal, too, has he not money? Queen's Majesty,
even in effigy, shall not be insulted; the 80ubises, De Mar
sans, and high and puissant Cousins, must huddle the matter
up : Calumniated Innocence, in the most universal of Earth
quakes, will find some crevice to· whisk through, 118 she has
80 often done.

But all this while how fares it with his Eminence, le1\
somnambulating the Promettade de la &ae;and at times
truculently stamping? Alas, ill; and ever worse. The
starving method, singular as it may seem, brings no capitu
lation; brings only, after a month's waiting., our tutelary
CounteSll, with a gilt Autograph, indeed, and' all wrapt in
silk threads, sealed where they cross,' - but which we relld
with curses.·

We must back again to Paris j there pen new Expostula
tions; which our unwearied Counte88 will take charge of,
but, alas, can get no answer to. However, is not the 30tIl
of July coming? - Behold (on the 19th of that month), the
shortest, moIlt careless of Autographs: with some fifteen
hundred pounds of real mOney in it, to pay the - interest
of the first instalment; the principal (of some thirty thou
8lind) not being at the moment perfectly convenient! Hun
gry Boehmer makes large eyes at this proposal ; will accept
the money, but only as part of ~yment; the man is posi
tive: a Court of Justice, if no other means, shaH get him
the remainder. What now is to be done?

Farmer-general Mons. Saint-James, Cagliostro's disciple,
and wet with Tokay, will cheerfully advance the sum needed
- {(lr her Majesty's sake; thinks, however (with all his
Tokay), it were good to apeak with her Majesty first. - I

It· See Lamotte.



observe, meanwhile, the distracted hungry Boehmer driven
hither and thither, not by his fixed-idea; alas, DO, but by
the far more frightful glw8t thereof, - since no payment is
forthcoming. IIp staads, one day, speaking with a Queen'.
waiting-woman (Madam Campan herself), in 'a thunder
slwwer; which neither of them notice,' -10 thundel'8truek
a~ they.- What weather-symptoms for his Eminence I

The30tb of July hu come, but DO money; the 30th is
gona, but nQ money. 0 Eminence, what a grim farewell of
luly i~ \hilS of 17851 The last July went out with airs
from Beaven, and Trianon Roses. These AUg\lSt days,
~re they not w~ ~ dog's days; worthy to be blottfld
out U'QIU ll1l Almanac~ l Boehmer and Bassange thou canM
still ~e; but Q.Qly 'return from them swearing.' t Nay,
what Dew m~ry is this lOur tutelary Histrionic Countell
enters, distraction in her eyes: t she has just been at Ver
sailles; the Queen's Majesty, with a levity of caprice which
we dare Dot trust ourselves to characterize, declares plainly
1Mt sbEl will deny ever having got the Necklace; Elver hav
iog bad, with his Eminence, any tran~ctionwhatsoever 1
Mud-explosion without parallel in volc~ic annals. - The
Pl,llais de Strasbourg appears to be beset with spies; the
Lamottes (for the Count, too, is herE;) are packing up for
Bar-sul'-Aube. The SieurBoehmer, has he fallen insane l
Or into communication with Breteuil ? -

And so, distractedly and distractively, to the sound of aU
Dis!;;ords in Nature, opens that Fourth, final Scenic Exhibi
tion, composed by Deliltiny•.

f Geurgel.
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CHAPTER XV.

Scene Fourth: by Destiny.

It is Assumption-day, the 15th of August. Don thy pon·
tificalia, Grand-Almoner; crush down these hideous tempo.
ralities out of sight. In any case, smooth thy countenance
into some sort of lofty-dissolute serene: thou hast a thing
they call worshipping God to enact, thyself the first actor.

The Grand-Almoner has done it. He is in Versailles
CEil de BtP;Uf Gallery; where male and ·female Peerage,
and all Noble France in gala, various and glorious as the
rainbow, waits only the signal to begin worshipping : on the
serene of bis lofty-dissolute countenance, there can nothing
be read.- By Heaven! he is sent for to the Royal Apart
ment!

He returns with the old lofty-dissolute look, inscrutably
serene: has his turn for favor actually come, then? Those
fifteen long years of souI'll travail are to be rewarded by a
birth? - Monsieur Ie Baron de Breteuil issues; great in his
pride of place, in this the crowning moment of his life.
With one radiant glance, Breteuilsummons the Officer on
Guard; with another, fixes Monseigneur: 'De par Ie Roi,
Monseigneur: you are arrested' At your risk, Officer' 1
Curtains as of pitch-black whirlwind envelope Monseigneur;
whirl off with him, - to outer darkness. Versailles Gallery
explodes agbast; as if Guy Fawkes's Plot had burst under
it. 'The Queen's Majesty was weeping,' whisper some.

• This is Bette d'Etienville'8 description of him: 'A handsome
man, of fifty; with high complexion; hair white-gray, and the
front of the head bald: of high 8tature; carriage noble and ea8Y,
though burdened with a certain degree of corpulency; who, I never
doubted, was Monsieur de Rohan.' (First Mt!moire Pour.)
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There will be no Assumption service j or such a one as was
never celebrated since Assumption came in fashion.

Europe, then, shall ring with it from side to Bide 1-But
why rides that Heyduc as if all the Devils drove him? It
is Monseigneur's Heyduc: Monseigneur spoke three words
i.u German to him, at the door of his Versailles Hotel j evell
handed him a. slip of writing, which (some say, with bor.
rowed Pencil, '.ill his red square cap ') he had managed to
prepare on the way thither.- To Paris I To the Palaie.
CardinalI The horse dies on reaching tho stable; the
Heyduc swoons on reaching the cabinet: but his slip of
writing fell from his hand j and I (says the Abbe Georgel)
was there. The red Portfolio, containing all the gilt Auto·
graphs, is burnt utterly, with much else, before Breteuil can
arrive for apposition of the seals1-Whereby Europe, in
ringing from side to side, must worry itself witb guessing:
and at this hour (on this paper) sees the matter in such an
interesting clear-obscure.

Soon Count Cagliostro and his Seraphic Countess go to
join Monseigneur, in State Prison. In few days, follows
name de Lamotte (from Bar·sur-Aube) j Demoiselle d'Oliva
by and by" (from Brussels) j Vilette-de-E.etaux from his Swiss
retirement, in the taverns of Geneva. The Bastille opens
its iron bosom to them all.

* GeoTfIel.
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CHAPTER LAST.

Missa est.

Thus, then, the Diamond Necklace having, on the one
hand, vanished through the Horn Gate of Dreams, and so
(under the pincers of Nisus Lamotte and Euryalus Villette)
lost its sublunary individuality and being; and, on the other
hand, all that trafficked in it, sitting now safe under lock
and key, that justice may take cognizance of them,- our
engagement in regard to the matter is on the point of termi
nating. That extraordinary Proces du Collier (Necklace
Trial), spinning itself through Nine other ever-memorable
Months, to the astonishment of the hundred and eighty-seven
assembled Parlementiers, and of all Quidnuncs, Journalists,
Anecdotists, Satirists, in both Hemispheres, is, in every sense,
a 'Celebrated Trial,' and belongs to Publishers of such.
How, by innumerable confrontations and expiscatory ques
tions, through entanglements, doublings, and windings that
fatigue eye and soul, this most involute of Lies is finally
winded off to the scandalous-ridiculous cinder-heart of it,
let others relate.

Meanwhile, during these Nine ever-memorable 1\lonths,
till they terminate late at night precisely with the .!\fay of
1786,· how many' fugitive leaves,' quizzical, imaginative,
or at least mendacious, were flying about in Newspapers;
or stitched together as Pamphlets; and what heaps of others
were left creeping in Manuscript, we shall not say; - hav
ing, indeed, no complete Collection of them, and, what is

.. On the 31st of May, 1786, sentence was pronounced: about
ten at night, the Cardinal got out of the Bastille; large mobs
hurrahing round him, - out of spleen to the Court. (See Georgd.)
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more to the purpose, little to do with such Collection. Nev·
ertheless, searChing for some fit Capital of the composite
order, to adorn adequately the now finished singular Pillar
of our Narrative, what can suit us better than the following,
so far as we know, yet unedited,

Occasional Di.!course, by Count Alessandro Cagliostro,
Thaumaturgist, Prophet, and Arch-Quack; delivered in
the Bastille: Year of Lucifer, 5789; oj the Hegira
Mahometan (from Mecca), 1201; of the Hegira Cagli
ostric (from Palermo), 24; of the Vulgar Era, 1785.

'Fellow Scoundrels, - An unspeakable Intrigue, spun
from the soul of that Circe-MeglEra, by our voluntary or in
voluntary help, has assembled us all, if not under one roof·
tree, yet within one grim iron-bound ring-wall. For an
appointed IUlmber of months, in the ever-rolling flow of
Time, we, being gathered from the four winds, did by Des
tiny work together in body corporate; and, joint laborers in
a Transaction already famed over the Globe, obtain unity of
Name (like the Argonauts of old), as Conquerors of the
Diamond Necklace. Ere long it is done (for ring-walls hold
not captive the free Scoundrel fOl' ever); and we disperse
again, over wide terrestrial Space; some of us, it may be,
over the very marches of Space. Our Act hangs indissolu
ble together; floats wondrous in the older llnd older memory
of men: while we, little band of Scoundrels, who saw each
other, now hover so far asunder, to see each other no more,
if not once more only on the universal Doomsday, the Last
of the Days I

, In such interesting moments, while we stand within the
verge of parting, and have not yet parted, methinks it were
well here, in these sequestered Spaces, to institute a few

general reflections. Me, as a public speaker, the Spir it of
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Masonry, of Philosophy, and Philanthropy, aod even of
Prophecy (blowing mysterious from the Land of Dreams)
impels to do it.. Give ear, 0 Fellow ScOl.loords, to what
the Spirit utters; treasure it in your hearts, practise.it in
your lives.

, Sitting here, penned up in this which (with a slight !Jleta
phor) I call the Central Cloaca of Nature, where a tyranni
cal De Launay.can forbid the bodily eye free vision, .you
with the mental eye see but the better., This Central Cloaca,
is it not rather a Heart, into which, from all regions, myste
rious conduits introduce, and forcibly inject, whatsoever is
choicest in the Scoundrelism of the Earth; there to be ab
sorbed, or again (by the other auricle) ejected into new cir
culation ? Let the eye of the mind run along this immeas
urable venous-arterial system; and astound itself with the
magnificent extent of Scoundreldom; the deep, I may say,
unfathomable, significance of Scoundrelism.

, Yes, brethren, wide as the Sun's range is our Empire ;
wider than old Rome's in its palmiest era. I have in my
time been far; in frozen Muscovy, in hot Calabria, east,
west, wheresoever the sky overarehes civilized man: aod
never hitherto saw I myself an alien; out of Scoundreldom
I never was. Is it not even said, from of old, by the oppo
site party: "All men are liars ?" Do they not (and tbis
nowise U in baste") whimperingly talk of" one just person ..
(as they call bim), and of the remaining thousand save one
that take part with us? So decided is our majority.'
(Applause.)

'Of tAe Scarlet Woman, -yes, Monseigneur, without
offence, - of the Scarlet Woman that sits on Seven Hills,
and her Black Jesuit Militia, out foraging from Pole to Pole,
I speak not; for the story is too trite: nay, the Militia itself,
as I see, begins to be disbanded, and invalided, for a second
treaehery; tree.ebery to herself! Nor yet of Governments ;

,
\
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for a like reason. Ambassadors, said an English punster,
lie abroad for their masters. Their masters, we answer, lie,
at home, for themselves. Not of all this, nor of Courtship
(with its so universal Lovers' vows), nor Courtiershrp, nor
Attorneyism, nor Public Oratory, and Selling by Auction,
do I speak: I simply ask the gainsayer, Which is the par
tieulartrade, profession, mystery, calling, or pursuit of the
Sons of Adam that they· successfully manage in the other
way? He cannot answer I - No: Philosophy itself, both
practical and even speculative, has, at length (after shame
fullest groping), stumbled on the plain conclusion that Sham
is indispensable to Reality, as Lying to Living; that without
Lying the whole business of the world, from swaying of
senates to selling of tapes, must explode into anarchic dis
cords, and so a speedy- conclusion ensue.

• But the grand problem, Fellow Scoundrels, as you well
know, is the marrying of Truth and Sham; so that they
become one flesh, man and wife; and generate these three:
Profit, Pudding, and Respectability that always keeps her
Gig. Wondrously, indeed, do Truth and Delusion play into
one another: Reality rests on Dream. Truth is but the skin
of the bottomless Untrue: and ever, from time to time, tho
Untrue sheds it; is clear again; and the superannuated
True itself becomes a Fable. Thus do all hostile things
crumble back into our Empire; and of its increase there is
no end.

'0 brothers, to think of the Speech without meaning
(which is mostly ours), and of the Speech with contrary
meaning (which is wholly ours), manufactured by the organs
of Mankind in one solar day! Ot call it a day of Jubilee,
when public Dinners are given, and Dinner-orations are de
livered: or say, a Neighboring Island in time of Gener8l
Election I 0 ye immortal gods I The mind is lost; can

14-
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oaly admire great Nature's plenteousbess with- 11 kind of
aaered wonder.

• For teU me, What is the ehief end of man. ? " To glo
rify God," said the old Christian Sect, now happily extinct.
"To eat and find eatables by the readiest method," lUISW'e!S

80IHld Philosophy, discarding whims. If the rearJler method
(than this of persuasive-attraetion) is diseovered, - point it
out. - Brethren, I said the old Christian Sect was happily
extinct: as, indeed, in Rome itself, there goes the wonde&'·
f~llest traditioDllry Prophecy,· of that Naareth Christ ~.
iag back, and beiBg· crucified a second time there; which
truly I see not in the least bow he could fail to be. Nevei"'"
thele811, that old Christian whim, of an actual living and
ruling GOO, and 8Ornt) sacred covenllfit biDding all men in
Him, with much other mystic stuff, does, under new or old
shape, linger with a few. From these few, keep yourselves
for ever flU! They must even be left to their whim, which
is not like to prove infootioClS.

• But neither are we, my Fellow Scoundrels, without our
Beligion, our Worsrnp; w\1ich, like the oldest, and all true
Worships, is one of Fe;u. The Christians have their CXOlll,
the Moslem thea Crescent: but have not we, too, our

Gallows? Yes, infinitely terrible is the Gallows; bestrides,
with its patibulary fork, the Pit of bottomless TerNr. No
ManichelWs are we; our God is 000. Great, exceeding
great, I say, is the Gallows; of old, even from the begiDBWg,
in th.is world; ku.owing neither variableness nor decadeoce ;
for ever, for ever, over the wreck of agee, and all civic &nd
ec~ia~ convulsions, me_l-lllQbs, revolutiolls, the Gal
lowlJ witll frollt serenely terribw towers aloft. FeUow
Smwndrela, ~r the Gallow&, lUld have no other fear I TMa
is the ~w an~ the P1'9pb~. FeaJ every emanation of tlle

• Goethe mentioD.l it (Italitmilcle llei6e).
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Gallows. And what is every buffet, with the fist, or even
with the tongue, of one having authority, but some such
emanation. And what is Force of Public Opinion but the
infiuitude of such emanations, - rushing combined on you
like a mighty sterm-wind? Fear the Gallows, I say I 0
when, with its long black arm, it hu olutched a man, what
&yail him all terrestrial things? These pass away, with
horrid nameless dinning in his ears; and the ilI·starred
Scoundrel pendulates between Heaven and Earth, a thin!
rejected of botA.' - (Profound "Sensation.)

• Such, so wide in compllB8, high, gallows-high in dignity,
is the Scoundrel Empire; and for dE!'pth, it is deeper than
the Foundations of the World. For what was Creation
i.t8elf wholly (aecording to the best Philosophers) but a
Divulsion by the TUn-SPIRIT (or Devil so-called) ; a force.
ful Interruption, or break.ing asunder, of the old Quiescence
of Eternity? It was Lucifer that fell, and made tbis lordly
World arise. Deep? It is bottomless-deep; the VfYrY
Thought, diving, bobs up from it baffled.. Is not this that
they call Vice of Lying the Adam-KlJdmon, or primeval
Rude-Element, old as Chaos mother'a-womb of Death and
Hell; whereon their thin film of Virtue, Truth, and tbe like,
poorly wavers - for a day? All Virtue, what is it, even by
their own showing, but Vice transformed, - that is, IIlWlU

f~ured, rendered artificial? .. Man's Vices. are the roots

from which his Virtues grow out and see the light,"says
ODe: .. Yell," add I," and thankleslJly steal their nourish
ment ! " Were it not for the nine hundred ninety and nine
UMCknowledged (perhaps martyred and calumniated) Seoun
cboels, how were their single Jll8t Person (with a murrain on
him I) 1IO much as possible? - Oh, it is high, high: these
things are too great for me; Intellect, Imagination, flags her
thlOd wings; the soul lost, baflled '--

--.- Hilre Dllme de Lamotte tittered audibly, and muttered,
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Coq-d'-Inde (which, being interpreted into the Scottish
tongue, signifies Bubbly-Jock)! The Arah-Quack, whose
eyes were turned inwards as in rapt contemplation, started
at the titter and mutter: his eyes flashed outwards with
dilated pupil; his nostrils opened wide; his very ha,ir seemed
to stir in its long twisted pigtails (his fashion of curl); and
as Indignation is said to make Poetry, it here made Prophecy,
or what sounded as such. With terrible, working features,
and gesticulation not recommended in any Book of Gesture,
the Arch-Quack, in voice supernally discordant (like LioDlf
worrying Bulls of Bashan) began:

'Sniff not, Dame de Lamotte; tremble, thou foul Circe
Megmra; thy day of desolation is at hand I Behold ye the
Sanhedrim of Judges, with their flHlners (of written Parch
ment) loud-rustling, as they winnow all her chaff, and down
plumage, and she stands there naked and mean ? - Villette,
Oliva, do ye blab secrets? Ye have no pity of her extreme
need; sbe none of yours. Is thy light-giggling, untamable
heart at last heavy? Hark ye I Shrieks of one cast out;
whom they brand on both shoulders with iron stamp; the red
bot" V," thou Voleuse, hath it entered thy soul? Weep,
Circe de Lamotte; wail there in truckle bed, and hysterically
gnash thy teeth: nay, do, smother thyself in thy door-mat
coverlid; thou hast found thy mates; thou art in the Sal
petricre 1- Weep, daughter of the high and puissant Sans
inexpressibles ! Buzz of Parisian Gossipry is about thee;
but not, to help thee : no, to eat before thy time. What shall
a King's Court dowith thee, thou unclean thing, while thou
yet livest? Escape! Flee to utmost countries; hide there,
if thou canst, thy mark of Cain I - In the Babylon of Fog
lll.nd! Ha I is that my London? See I Judas Iscariot
Egalite ? Print, yea print abundantly the abominations or
your two hearts: breath of rattlesnakes can bedim the steel
mirror, but only for a time. -And there! Aye, there at
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last I .Tumblest thou from the lofty leads, poverty-stricken,
o thriftless daughter of the high and puissant, escaping
bailiffs r Descendest thou precipitate" in deud night, from
window. in the third story: hurled forth by Bacchanals, to
whom thy shrill tongue bad grown unbearable r • Yea,
tluough the smoke of that new Babylon thou fallest head.
long; one long scream of screams makes night hideous:
thou liest there. shattered like addle egg, " nigh to the Tem·
pIe of .Flora ! " 0 LaJpotte, has thy Hypocri8ia ended,
then r Thy many characterS were all acted. Here at last
thou actest not, but art what thou. seemest : a mangled
squelch of gore, confusion! and .abomination; which meA

buddle underground, with DO burial atone. Thou galklws
carrionl'-

- Here the prophet turned up his nose (the broadest of
the eighteenth century), and opened wide his nostrils with
such a greatness of disgust, that all the audience, even La.
motte hereelf, sympatheticnlly imitated him. - , 0 Dame de
Lamotte! Dume de Lamotte I Now, when the circle of
thy existence lies complete: and my eye glances over these
two score and three years that were lent thee, to do evil as
thou couldst ; and I behold thee a bright-eyed little Tatter
demalion, begging and gathering sticks in the Bois de Bou·
logne; and also at length. a squelched Putrefaction, here
on London pavements; with the headdressings and hun·
gerings, the gaddings and hysterical gigglings that came
between, - What shall I say was the meaning of thee at
allr-

• The Engli.h Translator of Lamotte's Lifs illY., she fell from
the leads of her house, nigh tho Temple of Flora, endeavoring to
llIIoape seizure for debt; and was taken up '0 much hurt that she
died in oonsequence. Another report ruWl that .he \Va' fiung out
of window, as iD the Cagli08tric text. One w.y or otller .he did
die, OD the 23d of August, 1791 (Bi0!fT~phis Uni"'61'lIdls, xxx. 267)•.
Where the' Temple of Flora' was, or is, ODe know8 not. '
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, Villette-de-Retaull: ! Have the cRtchpoles trepanned
thee, by· sham of battle, in thy Tavern, from the sacred
Republican soil?· It is thou that wert the hH-ed Forger of
Hand-writings ( Thou wilt confess it? Depart, unwhipt,
yet accursed. - Ha I The dread Symbol of our Faith (
Swings aloft, on the Castle of St. Angelo, a Pendulous Mass,
which I think I discern to be the body of Villette I There
let him end; the sweet morsel of our Juggernaut.

'Nay, weep not thou, disconsolate Oliva; blear not thy
bright blue eyes, daughter of the shady Garden! Thee
shall the Sanhedrim not harm: this Cloaca of Nature emits
thee; as notablest of. unfortunate-females, thou shalt have
choice of husbands not without capital; and accept one,t
Know this; for the vision of it is true.

'But the Anointed Majesty whom ye profaned?' Blow,
spirit of Egyptian Masonry, blow aside the thick ourtains of

* See Georgel, and Villette's Memoire.
t In the /lffaire du Collier is this MS. Note: 'Gay d'Oliva,&

common-girl of the Palais-Royal, who was chosen to playa part in
this Business, got married, some years afterwards, to one Beauaire,
an Ex_Noble, formerly attached to the d'Artois Household. In
1790, he was Captain of the National Guard Company of the ·Tem
pIe. He then retired to Choisy, and managed to be named. Procu.
reur of that Commune: he finally employ.ed himself in drawing up
Lists of Proscription in the Luxembourg Prison, when he played the
part of informer (mouton). See Tableau des Prisons de Paris StnlS

Robespierre" These details are correct. In the Memoires sur les
Prisons (new Title of the Bouk jLlBt referred ·to), ii. 171, we find
this: 'The second Denouncer was Beausire, an Ex-Noble, known
under the old government for his intrigues. To giv.. an idea of him,
it is enough to say that he married the d'Oliva,' &c., as in the MS.
Note already given. Finally is added: 'He was the main spy of
Boyenval; who,however, said ihat he made use of him; but that
Fouquier-Tinville did not like him, and would have him guillotined
in good time.'
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Space! Lo you, her eyes are red with their first tears of
pure bitterness; not with their last. Tirewoman Campan
is choosing, from the Printshops of the Quais, the reputed.
best among the<hundred likenesses of Circe de Lamotte: 
a Queen shall consider'if the <basest of women ever, by any
accident, darkened daylight or candle.light for the highest.
The Portrait answerS: "Never!'" - (Sensation in the
audience.)
'- Ha ! What is thiS '! Angels, Uriel, Anachiel, and

the other Five; Pentagon of Rejuvenesoence; Power that
destroyed Original Sin; Earth, Heaven, and thou Outer
Limbo, which men name Hell! Does the EMPIRE OF IMPOS
TURE waver? Burst there, in starry sheen, updarting, Light
rays from out it, dark foundations; as it rocks and heaves,
not in travail.throes, but in death·throes? Yea, Light-rays,
piercing, clear, that salute the Heavens, -10, they kindle
it; their starry clearness becomes as red Hellfire! IMPos
TUllE is burnt up: one Red-sea of Fire, wild-billowing en
wraps the World; with its fire-tongue licks at 1he Stars.
Thrones are hurled into it, and Dubois Mitres, and Prebendal
SLalls that drop fatness, Bnd - ha I what see I ? - all the
Gigs of Creation: all, aliI Wo is me ! Never since Pha.
raoh's Chariots, in the Red-sea of water, was there wreck
of Wheel-vehicle<s like this in the Sea of Fire. Desolate,
as ashes, as gases, shall they wander in the wind.

'Higher, higher, yet flames the Fire-Sea; crackling with
new dislocllted timber; hissing with leather llnd prunella.
The metal Images are molten;- the marble Images become
mortar-lime; the stone Mountains sulkily explode. RESPECT
ABILITY, with atl her collected Gigs inflamed for -funeral
pyre, wailing, leaves the Earth, - to return under new
Avatar. Imposture, how it burns, through genera\ions:

* See Campa".
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how it is burnt up -for a time. The World is black
ashes; which-when will \hey grow greenil Thelma·
ges all ron into amorphous Oorintbian brass.; all Dwell.
ings of men destroyed.; the very mountains peeled aM
riven, the valleys black and dead: it is an empty World I
Wo to them that shall be born then1--A king, II. Queen
(ah me I) were hurled in; did rustle once ; flew aloft,
crackling, like paper-scroll. Oliva's Husband was hurled
in; Iscariot Egalite; thou grim De Launay, with thy grim
Bastille; whole kindreds and peoples.; five millions of mu·
tually destroying Men. For it is the End of the Dominion
of IMPosTURB (which is Darknees and opaque Firedamp) ;
and the burning up, with unquenchable fire, of all the G~
that are in the Earth I ' - Here the Prophet pa.us<ld, fetch.
iag a deep sigh; and the Cardinal uttered a kind of faim,
tremulous Hem!

'Mourn not, 0 Monseigneur, spite of thy llephritic ebEllic,
and many infirmities. For thee mercifully it was not unto
death.- 0 Monseigneur (for thouhadst a touch olgood.
ness), who would not weep over thee, if he also laughed jl

Behold! The not too judicious Historian, that long years
hence, amid remotest wildernesses, writes thy Life, and
namel thee Mud-volcano; even he shall reflect that it tDlU

thy Life this same; thy only chance through whole Eter
nity; which thou (poor gambler) hast expended 80: and,
even over his hard heart, a breath of dewy pity for thee
shall blow. - 0 Monseigneur, thou wert not all ignoble:
thy Mud-volcano was but strength dislocated, fire misap.

• Rohan was elected of the Constituent Assembly; and even got
a compliment or two in it, as Court-victim, from here and there a
man of weak jiJd«mllnt. He wu one of the lint who, recalcitrating
against' Civil Constitution of the Clergy,' &c.) took himself Bcr0tJ8

the Rhine.
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plied. 'thou wentlest raVflnIDg through the world; no Life
~lixir or Stone of the Wise could IDe two (for want of funds)
discover: a foulest Circe undertook to fatten thee; and th~\l

badst to fill thy belly with the east wind. And burst? By
t~ Masonry of Enoch, No 1 Behold, has not thy Jesuit
Familiar his Scouts dim-flying over the dfilep of human
things? Cleared art thou of crime, Save that of fixed-idea ;
weepest, a repentant exile, in the Mountain\ of Auvergne.

- Neither shall the Red Fire-sea itself cons~ thee; only
consume thy Gig, and, instead of Gig (0 rich exchange I),
restore thy Self. Safe beyond the Rhine-stream, thou livest
peaceful day.; savest many from the tire, and anointest
their smarting burns. Sleep finally, in thy mother's bosom,
in a good old age ! ' - The Cardinal gave a sort of guttural
murmur, or gurgle, which ended in a long sigh.

• 0 Horrors, as ye shall be called,' again burst torth the
Quack, • why have ye missed the Sieur de Lamotte; why
not of him, too, made gallows-carrion? Will spear, or
sword-stick, thrust at him (or supposed to be thrust), through
window of hackney-coach, in Piccadilly of the BabyIon of'
Fog, where he jolts disconsolate, not let out the imprisoned
animal existence? Is he poisoned, too ? • Poison will not
kill the Sieur Lamotte; nor sleel, nor massacres.t Let him

• See Lamotte's Narrative (Memoiru J1I.8tifkatifs).
t LamoUe, aftp.r his wife's death, had returned to Paris; and been

_ted, - tIOt for buildin~ churches. The Sentence of the old
Parlement againsfhim, in regard to the Necklace Business, he gets
annulled hy the new Courts; but is, nevertheless, ' retained in con
finement' (MOIIiteut' Newspaper, 7th August,1792). He was still
is Prieon at the time the September Massacre broke out. From
Maton de la Varenne we cite the foUo",in~grim pusage: Maton is
in La Foree Prison.

'At one in the momin~' (of Monday, September 3), writes Ma
toB, 'the SfBte that led to our quarter was~ llpaned. Four meD
in uniform, holding ellCh a naked sabre aacI bluill' tore", mounted

VOL. IT. 15
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drag his utterly superfluous life to a second and a third
generation; and even admit the not too judicious Historian
to see his face before he die.

, But, ha I' cried he, and stood wide-staring, horrorstruck,
as if some Cribb's fist had knocke& the wind out of him;
, 0 horror of horrors I Is it not Myself I see r Roman
Inquisition I Long months of cruel baiting! Life of Giweppe
Balsamo / Cagliostro's Body still lying in St. Leo Castle,
his Self fled - whit1&er 1 By-standers wag their heads, and

. say ~ "The Brow of Brass, behold how it haCJ got all un
'Jackered ; these Pinchbeck lips can lie no more I" Eheu I
0000 I ' - And he burst into unstanchable blubberiogof
tears; and sobbing out the moanfullest broken howl, sank
down in swoon; to be put to bed by De Launay and others.

Thus spoke (or thus might have spoken), and prophesied,
the Arch-Quack Cagliostro; and truly much better than he
ever else did: for not a jot or tittle of it (save only that of

to our corridor; a turnkey showing the way; and entered a room
close on ours, to investigate a· box', which they broke open. This
done, they halted in the gallery; and began interrogating on8
Cuissa, to know where Lamotte was; who, they said, under pre
text of finding a treasure, which they should share in, had swindled
one of them out of 300 livres, having asked him to dinner for that
purpose. The wretched Cwssa, whom they had in their power, and
who lost his life that night, answered, all tremhling, that he remem·
bered the fact well, but could not say what had become of the pris
oner. Resolute to find this Lamotte and confront him with Cuissa,
they ascended into other rooms, and made further rummaging there ;
but app~rently without effect, for I heard them say to one another:
"Come, search among the corpses, then; for, Nom de Diev.! W8

must know what is become of him."· (Ma ResuTreetion, par Matem
Ik ltJ, Varenn.; reprinted in the Hi.toire Parlementaire, xviii. 142.)
- Lamotte lay in the Bicetre Prison; but had got out, precil6ly in
the nick of time, - and dived beyond sonndings.
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our promised Interview with Nestor de Lamotte, which looks
unlikelier than ever, for we have not heard of him, dead or
living, since 1826,) but has turned out to be literally true.
As, indeed, in all this History, one jot or tittle of untruth,
that we could render true, is, perhaps, not discoverable;
much as the distrustful reader may have disbelieved.

Here, then, our little labor ends. The Necklace was,
and is DO more: the stones of it again • circulate in com·
merce' (some of them, perhaps;in Rundle's at this hour) ;
may· give rise to what other Histories we know not. The
Conquerors of it, every one that trafficked in it, have they
Dot all had their due, which was Death?

This little Business, like a little cloud, bodied itself forth
in skies clear to the unobservant: but with such hues of
deep.tinted villany, dissoluteness, and general delirium as,
to the observant, betokened it electric; and wise men (a
Goethe, for example) boded Earthquakes. Has not the
Earthquake come ?
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MEMOIRS OF MIRABEAU.·

[London ud WeBtmia.ter ReTiew, 1851.]

A PROVERB says, ' The house that is a-building looks not
as the bouse that is built.' Environed with rubbish and
mortar.heaps, with scaffold-poles, bodmen, dust-clouds, some
rudiments only of the thing that is to be, can, to the most
observant, disclose themselves through the mean tumult of
the thing that hitherto is. How true is this ..me with re
gard to all works and facts whatsoever in our world; em
phatically true in regard to the highest fact and work which
our world witnesses, - the Life of what we call an Original
Man. Such a man is one not made altogether by the com
mon pattern; ooe whose phases and goings fortb .calUlot he
prophesied of, even approximately; though, indeed, by their
very newness and strangeness they most of all .provoke
prophecy. A man of JhiS kind, while he lives on earth, is
'unfolding bimself out of nothing into something,' surely
under very complex conditions: he is drawing continually

. towards him, in continual succession and variation, the mate
rials of his structure, nay, his very plan of it, from the
whole realm of accident, you may say, and from the whole
realm of free-will: he is building his life together in this
manner; a guess and a problem as yet, not to others only
but to himself. Hence such criticism by the bystanders;

• Memoiru biograpAiquu, litterairu, .t politiquu, d. Mirabeau;
eerit. par lui·~m., par .011 Per., .on. Onei., at .011 Fil• .Rdoptij
(Memoin, biographical, literary, and political, of Mirabeau : written
by himself, by his Father, hi. Uncle, and his Adofted Son). 8 vols.
8vo. Paris, 1834 - 36.

\
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loud no-knowledge, loud misknowledge t It is like the
opening of the Fisherman's Casket in the Arabian Tale,
this beginning and growing-up of a life: vague smoke
wavering hither and thither; some features of a Genie loom
ing thrOUgh; of the ultimate shape of which no fisherman
or man can judge. And yet, as we say, men do judge, and
pass provisional sentence, being forced to it; you can pre
dict with what accuracy! 'LOok at the audience in a the
atre,' says one: 'the life of a man is there compressed
within five hours' duration; is transacted on an open stage,
with lighted lamps, and what the fittest words and art of
genius can do to make the spirit of it clear; yet listen, when
the curtain falls, what a discerning public will say of that!
And now, if the drama extended over three-score and ten
years; and were enacted, not with a view to clearness, but
rather indeed with a view to concealment, often in the deep
est attainable involution of obscurity; and- your discerning
public, occupied otherwise, cast its eye on the business now
here for a moment, and then there for a moment? ' Woe
to him, answer we, who has no court of appeal against the
world's judgment! He is a doomed man: doomed by con
viction to hard penalties; nay, purchasing acquittal (too
probably) by a still harder peoalty, that of being a triviality,
superficiality, self-advertiser, and partial or total quack,
which is the hardest penalty of all. .

But suppose farther, that the man, as we said, was an
original man; that his life-drama would not and could not
be measured by the three unities alone, but partly by a rule
of its own too: still farther, that the transactions he had
mingled in were great and world-dividing; that of all his
juJges there were not one who had not something to love
him for unduly, to hate him, for unduly I Alas I is it not
precisely in this case, where the whole world is promptest
to judge, that the whole world is likeliest to be wrong;

15-
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natural opacity being 80 doubly and trebly darkened by ac
cidental difficulty and perversion? The crabbed moralist
bad some show of reason who said: • To judge of an origi
Dal contemporary man, you must, in general, reverse the
world's judgment about him; the world is not only wrong
on that malter, but cannot on aBy such matter be right.'

One comfort is that the world is ever working itself righter _
and righter on such matters; that a continual revisal and
rectification of the world's first judgment on them is inevita
bly going on. For, after all, the world lo.,es its original
men, and can in DO wise forget them; not till after a long
while; sometimes not till after thouSands of years. For
getting them, what, indeed, should it remember? The
world's wealth is itl original men; by these and their works
it is a world and 1I0t a waste: the memory and record of
what MEN it bore - this is the sum of its strength, its sacred
• property for ever,' whereby it upholds itself, and steers
forward, better or worse, through the yet undililCovered deep.
of Time. AU knowledge, all art, all beautiful or precious
possession of existence, is, in the long run, this, or con
nected with this. Science itself, is it not, under one of ita
most interesting aspects, Biography; is it not the Record of
the Work which an original man, still named by us, or not
now named, was blessed by the heavens to do? That
Sphere-and-cylinder is the monument and abbreviated his
tory of the man Archimedes; not to be forgotten, probably,
till the world itself vanish. Of Poets, and what they have
done, and how the world loves them, let UI, in theBe days,
very singular in respect of that Art, say DOthing, or Dext to
nothing. The greatest modem of the poetic guild bas al.
ready said: 'Nay, if thou wilt ba.,e i~ who but the poet
first formed gDds for us, brought them down to us, raised us
up to them?'

Another remark, on a lo..er scale, not lIDworthy of notice,
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ia by Jean Paul: that,' as in art, 80 in conduct, or what we
call morals, before there can be an Aristotle, with his criti·
cal canons, there must be· a Homer, many Homers with
their heroic performances-.' In pl~iner words, the original
man is the true creator (or call him revealer) of Morals too:
it is from his example that precepts enough are derived, aud
written down in books and systems: he properly is the
Tlting; all that follows after is but talk about the thing,
better or worse interpretation of it, more or less wearisome
and ine1fectual discourse of logic on it. A remark, this of
Jean Paul's which, well meditated, may seem one of the
m08t pregnant lately written on these matters. If any man
had the ambition of building a new system of morals (not
a promising enterprise, at this time of day), there is no reo
.mark known to us which might better serve him as a chief
corner-stone, whereon to found, and to build, high enough,
nothing doubting; - high, for instance. as the Christian
GOspel itself. And to whatever other heights man's destiny
may yet carry him I Consider whether it was not, from the
ti1'8t, by example, or say rather by human exemplars, and
such reverent imitation or abhorrent aversion and avoidance
as these gave rise to, that man's duties were made indubita
ble to him l Also, if it is not yet, in these last days, by
very much the same means (example, precept, prohibition,
, force of public opinion,' and other forcings and inducings),
that the like result is brought about; and, from the Woolsack

. down to the Treadmill, from Almack's to Chalk Farm and
the west-end of Newgate, the incongruous whirlpool of life is
forced and induced to whirl with some attempt at regularity l
The two Mosaic Tables were of simple limited stone; no
logic appended to them: we, in our days, are privileged
with Logic - Systems of Morals, Professors of Moral Phi
losophy, Theories of Moral Sentiment, Utilities, Sympathies,
Moral Senles, riot a few; useful for those that feel comfort
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in them. But to the observant eye, is it not still plain that
the rule of man's life rests not very steadily on logic (rather
carries logic unsteadily resting on it, as an excuse, an ex
position, or ornamental solacement to oneself and others);
that ever, as of old, the thing a man will do is the thing he
feels commanded to do: of which command, again, the
origin and reasonableness remains often as good as indemon
strable by logic; and, indeed, lies mainly in this, that it has
been demonstrated otherwise and better by experiment;
namely, that an experimental (what we name original) man
has already done it, and we have Se6ft it to be good ann
reasonable, and now know it to be so onC8 and for ever·
more? - Enough of this.

He were a sanguine individual surely that should tum to
the French Revolution for new rules of conduct and crea
tors or exemplars of morality,-except, indeed, exemplars
of the gibbetted, in-terrorem sort. A greater work, it is
often said, was never done'in the world's history by men so
small. Twenty-five millions (say these severe critics) are
hurled forth out of all their old habitudes, arrangements,
harnessings, and garnitures, into the new, quite void arena
and career of Sansculotti&m; there to show what originality
is in them. Fanfaronading and gesticulation, vehemence,
effervescence, heroic desperation, they do show in abun
dance; but of what one can call originality, invention, natu
ral stuff or character, amazingly little. Their heroic despe
ration, such as it was, we will honor and even- venerate, as
a new document (call it rather a renewal of that primeval
ineffaceable document and charter) of the manhood of man.
But, for the rest, there were Federations; there were Festivals
of Fraternity, ' the Statue of Nature pouring water from her
two mammelles,' and the august Deputies all drinking of it
from the same iron saucer: Weigbts and Measures were at·

\
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tempted to be changed; the Months of the Year became
Pluviose, Thermidor, Messidor (till Napoleon said II faudra
se debarras,er de ce MUMor, One must get this Messidor
sent about its business) : .also Mrs. Momoro 8ndothers rode
prosperous, as Goddesses of Reason; and then, these being
mostly guillotined, Mahomet Robespierre did, with bouquet
in hand, and in new nankeen trowsers, in front of the Tuile
ries, pronopnce the scraggiest of prophetic discourses on the
Etre Supreme, and set fire to much emblematic pasteboard :
- all this, and an immensity of such, the Twenty-five mil
lions did devise and accomplish; but (apart from their heroic
desperation, which was no miracle either, beside that of the
old Dutch, for instance) this, and the like of this, was almost
all. Their arena of &uuculottilm was the most original arena
opened to man for above a thousand years; and they, at
bottom, were unexpectedly common-place in it. Exagge
rated common-place, triviality run distracted, and a kind of
universal' Frenzy of John Dennis,' is the figure they ex·
hibit. The brave Forster, - sinking slowly of broken heart,
in the midst of that volcanic chaos of the Reign of Terror,
and clinging still to the cause, which, though now bloody
and terrible, he believed to be the highest, and for which he
bad sacrificed all, country, kindred, fortune. friends. and
life, - compares the Revolution, indeed, to • an explosion
and new creation of the world;' but the actors in it, that
went buzzing about him, to a 'handfJoll miicken, handful of
flies.' • And yet, one may add, this same explosion of a
world was their work; the work of these - flies? The
truth is, neither Forster nor any man can see a French
Revolution; it is like seeing the ocean: poor Charles Lamb
complained that he could not see the multitudinous ocean at
all, but only some insignificant fraction of it from the deck

* Fonter's Briefe und NachllLlll.
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of the Margate hoy. It must be owned, however (urge these
severe critics), that examples of rabid triviality abound, in
the French Revolution, to a lamentable extent. Consider
Maximilien Robespierre; for the greater part of two years,
what one may call Autocrat of France. A poor sea-green
(verdtitre) , atrabiliar Formula. of a man; without head,
without heart, or any grace, gift, or even vice beyond com
mon, if it were not vanity, astucity, diseased rigor (which
some count strength) ,as of a cramp: really a most poor
sea-green individual in spectacles; meant by Nature for a.
Methodist parson of the stricter sort, to doom men who de
parted from the written confession; to chop fruitless shrill
logic; to contend, and suspect, and ineffectually wrestle and
wriggle; and, on the whole, -to love, or to know, or to be
(properly speaking) Nothing: - this was he who, the sport
of wracking winds, saw himself whirled aloft to command
1a premiere nation de l'univers, and all men shouting long
life to him; one of the most lamentable, tragic, sea-green
objects, ever whirled aloft in that manner, in any country,
to his own swift destruction, and tbe world's long wonder I

So argue these severe critics of the French Revolution:
with whom we argtle not here; but remark rather, what is
more to the purpose, that the French -Revolution did dis
close original men: all\Ong the twenty-.(ive millions, at least
one or two units. SOlne reckon, in the present stage of the
husiness, as many as three: Napoleon, Danton, Mirabeau.
Whether more will come to light, or of what sQrt, when the
computation is quite liquidated, one cannot say: meanwhile
let the world be'thankful for these three; - as, indeed, tbe
world is; loving original men, without limit, were they
llever so questionable, well knowing how rare tbey are I
To us., acco-l'dingly, it is rather interesting to observe how
on these three also, questionable as they surely are, the old
process is repel:\ting itself; how these I:\ISQ are getting known
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in their true likeness. A second generation, relieved in
some measure from the spectral hallucinations, hysterical
ophthalmia, and natural panic-delirium of the first contem
porary one, is gradually coming to discern and measure what
its predecessor could 1)nly execrate and shriek over: for, as
our Proverb said, the dust is sinking, the rubbish-heaps dis
appear; the built house, such as it is, and was appointed
to be, stands visible, better or worse.

Of Napoleon Bonaparte, what with so many bulletins, and
such self-proclamation- from artillery ~d battle-thunder,
loud enough to ring through the deafest brain, in the re
m1ltest nook of this earth, and now, inconsequence, with so
many biographies, histories, and historical arguments for
and against, it may be said that he can now shift for him
self; that his true figure is in a fair way of being ascer
tained. Doubtless it will be found one day what significance
was in him; how (we quote from a New England Book)
• the man was a divine missionary, though unconscious of
it; and preached, through the cannon's throat, that great
doctrine, La carriere ouverte au.x talens (The tools to .him
that can handle them), which is our ultimate P1)litical Evan
gel, wherein alone can Liberty lie.' Madly enough he
preached, it is true, as enthusiasts and first missionaries are
wont; with imperfect utterance, amid much frothy rant;
yet as articulately, perhaps, as the case admitted. Or call
him, if you will, an American backwoodsman, who had to
fell unpenetrated forests, and battle with innumerable wolves,
and did not entirely forbear strong liquor, rioting, and even
theft; whom, nevertheless, the peaceful sower will follow,
and, as he cuts the boundless harvest, bless.' - From' the
incarnate Moloch,' which the word Once was, onwards to
this quiet version, there is a considerable progress.

Still more interesting is it, not without a touch almost of
pathos, to see how the rugged Terral Filius Danton begins
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likewise to emerge, from amid the blood-tinted obllcurationa
and shadows of horrid cruelty, into calm light; and seems
DOW not an AnthropophaglJS, but partly a man. On the
whole, the Earth feels it to be something to have a ' Son of
Earth;' any reality, rather than a hypocrisy and fonnula I
With a man that went honestly to work with himaelf, and
said and acted, in any sense, with the.whole mind of him,
there is always something to be done. Satan himself, ac
cording to Dante, was a praiseworthy object, compared with
those juste-milieu angels (so over-numerous in times like
ours) who' were neither faithful nor rebellious,'but were for
their little selves only: trimmers, moderates, plausible per
sons, who, in the Dantean Hell, are found doomed to this
frightful penalty, that' they have not the hope to die (JIMl
ian qJera1lza di morte;) but sunk in torpid death-life, in
mud and the plague of flies, they are to doze and dree for
ever,-' hateful to God and to the Enemies of God : '

'Non ragioMm di lor, 1M guarda epaua!'

If Bonaparte were the 'armed Soldier of Democracy,'
invincible while he continued true to that, then let us call
this Danton the Enfant Perdu., and u.nenlisted Revolter and
Titan of Democracy, which could not yet have soldiers or
discipline, but was by the nature of it lawless. An Earth
born, we say, yet honestly born of Earth! In the Memoir,
of Garat, and elsewhere, one sees these fire-eyes beam with
earnest insight, fill with the water of tears; the huge rude
features speak withal of wild human sympathies; that An
tams' bosom also held a heart. 'It is not the alarm-cannon
that you hear,' cries he to the terror-struck, when the Pros
sians were already at Verdun: 'it is the P44 de charge
against our enemies. De l'atulace, et encore de l'audace, et
toujour, de l'audace: to dare, and again to dare, and with
out limit to dare I ' - there is nothing left but· that. Poor
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• Mirabeau of the SanllCulottel,' what a mission I And it
could Dot be but done,-and it was dooe! But, indeed,
may there not be, if well considered, more virtue in this
feeling itself, once bursting earnest from the wild heart, than
in whole lives of immaculate Pharisees and Respectabilities,
with their eye ever set on ' character;' and the letter of the
law: • Que man nom 80it flitri, Let my name be blighted,
then; let the Cause be glorio~ and have vic~ry I ' By
and by, as we predict, the Friend of Humanity, since so
many Knife-grinders have no story to tell him, will find
some sort of story in this Danton. A rough-hewn giant of
a man (not anthropopbagous entirely); whose • figures of
speech' (and also of action) • are all gigantic;' whose
• voice .reverberates from the domes,' - and dashes Bruns·
wick across the marches in a very wrecked condition. AI·
ways his rotal freedom from cant is one thing;' even in his
briberies, and simi as to money, there is fl frankness, a kind
of broad greatness. Sincerity,' a great rude sincerity (of
insight and of purpose), dwelt in the man, which quality is
the root of aU: a man who could see through many things,
and would stop at very few things; who marched impetu
ously, where to march was almost certainly to fall; and now
bears the penalty, in a • name' blighted, yet, as we say,
visibly clearing itself. Once cleared, why should not this
name, too"have significance for men? The wild history is
a tragedy, as all human histOries are. Brawny Dantons,
still to the present bour, , rend the glebe,' as simple brawny
Farmers, and reap peaceable harvests, at Arcis~sur·Aube;

and thi6 Danton - I It is an unrhymed tragedy; very
bloody, fuliginous (after the manner of the elder dramatists) ;
yet full of tragic elements; not undeserving natural pity
and fear. In quiet times, perhaps still at a great distance,
the happier onlooker may stretch out the- hand, across dim
centuries, to him, and say: 'lIl-starrcd brother, how thou

VOL. IV. 16
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fougbtest with wild liOft-strength, and yet not with strength
~h, and flamedat aloft, and wert trodden down of SiD

and misery; - behold, thou al&O wert a _man I ' It is said
there lies a Biography of Danton written, in Parif, at this
moment; but -the editor waits till the 'force of public ,opin
ion ' ebb a little. Let him publish, with utmOtit cODvenieat
despatch, andeay wbat he knows, if he do know it: the
lives of remarkable men are -always worth und~ding

instead of misunderstanding; and public opinion must posi
tively adjust haelf the best way it can.

Blit without doubt the far most interesting, best-gifted of
this questionable trio is not the Mirabeau of the Sanscul&ttes,
but the Mirabeau himself: a man of much finer nature than
either of the others; of a genius equal in strength (we will
eay) to Napoleon's; but a much humaner genius, almost-a
poetic one. With wider sympathies of his own, he appeals
far more persuasively to the sympathies of men.

Of him, too, it is interesting to notice the progressive
dawning, out of ealumny, misrepresentation, and confused
darkness, into visibility and light; and how the world mani
fests its continued curiosity about mm; and as book after
book comes forth with new evidence, the matter is again
taken up, the old judgment OIl it revised and anew revised;
- whereby, in fine, we clI.nhope the right, or approximately
right, sentence will be found; and so the question be left
settled. It would seem this Mirabeau also is one whose
memory the world will not, for a long while; latdie. Very
different from many a high memory, dead and deep buried
long since then! In his lifetime, evan in the final effulgent
part of it, this Mirabeau took upon him to write, with a &Ort
of awe-struck feeling, to our Mr. Wilberforce; and did not,
that we can find, get the benefit of any answer. Pitt was
prime minister, and then Fox, then again Pitt, and again
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Fox, in sweet vicissitude; and. the noise of them, reverber
ating through Brookes's and the club-rooms, through taTern
dinners, electioneering hustings, leading articles, filled all
the earth; and it seemed as if those two (tbougb which
might betDlic~, you cou!d not say) were the Ormuzd and
Ahriman of political nature; - and now l Such difference
is there (once more) between an original man, of never
aueh questionable sort, and the most dexterous, cunningly
devised parliamentary mill. The difference is great; and
one of those on which the future time makes largest contrast
with the preeent. Nothing can 00 more important than ilie
mill while it continues and grinds; important above all to
those who baTe laCks about the hopper. But the grinding
ooce done, how can the memory of it eudure? It is impor
tant now to no individual, not even to the individual with a
sack. So that, this tumult well over, ~ memory of the
original man, and of what small revelation he, as Son of
Nature and brother-man, could make, does naturally rise on
us : his memorable sayings, actings, and sufferings, the very
'fices and crimes he fell into are a kind of pabulum which
all mortals claim their right to.

Concerning PeKChet, Chauuard, Gturiwurt, and, indeed,
all the former Biographers of Mirabeau, there can little be
said here, except that they abound with errors: the present
ultimate FiLl Ad"pt:ij has never done picking faults with
them. Not as memorials of Mirabeau, but as memorials of
the world's relation to him, of the world's treatment of him,
they may. a little longer. have some perceptible significance.
From poor Peuchet (he was known in the Moni~ once),
and uther the like laborers in the vineyard, you can justly
demand thus much; aod not justly much more.

Etienne Dumont's Souvenirs IUr Mirabeau might not, at
first sight, seem an advaDCe toward. true knowledge, but a
movement the other war. IlDd ),et it wat really aD -edvuzoe.
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Tlle book, for one thing, was hailed by a universal choral
blast from all manner of rev~ews and periodical literatures
that Europe, in all its spellable dialects, had: whereby, at
least, the minds of men were again drawn to the Bubject ;
and so, amid whatever hallucination, ancient or new-devised,
BOme increase of insight, was unavoidable. Besides.. the
book itself did somewhat. Numerc:ws specialities about the
great Frenchman, as read by the eyes of the little Genevese,
were conveyed there; and could be deciphered, making
allowances. Dumont is faithful, veridical; within his own
limits he has even a certain freedom, a picturesqueness and
light clearness. It is true, the, whim he had of looking at
the great Mirabeau as a thing set in motion mainly by him
(M. Dumont) and such as he, was one of the most wonder
ful to be met with in psychology. Nay, more wonderful
still, how the reviewers, pretty generally, some from whom
better was expected, took up the same with aggravations j

and it seemed settled on, all .sides, that here again a pre
tender had been stripped, and the great made as little as the
rest of us (much to our comfort); that, in fact; figuratively
speaking, this enormous Mirabeau, the BOund of whom went
forth to all lands, was no other than an enormous trumpet,
or coach.horn (of japanned tin), through which a dexterous
little M. Dumont was blowing all the while, and making
the noise I Some men and fC!iewers have strange theories
of man. Let any son of Adam, the sh~llowest now living,
try honestly to scheme out, within his head, an existence of
this kind; and say how verisimilar it looks! A life and
business actually conducted on such coach·horn principle,
we say Dot the life and business of a statesman and world
leader, but say of the poorest laceman and tape-seller,
were one of the chief miracles hitherto on record. 0 M.
Dumont 1 But thus, too, when old Sir Christopher struck
down the last stone in the Dome of St. Paul's, was it he that
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carried up the stone? No; it was a certain strong-backed
man, never mentioned (covered with envious or unenvious
oblivion), - probably of the Sister Island.

Let us add, however, more plainly, that M. Dumont was
leu 10 blame here than his reviewers were. The good Du
mont accurately records what ingenious journey-work and
fetching and carrying he did for his Mirabeau ; intet!persing
many an anecdote"which the world is very glad of; extenu
ating nothing we do 'hope, nor exaggerating anything: this
is what he did, and had 11 clear right and call to do. And
what if it tailed, not altogether, yet in some measure if it
did fail, to strike him, that he still properly was but a Du
montt Nay, that the gift this Mirabeau had or enlisting
such respectable DUmonts to do hod-work and even skilful
handiwork for him; and of ruling them and bidding them
by the look of his eye; and of making them cheerfully
fetch and. carry for him, and serve him as loyal subjects,
with a kind of chivalry Rnd willingness, - that this gift was
precisely the kinghood of the man, and did itself stamp him
aa a leader among men! Let no man blame M. Dumont
(aa some have t~o harshly done) ; his error is of oversight,
and venial; his worth to us is indisputable. On the other
hand, let aU men blame such public instructors and periodical
individuals as drew that inference and life-theory for him,
and brayed it forth in that loud manner ; or rather", on the
whole, do 110t blame, but pardon, and pass by on the other
side. Such things are ali ordained trial of public patience,
which perhaps is the better for discipline; and seldom, or
rather never, do any lasting injury.

Close following on Dumont's • Reminiscences' came this
Biography by M. Lucas Montigny, 'Adopted Son;' the
first volume in 1834, the rest at short intervals; and lies
complete now in Eight considerable Volumes octavo: con
eerniDg which we are now to speak, - unhappily,. in the

16-
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disparaging sense. In fact it is impossible for any man to
say unmixed good of M. Lucas's work. That he, as Adopted
Son, has lent himself so resolutely to the washing of his
hero white, and even to the white-washing of him where
the n~tural color was black, be this no blame to him; or
even, if you will, be it praise. If a man's Adopted Son
may not write the best book he can for him, then who may?
But the fatal circumstance is, that M. ·Lucas Montigny hu
not written a book at all; but has merely clipped and cut
out, and cast together the materials for a book, which .other
men are still wanted to write. On the whole M. Montigny
rather surprises one. For the reader probably knows, what
all the world whispers to itself, that when 'Mirabeau, in
1783, adopte~ this infant born the year before,' he had the
best of all conceivable obligations to adopt him; baving, by
his own act (non-notarial), summoned him to appear in this
World. And now consider both what Shakspeare's Edmund,
what Poet Savage, and such like, have bragged; and also
that the Mirabeaus, from time immemorial, had (like a cer
tain British kindred known to us) 'produced many a black
guard, but not one blockhead' I We almost discredit that
statement, which all the world whispers to itself; or, if
crediting it, pause over the ruins of families. The Haarlem
canal is not flatter than M. Montigny's genius. He wants
the talet;it which seems born with all Frenchmen, that of
presenting what knowledge he has in the most'knowable
form. One of the solidest men, too: doubtless a valuable
man; whom it were· so pleasant· for us to praise, if we
could. May he be happy in a private station, and never
write more; - except for the Bureaux de- Prilfecture, with
tolerably handsome official appointments, which is far
better!

His biographical work is a monstrous quarry, or mound
of shot-rubbish, in eight strata, hiding valuable matter, which
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he that seeks will find. Valuable, we say; for the Adopted
Son having access, nay welcome and friendly entreaty, to
family papers, to all manner of archives, secret records;
and working therein long years, with a filial unweariedness,
has made himself piously at home in all corners of the
matter. He might, .with the same spirit (as we always up
braidingly think), so easily have made us at home too! But
no: he brings to light things new and old; now precious
illustrative pr~vate documents, now the poorest public heaps
of mere pamphleteer and parliamentary matter, so attainable
elsewhere, often so omissible were it not to be attained; ROO
jumbles and tumbles the whole together with such reckless
clumsiness, with such endless copiousness (having wagons
enough), as'gives the reader many a pang.. The very pains
bestowed on it are often perverse; the whole is become so
hard, heavy; unworkable, except in the sweat of one's
brow I Or call it a mine, - artificial-nutural silver mine.
Threads of beautiful silver .ore lie scattered, which you must
dig for, and sift: suddenly, when your thread or vein is at
the richest, it vanishes (as is the way with mines) in thick
masses of agglomerate and pudding.stone, no man can guess
whither. This is not as it should be ; and yet unfortunately
it could be no other. The long bad hook is so much easier
to do than the brief good one; and a poor bookseller has no
way of measuring aud paying but by the ell, cubic or super
ficial. The very weaver comes and says, not' I have woven
so many ells of stuff', but' so many ells of such stuff' :
satin and Cashmere-shawl stuff,-or, if it be so, dufRe and
coal-sacking, and even cobweb stuff.

Undoubtedly the Adopted Son's will was good. Ought
we not to rejoice greatly in the possession of these same
silver-veins; and take them in the buried mineral state, or
in any state; too thankful to have them now indestruotible,
now that they are printed? Let the world, we say, be
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thankful to M. Montigny, and yet know what it is they are
tbanking him for. No Life rif MiralJeall is to be found in
these Volumes, but the amplest materials for writing a Life.
Were the Eight Volumes well riddled and smelted down
into One Volume, such as might be made, that one were the
volume! Nay it seems an enterprise of such uses, and
withal so feasible, that some day it is as good U 8UI'e to be
done, and again done, and finally well done.

The present reviewer, restricted to a mere article, pur
poses, nevertheless, to sift and extract somewhat.. He has
bored (so to speak) and run mine-shafts th~gh the book in
various directions, and knows pretty well what is in it,
though indeed not so well where to find the Arne, having
unfortunately tas reviewers are woot) , mislaid our paper of
references' I Wherefore, if the best extraets be not pre
sented, let not M. Lucas suffer. By 0h6 means and ano.ther,
some sketch of Mirabeau's history; what betel him succes
sively in this World, and what steps he successively took in
consequence; and how he and it, wOl'king together, made
the thing we call Mirabeau's Life, - may be brought out;
extremely imperfect, yet truer, one can hope, than the
Biographical Dictionaries and ordinary voice of rumor give
it. Whether, and if so, where and how,the current esti.
mate of Mirabeau is to be rectified, fortified, or in any im
portant point overset and expunged, will hereby come to
ligh~ almost of itself, as we proceed. Indeed, it is very
singular, considering the emphatic judgments daily uttered,
in print and speech, about this man, what Egyptian obscurity
rests over the mere faots of his external history; the right
knowledge of which, one would fancy, must be the pre
liminary of any judgment, however faint. But thus, u we
always urge, are such judgments generally passed: vague
plebiscita (decrees of the common people); made up of
innumerable loud empty ayes and loud empty noes; which
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are without meaning, and have only sound and currency:
plebiscita needing so much revisal! - To the work, how
ever.

One of the most valuable elements in these eight chaotic
volumes of M. Montigny is the knowledge he communicates
of Mirabeau's fatber; of his kindred and family, contempo
rary and anterior. The father, we in general knew, was
Victor Riquetti, Marquis de Mirabeau, called and calling
himself the Friend of Men; a title, for the rest, which
bodes him no good, in these days of ours. Accordingly one
heard it added with little surprise, that this Friend of Men
was tbe enemy of almost every man he had to do with;
beginning at his own hearth, ending at the utmost circle of
his acquaintance; and only beyond that, feeling himself free
to love men. 'The old hypocrite!' cry many,- not we.

.Alas, it is so much easier to love men while they exist only
on paper, or quite flexible and compliant in your imagina
tion, than to love Jack and Kit who stand there in the body,
hungry, untoward; jostling you,biuTing you, with angular
elbows, with appetites, irascibilities, and a stupid will of their
own! There is no doubt but old Marquis Mirabeau found
it extremely difficult to get on with his brethren of man
kind; and proved a crabbed, sulphurous,choleric old gentle
mall, many a sad time: nevertheless, there is much to be
set right in that matter; and M. Lucas, if one can carefully
follow him, has managed to do it. Had M. Lucas but seen
good to print ,these private letters, family documents, and
more of them (for he' could make thirty octavo volumes '),
in a separate state; in mere chronological order, with some
small commentary of annotation; and to leave all the rest
alone! - As it is, one must search and sift. Happily the
old Marquis himself, in periods of leisure, or forced leisure,
whereof he had many, drew up certain 'unpubli&hed roe·
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moirs' of his father and progenitot!l; out of which memoi ~.':.
young Miraheau also in forced leisure (stillmore forced, in
the Castle of If I) redacted one Memoir, of a very readable
sort: by the light of this latter, so far as it will last, we walk
with convenience.

The Mirabeaus were Riquettis by surname, which is a
slight corruption of the Italian Arrighetti. They' came
from Florence: cast out of it in some Gu6lph-Ghihelline
quarrel, such as were common there and then, in the year
1267~ Stormy times then, as now! The chronologist can
remark that Dante Alighieri was a little boy of some four
years that morning the Arrrighettis had to .go, and men had
to say, 'They are gone, these villains !They are gone,
these martyrs!' the little boy listening with interest. Let
the boy become a man, and he t09 shall have to go; and
prove come eduro calle, and what a world this is; and have
his poet-nature not killed, for it would not kill, but darkened
into Old-Hebrew sternness, and sent onwards to Hades and
Eternity for a home to itself. As Dame Quickly said in
the Dream - 'Those were rare times, Mr. Rigmarole I 
Pretty much like our own,' answered he. - In this manner
did the Arrighettis (doubtless in grim Longobardic ire) scale
the Alps; and become Tramontana French Riquettis; and
produce, - among other things, the present article in this
Review.

It was hinted above that these Riquettis' were a notable
kindred; as indeed there is great likelihood, if we knew it
rightly, the kindred and fathers of mo~t notable men are.
The Vaucluse fountain, that gushes out as a river, may well
have run some space under ground in that character, befote
it found vent. Nay perhaps it is not always, or often, the
intrinsically greatest of a family-line that becomes the noted
one, but only the best fayored of fortune. So rich here, as
elsewhere, is Nature, the mighty Mother; and scatters from
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a Ilingle Oak-tree, aa provender for pigs, what would plant
the whole Planet into an oak.forest I For truly, .if there
were 80t a ",ute force in 'her, where were she with the
.pe~king and exhibiting one ( If under that frothy super
ficies of braggarts, babblers, and high·sounding, richly
decorated pel'8Onagea, that strut... fret, and preach in
all times Quam, ptJ'T1)G ,apientid regatu'1', there lay not
some subitratum of silently heroic men; working as men i
with man's energy; enduring and endeavoring; invincible,
who whiSper not evell to themselves how energetic they are (
- The Riquetti family was, in lome measure; defined al
ready by analogy' to that British one; ils a family totally
exempt from blockheads, but a little liable to produce black
guards. It took root in Provence, and bore strong southern
fruit there: a restless, stormy line of men; with the wild
blood running in them, and as if there had been a doom
bung over them (' like the line of Atreus,' Mirabeau used to
IlaY); which really there was, the wild blood itself being
doom enoogh. How long they had stormed in Florence and
elsewhere, these Riquettis, history knows not; but for the
space of those five centuries, in Provence, they were never
without a man to stand RiqueUi.like on the earth. Men
sharp of speech, prompt of stroke; men quick to discern,
fierce to resolve; headlong, headstrong, strong every way;
who often found the civic race-course too strait for them,
and kicked against the pricks; doing this thing or the other,
which the world had to animadvert upon, in various dialects,
and find ' clean against rule.'

One Riquetti (in performance of some vow at sea, as the
tradition goes) chained two mountains together·: 'the iron
chain is still to be seen at Moustier; - it stretches from one
mountain to the other, and in the middle of it there is a
large star with five rays;' the supposed date is 1390. Fancy
the smiths at work on this business! The town of Mousiier
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IS In the Basses-Alpes of Provence: whether the -Riquetti
chain creaks there to this hour,lmd lazily swags in the
winds, with its ' star of five rays' in the centre, and offers
an uncertain perch to the sparrow, we know not. Or per
haps it was cnt down in the Revolution time, when there
rose such a hatred of noblesse, such a· famine for iron ; and
made into pikes? The' Adopted Son, so minute generally,
ought to have -mentioned, b~t does not. --- That there was
building of hospitals, endowing of convents, Chartreux,
Recollets, down even to Jesuits ; still more, that there Wl\S

harrying and fighting, needs not be mentioned : except only
that all this went on with uncommon emphasis among the
Riquettis. What quarrel could there be and a Riquetti not
in it? They fought much: with an eye to profit, to redress
of disprofit; probably too for the art's sake.

What proved stilI more rational, they got footing in Mar
seilles as trading nobles (a kind of French Venice in those
days), and took with· great diligence to commerce. The
family biographers are careful to say that it was in the
Venetian style, however, and not ignoble.. In which
sense, indeed, one of their sharp-spoken ancestors, on a
certain bishop's unceremoniously styling him ~ JeaIl' de Ri
quetti, Merchant of Marseilles,' made ready answer,' I am,
or was, merchant of police here' (first consul, an office for
nobles only), 'as my' Lord Bishop is merchant of holy
water': let his Reverence take that. At all events, the
ready-spoken proved first-rate traders; acquired their b(J$·
tide, or mansion (white, on one of those green hills behind
Marseilles), endless warehouses: acquired the lands first of
this, then of that; the lands, Village, and Castle of Mira
beau on the banks of the Durance; respectable Castle oC
Mirabeau, , standing on its scarped rock, in the gorge- of two

_ valleys, swept by the north wind,' - very brown and melan.
choly-Iooking now I What is extremely advantageous, the
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old Marquis says, they had Il singular talent for choosing
wives; and always chose discreet, valiant women; whereby
the lineage was the better kept up. One grandmother,
whom the Marquis himself might all but remember, was
wont to say, alluding to the deg~neracy of the age: • You
are men?' You- are but manikins (liM houmachomu, in
Proven~al) ~ we women, in our time, carried pistols in our
girdles, and could use them too.' Or fancy the Dame
Mirabeau sailing stately towards the church-font; another
dame striking in to take precedence of her; the Dame
Mirabeau despatching this latter with a box on the ear
(Iou.fllet,) Ilnd these words: 'Here, as in the army, the
baggage goes last!' Thus did the Riquettis grow, and were
strong I and did exploits in their narrow arena, waiting for
a wider one.

When it came to courtiership, and your field of prefer
ment was the Versailles <Eil-de-Breuf, and a Grand Monarque
walking encircled with scarlet \\'-omen and adulators there,
the course of the Mirabeaus grew still more complicated.
They had the career of llrms open, better or worse: but
that was not the only one, not the main oDe; gold apples
seemed to rain on other careers,- on that career lead
bullets mostly. Observe how a Bruno, Count de Mirabeau,
comports himself: - like a rhinoceros yoked in' carriage
gear; his fierce forest-horn set to dllngle a plume of fleurs
de-lis. 'One day he had chased a blue man (it is a sort of
troublesome usher, at Versaille!!), into the very cabinet of
the king, who thereupon ordered the Duke de la Feuillade to
" put Mirabeau under arrest," Mirabeau refused to obey;
" he would not be punished for chastising the i~solence of a
valet; for the rest, would go to the diner du roi (king's
dinner,) who might then give his order himself." He came
accordingly; the king asked the duke why he had not exe
~uted the order? The duke was obliged to say how it

VOL. IV. 17
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stood ; the king, with a goodness equal to his greatness, then
said, " It is not of to-day that we know him to be mad ; one
must not ruin him," , - and rhinoceros Bruno journeyed on.
But again, on the day when they were 'inaugurating the
pedestrian statue of King Louis in the Place des Victoires
(a muterpiece of adulation).,' the same Mirabeau, 'passing
along the Pont Neuf with the Guards, raised his spontoon
to his shoulder before Henry the Fourth's statoo, an<! saluting
fint, bawled out, " Friends, we will salute this one; he de
lenes it as well as some"': (Me8 ami&, ,ahuJ",. ului-ci;
il en ,,/Jut him tin autre). - Thus do they, the wild Riquet
tis, in a state of courtiership. Not otherwise, according to
the proverb, do wild bulls, unexpectedly finding themselves
in crockery-shops. 0 Riquetti kindred, int~ what centW'ies
and circumstances art thou comc down!

Directly prior to our old Marquis himself, the Riqoolti
kindred had as near as possible gODe out. Jean Antoine,
afterwards named Silverstock (Col d'Argent), had, in the
earlier part of his life, been what he used to call killed,
of seven-and-twenty wounds in one hour. Haughtier, juster,
more choleric man need not be sought for in biography.
He flung gabelle-men and excisemen into the river Durance
(though otherwise a'mostdignified, methodic man), when
their claims were not clear; he ejected, by the like brief
process, all manner of attorneys from his villages and prop
erties; he planted vineyards, solaced peasants. He rode
through Ftance repeatedly (as the old men still remem
bered), with the gallantest train of outriders, on return from
the wars; intimidating innkeepers and all the world, into
mute prostration, into unerring promptitude, by the mere
light of his eye; - withal drinking rather deep, yet never
seen affected by it. He was a tall, straight man (of six (eet
and upwards) in mind as in body; Vendome's ' right arm'
in all campaigns. Vendome once presented bim to Louis
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the Great, with compliments to that effect, which the splene
tic Riquetti quite spoiled. Erecting his ldll8d head (whieh
needed the silver stock now to keep it straight), he said:

, • Yes, Sire; and had I left my fighting, and come up to
court, and bribed some catin (scarlet woman!) I might have
had my promotion and fewer wounds to-day! ' The Grand
King, every inch a king, instantaneoualy spoke of somethUts
else.

But the reader should have first seen that same lrilling ;
how t\ftlnty-seren of those unprofitable wOl1od. were come
by in one fell lot. TIle Battle of Ca,etnO 'has grown rery
obscure to most of us; and indeed Prince Eugene and Ven
dome themselves grow dimmer and dimmer, llS men and
battles mUllt: but, curiously enough, this small fraction of
it has brighteood up agaw to a powt of history, for the time
being:-

• .My grandfather had fttJMeen that manmuvre' (it is Mirabeau,
the Count, uot the Mvquill, tha.t reports: Prinee Eugene hu~
ried a certain bridge which the grandfather had charge of); 'but
be did DOt, as Ilu since happened at Malplaquet and Fonteno)',
commit the blunder of attacking right in the teeth a column of
such weight as tIlat. He lets them advance, hurried on by their
own impetuOllity and by the presmre of their rearward; and now
seeing them pretty we)) engaged, he raised his troop (it WBlI lying
ftat on the ground), and rushing on, himself at the head of them,
takes the enemy in flank, cuts them in two, dashes them back,
chuell taem over the bridge again, which they had to repus in
great disorder and haste. Things brought to their old state, he
resumes his post on the crown of the bridge, shelters his troop as
before, which, having performed all this service under the sure
deadly tire of the enemy's double lines from over the stream, had
suffered a good deal. M. de Vendome coming up, full gallop, to
the attack, finds it already finished, the whole line flat on the
earth, only the tall figure of the colonel standing erect! He or
ders him to do like the rest, not to have himself shot till the time
came. Hie faithful servant cries to him, "Never would I expoH
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mylMllf without need j I am bound to be here, but you, Monse~
eur, are bound not, I answer to you for the post j but take your
Belf out of it, or I iive it up." The Prince (Vendome) then orders
him, in the king's name, to come down. "Go ~o, the .king and
you: I am at my work; go you and do yours." The good gener
ous Prince yielded. The post was entirely untenable.
. •A little afterwards my grandfather had his right arm shattered.
He formed a sort of sling for it of his pocket handkerchief, and
kept his place; for there was a new attack getting ready. The
right moment onoe come, he seizes an axe in his left. hand, repeats
the lIaDIe ma.Il(lluvre as before; again repulses the enemy, agaiD
drives him back over the bridge. But it was here that ill fortWlAl
lay in wait for him. At the very moment while he was recalling
and rangini' his troop, a \Jullet struck him in the throat; cut aslUl
der the tendons, the jugular vein. He sank on the bridge; the
troop broke and fled. M. de Montolieu, Knight of Malta, his
relative, was wounded beside him: he tore up his own shirt, and
those of' several others, to stanch the blood, but fainted himself by
his own hurt. An old serjeant, llamed Laprairie, begged the aide
major of the regiment, one Guadin, a Gaacou, to help and carry
him off the bridge. GUldin refused, saying he was dead. The
good Laprairie could only cast a camp-kettle over his colonel'B
head, and then run. The enemy trampled over him in torrents to
profit by the disorder; the oavalry at full speed, close in the rear
of the foot. M. de VendQme, seeing his line broken, the enemy
forming on this side the stream, and consequently the bridge lost,
exclaimed, " Ah! Mirabeau is dead theIt ;" a eulogy for ever dear
and memorable to us.'

How nearly, at this moment, it was all over with the
Mirabeaus; how, but for the cast of an insignificant camp
kettle, there had not only been no Article Mirabeau. in this
Review, but no French Revolution, or a very different one;
and all Europe had found itself in far other latitudes at this
hour, anyone who has a turn for such things may easily
reflect. Nay, without great difficulty, he may reflect farther,
that not only the French Revolution and this Artiole, but all
revolutions, articles, and achievements whatsoever, the great-
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.. and' CtJe smallest; wRich this world ever beheld, have not
OIlCe, but often, in their course of genesis, depended on the
veriest trifles, eaetiags- or camp-kettles, turnings of straws;
except only tbat 'tVe do not ,~ that course of tbelrs. So
imJcrutabie is genetic history; impracticable the theory of
ea.usation, and transceoos aU calculus of mlln's devising I
Thou, thyself, 0 Reader (who art an achievement of im·
portance), over what hairsbreadth bridges of Accident,
drrough Y«W1ling perils, and the man-devouring gulf of
CeBturies,bast thou got safe hither, -from Adam all the
way I

Be this 88 it can, Col d'Argent came alive again, by
• mi~ele of surgery:' and, holding his head up by means
of a silver stock, walked this earth many long days, with
respectability, with fiery intrepidity and spleen; did many
Dotable things: among others, produced, in dignified wed·
lock, Mirabeau the Friend of Men; who, again produced
Mirabeau the Swallower of Formulas; from which latter,
and the wondrous blazing funeral-pyre he made for himself,
tlIere finally goes forth a light, whereby those old Riquetti
destinies, and many a strange old hidden thing, become
noticeable.

But perttaps in the whole Riquetti kindred there is not a
stranger figure than this very Friend of Men; at whom, in
the order of time, we have now arrived. That Riquetti who
chained the 1P0untains together, and hung up the star with
five rays to sway and bob there, was but a type of him.
Strong, tough as the oak·root, and as gnarled and unwedge.
able; no fibre of him running straight with the other: a
block for Destiey to beat on, for the world to gaze at, with
ineffectual wonder I Really a most notable, questionable;
hateable, loveable old Marquis. How little, amid such jingo
ling triviality of Literature, Philosop1&ie, and the pretentious
cackle of innumerable Baron Grimms, with their correspon.

17-
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dence and self-proclamation, one could fancy that France
held in it such a Nature-product as the Friend of Men I
Why, there is substance enoug!t in this one Marquis to fit
out whole armies of PhilosopMs, were it properly attenu
ated. So many poor Thqmases perorate and have elbgu,
poor Morellets speculate, Marmontels moralize in rose-pink
manner, Diderots become possessed of encyclopedical heads,
and lean Carons, de Beaumarehais fly abroad on the wings
of Figaros; and this brave old Marquis has been hid under
a bushel! He-was a Writer, too; and had talents for· it
(certain of the talents), such as few Frenchmen have had
lince the days of Montaigne. It skilled Dot: he, being .un
wedgeable, bas remained in antiquarian cabinets; the others,
splitting up so readily, are the ware you find on all market.
stalls, muoh prized (say, as brimstone Lucifers, 'light
bringers,' so called) by the generality. Such is the world's
way. And yet complain not; this rich, unwedgeable old
Marquis, have we not him too at last, and can keep him all
the longer than the Thomases ?

The great Mirabeau used to say always that his father bad
the greater gifts of the two; which surely is saying some
thing. Not that you can subscribe' to it in the tull sense,
but that in a very wide sense you can. So far as mere •
speculative head goes, Mirabeau is probably right. Looking
at the old Marquis as a speculative thinker and uUerer of his
thought, and with what rich coloring of originaJity he gives
it forth, you pronounce him to be superior, or even say 8\1

preme in his time; for the genius of him almost rises to the
poetic. Do our readers know the German Jean Paul, and
his style of thought? Singular to say, the old,Marquis has a
quality in him resembling afar off that of Paul; and actu·
ally works it out in bis French manner, far as the French
manner can. Nevertheless intellect is not of the specula
tive head only; the great end of intellect surely is, that
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it make one see something: for which laUer result the
whole man must cooperate. In the old Marquis there dwells
withal. a crabbedness, stiff cross~grained humor, a latent
fury and fuliginosity, very perverting; which stiff crabbed
ness, with its pride, obstinacy, affectation, what else is it at
bottom but want of strength? The real quantity of our
insight - how justly and thoroughly we shall comprehend
the nature of a thing, especially of·a human thing - de
pends on our patience, our fairness, lovingness, what strength
IlOtlver we have: intellect comes from the whole man, as it
is the light that enlightens the whole man. In this true
lense, the younger Mirabeau, with that great flashing eye
sight of his, that broad, fearless freedom of nature he had,
was very clearly the superior man.

At bottom, perhaps, the main definition you could give of
old Marquis Mirabeau is, that he was of the Pedant species.
Stiff as brass,in all senses; unsympathizing, uncomplying;
of an endless, unfathomable pride, which cloaks but does
nowise extinguish an endless vanity and need of shining:
stately, euphuistic mannerism enveloping the thought, Jhe
morality, the whole being of the ma~. A solemn, high
stalking man; with such a fund of indignation in him, or of
latent indignation: of contumacity, irrefragability ; - who
(after long experiment) accordingly looks forth on man
kind and this world of theirs with some dull:-snufHing word
of forgiveness, of contemptuous acquittal; or oftenest with
olenched lips (nostrils slightly dilated), in expressive silence.
Here ia pedantry; but then pedantry under the most inter
esting new ciroumstancea; and withal oarried to Iluch a
pitch as becomes sublime, one might almost say transcen
dental. Consider indeed whether Marquis Mil'llbeau could
be a pedant, as your common Scaligers and Scioppiuses
are! His arena is not a closet with Greek manuscripts, but
the wide world and Friendship to Humanity. Does not the
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blood of all the Mirabeaus circulate in his honorable TeiDs ?
He too would do somewhat to raise higher that high hOU8e ;
and yet, alas, it is plain to him that the noUle is sinking ;
that much is sinking. The Mirabeaul!l, and aboTe aU otbers
this Mirabeau, are fallen on evil times. It has not escaped
the old Marquis bow Nobility is now decayed, nearly 1Um.
ous; baaed no longer on heroic nobleness of cOnduct and
etrort, but on sycophancy, formality, adroitness; on PardJ.
~, Tailor's trimmings, Prunello, and Coacll.-leathe.r:
on which latter basis, unless hi. whole ilJ8ight into HeaveD'•
......y8 with E~rth have misled him, no inatitutiaR in this God
gOTerned world can pretend to continue. Alas, .and the
priest • has now no tongue but for plate-licking;' and the
tax-gatherer squeezes; IllId the strumpetocract sits at ita
ease, in high-cushioned lordliness, under baldachins and
cloth of gold: till now at last, what with one fiction, w.
with another (and veridical Nature dishonoring aU manner
of fictions, and refusing to pay realities for them), it has
come 80 far that the Twenty-five millions, long scarce of
knowledge, of mtne, happiness, cash, are now fallen scarce
of food to eat; and do not, with that natural ferocity of
theirs which Nature has still left them, feel the disposition
to die starved; and all things aTe nodding towards chaos,
and no man layeth it to heart lOne man exists who might
perhaps stay or avert the catastrophe, were he called to the
helm: the Marquis Mirabeau. His bigh, ancient blood, his
heroic love of truth, his strength of heart, his loyalty and
profound insight (for you cannot hear him speak without
detecting the man of genius), this, with the appalling pre
dicament things have come to, might give him claims. From
time to time, at long intervals, such a thought does flit, por
tentous, through the brain of the Marquis. But ah I in these
scandalous days, how shall the proudest of the Mirabeaus
fall prostrate before a Pompadour? Can the Friend of Men
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hoist, with good hope, as his battle-standard, the furbelow of
an unmentionable woman? No; not hanging by the apron
strings of such a one will this Mirabeau rise to the premier
ship; but summoned by France in her day of need, in her
day of vision, or else not at all. France does not summon;
the eue goes its road.

Marquis Mirabeau tried Literature, too, as we said; and
_ with no inconsiderable talent; nay, with first-rate talents in

some sort: but neither did this prosper. His Ecce signum,
in such era of downfall and all-darkening ruin, was Political
Economy; and a certain man, whom he called' the Mas
ter,' - that is, Dr. Quesnay. ¥ound this master (whom the
Marquis succeeded as master' himself) he and some other
idolaters 'did idolatrously gather: to publish books and
tracts, periodical literature, proclamation by word and deed,
- if so were, the world's dull ear might be opened to
salvation. The world's dull ear continued shut. In vain
preached this apostle and that other, simultaneously or in
Melibrean sequ~nce, in literature, periodical and stationary;
in vain preached the Friend of Men (L'Ami des Hcnnmes),
number after number, throul§h long volumes,-though really
in a most eloquent manner. Marquis Mirabeau had the in·
disputablest ideas; but then his style! In very truth, it is
the strangest of styles, though one of the richest: a style
full of originality, picturesqueness, sunny vigor; but all
cased and slated over, threefold, in metaphor and trope;
distracted into tortuosities, dislocations; starting out into
crotchets, cramp turns, quaintnesses, and hidden satire;
which the French head had n,o, ear for. Strong meat, too
tough for babes I The Friend of Men found warm partisans,
widely scattered ove.- this Earth; and had censer-fumes
transmitted him from Marquises, nay, from Kings and prin.
cipalities, over seas and alpine chains of mountains; whereby
the pride and latent indiglllltioQ of the map were only fostered;
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but at home, with the million all jiggigg each after its suit&
ble scrannel-pipe, be could sec himself make no W8y,
if it were not WilY towards being a monstrosity and thing
m~m wanted' to see :' not" the right thing I Neither througtl
the prcu, then, is there progress towards the premiership?
The staggering state of French statesmen must cven stagger
whither it is bound. A light public froths itself into tempest
about Palissot and his comedy of 'Lea PhiJo80p/&el,' - about
Gliick-Piccini Music; neglecting the call of Ruin; and
hard must come to hard. Thou, 0 Friend of Men, clench
thy lips together; and wait, silent Il8 the old rocks. Our
Friend of Men did so, or better; not wanting to himself, the
lion-hearted old Marquis I For his latent indignation has a
certain devoutness in it; is a kind of holy indignation. The
Marquis, though he knows the EncyclopUie, has not forgot
ten the higher Sacred Books, or that there is a God in this
world (very different from the French Etre Supreme). He
even professes, or tries to profess, a kind of diluted Catholi.
cism, in his own way, and thus turn an eye towards heaven:
very singular in his attitude here too. Thus it would appear
this world is a mad imbroglio, which no Friend of Men caD

set right; it shall go wrong then, in God's name;·and the
staggering state of all things stagger whither it can. To
deep, fearful depths, - not to bottomless ones I

But in the Family Circle? There surely a man, and
friend of men, is supreme; and, ruling with wise autocracy,
may make something of it. Alas, in the family cirele it
went not better, but worse? The Mirabeaus had once ·a
talent for choosing wives: had it deserted them in this in
stance, then, when most needed ? We say not 80; we say
only that Madame la Marquise had human freewill in her
too ; that all the young MirabeauB were likely to have human
freewill (in great plenty); that within doors as without, the
Devil is busy. Most unsuccessful is the Marquis as ruler of

1
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men: his family kingdom, for the moet part, little otherwise
than in a state of mutiny. A IJCeptre as of Rhadamanthus
will sway and drill that household mto perfection of Harri
lOll Clockwork; and cannot do it. The royal ukase goes
fortb, in its calm, irrefragable justice I meets hesitation,
dieobedieDce open or concealed. Reprimand is followed by
remonstrance; harsh coming thunder mutters, growl an
swering growl. With unaffectedly astonished eye the Mar.
quis appeals to destiny and Heaven; explodes, since be
ueeds must then, in red lightaing of paternal authority.
How it went, or who by forethought might be to blame, ODe

knows not; for the Fils Adoptif, hemmed in by 81ill extant
relations, is e~remely reticent on these points: a certain
Dame de Pailly, 'from SwitzerlaDd, very beautiful and very
artful,' glides half seen through the Mirabeau household (the
Marquis's Orthodoxy, as we said, being but of the diluted
kind): there are eavesdroppers, confidential servants; there
are Pride, Anger, Uncharitableneas, Sublime Pedantry, and
the Devil always busy. Such a figure as Pailly, of herself,
bodes good to no one. Enough, there are Lawsuits, Lettru
de Cachet; on all hands, peine f01'le et dure. Lawsuits,
long drawn out, before gaping Parlement8, between man
and wife: to the scandal of an unrighteous world; how
much more of a righteous Marquis, minded once to be an
example to it I Lettres de Cachet, to the number (as.some
count) of fifty.four, first and last, for the use of a single
Marquis: at times the whole Mirabeau. fire-side is seen
empty (except Pailly and Marquis); each individual sitting
in his separate Strong-house, there to bethink himsel£ Stiff
are your tempers, ye young Mirabeaus; not stiffer than mine
the old one's I What pangs it bas cost the fond paternal
heart to go through all this Brutus duty, the Marquis knows,
aud Heaven. In a less degree, what pangs it may cost the
filial heart to go under (or undergo) the same I The former
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set of pangs he crushes down into. his soul (aided by
Heaven) suppressively, as beseems a man and Mirabeau:
the latter set, - are they not self-sought pangs; medicinal;
that will cease of their own accord, when the unparalleled
filial impiety pleases to cease? For the rest, looking at
such a world and such a family, at these prison.houses,
mountains of divorce-papers, and the staggering state of
Fre'nch statesmen, a Friend of Men may pretty naturally
ask himl!elf, Am not I a strong old Marquis, then, whom all
this has not driven into Bedlam, - not into hypochondria,
dyspepsia even? The Heavens are bounteous, and make
the back equal to the burden.

Out of all which circumstances, and of such struggle
against them, there has come forth this Marquis de Mirabeau,
shaped (it was the shape M could arrive at) into one of the
most singular Sublime Pedants that ever stepped the soil of
France. Solemn moral rigor, as of some antique Presby.•
terian Ruling Elder: heavy breadth, dall heat, choler and
pride as of an old 'Bozzy of Auchinleck ;' then -a high
flown euphuistic courtesy, the airiest mincing ways, suitable
to your French Seigneur I How the two divine missions
(for both seem to him divine) of Riquetti and Man of Genius
(or World-schoolmaster) blend themselves; and philoso
phism, chivalrous euphuism, presbyterian ruling-elderism,
all in such strength, have met, to give the world assurance
of a man I There never entered the brain l)f Hogarth, or
of rare old Ben, such a piece of Humor (high meeting with
low, and laughter with tears) as, in this brave old Riquetti,
Nature has presented us ready-made. For withal there is
such genius in him; rich depth of character; indestructible
cheerfulness and health breaking out (in spite of these
divorce-papers) ever and anon, -like strong sunlight in
thundery weather. We have heard _of the' strife of Fate
with Freewill' producing Greek Tragedies, but never heard
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it till now produce such astonishing comico-tragieal. French
Farces. Blessed old Marquis, - or else accursed! He is
there, with his broad bull.brow ; with the huge cheek bones;
those deep eyes, glazed as in weariness; the lower visage
puckered into a simpering gradosity, which would pass itself
otT for a kind of smile. What to do with him ? Welcome,
thou tough old Marquis, with thy better and thy worse !
There is stuff in thee (very different from moonshine and
formula) ; and shiff is stuff, were it never 80 crabbed.

Besides the old Marquis de Mirabeau, there is a Brother,
the Bailli de Miraheau: Ii Inan who, serving as Knight of
Malta, governing in Guadaloupe, fighting and doing hard
sea-duty, has sown his wild oats long since; and settled
down here, in the old • Castle of Mirabeau on its sheer rock'
(for the Marquis usually lives at BigDon, another estate within
reach of Paris), into one of the worthiest quiet uncles and
house-friends. It is very beautiful, this mild strength, mild
clearness and justice of the brave Bailli, in conttast with his
brother's nodosity; whom he comforts, defends, admonishes,
even rebukes·; and on the whole reverences (both as head
Riquetti and as World.schoolmaster) beyond all living men.
The frank true love of these two brothers is the fairest
feature in Mirabeaudom; indeed the only feature which is
always fair. Letters pass continually: in letter and extract
we here, from time to time, witness (in these Eight chaotic
Volumes) the -various personages speak their dialogue, unfold
their farce-tragedy. The Fils Adoptif admits mankind into
this strange household, though stingily, uncomfortably, and all
in darkness, save for his own capricious dark-lantern. Seen
or half seen, it is a stage; as the whole world is. What
with personages, what with destinies, no stranger house·
drama was enacting on the Earth at that time.

Under such auspices, which were not yet ripened into
VOL. IY. 18
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events and fatalities, but yet were inevitably ripening towards
such, did Gabriel Honore, at the Mansion of Bignon, be·
tween Sens and Nemours, on the 9th day of March, 1749,
first see the light. He was the fifth child; the second male
child; yet born heir, the first having died in the cradle. A
magnificent' enormous' fellow, as the gossips had. to admit,
almost with terror: the head especially great; , two grinders '
in it, already shot 1-Rough-hewn, truly, yet with bulk,
with limbs, vigor bidding fair to do honor to the line. The
paternal Marquis (to whom they said, 'N'aytlZ pas Pf?JlW','
Don't, be frightened) gazed joyful, we can fancy, and not
fearful, on this product of his; the stiff pedant features
relaxing into a veritable smile. Smile, 0 paternal Marquis:
the future indeed' veils sorrow, and joy,' one knows not in
what proportion; but here is a new Riquetti, whom the gods
send; with the rudiments in him, thou wouldst guess, of a
very Hercules, fit for Twelve Labors; which' surely are
themselyes the best joys. Look at the oaf, how he sprawls.
No 8trang~r Riquetti ever sprawled under our Sun: it is as
if, in this thy man-child, Destiny had swept together all the
wildnesses and strengths of the Riquetti lineage, and flung
him forth as her finale in that kind. Not without a vocation I
He is the last of the Riquettis;' and shall do wOl,'k long
memorable among mortals.

Truly, looking now into the matter, we might say, in spite
, of the gossips, that on this whole Planet, in' those years,

there was hardly born sucb a man-child as this same, in the
, Mansion-house of Bignon, not far from Paris,' whom they
named Gabriel Honore. Nowhere, we say, came there a
slouter or braver into this Earth j whither they come march.
ing by the legion and the myriad, out of Eternity and Night!
- Except, indeed, what is notable enough, one other that
arrived some few months later, at the town of Frankfort on
the Maine, and got christened, Johann WolfgMlg Goethe.
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Then, again, in some ten years more, there came another,
stiIlliker Gabriel Honore in his brawny ways. It was into
Ii mean hut that this one came, an infirm hut (which the
wind blew down at the time), in the shire of Ayr, in Scot
land: him they named Robert Burns. These, in that epoch,
were the Well-born of the World; by whom the world's

. history was to be carried au. Ah! could the well·born of
the world be always rightly bred, rightly entreated there,
what a world were it? But it is not so; it is the reverse of
so. And then few (like that Frankfort one) can peaceably
vanquish the world, with its black imbrogliOB; and shine
above it, in serene help to it, like a sun I The most can but
Titanically vanquish it, or be vanquished by it: hence, in
stead of light (stillest and strongest of things), we have but
lightning; red fire, and oftentimes conflagrations, which are
fiery woCu!.

Be that as it might, Marquis Mirabeau determined to give
his son, and heir of all.the Riquettis, such an education as
no Riquetti had yet been privileged with. Being a world
schoolmlUiter (and indeed a Martimu Scriblerus, as we here
find, more ways than one), this was not strange in him; but .
the results were very la~ntable. Considering the matter
DOW, at this impartial distance, you are lost in wonder at I.he
good Marquis; know not whether to laugh at him, or weep
-over him; and on the whole are bound to do both. A more
sufficient product of Nature than this • enormous Gabriel,'
as we said, need not have !>een wished for: 'beating pis
nurse,' but then loving her, and loving the whole world; of
large desire, truly, but desire towards all things, the highest
and the lowest: in other words, a large mass of life in him,
a large man waiting there I Does he not rummage (the
rough cub, now tenf-old rougher by the effect of small-pox)
in all places, seeking something to know: dive down to the
most unheard-of recesses for papers to read t Does he not,
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Ilpontaneously, give his hat to a peasant-boy whose head-gear
was defective? He writes the most sagacious things, in his
fifth year, extempore, at table; setting fortb what'MOfl8ieur
Moi (Mr. Me)' is bound to do. A rougb strong genuine
soul, of the frankest open temper; full of loving fire and
strength; looking out so brisk with his clear hazel eyea,
with his brisk sturdy bulk, what might not fair breeding have
done for him I On so many occasions,' one feels as if he
needed nothing in the world but t6 be well 1et alone.

But no; the scientific paternal hand must interfere, at
every turn, to assist Nature: the young lion's whelp has to
grow up all bestrapped, bemuzzled in the most extraordinary
manner: shall wax and unfold himself by theory of educa
tion, by square and rule,- going punctual, all the way, like
Harrison Clockwork, according to the theoretic program;
or else -! 0 Marquis, world-schoolmaster, what theory of
education is this? No lion's whelp or young Mirabeau will
go like clockwork, but far otherwise. 'He that spareth the
rod bateth the child;' that on its side i& true:anu yet Na
ture, too, is strong: 'Nature will come running back, though
thou expel her with a fork!' In one point of view there is
nothing more Hogarthian oomic than this long Peter Peebles'
ganging plea of ' Marquis Mirabeau verB!l8 Nature and oth
ers :' yet in a deeper point of view it is but too serious.
Candid history will say that whiltsoever of worst it was in
the power of art to do, against this young Gabriel Honore,
was done. Not with unkind intentiolls j nay, with inten
tions which, at least, began in kindness. How much better
was Burns's education (though this, too, went on under the
grimmest pressures), on the wild hill.side, by the brave
peasant's hearth, with no theory of education at all, but
poverty, toil, tempest, and the handles of the plough I

At bottom, the Marquis's wish and purpose was not com·
plex, but simple. That Gabriel Honore de Riquetti shall
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beeome the very same man that Viotor de Riquetti is; pet
feet as he is perfect: this will IIatisfy the fond father's hean,
and nothing short of this. Better exemplar, truly, were
hard to find; and yet, 0 Victor de Riquetti, poor Gabriel,
on his side, wishes to be Gabriel and not Victor! Stiffer
loving Pedant never had a more elastic loving Pupil. Offen
ces(of mere eltUticity, mere natura] springin'g-up, for most
part) accumulate by addition: Madame Pailly and the con
fidential servants,,On this as on all matters, are busy. The
household itself is darkening, the- mistress of it gone; the
Lawsuits (and by-and-by Divorce-Lawsuits) have begun.
Woraa will grow worse, and ever worse, till Rhadamanthus
Scribleru$ Marquis de Mirabeau, swaying vainly the sceptre
of order, see himself environed by a waste chaos as of Bed-
lam. Stiff is he; elastic (and yet still loving, reverent) is ./
his son and pupil. Thus cruelly, and yearnings that must
be suppressed; indignllnt revolt, and hot tears of penitenee,
ltlternate, in the strangest way, between the two; and for
long years our young Alcides has (by Destiny, his own
Demon, and Juno de Pailly) Labors enough imposed on
him.

But, to judge what a task was set this poor paternal Mar
quis, let us listen to the following successive utterances from
him; which he emits, in letter after letter, mostly into the
ear of his Brother the good Bailli. Cluck, cluck, - is it
not as the sound of an agitated parent-fowl, now in- terror,
now in anger, at the brood it hW! brought out?

'" This creature promises to be 0. very pretty subject." "Talent
in plenty, and cleverness, but more faults still inherent in the sub
stance of him." "Only just come into life, and the extravasation
(ezCrtwaMmt1lt) of the thing already visible! A spirit cross-grained,
fantastic, iro.cund, incompatible, tending towards em before know
ing it, or being capable of it." " A high heart under the jacket
of a boy; it has a strange instinct of pride this creature; noble

IS-
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withal; the embryo of a shaggy-headed bully and killcow, that
would swallow all the world, and is not twelve years old yet."
" A type, profoundly inconceivable, of baseness, sheer dull gto8&

ness (platitude ab&olue~ and the quality of your dirty, rough-erusted
caterpillar, that will never uncrust itself or fly." "An intelligence,
a memory, a capacity, that strike you, that astonish, that frighten
you." "A nothing bedizened with crotchets. May fling dust in
the eyes of silly women, but will never be the fourth part of a
man, if by good luck he be anything." "ODe whom you may call
ill-born, this 'CIder lad of mine; who bodes, at least hitherto, as if
he could become nothing but a madman: almost invincibly maniac,
with all the vile qualities of the maternal stock over aDd above.
As he has a great many masters, and all, from the confessor to the
comrnde, are so many reporters for me, I see the nature of the
beast, and don't think we shall ever do 3:91 good with him." ,

In a word, offences (of elasticity or expansivity) have
accumulated to such height, in the lad's fifteenth year, -that
tlftlre is a determination taken, on the part of Rhadaman.
thus-Scriblerus, to pack him out of doors, one way,or the
other. After various plannings, the plan of one Abbe
Choquenard's Boarding-sct.ool is fallen upon: the rebellious
Expansive shall to 'paris; there, under ferula and short
commons, contract himself and consider. Farther, as the
name Mirabeau is nonorable and right honorable, he shall
not ~Ye the honor of it; never again, but be called Pierre
Bufficre, till his ways decidedly alter. This Pierre BuJPre
was the name of an estate of his mother's in the Limousin :
sad fuel of. those 'sm~king~wsuits which at length blazed
out as divorce-lawsuits. Wcaring this melancholy nick·
name of Peter Bufficre, as a perpetual bll,dge, had poor
Gabriel Honore to go about for a. number of years; like a
misbehaved soldier with hiil eyebrows shaven off; alas, only
a fifteen-years' recruit yet, too young for that!

Nevertheless, named or shorn of his name, Peter or
Gabriel, the youth himself was still there. At Choquenard's
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Boarding-school, as always afterwards in life, he carries
with him, he unfolds and employs, the qualiti.es which Nature
gave, which no shearing or shaving of art and mistreatment
could take away. The Fils' Adoptif gives a grand list of
studies followed, acquisitions made: ancient languages (' and
we have a thousand proofs of his indefatigable tenacity ill
this r~pect'); modern languages, English, Italian, German,
Spanish; then 'passionate study of mathematics;' design
pictorial and geometrical; music, so as to. read it at sight,
nay, to compose in it; singing, toa high degree; 'equita
tion, fencitJg~ dancing, swimming, and tennis:' if only the
half of which were true, can we say that Pierre Buffi«he
spent his time ill? What is more precisely certain, the
disgraced Buffiere worked his way very BOon into the good
affections of all and sundry, in this House of Discipline,
who came in contact with him; school-fellows, teachers, the

. Abbe Choquennrd himself. For, said the paternal Marquis,
he has the tongue of the old Serpent! In fact, it is very
notable how poor Buffiere, Comte de Mirabeau, revolutionary
King Riquetti, or whatever else theymig~t call him, let him
come, under what discommendation he might, into any circle
of men, was "Sure to make them his ere long. To the last,
no man could look into him with his owl1' eyes, and continue
to hate him. He could talk men over, then? Y s, 0
Reader: and he could act men ovet: for, at boUo,m, that
was it. The large open soul of the mlln, purposing delib
erately no paltry, unkindly, or W. honest t ing t warl1s {lny
creature, was felt to be withal a brother's soul. Defaced by
black drossy obscurations very many; but yet shining out,
lustrous, warm; in ihl troublous effulgence,. great! That n
man be loved the beUer by men the nearer they coml! to
him: is not this the fact of all facts? To know what extent
of prudential diplomn~y (good, indifferent, and even bad) a
man has, ask public opinion, journalistic rumor, or at most

'J' ,Coogle
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tlle persons he .dines with: to know what of real worth is.
in bim, ask infinitely deep·er and fartber; ask, first of all,.
those who have tried by experiment; who, were they the·
foolishest people, can answer pertinently here if anywhere.
• Those at a distance esteem of me- a little worse than
I; those .near at hand a little better than I :' so said the
good Sir Thomas ·BrownEl ; so will llll men say who have
much to say on that.

The Choquenard Military Boarding School having, jf not
fulfilled its function, yet ceased to be a house of penance.
and failed of its function, MarqUIS Mirabeau determined to
try the Army. Nay, it would seem, the wicked mother has
been privily sending him money i which he, the t~itor, baa.
accepted! To the army therefore. And so Pierre Buffiere
has a basnet on his big head i the shaggy pock-pitted visagQ
looks martially from under horse-hair and clear metal; he
dresses· rank, with tight bridle-hand and drawn flllehi.!>n, in
the town of Sllintes, as a bold volunteer dragoon. His age
was but eighteen as yet, and some months"

The people of Saintes grew to like him am~ingly ; would
even • have lent him money to any extent.' His Colonel,
one De Lambert, proved to be a martinet, of sharp sour
temper: the shaggy visage of Buffiere, radiantthro~gh its
sea' , "th eral things, had not .altogether the happi•.
ness to content him. Furthermore there was an Arcler·
(Bailiff) at Saintes, who had a claug~ter: she,- foolish minx,
likl! he uffi ':'h. tter even than the Colonel's!.
For one can fancy what a pleader Bufiiere was, in this great
cause; with the tongue of the old serpent.· It was his first
amourette; plainly triumphant: the begioniQg of a quite
unJftl'dfdl.of career in that kind. The aggrieved Colonel
emitted • satires' through the mess-rooms i this bold volun
teer dragoon was not the man to give him worse than be
brought: matters fell iJ;lto II- very onsatisfactory state be-
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tween them. To crown the whole, Buffiere went one even
ing (contrary to wont, now and always) to the gaming-table,
and lost four lot,is. Insubordination, Gambling, Archer's
daughter: Rhadllmimthu9 thunder from Bignon: Buffiere
doffs his basnet, flies covertly' to Paris. Negotiation there
now was ; confidential spy to Saintes; correspondence, ful
mination: Dupont de Nemours as daysma'n between a Colo
nel and a Marquis, both iii high wrath, - Buffiere to pay the

. piper I Confidential spy takes evidence; the whole atrocity
comes to light: what wilt tholl do, o Marquis, with this
devi!'s child of thine? Send him to Surinam; let the tropi
cal heats and rains tame the hot liver of him 1-so whis
-pered paternal Brutus'-justice and Dame Pailly; but milder
thoughts prevailed. Lettre de Cachet and the Isle of &he
shall be tried first. Thither fares poor BuBiere; not with
Archer's daughters, but with Archers; amid the dull ,rustle
and auturnnal brown of the falling leaves of 1768, his nine
teenth autumn. It is his second Hercules' Labor; the

. Choquenard Boarding-house was the first. Bemoaned by
the loud Atlantic he shall sit there, in winter season, under
ward of a Bailli d'Aulan, governor of the place, and Said
to be a very Cerberus.

At Rhe the old game is played: in few weeks, the Cer
berus Bailli is Buffiere's: baying, out f s in
Buffiere's behalf! What' sorcery' is this that the rebellious
prodigy has in him, 0 Marqu' ocrisy, cozena e,
which no governor of strong n s
short of the hot swamps of Surinam will hold him quiet,
then? Happily there is fighting Corsica j Paoli fighting
on his last legs there; and Baron de Va.u)): ~ants fresh troops
against him. Buffiere, though he likes not the c e, II
go thither gladly; and fight his very best: how happy if,
by any fighting, he can conquer back his baptismal name,
and some gleam of pat61'Dll1 tolerance! After much solicit-

'J' ,Coogle
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ing, his prayer is acceded to : Buffiere, with the rank now
of 'Sub-lieutenant of Foot, in the Legion of L9rraine,'
gels across the country to Toulon, in the month of April;
and enters I on the plain which ~urrows itself without plough'
(euphuistic for ocean): • God grant he may not have to roW

there one day,' - in red cap, as convict galley-slave I Such
is the paternal benediotion and prayer; which Was realized.
Nay, Bu1Iiere, it would seem, before quitting Rochelle, m
deed • hardly yet twO'" hours out of the fortreS8 of Rhe,' had
fallen'into a Dew atrocity, - his first duel; a certain quon
dam messmate (discharged for swindling) having claimed
acquaintance with-bim on the streets ; which claim Bl1ffiere
saw good to refuse; and even to resist, when demanded at
the sword's point! The' Corsican Buccaneer (jliinutier
Corse) , that he is I

The Corsican Buccaneer did, as usual, a giant's or two
giants' work in Corsica; fighting, writing, loving; 'eight
hours a day of study;' aud gained golden opinions from all
manner of men and women. It was his own notion that
Nature ·had meant him for a soldier; he felt 80 equable and
at home in that business, - the wreck of discordant death
tumult, and rOllr of cannon serving as a fine regulatory
marching-music for him. Doubtless Nature meant him for
a she means all great souls that have a.
strong body to dwell in; but Nature 'will adjust herself to

III the C I twelve months (in May, 1770),
; with much manuscript in his

pocket; his head full of military and all other lore, , like a.
library turned topsy-tun' ;' his character much risen, as
we said, with everyone. The brave Bailli Mirabeau, though
a 0 ainst p;inciple, cannot refuse to see a chief nephew,
8S he passes so near the old Castle on the Durance: the
good uncle is charmed with him; finds, 'under features
terribly seamed and altered from what they were' (bodily
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and mentally), all that is royal and strong, nay, an ' expres
sion of something refined, something, gracious;' declare.
him, after several days of incessant talk; to, be the best
fellow on earth (if well dealt with), who will shape into
statesman, 'generalissimo, pope, what thou pleasest to desire!
Or, shall we give poor Buffiere's testimonial in mess·room
dialect; .iD its native twanging vocifer08ity, and garnished
with old oaths,-which, alas, have become for us almost
old prayers now, - the vociferous Moustachio.figures, whom
they twanged through, having all vanished 80 long since:
'Morbleu,. Mcnuieur 'I'Abbe; c'est un garfon,diable1rtent
vif; mais c'eat vn bon garfon, qui a de fesprit eomme trMa
cent mille diables; et parbleu, un homme tres brave.'

¥oved by all maDner of testimonials and entreaties from
uncle and family, the 'rigid Marquis consents, not without
diffioulty, to see this anomalous· Peter Buffiere of his; and
then, after 80lemn ,deliberation, even to un·Peter him, and
give him back his name. It was in September that they
met; at Aiguesperse, in the Limousin near the lands of
Pierre Bouffiere. Soft ruth comes stealing through the
Rhadamanthine heart; tremblings of faint hope even, which,
however, must veil itself in austerity and rigidity. The
Marquis ,writes: 'I perorate him very much;' observe' my
man, how he droops his nose, and 1001 t

he is reflecting; or whirls away hilf
serious, now mild, now severe, w
it is thus I manage the mouth
be but read the Ephemerides,
des EUmena (' the most lnbored
wrote it in such health '): had he u .go~rounded in
Political Economy! Which, however, he does n
with any heart. On the. contrary, he unhappily finds it
hollow, pragmatical, a barren jingle of formulas; pedantic
even; unnutritlve as the cast wind. Blasphemous words;
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216 CARLYLE'S IU8CELLANEOUS WJtITINGS.

which (or the like of them) any eavesdropper has but to
report to • the Master I' - And yet, after all, is it not a
brave Gabriel this rough-puilt young Hercules; and has
finished handsomely'his Second Labor? The head of the
fellow is • a'wind-mill and fire-mill of ideas.' ' The War.
office makes him captain, and he is passionate for followmg
soldiership: but then, unluckily, your Alexander needs such
tools; - a whole world for workshop I • Whe~ are the
armies and herring,shoals of men to come from? Does he
think I have'money,' snutRes the old Marquis, • to get him
up battles like Harlequin and Sqaramouch?' The fooll
he shall settle down into rurality; first, however, though it
is a risk, see a little of Paris.

At Paris, through winter, the brave Gabrjel carries all be
fore him; shines in saloons, in the Versailles <Eil-de-Bamf;
dines with your Duke of Orleans, (young Chartres, not yet
become Egalite, hob-nobbing with him); dines with your
Guemenes, Broglies, and mere Grandeurs; and is invited
to hunt. Even the old women are charmed, with him, and
rustle in their salins : 'such a light has not risen in the <Eil·
de-Ilpluf for some while. Grant, 0 Marquis, that there are,
worse sad-dogs than this. The Marquis grants partially;
and yet, and yet 1 Few things are notabler than these suc

old Marquis, critically scanning, his

•
bering how vivacity of head miy

morags (de tourbe): but, all eon-
give him sto of exercise i what the devil~

, intellectual and sanguineous? I
press of Russia with whom this DIan

....lito ma I."" Hard to find a dog (droIt) that had
mar talent and action in the head of him than this; he would
reduce the devil to terms." "Thy nephew Whirlwind (fauragdn)
assists me; yesterday the valet Luce, who is a sort of privileged
simpleton; said 'pleasantly, •Confess, M. Ie Comte, a man's body is
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very unhappy to carry a head like that.''' "The tembk gift of
fami/:isrily (as Pope Gregory called it)! He turns the great people
here round his finger." Or again, though all this is some ye&1'll
afterwards: "They have never done telling me that he is easy to
set a-rearing; that you cannot speak to him reproachfully but his
eyes, his lips, his color testify that all is, giving way; on tbe other
band, the smallest word of tenderness will make him burst into
tears, and,be would fling himself into the fue for you." "I pass
my life in cramming. him (tl le bow-rer) with principles, with all that

.I know; for this mllll, ever the same as to his fundamental proper
ties, hM done nothing by these long and solid studies but augment
the rubbish-beap in hisheacl, which.is a library turned topsy
turvy; and then his talent for dazzling bY,superficials, for he has
awallowed all formulas, and cannot .substantiate anything." " A
wicker-basitet, that lets all· through; disorder 'born; credulous
as a nurse; indiscreet; a liar" (kind of wbite liar), "by exaggera
tion, affirmation, effrontery, without need, and merely to tell histo
ries; a confidence that dazzles you on everything; cleverneSs and
talent without limit. ' For the rest, the vices havp. infinitely less
root in him than thevinues; aU is facility, impetuosity, ineffectu
ality (not for want of fire, but of plan)'; wrong-spun, ravelled (cU
favJile) in character: a miud that meditates in ,the vague, and
builds of sqap-bells." . "Spite of the bitter ugliness, the i~rca

dent step, the trenchant breatbless blown-up precipitation, • the
look, or, to say better, the atrocious eyebrow of this man when
he listens and reflects, something told me tl t a
scarecrow of old .cloth, this ferocious
that, at bottom, here was perhaps
capable of ,deliberate wickedness'
"Wholly reflex and reverberance
dral.'D to the right by his heart, t
ca~ four paces from him." "
the Time." "A blinkard (myope) p
which makes him take the quagmire for fit

- Cluck, cluck, - in t~e of all the gods, what prod
igy is- thls I have hatche~eb-footed,br9ad-billed; which

VOL. IV. 19 .
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218 CARLYLE'S MISCELLANEOVS WRITINGS;

. will run and drown-itself, if Mercy and the pare~t-fowl pre·
vent not!

How inexpressibly true, meanwhile, is this that the old
Marquis says: 'He has swallowed all fo'rmulas (il a h'ume
toutes les formules) , and made away with them! Formulas,
indeed, if we think of it, Formulas apd Gabriel Honore had
been, and were to be, at death-feud from fi~st to last. What
formula of this formalized (established} world· had been a
kind one -to' Gabriel? His soul could find no sheIterin them,
they were unbelievable; his body no solacement, they were
tyrannical, unfair~ If there were not pabulum and substance
beyond formulas, and in spite of them, then woe to him!
To this man formulas would yield no existen<:e or liabitation,
if it were not in the Isle o~ Rheand such places; but threat
ened to choke· the life out of him: e.ither formulas OF he
must go the willi; and so, after a tough fight, ·they, liS it
proves, will go. So eunningly ths.ifty is Destiny; and is quietly
shaping her tool~ for the work· they are to do, while she
seems but spoiling and breaking them! For, consider,·O
Marquis, whether France herself will not, by-aDd-by, have
to s 1I0w a forl)1ula or two? This sight thou lookest on
from the baths of Mount d'Or, does it not bode something of
that kind? A summer day in the year 1777: -

ions I would give you. if I had not a
dull sad business! I would paint
wn, which took place on the 14th.
rents from the Mountains, - our

The curate with surplice ,nd
19 j Marec!w.usse, sabre in .....d,

e bagpipes were permitted to begin.
, a quarter of an hour after, by batt1e; the

cr fierce hissings of the C~il!1. of the infirm, and other
onlookers, ogling it, tarring it 0 e mob does when dogs,
f\ght. Frightful men, or rather WI creatures of the .corest, in'
coarse woollen jupes Rnd ,broa.d girths of leather, studded with
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copper nails; of gigantic stature, heightened by the high sabots ;
rising still higher on tip-toe, to look at the battle; beating time
to it j rubbing their sides with, their elbows: their face haggard,
covered with their long greasy hair;. top of the visage waxing
pale, bottom of it twi!!ting itself into the rudiments of a cruel
laugh, a ferocious impatience. - And these people pay the taille!
And you'want to take from them their salt too! And you know
not what you strip bnre, or, as you can it, govern; what, with the
heedless, cowardly squirt of your pen, yuu will think you can con
tInue stripping with impunity for ever, till the Catastrophe come!
Soch sight.'! recal deep thoughts to one. "Poor Jean-Jacques!"
I said to myself: "they that sent thee, and thy System, to copy
music among lIuch a People as these same, have confuted thy Sys
tem but ill ! " But, on the other hand, these thoughts were con
solatory for,a man who has all his life preached the neceBBity of
solacing the poor, of universal instruction; who bas tried to show
what such instruction and such solacement ought to be, if it would
fonn a barrier (the sole possible barrier) between oppression and
revolt; the sole but the infallible treaty of peace between the high
and the low! 'Ah, Madame! this government \ly blind-man's-buff,
stumbling along too far, will end by the GENERAL OVER1.'URN.'"

Prophetic Marquis! - Might olher nations listen to thee
better than France did: for it concerns them all! now
is it not curious to think how the whole world might have
gone so differently, but for this very pro[!het? Had the
young Mirabeau had a father as olh
no father at all! Consider him, .
ral gradation, by the rank, t
buoyant faculties ·fie had, ste
t.the chief official place; as J

e~and men of ability, were
sure to have done. By natural wile
Antoinette; her most of all, with her quick s in-
stincts, her quick sens . whatever was great and noble,
her qqjck hatred for w er was but pedantic, Neckerish,
Fayettish, and pretending to be great. King L9.!lis is a nul.
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220 CARLYU:'S MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS.

lity; hoppilythen reduced to be one: there would then
have been at the summit of France the one French man
who could- hove grappled with that great question; who,
yielding and refusing, managing, - guiding, and, in short,
seeing and daring what was to be- done, had perhaps saved
France her -Revol!1tion; remaking her by peaceabter meth
ods! But to the Supreme Powers it s~eme9 not so. Once
after a thousand years all nations wen~ to see the great Con
flagration and Self-combustion of a Nation, ...... and learn
from it if they could- And now, for a Swallower of For
mulas, was there a better schoolmas~er on earth than this
very Friend of Men; a better education conceivable than
this which Alcides-Mirabeau had? Trust in heaven, good
reader, for the fate of nations, for the fall of a sparrow.

Gabriel Honore has acquitted himself so well in Paris,
turning the great people round his thumb, with that 'fo'R:d

gaillard (basis of gayety),' with that terrible dotl de la
familiarite; with those ways he has. Neither, in the quite
_opposite Man-of-business department, when summer comes
and rality with it, is he found ~anting. In the summer of
the year, the old Friend of Men despatches him to the Li
mousin, to his own estate of Pierre Buffuhe, or his wife's

law-balance about this time) ; to see
ne for men there. Much is to

\ short of all things, even of
wear' a settled sou.ffre.diJ'l~leur

reckoned that the pillageeof
ce of Heaven, to be pu"P"rlp

e hail.' Here, in. the solitude of
the , Gabriel is still Gabl'iel: he rides, he writes,
and runs; eats out of the poo~ple's pots; speaks to
them, redresses them; institute;tlllfurt of Villager. Prud
hommes (good men apd true), ...... opce more carries aU before
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hiro. Confess, 0 Rbadamanthine Marquis; we say again,
that there are worse ,sad-dogs than 'this! 'He is,' confesses
the Marquis, 'the Demon of the Impossible (Ie defTWn de la
choseimpossible).' Most true this also: impo88ible is a
word not in his dictionary. Thus the same Gabriel Honore,
long afterwa'r;ds (as Dumont will witness), orders his secre
tary to do some miracle or other, miraculous within the time.
The secretary answers, , ~D8ieur, it is jmpossible.' 'Im
possible?' answers Gabriel: 'Ne me dites jsmais ce bete
de mot (Never name to _me that blockhead of 11 word) t I
Really,'one wtJuld say, a good fellow, were he well dealt
with, - though still, broad-billed, and with latent tendencies
to take the water. The followin'g otherwise insignificant
Letter; 'addressed to the Bailli, seems to us worth copying.
Is not his young Lordship, if still in the dandy-state and
style-of-mockery, very handsome in it; standing there in
the snow? It is of date December, 1771, ,and far onwards
on the road towards Miraheau Castle:

'Fraeti bello satisque repu!.ri du.doreB Danaum: here, dear uncle,
is 0. beginning in goo'll Latin, which meaDS that I am broken with
fatigue, not having, this whole week, slept more than senti~ do;
and sounding, at the same time, with the wheels of my vehicle,
most of the ruts and jolts that lie between Paris and Marseilles.
Ruts deep and numerous. Moreover, my axle brok be w

Mucreau, Romane, Chambertin, an tI
wine districts: what a geographical
be a drunkard! The mischief happened towar II flv
ing; my lacKey had gone on be
tim~ but melted, snow; happily i
tency. The neighborhood of Beatffi
In the natives of the e~untry: I had nee
devil cOUJl$elled me at first to swear, but that whim etit-.nd I
fell by preference into t temptation of laughing; for a holy
priest came jogging up, wrapt to the chin; agiinst the blessed
visage of whom the sleet was beating, which made him cut IQ

19·
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siDgUlar a. face, tha.t I think this Wll1l the thing drove file from
swearing. The holy man inquired, seeing my cha.ise on its beam
ends, and one of the wheels wanting, whether anything had be
fallen me? I answered, "there WlIB nothing falling here but
snow." "Ah," said he, ingeniously, "it, is your chaise, then, that
is broken." I admired the sagacity of the man, and begged him
to double his pace, with his horse's permission (who wasa1so
making a pleasant expression of countenance, as the snow beat
on his nose); and to be so good as give notice at Chaigny that I
was there. He l1S8ured me he would tell it to the post-mistrees
herself,'she being his cousin; thatJlhe was a. very a.miable woman,
married three years ago to one of the honestest men of the place,
nephew to the king's procureur at ---: in fine, after giving me
all the outs arid ins of himself, the curate, of his cousin, his cousin's
husb~nd, and I know not whom more, he was pleased to give the
spurs to his horse, which thereupon gave 'a grunt, 'and went on.
I forgot to tell you that I had sent the postillion off to Mucreau,
which he knew the road to, for he- went ,thither daily, he said, to
have a. glass; a thing I could well believe, or ev,en tw-o glasses.
The man was but tipsified when he went; happily, when he re
turned, which WllB very late, he WllB drunk. I walked sentry:
several Beaune men passed, a.ll of whom asked me, if anything
had befallen? I answered one of them, that it was an experiment;
that I bad been sent from Paris to see whether a chaise would run
with one wh~el; mine had come so far, but I was going to write
that two wheels were preferable. At this moment my- worthy

ld strlick his shin against the other wheel; clapped his hand
s J had near done; and then sa.id,

is the other wheel!" "The devil
nished. Anether, after examining

ormed me, "Ma foi, Monsieur! it
axle) " that is broken." ,

Provence, in this winter season, was
sever~l· To look after the Mirabeau estates; to domes
ticate himself among his people ancl- peers in tbat region; 
perhaps to choose a wife. Lately, as we saw, the old Mar
quis could think of none suitable, if it were not the Empress
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Catherine. But Gahriel has ripened astonishingly since
that, under this ·sunshine of pateroal favor, "- the first gleam
of such weather he has ever had. Short of the Empress,
it were very weH to marry, the Marquis now thinks, pro
vided your bride had money. A bride, not with money, yet
with conncxions, expectations, is found; and by stormy elo
quence (Marquis seconding) is carried: wo worth the hour!
Her porl:rait, by the seconding Marquis himself, is not very
captivating: 'Marie-Emilie de Covet, only daughter of the
Marquis de,Marignane, in her eighteenth year then; she had
a very ordinary face, even a vulgar one at the first glance;
brown, nay, almost tawny (mtmricaud) ; fine eyes, fine hair;
teeth not good, but a prettyish continual smile; figure small,
but agreeable, though leaning a little to one side: showed
great sprightliness of mind, ingenuous, adroit, delicate,
lively, sportful; one of the most essentially p.retty charac
ters.' This brown, almost tawny, little woman (much of a
fool too) Miraheau gets to wife (on the 22d of June, 1772) :
with her, and with a pension of 3,000 francs from his father
in-law, and one of 6,000 from his own father (say 5001. in
all), and rich expectancies, he shall sit down, in the bottom
of Provence, by his own hired hearth, in the town of Aix,
and bless Heaven.

Candor wiH admit that this young Alexander (just begin-
ning his twenty.fourth year) mi t Ie .
only one such world to con er.
his books, he had his hopes; health, faculty; a
(whereof even the town of
fruit and forbidden-fruit round
field of Time' wherein to sow: h ai<J. ~ I'
I will be wise.' And yet human nature is fr I. ne can
judge, too, whether the old Marquis, now coming into de
cided lawsuit with his wife, was of a humor to forgive pecca
dilloes. The terrible, hoarsely calm, Rhadamanthine way
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in which he expresses himself po this matter of the law-suit
to his Brother, and enjoins silence from all mortals but him,
might affect weak nerves r wherefore, contrary to purP9S6,
we omit ~t. 0, just Marquis I In fact, the Riquetti house·
hold, at this time, can do little for frail human nature j ex
cept, perhaps, make it fall faster. The Riquetti household
is getting scattered j not always led asunder, but driven an!!
hurled asunder: the. tornado times for it have begun. One
daughter is Madame du Saillant (still living), a judicious
sister: another is Madame de Cabris, not ~ judicious j fw,
indeed, her husband has lawsuits (owing to 'defamatory
couplets' proceeding from him) j she gets 'insulted on the
public pro"menade of Grasse,' by a certain Baron de Ville
neuve-Moans, whom some defamatory couplet. had touched
upon j- all the parties in the business being fools. Nay,
poor woman,she, by·and.by, we find, takes up with preter·
nuptial persons;. with a certain Bl'ianson in epaulettes, de·
scribed candidly, by the Fiu Adoptif, as' a man who'
is not fit to be described.

A young heir.apparent of all the Mirabeaus is required to
make some figure j especially in marrying himself. The
present young heir-apparent has nothing to make a figure
with but bare 1>O0l. a'year, and very considerable debts.
Old Mil'abeau is hard as the Mosaic rock, and no wand
prov s mil' lous on him; for trousseaus, cadeaus, foot·

I b it, an use-heatings, he does simply pot
yield one sous. The heir must himself yield them. He
does so a ut, alas, tbe 500/. a year, and

Quit Aixand dinner.giving j

Clulle in the gorge of two valleys I De·
vised and one. But now, a young wife used to the delica.
cies of life, ought she not to have some suite of rooms done
up for her? Upholsterers hammer and furbish; with effect;
Dot without bills. Then the very considerable· Jew-debts !
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Poor Mirabeau sees nothing for it, but to run to the father
in-law with ·tears in his eyes; and conjure him to make
those ' rich expectations' in some measure fruitions. Forty
t1Iousand francs; to such length will the father-in"law,
moved by these teant, by this fire-eloquence, table ready
money; provided old Marquis Mirabeau, who has some pro
visional reversionary interest in the thing, will grant quit
tance. Old Marquis Mirabeau, written to in the most im
passioned persuasive manner," answers by a letter, of the
sort they call &aled Letter (lettre de cachet), ordering the
impassioned Persuasive, under his Majesty's .hand and seal,
to bundle into Coventry, as we should say, into Manosque,
as the Sealed Letter says! - Farewell, thou old Chateau,
with thy upholstered rooms, on thy sheer rock, by the angry
flowing Durance: welcome, thou miserable little borough
of ManoSque, since hither Fate drives'us t In Manosque,
too, a man can live, and read; can write an Ellsai sur Ie
Despotisme (and have it printed in Switzerland, 1774) ; full
of fire and "rough vigor, and still worth reading.

"The Essay on Despotism, with so little of the Epheme
rides and Quesnay in it, could find but a hard critic in the
old Marquis; snuffling out something (one fancies) about
'Reflex and reverberance;' formulas" getting swallowed;
rash hairbrain treating matters that require age and gravity;
- however, let it pass. Unhappil tllcre came other offen
ces. A certain gawk, named Ohe alier de Ga aud, accus
tomed to visit in the house at Manosque, sees good to com-
mence a kind of theoretic flirt· . ittle brown
Wife, which she theoretically sees tlTe't
meets billet; glance follows glance, crescendo a 0 ;-

tiII the husband' opens his lips, volcano-like, with a proposal
to kick Chevalier de Gassaud out of doors. Chevalier de
Gassaud goe~ unkicked, but not without some explosion or
eclfll: thel'Q is lilte to.be a duel; only that Gassaud, know-
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ing what a sword this Riquetti wears, will not fight; and
bis father has to plead and beg. Generous Count, kill not
my poor son: alas, already this most lamentable explosion
itself has broken off the finest marriage settlement, and now
the family will not hear of him! Tile generous Count, 80

pleaded with, not only flings the duel to the winds, but gal
lops off (forgetful of the _lettre de cachet), half desperate,
to plead with the marriage-family; to preach with them, and
pray, till they have taken poor Gassaud into favor again.
Prosperous in this (for what can resist such pleading?) he
may now ride home more leisurely, with -the consciousness
of a right action for once.

As we said, this ride of his lies 'beyond the limits fixed in
the royal Sealed Letter; but no one surely will mind it, no
one will report it. A beautiful summer evening: 0, poor
GaJ>riet, it is the last peaceably prosperous ride thou shalt
have for long,- pe-rhaps almost ever in the world! For 10'1
who is this that comes curricling through the level yellow
sun-light; like one of Respectability, keeping his gig? By
Day and Night 1 it is that base Baron, de Villeneuve-Moans,
who insulted sister Cabris in the Promenade- of Grasse!
Human nature, without time for reflectioll, is liable to err.
The swift-rolling gig is already in contact with one, the
horse rearing against your horse; and you dismount, almost
without knowing. Satisfaction which gentlemen expect,
Monsieur! o? Do I hear rightly No? In that case,
Monsieur, - and this wild Gabriel (horresco referens I)
clutches th ble V- lencuve-Moans; and horsewhips _
him em ematically only, but practically, on the
king's IT way; seen of some peasants 1 Here is a message
for Rumor to blow abroad.

Rumor blows, - to Paris as elsewhither: for answer (on
the 26th of June, 1774), there arrives a fresh Sealed Letter,
of more emphasis; there arrive with it grim catchpoles
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and their chaise: the Swallower of Formulas, snatched away
from wife, child (then dying), and last shadow of a home
even in exile, is trundling towards Marseilles; towards the
Castle of If, which frowns out among the waters in the rOlld.
stead there! Girt with the blue Mediterranean; within iron
stanchions; cut off -from pen, J>flp~r, and friends, and men,
except the Cerberus.of the place, who is charged to be very
sharp with him, there shall he sit: such virtue is in a Sealed
Letter; so has the grim old Marquis ordered it. Our gleam
of sunshine then, is darkening miserably down? Down, 0
thou poor Mirabeau, to thick midnight! Surely Formulas
are all too cruel on thee.: thou art getting really into war
with formulas (terriblest of wars); and thou, by God's help
and the devil's, wilt make away with them, - in the terri
blest manner! From this hour, we say, thick and thicker
darkness settles round poor Gabriel; his life-path growing
ever painfuller; alas, growing ever more devious, beset by
ignes fatui, and lights not of heaven. Such Alcides' La
bors have seldom been allotted to any man.

Check thy hot frenzy, thy hot tears, poor Mirabeau; ad
just thyself as it may be; for there is no help. Autumn
becomes loud winter, tevives into gentle spring: the waves
beat round this Castle of If, at the mouth of Marseilles har
bor; girdling in the unhappiest man. No, not the unhap
piest: poor Gabriel has such a 'fond gaillard (basis of joy
and gayety);' there' is a deep fie·ry. life in hiin~ which no
blackness of destiny can quench. The Cerberus of If, M.
Dallegre, relents, as all Cer..be;'uses d.£.,.~i1i ~~m; gives
paper; gives sympathy and counsttl. .""N~ I~ have
already been introduced; 'buttoned in some s~o6ndrel's

gaiters,' the old Marquis says!. On Sister du Saillant's kind
letter there fall 'tears;' nevertheless you do not always
weep. You do better; write a brave Col d'Argent's Me
moirs (quoted frorn above); occupy yourself with projects
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and efforts. Sometimes, alas, you do worse, though in the
other direction, - where Canteen.keepers have pretty wives I
}.. mere peccadillo this of the frail fair, Cantiniere (accord
ing to the Fils Adoptif) i of which too much was made at
the time. - Nor are jUllter consolations wanting i sisters and
brothers bidding you be of hope. Our readers have heard
Count Mirabeau designated' as the elder of my lads :' what
if we now exhibited the younger for one moment? The
Maltese Chevalier de Mirabeau, a rough son of the sea in
those days: he also is a sad dog, 1>l1t has the advantage of
not being the elder. He has started from Malta; from a sick:
bed, and got hither to Marseilles, in the dead of winter i the
link of Nature drawing him, shaggy sea-monster as he is.

, It was a rough wind; none of the boatmen would leave the
quay with me: I induced two of them, more'by bullyings than by
money; for thou knowElst I have no money, and am well furnished,
thank God, with the gift of speaking or stuttering. I reach the
Castle of If: gates closed; and the Lieutenant, all M. Dallegre
was not there, tells me quite sweetly that I must return as I came.
"Not, if you please, till I have seen Gabriel." -" It is not al
lowed."-" I will write to him." -" Not that either." -" Then I
will wait for M. Dallegre." -" Just so; but for four-and-twenty
hours, not more." Whereupon 1 take my resolution; go to la'
Mouret,' (canteen-keeper's pretty wife); 'we agree that 80 soon
as the tattoo is beat, I shall see this poor devi" I get to him, in
fact; not like a paladin,'but like a pickpoC'ket or a gallant, which
thou wilt; and we unbosom ourselves. They had been arfaid that
he would heat my head to the temperature of his own: Sister
Cabris, they do him little justice; I can assure thee that while he
was telling me 'bil!' story, and when my rage broke out in these
words: "Though still wllakly, I have two arms, strong enough to
break M. Villeneuve-Moans's, or his co.wardly persecuting broth
er's at least," he said to me, "Man ami, thou wilt ruin us both."
And, I confess, this consideration alone, perhaps, hindered the
execution of a project, which could not have profited, which n0

thing but the fermentation of a head such as mine could excuse!
- vol. i1. p. 43.
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Reader, this tarry young Maltese chevalier is the Vicomte
de Mirabeau, or Younger Mirabeau; whom all men heard
of in the Revolution time, - oftenest by the more familiar
name of· Mirabeau- Tonneau, or Barrel Mirabeau, from his
bulk, and the quantity of drink he usually held. It is the
same Barrel Mirabeau who, in the States-General, broke his
sword; because the Noblesse gave in, and chivalry was now
ended: fOI in politics he was directly the opposite of his
elder brQther; and ~poke considerably as a public man,
making men laugh (for he was a wiid surly fellow, with
much ",·it in him and much liquor); -then went indignantly
across the Rhine, and drilled Emigrant Regiments: but as
be sat one morning in his tent, !lOur of stomach doubtless
and of heart, meditating in Tartarean humor on the turn
things took, a certain captain or subaltern demands admit
tance on business; is refused; again demands, and then
again, till the Colonel Viscount Barrel Mirabeau, blazing up
into a mere burning brandy-barrel, clutches his sword, and
tumbles out ~m this canaille of an intruder, - nlas, on the
canaille of an intruder's sword's point (who drew with swift
dexte'rity), and dies, and it is all done with him I That was
the fifth actor Barrel Mirabeau's life-tragedy (unlike, and
yet like, this first net in the Castle of If); and so the curtain
felT, the Newspapers calling it 'apoplexy' and' alarming
accident.'

Brother and sisters, the little brown Wife, the Cerberus of
If, all solicit for a penitent unfortunate sinner. The old
Marquis's ear is deaf as that of Destiny. Solely, by way
of variation, not of alleviation (especially as the If Cerberus
too has been bewitched), he has this sinner removed, in May
next, after some nine months' space, to the Castle of Joux;
an 'old Owl's nest, with a few invalids,' among the Jura
Mountains. Instead of melancholy main, let him now try
the melancholy granites (still capped with snow at this

VOL. IV. 20
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season), with their mists and owlets; and on the wRole ad.
just himself as if for permanence or continuance there; on
a pension of 1,200 francs, fifty pounds a year, since he
could not do with five hundred I Poor Mirabeau; - and
poor Mirabeau's Wife? Reader, the foolish little brown
woman tires of soliciting: her child being buried, herhus
band buried alive, and her little· brown self being still above
ground and under twenty, she takes to recreation, theoretic
flirtation; ceases soliciting, begins successful forgetting.
The marriage, cut asunder that day the catchpole chaise
drew up at. Manosque, will never come together again, in
spite of efforts; but flow onwards in two separate streams,
to lose itself in the frightfullest sand-deserts. Husband and
wife never more saw each other with eyes.

Not far from the melancholy Castle of Joux lies the little
melancholy borough of Pontarlier; whither our Prisoner has
leave, on his parole, to walk when he chooses. A melan
choly little borough: yet in it is a certain Monnier House
hold; whereby hangs, and will hang, a tale. Of old M.
Monnier, respectable legal President, now in his seventy.
fifth year, we shall say less than of his wife, Sophie Monnier
(once de Ruffey, from Dijon, sprung from legal Presidents
there), who is still but short way out of her teens. Yet the
has been married (or seemed to be married) four years :
one of the loveliest sad-heroic women of this or any district
of country. What accursed freak of Fate brought January
and May together here once again? Alas, it is a custom
there, good reader! Thus the old Naturalist Buffon, who,
at the age of sixty-three (what is called 'the St. Martin's
s,llmmer of incipient dotage and new myrtle garlands,'
which visits some men), went ransacking the country for a
yoong wife, had very nearly got this identical Sophie; but did
get another, known as Madame de Buffon, well known to
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Philip Egalite, having turned out ill. Sophie de Ruffey
loved wise men, but not at that extremely advanced period
of life. However, the question for her is: Does she love a
Convent better? Her mother and father are rigidly devout,
and rigidly vain and poor: the poor girl, sad-heroic, is
probably a kind of freethinker. And now, old President
Monnier' quarrelling with his daughter; and theil' coming
over to Pontarlier with gold-bags, marriage-settlements, and
the prospect of dying sobn ?' It is that same miserable tale,
often sung against, often spoken against; very miserable
indeed.~ But fancy what an effect the fiery eloquence of a
Mirabeau produced in this sombre Household: one's young
girl-dreams incarnated, most unexpectedly I in this wild-glow
ing mass of manhood (though rather ugly); old Monnier
himself glea~ing up into II. kind of vitality to hear him!

- Or fancy whether a sad·heroic face, glancing on you with a
thankfulness like to become glad-heroic, were not -- ?
Mirabeau felt, by known symptoms, that the sweetest, fatal
est incantation was stealing over him, which ,could lead only
to the devil, fot all parties interested. He wrote to his wife,
entreating, in the name of Heaven, that she would come to
him: thereby might the 'sight of his duties' fortify him;
he meanwhile would at least forbear Pontarlier. The wife
'ltswered by a few icy lines, indicating, in a covert way,
that she thought me not in my wits.' He ceases forbearing
Pontarlier; sweeter is it than the Owl's nest: he returns
thither, with sweeter and ever sweeter welcome; and so - !

Old Monnier saw nothing, or winked hard; - not so our
old" foolish Commandant of the Castle of Joux. He, though
kind to his prisoner formerly, ' had been making some pre
tensions to Sophie himself; he was but forty or five-and
forty years older than I; my ugliness was not greater than
his; and I had the advantage of being an honest man.'
Green-eyed Jealousy, in the shape of tbis old ugly Com.

•
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1
mandant, warns Monnier by letter; also, on some thin pre
text, restricts Mirabeau henceforth to the four walls of Joux.
Mirabeau flings back such restriction in an indignant Letter
to this green-eyed Commandant; indignantly steps over into
Switzerland, which is buta few miles off; - returns, how
ever, in a day or two (it is dark January, 1776), covertly to
Pontarlier. There is an explosion, wh'at'they call eclat.
Sophie Monnier, sharply dealt with l resists; avows her love
for Gabriel Honore; asserts her right to love him, her pur
pose to continue doing it. She is sent home to Dijon ;
Gabriel Honore covertly follows her thither. Explosicms:
what a continued series of explosions, -'- through winter,
spring, summer! There are tears, devotional exercises,
threatenings to commit suicide; there are stolen interviews,
perils, proud avowals, and lowly concealments. He on his
part, 'voluntarily constitutes himself prisoner;' and does
other haughty, vehement things; some Commandants be
having honorably, and some not: one Commandant (old
Marquis Mirabeau of the Chateau of Bignon) getting ready
his thunderbolts in the distance! 'I have been luckyen!Jugh
to obtain Mont St. Michel, in Normandy,' says the old Mar
quis: 'I think that prison good, because there is' first the
castle itself, then a ring-work all reund the mountain; ail,
after that, a pretty long passage among the sands, where

.you Beed guides, to avoid being drowned in the quicksands.'
Yes, it rises there, that Mountain of St. Michel, and Moun
tain of Misery; towering sheer up, like a bleak Pisgah with
outlooks only into Desolation, sand, salt-water, and Despair.-

• Fly, thou poor Gabriel Honore! Thou poor Sophie, return
to Pontarlier; for Convent-wal1s too are cruel!

Gabriel flies; and indeed there fly with him sister Cabris
and her preternuptial epauletted Brianson, who are already

• See Memoires de Madame de Genlis, iii. 201.



in flight for their own behoof: into deep thickets and cov
ered ways, wide over the South-west of Franc:e. Marquis
Mirabeau, thinking with a fond sorrow of Mont St. Michel
and its quicksands, -chooses the two best bloodhounds the
Police of Paris has (Inspector Brugnithe and another) j and,
unmuzzling them, cries: Hunt! -' Monsieur, we have
done all that the human mind (l'esprit humain) can imagine,
and this when the heats are so excessive, and we are worn
out with fatigue, and our legs swain.'

No: all that the human mind can imagine is ineffectual.
Dn the twenty-third night of August (1776), Sophie de
Monnier, in man's clothes, is scaling the Monnier garden
wall at Pontarlier; is crossing the Swiss marches, wrapped
in a cloak of darkness, borne on the wings of love and
despair. Gabriel Honore, wrapped in the like cloak, borne
{)II the like vehicle, is gone with her to Holland, - thence
forth a broken man.

'Crime for ever lamentable,' ejaculates the Fils Adoptij;
'of which the world has so spoken, and must for ever
speak!' There are, indeed, mlmY things easy to be spoken
of it; and also some things not easy to be spoken. Why,
for example, thou virtuous Fils Adoptif, was that of'the
Canteen-keeper's wife at If such a peccadillo, and this of
the legal President's wife such a crime, Jam~ntable to that
late date of' for ever?' The· present reviewer fancies them.
to be the same crime. Again, might not the first grand
criminal and sinner in this business be legal President Mon
nier, the distracted, spleen-stricken, moon-stricken old man j

-liable to trial, with non-acquittal or difficult acquittal, at
the great Bar of Nature he~elf? And then the second
sinner in it? and the third and the fourth? 'He that is
without sin among you! ' - One thing, therefore, the present
reviewer will speak, in the words of old Samuel Johnson:
My dear Fils Adoptif, my dear brethren of Mankind, 'en

20·
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deavor to clear your mind of Cant I' It is 'positively the
prime necessity for all men, and all women and children, in
these days, who would have their souls ·live (were it even
feebly), and not die of the detestablest asphyxia; ·as in car·
bonic vapor, the more horrible (for breathing of) the more
clean it looks.

That the Parlement of Besan90n i.ndicted Mirabeau for
rapt et vol, abduction and robbery; that they condemned
him ' in contumacious absence,' and went the length of be
heading a Paper Effigy -of him, was perhaps extremely
suitahle; - but not to be dwelt on here. Neither do we
pry curiously into the garret-life in Holland and Amsterdam;
being straitened for room. The wild man and his beautiful
sad-heroic woman lived out their romance of reality, as well
as was to be expected. Hot tempers go not always 80ftly
together; neither did the course of true love, either in wed
lock or in elopement, ever run smooth. Yet it did run, ill
this instance, copious, if not smooth; with quarrel and
reconcilement, tears arid heart-effusion; sharp tropical
squalls, and also the gorgeous effulgence and exuberance
of general tropical weather. It was like a little Paphos
islet in the middle of blackness; the very danger and
despair that environed it made the islet blissf;l; - even
as in virtue of death, life to the fretfullest becomes
tolerable, becomes sweet, death being so nigh. At any hour,
might not king's exempt or other dread algullzil knock. at
our garret establishment (here 'in the Kalbestrand, at Le
quesne the tailor's 'h and dissolve it} Gabriel toils for
Dutch booksellers; bearing their heavy load; translating
Watson's Philip &cond; doing endless Gibeonite work:
earning, however, his gold louis a day. Sophie sews and
scours beside him, with her 80ft fingers, not grudging it: in
hard toils, in trembling joys begirt with terrors, with oDe
terror, that of being parted, - their days roll swiftly 011.
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For eight tropical months! - Ah, at the end or sotiJ~ ~'

eight months (14th May, 1777) enter the aJguazil! HEt'
is in the shape of Brugniere, our old slot-hound of the
South-west; the swelling of his legs is fallen now; this
time the human mind has been able ;0 .manage it. He
catTies King's orders, High Mightiness' sanctions; sealed
parchments. Gabriel Honore shall be carried this way,
Sophie that; Sophie, like to be a mother, shall behold him
no more. Desperation, even in the female character, can
go no farther: she will kill herself that hour, as even the
slot-hound believes, - had not the very slot-hound, in mercy,
undertaken that they should have some means of correspon-
dence; that hope should not utterly be cut away. With
embracings and interjections, sobbings that cannot be ut-
tered, they tear themselves asunder, stony Paris now nigh:
Mirabeau towards his prison of Vincennes; Sophie to some
milder Convent-parlor r~legation, there to await what Fate,
very minatory at this time, will see good to bring.

Conceive the giant Mirabeau locked fast, then, in Doubt
ing-castle of Vincennes; his hot soul surging up, wildly
breaking itself against cold obstruction; the voice of his
despair reverberated on him by dead stone walls. Fallen in
the eyes of the world, the ambitious haughty man; his fair
life-hopes from without all spoiled and become foul ashes:
and from within, - what he has done, what he has parted
with and ttndone! Deaf as Destiny is a Rhadamanthine
father; inaccessible even to the attempt at pleading. Heavy
doors have slammed to; their bolts growling Wo to thee!
Great Paris sends eastward its daily multitudinous hum; in
the evening sun thou seest its weathercocks glitter, its old
grim towers and fuliginous life-breath all gilded: and thou?
- Neither evening nor morning, nor change of day nor
season, brings deliverance. Forgotten of Earth; not too
hopefully remembered of Heaven' No passionate Pater-
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Peccavi can move an olll Marquis; denf he a~ Destiny.
Thou must sit there. - For forty-two months, by the great
Zodiacal Horologe! The heir of the Riquettis, sinful, and
yet more sinned against, has worn out his wardrobe; com
plains thnt his clothes get looped and windowed, insufficient
against the weather. His eyesight is failing; the family
disorder, nephritis, afflicts him; the doctors declare horse·
exercise essential to preserve life. Within the walls then!
answers the old Marquis. Count de ·Mirabeau ' rides in the
garden of forty paces;' with quick turns, hamperedly, over·
looked by donjons and high stone barriers.

And yet fancy not Mirabeau spent his time in mere wail.
ing and raging. Far from that !~

To whine, put finger j' the eye, and sob,
Because he had ne'er another tub,

was in no cllse Mirabeau's method, more than Diogenes's.
Other such wild-glowing Mass of Life, which you might
beat with Cyclops' hammers (and, alas, not beat the dross
out of), was not in Europe at that time. Call him not the
strongest man then living; for light, as we said, and not
fire, is the strong thing: yet call him strong too, very
strong; and for toughness, tenacity, vivaciousness, and a
fond gaillard, call him toughest of all. Raging passions,
ill-governed; reckless tumult from within, merciless oppres.
sian from without; ten men might have died of what thi.
Gabriel Honore did not yet die of. Police-captain Lenoir
allowed him, in mercy and according to engagement, to
correspond with Sophie; the condition was that the letters
should be seen by Lenoir, and be returned into his keeping.
Mirabeau corresponded; in fire and tears, copiously, not
Werter-like, but Mirabeau·like. Then he had penitential
petitions, Pater-Peccavis to write, to get presented and en
forced; for which end all manner of friends must be urged:
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correspondence enough. Besides,' he could read, though
very limitedly: he could even compose or compile; extract
ing, not in the manner of the bee, from the very Bible and
Dom Calmet, a Biblion Eroticon, which can be recom
mended to no WOnJau or man. The pious Fils Adoptij
drops a veil over his face at this scandal; and says lamenta
bly that tbere is nothing to he said. As for the Correspon
dence with Sophie, it lay in Lenoir's desk forgotten; but
was found there by Manuel, Procureur of the Commune in
1792, when so many desks flew open; and by him given to
the world. A book which fair sensibility (rather in a private
way) loves to weep over: not this reviewer, to any consid
erable extent; not at all here, in his present strait for room.
Good love-letters of their kind notwithstanding. But if any.
thing can swell farther the tears of fair Sensibility over
Miraheau's ' Correspondence of Vincennes,' it mllst be this:
the issue it ended in. After a space of ·years these two
lovers, wrenched asunder in Holland, and allowed to cor
respond that they might not poison themselves, met again;
it was under cloud of night; in Sophie's apartment, in the
country; Mirabeau, ' disguised as a porter,' had come thither
from a considerable distance. And they flew into each
other's arms; to weep their child dead, their long unspeaka
ble woes? 'Not at all. They stood, arms stretched oratori
cally, calling one another to account for causes of jealousy;
grew always louder, arms set a-kimbo; and parted quite
loud, never to meet more on earth. In September, 1789,
Mirabeau had risen to be a world's wonder: and Sophie, far
from him, had sunk out of the world's sight, respected only
in the little town of Gien. On the 9th night of September,
Mirabeau might be thundering in the Versailles Salle des
Menus, to be reported of all Journals on the morrow; and
Sopbie, twice disappointed of new marriage, the sad-heroic
temper darkened now into perfect black, was reclining, !!elf.
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tied to her sofa, with a pan of charcoal burning near j to
die as the unhappy die. Said we not,' the course of true
love never did run smooth' ?

However, after two-and-forty months, and negotiations,
and more intercessions than in Catholic countries will free a
soul out of purgatory, Mirabeau is once more delivered from
the strong place: not into his own home (home, wife, and the
whole Past are far parted from him) j not into his father's
home j but forth j - hurled forth, to seek his fortune Ishmael
like in the wide hunting-field of the world. Consider him,
o Reader j thou wilt find him very notable. A disgraced
man, not a broken one j ruined outwardly, not ruined in
wardly; not yet, for there is no ruining of him on that side.
Such a buoyancy of radical fire and fond gaillard he has j

with his dignity and vanity, levity, solidity, with his virtues
and his vices, - what a front he shows! You would say,
he bates not a jot, in these sad circumstances, of what he
claimed from Fortune, but rather enlarges it : his proud
soul, so galled, deformed by manacles and bondage, flings
away its prison-gear, bounds forth to the fight again, as if
victory, afler all, were certain. Post-horses to Pontarlier
and the Besan90n Parlement j th':lt that 'sentence by contu
macy' be annulled, and the Paper Effigy have its Head
stuck on again! The wild giant, said to be ' absent by con
tumacy,' sits voluntarily in the Ponturlier Jail j thunders in
pleadings which make Parlementeers quake, and all France
listen j and the Head reunites itself to the Paper Effigy with
apologies. Monnier and the De RlIffeys know who is the
most impudent man alive: the world, with astonishment,
who is one of the ablest. Even the old Marq~is snuffies
approval, though with qualification. Tough old Man, he has
lost his own world·famous Lawsuit and other lawsuits, with
ruinous expenses; has seen his fortune and projects fail, and
even lettres de cachet turn out not always satisfactory or
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sanatory: wherefore he summons his children about him i
and, really in a very serene way, declares himself invalided,
fit only for the chimney-nook now j to sit patching his old
mind together again (a rebouter sa tete, a se recoudre piece
aj'Jiece): advice andcountenance they, the deserving part
of them, shall always enjoy i butlettres de cacltet, or other
the like benefit and guidance, not any more. Right so, thou
best of old Marquises I There he rests then, like the still
evening of a thundery day i thunders no more i but rays
forth many a curiously-tinted light-beam and remark on
life i serene to the last. Among Mirabeau's small catalogue
of virtues (very small of formulary and conventional virtues),
let it not be forgotten that he loved this old father warmly to
the end i an~ forgave his cruelties, or forgot them in kind
interpretation of them.

For the Pontarlier paper effigy, therefore, it is well: and
yet a man lives.not comfortably without money. Ah, were
one's marriage not disrupted i for the old father-in-law will
soon die i those rich expectations were then fruitions! The
ablest, not the most shame-faced man in France, is off, next
spring (l783), to Aix i stirring Parlement and Heaven and
Earth there, to have his wife !Jack. How he worked; with
what nobleness and courage (according to the Fils Adoptif) i

giant's work! The sound of him is spread over France and
over the world; English travellers (high foreign lordships)
turning aside to Aix i and 'multitudes gathered even on
the foofs' to hear him, the Court-house being crammed to
bursting I Demosthenic fire and pathos; penitent husband
calling for forgiveness and restitution: - 'Cf n'esl qu'un
claque-dents et un f01,' rays forth the old Marquis from the
chimney-nook i 'a chatter-teeth and madman?' The world
and Parlement thought not that; knew not what to think, if
not that this was the questionablest able man they had ever
heard i and, alas, still farther, -that his cause was untena-
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bIe. No wife then; an-d no money I From this second
attack on Fortune Mirabeau returns foiled, and worse than
before; resourceless, for now the old Marquis, too, again
eyes him askance. He must hunt Ishmael·like, as we Sllid.
WhatBgever of wit or strength he has within himself will
stand true to him; on that he can count; unfortunately on
almost nothing but that.

Mirabeau's life for the next nve years, which Cnlepa

troublous, obscure, through several of these Eight Volumes,
will probably, in the One right Volume which they hold im·
prisoned, be delineated briefly. It .is the long.drawn prac·
tical improvement of the sermon already preached in Rhe,
in If, in Joux, in Holland, in Vincennes, and elsewhere. A
giant man in the flower of his years, in the winter of his
prospects, has to see how he will reconcile these two con·
tradictions. With giant energies and talents, with giant
virtues even, he, burning to unfold himself,-has got put into
his hands, for implements and means to do it with, disgrace,
contumely, obstruction; character elevated only as Haman
was; purse full only of debt~summonses; household, home,
and possessions, as it were, sown with saIl; Ruin's plough·
share furrowing too deeply himself and all that was his.
Under these, and not under other conditions, shall this man
now live and struggle. Well might he 'weep' long after.
wards (though not given to the melting mood), thinking over,
with Dumont, how his life had been blasted, by himself, by
others; and was now so defaced and thunder-riven, no glory
could make it whole again. Truly, as we often say, a
weaker, and yet very strong man, might have died, - by
hypochondria, by brandy, or by arsenic: but Mirabeau did
not die. The world is not his friend, nor the world's law
and formula? It will be his enemy then; his conqueror and
master not altogether. There are strong men who can, in
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case of necessity, make away with formulas (lwmer lufor.
millu), and yet find a habitation behind them: these are the
very strong; and Mirabeau was of these. The world's
esteem having gone quite against him, and most circles of
society, with their codes and regulations, pronouncing little
but anathema' on him, he is neverthelesS not lost; he does
not sink to desperation'; notto dishonesty, or pusillanimity,
or splenetic aridity. Nowise I IiI spite 'of the world, he is
a living strong man there: the world cannot take from him
his jU!~t consciousness 01 himself, his warm open-hearted
feeling towards others; there are still limits, on all sides, to
which the world and the devil cannot drive him. The giant,
we say r How he stands, like a mountain; thunder-riven,
but broad-based, rooted in the Earth's (in Nature's) own
rocks; and will not tumble prostrate! So true is it what a
moralist has said: • One could not wish any man to fall
into a fault; yet is it often precisely after a fault, or a crime
even, that the morality which is in a man first unfolds itself,
and what of strength he as a man possesses, now when all
else is gone From him.'

Mirabeau, through these dim years, is seen wandering
from place to place; in France, Germany, Holland, Eng
fand; finding no rest for the sole of his foot. It is a life of
shifts and expedients, au jour te jour. Extravagant in his
expenses, thriftless, swimming in a welter of debts and
difficulties; for which he has to provide by fierce industry ;
by skill in financiership. The man's revenue is his wits;
he has a pen and a head; and, happily for him, • is the
demon of the impossible.' At no time is he without some
blazing prqject or other, which shall warm and illuminate
far and wide; which too often blazes out ineffectual; which
in that case he replaces and renews, for his hope is inex.
haustible. He writes pamphlets unweariedly as a steam
engine: On the Opening of the &heldt, and Kaiser Joseph:
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0" the Order of Cin~innatWJ and Washington; 011 Cowu
Cagliostro, and the Diamond Necklace. Innume:roble a.re
the helpers and journeymen (respectable Ml.\uvillons, re
spectable Dumonts) whom he can set ~orking for him on
such matters; it is a gift he has. Be, writes Books, in as
many as eight volumes, which are properly only a larger
ki~d of Pamphlets. He has polemics with Ca~n Beaumar
chais on the water-company of Paris; lean Caron shooting
sharp arrows into hi.m, which he responds to demoniacally,
, flinging hills with .alltheir woods.: He is intimate with
many men; his 'terrible gift of familiarity,' his joyous
courtiership and faculty of.pleasing, do not forsake him:
but it is a questionable intimacy, granted to the man's talents,
in spite of his character: a relation which the proud Ri
quetti, not the humbler that he is poor and ruined, correctly
feels. With still more women. is he intimate; girt with a
whole system of intrigues, in that sort, wherever .he abide;
seldom travelling without a - wife (let us call her) engaged
by the year, or during mutual satisfaction. On· this large
department of Mirabeau's history, what canyou say, except
that his incontinence was great, enormous, entirely indefen
sible? If anyone please (which we do not) to be present,
with the Fils Adoptij, at 'the autopsie' and post-mortem
examination, he will see curious documents on this head;
and to what depths of penalty Nature, in her just self-vindi·
cation, can sometimes doom men. The Fils Adoptij is
very sorry. To the kind called Irnfortunate-females, it
would seem, nevertheless, this unfortunate-male had an aver
sion amounting to complete nolo-tangere.

The old Marquis sits apart in the chimney-nook, obser
vant: what this roaming, unresting, rebellious Titan of a
Count m!1y ever prove of use for? If it be not, 0 Marquis,
for the general Overturn, Culbute Generale 1 He is swallow
ing Formulas; getting endless acquaintance with the Reali.
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ties of things and men: in audacity, in recklessness, he will
not, it is like, be wanting. The old Marquis rays out curi
'CUB observations on life ;~ yields no effectual assistance of
money.

Ministries change and shift; but never, in the new deal,
does there turn up a good card for Mirabeau. Necker he
does not love, nor is love lost between them. Plausibre
Calonne hears him Stentor-like denouncing stock-jobbing
(Denonciation de l'Agiot.age) : communes with him, cor
responds with bim; is gla'd to get him sent, in some semi
Ostensible or spy-diplomatist character, to Berlin ~ in any
way to have him sopped and quieted. The Great Frederic
Was stilI on the scene, though now very near the side-scenes:
~ wiry thin Drill-serjeant of the World, and the broad
bUrly Mutineer of tbe World, glanced into one another with
llmazement; the one making entrance, the other making
exit. To this Beriinbusine~ we owe pamphlets; we owe
Correspondences (' -surreptitiously published' - with con
sent) ; we owe (brave Major Mauvillon servin'g as hodman)
the Monarchie Prossienne, a Pamphlet in some eight octavo
Volumes, portions-of which are still well worth~reading.

Generally, on first making personal acquaintance with
Mirabeau as a wriferor speaker, one is not a little surprised.
Instead of Irish oratory, with tropes and declamatory fervid
feeling, such as the rumor one has heard gives prospect of,
you are astonished to meet a certain hard angular distinct
ness, a totally unornamented force and massiveness: clear
perspicuity, strong perspicacity, conviction that wishes to
et>nvince, - this beyond all things, and instead of all things.
You would say the primary character of those utterances,
nay, of the rIl1ln himself, is sincerity and insight; strength,
and the honest use of strength. Which, indeed, it is, 0
Reader! Mirabeau's spiritual gift will be found on exami
nation to be verily an honest anll a great one; far the
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strongest, best practical intellect of that time; entitled to
rank among the strong of -all times. These books of his
ought to be riddled, like this book of the Fils Adoptij.
There is precious matter in them; too good to lie hidden
among shot rubbish. Hear this man on any subject, you
will find him worth considering. He has words in him,
rough deliverances; such as men do not forget. As thus:
, I know but three ways of living in this world: by wages
for work; by begging; thirdly, by stealing (so named, or
not so named).' Again:' Malebranche sawall things in
God; and M. Necker sees all things in Necker!' There
are nicknames of Mirabeau's worth whole treatises. 'Gran
dison-Cromwell Lafayette:' write a volume on the man, as
many volumes have been written, and try to say more! It
is the best likeness yet drawn of him, - by a flourish and
two dots. Of such inexpressible advantage is it that a man
hav~ ! an eye, instead of a pair of spectacles merely; , that,
seeing through the formulas of things, and even' making
away' with many a formula, he see into the thing itself,
and so know it and be master of it!

As the years roll on, and that portentous decade of the
Eighties (or' Era of Hope') draws towards completion, and
it becomes ever more evident to Mirabeau that great things
are in the wind, we find his wanderings, as it were, quicken.
Suddenly emerging out of Night and Cimmeria, he dashes
down on the Paris world, time after time; flashes into it
with that fire-glance of his; discerns that the. time is not
yet come; and then merges back again. Occasionally his
pamphlets provoke a fulmination and order of arrest, where
fore he must merge the faster. Nay, your Calonne is good
enough to signify it beforehand: On such and such a day
I shall order you to be arrested; pray make speed there
fore. When the Notables meet, in the spring of 1787,
Mirabeau spreads his pdlitns, alights on Paris and Versailles;
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t seems to him he ought to be secretary of those Notables.
No I friend DupoDt de Nemours gets it: the time is not yet
corne. It is still but the time of' Crispin.Catiline' d'Es·
premenil, and other such animal.magnetic persons. Never·
theless, the ~verend Talleyrand, judicious Dukes, liberal
noble friends not a few, are $ure that the tim,e will corne.
Abide thy time.

Hark I On the 27th of December, 1788, here finally is the
long·expected announcing itself: royal Proclamation de·
finitively convoking the States-General for May next! Need
we ask whether Mirabeau bestirs himself now; whether or
not fie is off to Provence, to the Assembly of Noblesse there,
with all his faculties screwed to the sticking.place ? One
strong dead-lift pull, thou Titan; and perhaps thou carriest
it! How Mirabeau wrestled and strove under these auspices;
speaking and contending all day, writing pamphlets, para
graphs, all night; also suffering much, gathering his wild
soul together, motionless under reproaches, under drawn
swords even; iest his enemies throw him off his guard; how
he agitates and represses, unerringly dexterous, sleeplessly
unwearied, and is a very 'demon of the impossible,' let all
readers fancy, With' a body of Noblesse more ignorant,
greedier, more insolent than any I have ever seen,' the
Swallower of Formulas was like to have rough work. We
must give his celebrated flinging np of the handful of dust,
when they drove him out by overwhelming majority: -

, What have I done that WII.I! so criminal? I have wished that
my Order were wise enough to give to-day what will infallibly be
wrested from it to-morrow; that it should receive the merit and
glory ot sanctioning the II.I!semblage of the Three Orders, which
all Provence loudly demands. This is the crime of your" enemy
of peace~" Or rather I have ventured to believe that the people
might be in the right. Ah, doubtless, a patrician soiled with such
a thought deserves vengeance! But 1 lWl still guiltier than you

21-
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think; for it i8 my belief that the people which complaill8 is al
ways in the right; that its indefatigable patience invar~bly waits
the uttermost excesses of oppression, before it can determine on
resisting; that it never resists long enough to obtain complete
redress; and does not sufficiently know that to strike its enemies
into terror and submission, it has only to stsnd still, that the most
innocent as the most invincible of all powers is the power of re
fusing to do. I believe after this manner: punish the enemy of
peace!

, But you, ministers of a God of peace, who are ordained to
bless and not to curse, and yet hav, launched your anathema on
me, without even the attempt at enlightening me, at reasoning
with me! And you, "friends of peace,." who denounce t~ the
people, with all vehemence of hatred, the one defender it has yet
found, out of its own ranks; - who, to bring about concord, are
filling capital and province with placards calculated to arm the
rural districts against the towns, if your deeds did not refute your
writings; - who, to prepare ways of conciliation, prot.est againBt
the royal Regulation for convoking th& States-General, because it
grants the people as many deputies as both tha other orders, aD.ll
against all that the coming National Assembly shlill do, unl6116 its
laws secure the triumph of your pretensions, the eternity of your
privileges! Disinterested" friends of peace!" I have appealed
to your honor, and summon you to state what expressions of mine
have offended against either the respect we owe to the royal au
thority or to the nation's right? Nobles of :frovence, Europe is
attentive; weigh well your BIl6Wer. Men f1f God, beware; God
hears you!

, And if you do not answer, but keep silence, shuttillg yourselves
up in the vague declamations you have hurled at me, then allow
me to add one word.

'In all eountries, in all times, aristoorats have implacably per
secuted the people's friends; and if, by some singular combina
tion of fortune, there chanced to arise such a one in their own
eircle, it was he above all whom they struck at, eager to inspire
wider terror by the elevation of their victim. Thus perished the
last of the Gracchi by the hands of the patricians; but, being
muck with the mortal stab, he flung dust towards Heaven, and
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called on the Avenging Deities; and from this dust SpraDg Ma
rius, - Marius not so illustrious for exterminating the Cimbri as
for overturning in Rome the tyranny of the Noblesse!'

There goes some foolish story of Mirabeau having now
opened a cloth-shop in Marseilles, to ingratiate himself with
the Third Estate; whereat we have often laughed. The
image of Mirabeau measuring out drapery to mankind, and
deftly snipping at tailors' measures, has something pleasant
for the mind. So that, though there is not a shadow of
truth in this story, the very lie may justly sustain itself for
a while, in the character of lie. Far otherwise was the
reality there: 'voluntary guard of a hundred men;' Pro
venee crowding by the ten thousand round his chariot
wheels; explosions of rejoicing musketry, heaven-rending
acclamation; 'people paying two louis for a place at the
window!' Hunger itself (very considerable in those days)
he cali pacify by speech. Violent meal mobs at Marseilles
and at Aix, unmanageable by fire-arms and governors, he
smooths down by the word of his mouth; the governor
soliciting him, though unloved. It is as a Roman Triumph,
and more. He is chosen deputy for two places; has to de
cline Marseilles, and honor Aix. Let his enemies look and
wonder, and sigh forgotten by him. For tbis Mirabeau,too
the career at last opens.

At last I Does not the benevolent Reader, though never
so unambitious, sympathize a little with this poor brother
mortal in such a case? Victory is always joyful; but to
think of such a man, in the hour when, after twelve Her
cules' Labors, he does finally triumph' So long he fought
with the many-headed coil of Lernean serpents; and, pant
ing, wrestled anti wrang with it for life or death, - forty
long stern years; and now he has it under ..his heel I The
mountain tops are scaled, are scaled; where the maa
climbed, on sharp flinty precipices, slippery, abysmal; in
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darkness, seen by no kind eye, - amid the brood of dragons.
and the heart, many times, was like to fail within him, in
his loneliness, in his extreme need: yet he climbed, and
climbed, glueing his footsteps in his blood; and now, behold,
Hyperion-like he has scaled it, and On the summit shakes his
glittering shafts of wllr I What a scene and new kingdom for
him. all bathed in auroral radiance of Hope; far-stretching,
solemn, joyful: what wild Memnon's music, from the depths
of Nature, comes toning through the soul raised suddenly
out of strangling death into victory and life! The very
bystander, we think, might weep, with this Mirabeau, team
of joy.

Which, alas, will become tears of sorrow 1 For know,
o Son of Adam, (and Son of Lucifer, with that accursed
ambition of thine), that they are all a delusion and piece of
demonic necromancy, these same auroral splendors, enchant
ments, and Memnon's tones! The thing .thou as mortal
wantest is equilibrium (what is called rest or peace);
which, God knows, thou wilt never get 80. Happy they
that find it without such searching. But in some twenty
three months more, of blazing solar splendor and conflagra_
tion, this Mirabeau will be ashes; and lie opaque, in the
Pantheon of great men (or say, French-Pantheon of con
siderable, or even of considered, and small-noisy men), 
at rest nowhere, save on the lap of his mother earth. There
are to whom the gods, in their bounty, give glory: hut far
oftener it is given in wrath, as a curse and a poison; dis
turbing the whole inner health and industry of the man;
leading onward through dizzy staggerings and tarantula
jiggings, - towards no saint's shrine. Truly, if Death did
not intervene; or still more happily, if Life and the Public
were Dot a blockhead, and sudden unreasonable oblivion
were not to follow that sudden unreasonable glory, and
beneficently, though most painfully, damp itdOwn,- one

I
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sees not where many a poor glorious man, still more
many a poor glorious woman (for it falls harder on the dis
tinguished-female), could terminate, - far short of Bedlam.,

On the 4th day of May, 1789, Madame de Stael, looking
from a window in the main street of Versailles, amid an
assembled world, as the Deputies walked in procession from
the church of Notre-Dame to that of Saint LOllis, to hear
High Mass, and he constituted States-General, saw this:
, Among these Nobles who had been deputed t9 the Third
Estate, above all others, theComte de Mirabeau. The
opinion men had of his genius was singularly augmented by
the fear enteItained of his immorality; and yet it was this
very immorality which straitened the influence his astonish
ing faculties were to secure him. You could not but look
long at this man, when once you had noticed him; his im
mense black head of hair distinguished him among them
all; you would have said his force depended on it, like that
of Samson: his face borrowed new expression from its very
ugliness; his whole person gave you the idea of an irregu
lar power, but a power such as you would figure in a Tribune
of the People.' Mirabeau's history through the first twenty
three months of the Revolution falls not to he written here;
yet it is well worth writing somewhere. The Constituent
Assembly, when his name was first read out, received it
with murmurs; not knowing what they murmured at! This
honorable member they were murmuring over was the
member of all members; the august Constituent, without
him, were no Constituent at all. Very notable, truly, is his
procedure in this section of world-history; by far the
notablest single element there: none like to him, or second
to bim. Once he is seen visibly to have saved, as with his
own force, the existence of the Constituent Assembly; to
have turned the whole tide of things: in one of those roo-

•
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ments which 8i"e cardinal; decisive for centuries. The
royal Declaration of the Twenty.third of June is promul
gated: there is military force enough; there is then the
king's express order to disperse, to meet as separate Third
Estate on the morrow. Bastilles and scaffolds may be the
penalty of disobeying. Mirabeaa disobeys; lifts his voice
to-encourage othel'R. aIt pallid, panic-stricken, 10 disobey.
Supreme Usher De Breze enters, with the king's renewed
order to depart. 'Messieurs,' said De Brem, , you heard
the king's order?' The Swallower of Formulas bellows
oot these words, that have become memorable: 'Yes,
Monsieur, we heard what the king was advised to say; and
you, who cannot be interpreter of his meaning to the States
General; yon, who have neither 'vote nor seat, nor right of
speech here, you are not the man to remind us of it. Go,
MonsieuT)~~ who ooot you that we are here by will
of the Nation; and that nothing but the force 6f bayonets
can drive us henee !' And poor De Breze vanishes, - back
foremost, the Fils Adoptif says.

But tbis, cardinal moment though it be, is perhaps intrin
sically among his smaller feats. In general, we would say
once mo~ with emphasis, He has • hume toutes les formula.'
He goes through the Revolution like a substance and a force,
not like a formula of one. While innumerable barren
Sieyeses and Constitution-pedants Ilre building, with such
hamme'ring and troweling, their august paper constitution

• (which endured eleven months), this man looks not at cob
web; and Social-Contracts, but at things and men; discern
ing what is to be done, - proceeding straight to do it. He
shivers out Usher De Breze, back foremost, when that is the
problem. • Marie Antoinette is charmed with him,' when it
comes to that. He is the man of the Revolution, while he
live:; king of it; and only with life, as we compute, would
have quitted his kingship of it. Alone of all these Twelye
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Hundreq, thertl i~ in him the faculty of a king. 1;or, in
deed, have \f,e not seell how assiduously Destiny had shaped
him all ~long., as with an express eye to the work now in.
hand? 0 crab~d old Friend of Men, whilst thou wert
1?oltingthill ma~ irito Isles of Rhe, 'Cas.tles of If, and t~in-:
ing him so sharply to be thyseLf, not himself, - how littlE!.
knewes,t thou '/Dhat thou wert dping 1. Let us. add, that the
brave old, Marquis lived to see his. son's victory over Fate
and lI!en, and rejoiced in it ;, and rebuked Barrel Mirabeau.
for controverting such. a Brother Gabriel. In the invalid
chimney-nook at Argenteuil, near Paris, he sat raying out
curious observations to the last; and died three days before
the Bastille fell, precisely when the Culbute Generale was,
bursting out.
. But finally, the twenty-three allotted months are over.

Madame de Stael, on the 4th of May, 1789, SllW the Roman
Tribune of the People, and Samson with his long black
hair': and on the 4th of April, 1791, there iS,a Funeral Pro
cession extending four miles: king's ministers, senators,
national guards, and all Paris, - torchlight, wail of trom
bones and music, and the tears of men; mourning of a
whole people, - such mourning as no modera people ever
saw for one man. This Mirabeau's work then is done. He
sleeps with the primeval giants. He has gone over to the
majority: Abiit ad plures.

In the way of eulogy and dyslogy, and summing up of
character, there may doubtless be a great many things set
forth concerning this Mirabeau ; as already there has been
much discussion and arguing about, him, better and worse:
which is proper surely; as about all manner of new things,
were they much less questionable than this new giant is.
The present reviewer, meanwhile, finds it suitabler to re
strict himself and his exhausted readers to the three follow-
r" •

ing moral reflections.
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tUoral reBection first, - that, in these centuries men are
not b~rn demi-gods and perfect characters, but imperfect
ones, and mere blamable men, namely, environed with

. such short-coming and confusion of their own, and then
.:.: with such adscititious scandal and misjudgment (got in the

work they did), that they resemble less demi-gods than a
.sort of god-devils, - very imperfect characters indeed. The
demi-god arrangement were the one which, at first sight,
this· reviewer might be inclined to prefer.

Moral reflection second,- however, that probably men
were never born demi-gods in any century, but precisely
god-devils as we see; certain of whom do become a kind
of demi-gods! How many are the men, not censured, mis
judged, calumniated only, but tortured, crucified, bung oD.
gibbets, - not as god-devils even, but as devils proper; who
have nevertheless grown to seem respectable, or infinitely
respectable I For the thing which was not they, which was
not anything, has fallen away piecemeal; and become
avowedly babble and confused shadow, and no-thing: the
thing, which was they, remains. Depend on it, Harmodiu8
and Aristogiton, as clear as they now look, had illegal plot
tings, conclaves at the Jacobins' Church (of Athens); and
very intemperate things were spoken, and also done. Thus
too, Marcus Brutus and the elder Junius, are they not palpa
ble Heroes? Their praise is in all Debating Societies; but
didst thou read what the Morning Papers said of those trans
actions of theirs, the week after? Nay, Old Noll, whose
bones were dug up and hung in chains, here at home, as the
just emblem of himself and his deserts (the offal of Crea
tion, at that time), has not he too got to be a very respecta
ble grim bronze-figure, though it is yet only a _century and
half since; of whom England seems proud rather than
otherwise? .

Moral reflection third and last, - that neither thou nor
j
!,,
1
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we, good Reader, had any hand in the making of this Mira.
beau'; - else who knows but we had objected, in our wis.
dom? But it was the Upper Powers that made him, without
once consulting us; they and not we, so and not otherwise I
To endeavor to understand a little what manlier of Mirabeau
he, so made, might be: this we, according to opportunity,
have dolie ; and therefore- do now, with a lively satisfaction,
take farewell of hi llJ , and leave him to fare as he can•

•
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PARLIAMENTARY HISTORY OF THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION.-

[London and Westminster Review, 1837.]

IT appears to be, if not stated in words, yet tacitly felt
and understood everywhere, that the event of these modern
ages is the French Revolution. A huge explosion bursting
through all formulas and customs -; confounding into wreck
and chaos the ordered arrangements of earthly life; blotting
out, one may say, the very firmament and skyey load·stars,
though only for a season. Once in the fifteen hundred years
such a thing was ordained to .come. "To those who Stood
present in the actual midst of that smoke and thunder, the
effect might well be too violent: blinding and deafening,
into confused exasperation, almost into madness. These
on-lookers have played their part, were it with the printing
press or with the battle.cannoll, and are departed: their

* Histoire Parlementaire de la Revolution Fran~aise, au JO'Itrnal
des IlssembUes Nationales depuis 1789 jusqu'en 1815; contenant la
Narration des Evt!nemens, les Dt!bats, .yc. .yc. (Parliamentary His
tory of the French Revolution, or Journal of the National AsseQl·
blies from 1789 to 1815; containing a Narrative of the Occurrences;
Debates of the Assemblies; Discussions in the chief Popular Soci
eties, especially in that of the Jacobins; Records of the Commune
of Paris; Sessions of the Revolutionary Tribunal; Reports of the
leading Political Trials; Detail of the Annual Budgets; Picture of
the Moral Movement, extracted from the Newspapers, Pamphlets,
&C. of each Period: preceded by an Introduction en the History
of France till the Convocation of the States.General.) By P. J. B.
Buchez and P. C. Roux. (Tomes 10' - 23mo et seq. - Paris, 1833
-1836.)

,
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work, such as it was, remaining behind them; - where the
French Revolution also remains. And now,.for us who have
receded to the distance of some half-century, the explosion
becomes a thing visible, surveyable: we see its flame and
sulphur.smoke' blend with the clear air (far under the stars) ;
and hear its uproar as part of the sick noise of life, -loud
indeed, yet embosomed too, as all- noise is, in the infinite of
silence. It is anlevent which can be looked on; which may
still be execrated, still be celebrated and psalmodied; but
which it were better now to begin understanding.) Really
there are innumerable reasons why we ought to know, this
same French Revolution as it was: of which reasons (apart
altogether from that of' Philosophy teaching by Experience,'
"and so forth), is there not the best sunlmary in this one
reason, that we so wish to know it? Considering the quali
ties of the maUer, one may perhaps reasonably feel that
since the time of the Crusades, or earlier, there is no chap
ter of history so well worth studying.

Stated or not, we say, this persuasi~n is tacitly admitted,
and acted upon. In these days everywhere you find it one
of the most pressing duties for the writing guild, to produce
history on history of the French Revolution. In France it
would almost seem as if the young author felt that he must
make this his proof.shot, and evidence of craftsmanship:
accordingly they do fire off Hi.stoires, Precis of Histoires,
Annales, Pastes, (to say nothing of Historical Novels, Gil
Blasses, Dantons, Barnaves, Grangeneuves,) in rapid SIlC
cession, with or without effect. At all events it is curious
to look upon: curious to contrast the picturing of the same
fact by the men of this generation and position with the
picturing of it by the men of the last. From Barruel and
Fantin Desodoards to Thiel'S and Mignet there is a distance!
Each individual takes up the Phenomenon according to his
own point of vision, to the structure of his optic organs;-
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gives, consciously, some poor crotchetty picture of several
things; unconsciously some picture of himself at least. And
the Phenomenon, for its part, subsists there, all the while,
unaltered j waiting to be pictured as often as you like, itS
entire meaning not to be compressed into any picture drawn
by man.· .

Thiers's History, in ten volumes foolscap-octavo, contains,
if we remember rightly. one reference j and that to a book,
not to the page or chapIer of a book. It has, for these last
seven or eight years, a wid~ or even high reputation; which
latter it. is as far as possible from meriting. A superficial
air of order, of clearness, calm candor, is spread over the
work j but inwardly, it is waste, inorganic: no human head
that honestly tries can conceive the French Revolution so.
A critic of our acquaintance undertook, by way of bet, to
find four errors per hour in Thiers: he won amply on the
first trial or two.· And yet, readers (we must add) taking
all this along with them, may peruse Thiers with comfort in
certain circumstances, nay, even with profit; for he is a
brisk man of his sort; and does tell you much, if you knew
nothing.

Mignet's again, is a much more honestly written book;
yet also an eminently unsatisfactory one. His two volumes
contain far more meditation and investigation in them than
Thiers's ten: their degree of preferability therefore is very
high; for it has been said, ' Call a book diffuse, and you
call it in all senses bad; the writer could not find the right

• , " Notables consented with eagerness" (Vol. I., p. 10.) i whereas
they properly did not consent at all; "Parliament recalled on the
10th of September" (for the 15th); and then" Seance Royale took
place on the 20th of the same month" (19th of quite a different
month, not the same, nor next to the same); "D'Espremenil. a
young Counsellor" (of forty and odd); "Duport a young man"
(turned of sixty), &C. &C.

t
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word to say, and so said many more or less wrong ones;
did not hit the nail on the head, only smote and bungled
about it and about it.' Mignet's book has a compactness, a
rigor, as if rivetted with iron rods: this also is an image of
what symmetry it has; - symmetry, if not of a living
earth-born Tree, yet of a firm well.manufactured Gridiron.
Without life, without color or verdure: that is to say, Mig
net's genius is heartily prosaic; you are too happy that he
is not a quack as well! It is very mortifying also to study
his philosophical reflections: how he jingles and rumbles a
quantity of mere abstractions and dead logical formulas, and
ealls it Thinking; - rumbles and rumbles, till he judges
there may be enough; then begins again narrating. As
thus: -

'The Constitution of 1791 was made on such principles as had
resulted from the ideas and the situation of France. It was the
work of the middle class, which chanced to be the strongest then:
for, as is well known, whatever force has the lead will fashion the
institutions according to its own aims. Now this force, when it
belongs to one, is despotism; when to several, it is privilege; when
to all, it is right: 'Which latter state is the ultimatum of society, as
it was iIB beginning. France had finally arrived thither, after
passing through feudalism, which is the aristocratic institution;
and then through absolutism, which is the monarchic one.

'The work {)f the Constituent Assembly perished not so much
by its own defecIB as by the assaulIB of factions. Standing be
tween the aristocracy and the multitude, it was attacked by the
fonner, and stormed and won by the latter. The multitude would
never have become supreme, had not civil war and the coalition of
foreign states rendered iii! intervention and help indispensable. To
defend the country the multitude required to have the governing
of it: thereupon (alors) it made its revolution, as tlJe middle class
had made its~ The multitude too had its Fourteenth oj July, which
was the Tenth 01 .I1ugust; its Constituent, which was the Con
vention; iIB Government, which was the Committee of Salut Pub
lic; but, as we shall see,' &c. (Chap. IV., Vol. I., p. 27f.)

22- .
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Or thus; for there is the like at the end of every chap
ler:-

, But royalty had virtually fallen, on the Tenth of August; that
day was the insurrection of the multitude against the middle class
and constitutional throne, as the Fourteenth of July had been the
insurrection of the middle classes against the privileged cluses
and an absolute throne. The 'I'enth of August witnesoed the
commencement of the dictatorial and arbitrary epoch of the Revo
lution. Circumstances becoming more and more difficult, there
arose a vast war, which required increased energy; and this en
ergy, unregulated, inasmuch as it was popular, rendered the sway
of the lower class an unquiet, oppressive, and cruel sway.' ' It
was not any way possible that the &urgeow (middle class), which
had been strong enough to strike down the old government and
the privileged classes, but which had taken to repose after thi&
victory, could repulse the EmilP"8-tion and united Europe. There
was needed for that a new shock, a new faith; there was needed
for that a new Class, numerous, ardent, not yet fatigued, and which
loved its Tenth of August, as the Burgherbood loved its Fourteenth
of,' &c. &c. (Ch. V., Vol. I., p. 371.)

So uncommonly lively are these Abstractions (at bottom
only occurrences, similitudes, days of the months, and such
like), as rumble here in the historical head! Abslractions
really of the most lively, insurrectionary character; nay.
which produce offspring, aDd indeed are oftenest parricidally
devoured thereby: such is the jingling and rumbling which
calls itself Thinking. Nearly so, though with greater effect,
might algebraical x's go rumbling in some Pascal's or Bah
bage's mill. Just so, indeed, do the Kalmuck people pray:
quantities of written prayers are put in some rotary pipkin
or calabash (hung on a tree, or going like the small barrel
churn of agricultural districls) ; this the devotee has only to
whirl and churn; so long as he whirls, it is prayer; when
he ceases whirling, the prayer is done. Alas! this is a sore
error, very generall>", among French thinkers of the present
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time. One ought to add that Mignet . takes his place at the
head of that brotherhood of his; that his little book, though
abounding too in errors of detail, better deservea what place
it bas than any other of recent date.

The older Desodoards, Barruels, Lacretelles, and such
like, exist, but will hardly profit much. Toulongeon, a man
of talent and integrity, is very vague; often incorrect for an
eyewitness: his military details used to be reckoned valua
ble; but, we suppose, Jomini has eclipsed them now. The
Abbe Montgaillard has shrewdness, decision, insight;
abounds in anecdotes, strange facts and reports of facts: his
book being written in the form of Annals, is convenient for
consulting. For the rest, he is acrid, exaggerated, occa
sionully altogether perverse; and, with his hastes and his
hatreds, falls into the strangest hallucination; - as, for ex
ample, when he coolly records that' Madame de Stael,
Necker's daughter, was seen (on vii) distributing brandy to
the Gardea Francaises in their barracks;' that D'Orleans
Egalite had a pair of man.skin breeches,' -leather breeches,
of human skin, such as they did prepare in the tannery of
Meudon, but 100 late for D'Orleans. The history by Dew:
Amis de Liberte (if the reader secure the original edition)
is, perhaps, worth all the others, and offers (at least till
1792, after which it becomes convulsive, semi-fatuous, in
the remaining dozen volumes) the best, correctest, most pic
turesque narrative yet published. It is very correct, very
picturesque; wants only fore-shortening, shadow, and com
pression; a work of decided merit: the authors of it, what
is singular, appear not to be known.

Finally, our English histories do likewise abound: copi
ous if not in facts, yet in reflections on facts. They will
prove to the most incredulous that this French Revolution
was, as Chamfort said, no ' rose-water Revolution;' that the
universal insurrectionary abrogation of law and custom was
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managed in a most unlawful, uncustomary manner. He
who wishes to know how a solid Custos rotulorum, specu
lating over his port after dinner, interprets the phenomena
of contemporary universal history, may look in these books:
he'who does not wish that, need not look.

On the whole, after all these writings and printings, the
weight. of which would sink an Indiaman, there are, per
haps, only some three publications hitherto that can be con
sidered as forwarding essential1y a right knowledge of this
matter. The first of tbese is the' Analyse du Moniteur,'
(complete expository Index, and Syllabus of the Moniteur
newspaper from 1789 to 1799) ; a work carrying its signifi
cance in its title; - provided it be faithfully executed; which
it is well known to be. Along with this we may mention
the series of portraits, a hundred in number,. published with
the original edition of it: many of them understood to be
accurate likenesses. The natural face of a man is often
worth more than several biographies of him, as biographies
are written. These hundred portraits have been copied into
a book called 'Scenes de la Revolution,' (which contains
other pictures, of small value, and some not useless writing
by Chamfort) ; and are often to be found in libraries. A
republication of Vernet's Caricatures· would be a most ac
ceptable service, but has not been thought of hitherto. The
second work to be counted here is the 'ChoL'{ des Rapports,
Opinions, et Discours,' in some twenty volumes, with an ex
cellent index: parliamentary speeches, reports, &c., are fur
nished in .abundance; complete illustration of all that this
Senatorial province (rather a wearisome one) can illustrate.
Thirdly, we have to name the 'Collection of Memoirs,'
completed several years ago, in above a hundred volumes.
Booksellers Baudouin, Editors Berville and Barriere, have

* See Mercier's NQuveau Paris, vol. iv. p. 254.
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done their utmost; adding notes, explanations, rectifications,
with portraits also if you like: Louvet, Riouffe, and the
two volumes of ' Memoirs on the Prisons' are the most at·
tractive pieces. This Baqdouin Collection; therefore, joins
itself to that of Petitot, as a natural sequel.

And now a fourth work, which follows in the train of
these, and deserves to be reckoned along with them, is this
'Histoire Parlementaire' of Messieurs Buchez and ROUlt.
The authors are men of ability and repute: Buchez, if we
mistake not~ is Dr. Buchez, and practises medicine with ac.
ceptance; Roux is known as an essayist and journalist:
they once listened a little to Saint Simon, but it was before
Saint Simonism called itself 'a religion,' and vanished in
Bedlam. We have understood there is a certain biblioma.
niac military gentleman in Paris, who in the course of years
has amassed the most astonishing collection of .revolutionary
ware: books, pamphlets, newspapers, even sheets and hand·
bills, ephemeral printings and paintings, such as the day
brought them forth, lie there without end.· Into this ware·
house (as into all manner of other repositories) Messrs.
Buchez and Roux have happily found access: the' Histoire
Parlementaire' is the fruit of their labors there, A
number (two forming a volume) is published every fort·

* It is generalIy known that a similar collection, perhaps still
larger and more curious, lies (buried) in the British Museum hete
inaccessible for want of a propel' catalogue. Some eightl!en months
ago, the respectable 8ub-librarian seemed to be working at such a
thing: by respectful application to him, you could gain access to his
room, and have the satisfaction of mounting on ladders, and reading
the outside titles of his books, which was a great help. Otherwise
you could not in many weeks ascertain so much as the table of con
tents of this repository; and, after days of weary waiting, dusty
rummaging, and sickness of hope deferred, gave up the enterprise
.. a ' game not worth the candle.'
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night: we have the first twenty-two volumes before us,
which bring down the narrative to January, 1793; there
must be several other volumes out, which We have not yet
seen. Conceive a judicious compilation with such resources.
Parliamentary Debates, in summary, or (where the occasion
warrants it) given at large; this is by no means the most
interesting part of the matter: we have excerpts, notices,
hints of all imaginable sorts; of newspapers, of pamphlets,
of Sectionary and Municipal records, of the Jacobins' club,
of placard-journals, nay, of placards and caricatures. No
livelier emblem of the time, in its actual movement and
tumult, could be presented. The editors coonect these fmg.
ments by expositions such as are needful; so that a reader
coming unprepared to. the work can still know what he is
about. Their.expositions, as we can testify, are handsomely
done: but altogether apart from these; the excerpts them
selves are the valuable thing. The scissars, in such a case,
are independent of the pen. One of the most interesting
English biographies we have is that long thin folio on Oliver
Cromwell, published some five-and-twenty years ago, where
the editor has merely clipt out from the contempomry news·
papers whatsoever article, paragmph, or sentence he found
to contain the name of Old Noll, aad printed them in the
order of their dates. It is surprising that the like has not
been attempted in other cases. Had seven of the eight
translators of Faust, and seventy times seven of the four
hundred four·score and ten Imaginative Authors, but thrown
down the writing instrument, and turned to the old news
paper files judiciously with the cutting one!

We can testify, after not a little examination;"' that the
. editors of the • Histoire Parlementaire' are men of fidelity,

of diligence; that their accuracy in regard to facts, dates,
and so forth, is far beyond the average. Of course they
have their own opinions, prepossessions even; but these are
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honest prepossessions, which they do not hide; which one
can estimate the force of, allow for the result of. Wilful
fulsification, did the pOssibility of it lie in their character, is
otherwise out of the question. But, indeed, our editors are
men of earnestness, of strid principle; of a faith, were it
only in the republican 'rricolor. Their democratic faith,
truly, is palpable, thorough-going; liS it has a right to be, in
these days, since it likes. The thing you have to praise,
however, is that it"is a quiet faith, never a·nhysterical one;
never expresses itself otherwise than with a becoming calm
ness, especially with a becoming brevity. The hoarse deep
croak of Marat, the brilliant sharp-cutting gayety of Des
moulins, the dull bluster of Prudhomme, the cackling garru

lity of Bnssot, all is welcomed with a cold gravity and
brevity; all is illustrative, if not of one thing then of another.
Nor are the Royalists Royous, Suleaus, Peltiers, forgotten;
, Acts of the Apostles,' 'King's Friend,' nor 'Crowing of
the Cock :.' these, indeed, are more sparingly administered;
but at the right time, as is promised, we shall have more.
In a wor.d, it may be said of this 'Histoire Parlementaire,'
that the wide promise held oul in its title page is really, in
some respectable measure, fulfilled. With a fit index to
wind it up (which index ought to be not good only but ex
cellent, so much depends on it here), this work bids fuir to
be one of the most important yet published on the History
of the Revolution.. No library, that professes to have a col
lection in this sort, cun dispense with it.

A ' Histoire Parlementaire ' is precisely the house, or say,
rather, the unbuilt city, of which the single brick can form
a specimen. In so rich a variety the only difficulty is where
to choose. We have scenes of tragedy, of comedy, of
farce, of fllrce-trage.dy oftenest of all; there is eloquence,
gravity; there is bluster, bombast, and absurdity: scenes
tender, scenes barbarous, spirit-stirring, and then flatly weari-
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some: a thing waste, incoherent, wild to look upon; but
great with the greatness of reality; for the thinK exhibited
is no vision, but a fact. Let us, as the first excerpt, give
this tragedy of old Foulon, which all the world has heard of,
perhaps not very accurately. Foulon's life-drama, with its
hasty cruel sayings and mean doings, with i~· thousandfold
intrigues, and' the people eating grass if they like,' ends in
this miserable manner. It is the editors themselves who
llpeak; compiling from varioUs sources: -

'Towards five in the momillg, {Paris, 22d July, ]789~ M.
Foulon was brought in; he had been arrested at Vitry, near Fon
tainbleau, by the peasants of the place. Doubtless this man
thought himself very guilty towards the people' (say, very hate
ful); 'for he had spread abroad a report of his death; and had
even buried One of his servants, who happened to die then, under
his own name. He had afterwards hidden himself in an estate of
M. de Sartines' j where he was detected and seized.

, M. Foulon was taken to the Hotel de Ville, where they made
him wait. Towards nine o'clock the assembled Committee had
decided that he should be sent to the Abbaye prison. M. de Lafay
ette was sent for, that he might execute this order j he was abroad
over the Districts: he could not be found. During this time a
crowd collected in the square; and required to see Fonlon. It
was noon: M. Bailly came down; the people listened to him; but
~ll persisted. In the end they penetrated into the great hall of
the Hotel de Ville; would see Foulon, "whom," say they, "you
lI.r~ wanting to smuggle off from justice." Fo1,1lon was presented
to them. Then began this remarkable dialogue. M. de la Poize,
an Elector: -"Messieurs, every guilty person should be judged."
"Yes, judged directly, and then hanged." M. Osselin: -"To
judge, one must have judges; let us send M. Foulon to the tribu
nals." "No, no," replied the people, "judge him just now."
" Since you will not have the common judges," said M. Osselin, ~
it is indispensable to appoint others." "Well, judge him your-
selves." "We have no right either to judge orto create judges;
.\lAme them yourselves." " Well," cried the people," M. Ie Cure

~
· t
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of Saint-Etienne then, and M. Ie Cure of Saint-Andre." Osselin:
-" Two judges are not enough; there needs seven." There
upon the people named MesmI. Qu~tremere, Varangue, &c.
"Here are seven judges indeed," said Osselin, "but we still want
a clerk." "Be you clerk." " A king's Attorney." "Let it be M.
Duveyrier." "Of what crime is M. Foulon accused?" asked
Duveyrier. " He wished to harass the people; he said he would
make them eat grass; he was in the plot; he was for national
bankruptcy; he bought up com." The two curates then rose, and
declared tlI.at they refused to judge; the laws of the church not
permitting them. " They are right," said some; "they are cozen
ing us," said others, "and the prisoner all the while is making his
escape." At these words there rose a frightful tumult in the Hall.
" Messieurs," said an Elector, "name four of yourselves to guard
him." Four men accordingly were chosen; sent into the neigh
boring apartment, where Foulon was. "But will you judge then?"
cried the crowd. "Messieurs, you see there are two judges want
ing." "We name M. Bailly and M. Lafayette." "But M. Lafay
ette is absent; one must either wait for him, or name some other."
" Well, then, name directly, and do it yourself."

, At length the Electors agreed to proceed to judgment; Foulon
was again brought in. The foremost part of tlle crowd joined
hands, and formed a chain several ranks deep, in the middle of
which he was received. At this moment M. Lafayette came in;
went and took his place at the board among the electors; and then
addressed to the people a discourse, of which the .ami du Roi and
the...Records of the Town-hall, the two authorities we borrow from
here, give different reports.'

Lafayette's speech, llccording to both versions, is to the
effect that Foulon is guilty: but that he doubtless has ac
complices ; that he must be taken to the Abbaye prison, and
investigated there. 'Yes, yes, to prison I Off with him,
off I' cried the crowd. The Deu:r: Amis add another not
insignificant circumstance, that poor Foulon himself, hearing
this conclusion of Lafayette's, clapped hands; whereupon
the crowd said, ' See I they are both in a story I' Our edi
tors continue llnd conclude:-

VOL. IV. 23
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• At this moment there rose a great clamor in the square. " It
is the Palais Royal coming," lllLid one; "It is the Faubourg Saint
Antoine," lllLid another. Then a well-drell8ed person (hom~ bien
mia) advanced towards the board, and said," VOW !IOUI moquez:
what is the use of judging a man who has been judged these
thirty years?" At this word, Foulon was· clutched; hurled out to
the square; and finally tied to the fatal rope, which hung from the
Lanteme at the comer of the Rue de 10. Vannerie. The rope WlI8

afterwards cut; the head was put on a pike, and paraded,' - with
'grass' in the mouth of it, they might have added! -vol. ii.
P. 148. .

From the' Revolutions de France et de Brabant,' Camille
Desmoulin's newspaper furnishes numerous extracts, in the
earlier volumes; always of a remarkable kind. This Pro
cureur General de la Lanterne has a place of his own in
the history of the Revolution; there are· not many notabier
persons in it than he. A light, harmless creature, as he
says of himself; 'a man born to write verses,' but whom
destiny directed to overthrow bastilles, and go to the guillo
tine for doing that. How such a man will comport himself
in a French Revolution, as he from time to time turns up
there, is worth seeing. Of loose, headlong character; a
man stuttering in speech; stuttering, infirm, in conduct too,
till one huge idea laid hold of him: a man for whom art,
fortune, or himself, would never do much, but to whom
Nature had been very kind! One meets him always with
a sort of forgiveness, almost of underhand love, as for a
prodigal son. He has good gifts, and even acquirements ;
elegant law-scholarship, quick sense, the freest joyful heart;
a fellow of endless wit, clearness, soft lambent brilliancy;.
on any subject you can listen to him, if without approving,
yet Without yawning. As a writer, in fact, there is nothin!? /
French that we have heard of'superior or equal to him fOr
these fifty years. Probably some French editor, some day
or other, will sift that journaliStic rubbish, and produce out

..
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of it, in small neat compass, a • Life and Remains' of this
poor Camille. We pick up three light fractions, illustrative
of him and of the things he moved in; they relate to the
famous Fifth of October (1789), when the women rose in
insurrection. The Palais Royal aI}d Marquis Saint-Huruge
have been busy on the King's veto, and Lally Tollendal's
proposal of an upper house:-

'Was the Palais Royal so far wrong,' says Camille, 'to cry out
against such things? I know that the Palais Royal promenade is
strangely miscellaneous; that pickpockets frequently employ the
liberty of the pre88 there, and many a zealous patriot has lost his
handkerchief in the fire of debate. But for all that I must bear
honorable testimony to the promenaders in this Lyceum and Stoa.
The Palais Royal garden is the focus of patriotism; there do the
chosen patriots rendezvous, who have left their hearths and their
provinces to witness this magnificent spectacle of the Revolution
of 1789, and not to witness without aiding in it. They are French
men; they have an interest in the Constitution, and a right to con
cur in it. How many Parisians too, instead of going to their Dis
tricts, find it shorter to come at once to the Palais Royal. Here
you have no need to ask a President if you may speak, and wait
two hours till your turn comes. You propose your motion; if it
find supporters, they set you on a chair: if you are applauded, you
proceed to the redaction: if you are hissed, you go your ways. It
is very much the mode the Romans followed; their Forum and
our Palais Royal resemble one another.' - \'01 ii P. 414-

Then a few days further on - the celebrated military
dinner at Versailles, with the white cockades, black cockades,
and • 0 Richard I 0 mon Roi I ' having been trans
acted :-

.' Paris, Sunday, 4th October. The king's wife had been so grati
tied with it, that this brotMrly repast of Thursday must needs be
repeated. It was so on the Saturday, and with aggravations. Our
patience was worn out: you may suppose whatever patriot observ
e1!l there were at Versailles hastened to Paris with the news, or at
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least sent off despatches containing'them. That same day (Satur
day evening) all Paris set itself astir. It was a lady, first, who,
seeing that her husband was not listened to at his District, came
to the bar of the Cafe de Foi, to denounce the anti-national cock
ades. M. Marat flies to Versailles; returns like lightning; makes
a noise like the four blasts of doom, crying to us - Awake, ye
Dead! Danton, on his side, IS01lIlds the alarm in the CordelierB.
On Sunday this immortal Cordeliers' District posts its manifesto;
and that very day they would have gone to Versailles, had not M.
Crevecmur, their commandant, stood in the way. People seek out
their arms however; sally out to the streets in chase of anti-national
cockades. The law of reprisals is in force; these cockades are
tom oft; trampled under foot, with menace of the Lan/erne in case
of relapse. A military gentleman, picking up his cockade, is for
fastening it on again; a hundred canes start into the air, saying
veto. The whole Sunday passes in hunting down tlie white and
the black cockades; in holding council at the Palais Royal, over
the Faubourg Saint Antoine, at the end of bridges, on the quais.
At the doors of the coffee houses there arise free conferences
between the Upper House, of the coats that are within, and the
Lower House, of jackets and wool-caps, assembled extra mUTOI.

It is agreed upon that the audacity of the aristocrats increases
rapidly; that Madame Villepatour and the queen's women are dis
tributing enormous white cockades to all comers in the (EiJ-de
B<Euf; that M. Lecointre, having refused to take one from their
hands, has all but been assassinated. It is agreed upon that we
have not a moment to lose; that the boat which used to bring us
flour from Corbeil, morning and evening, now comes only once in
two days: - do they plan to make their attack at the moment
when they have kept us for eight-and-forty hours in a fasting state ?
It is agreed upon,' &c. - vol. iii. p. roo

We hasten to the catastrophe, which arrives on the mor
row. It is related elsewhere, in another leading article:-

, At break of day the women rush towards the Hotel de Ville.
All the way, they recruit fresh hands, among their own sex, to
march with them; as sailors are recruited at London: there is an
active press of women. The Quai de laFerraille is covered witb

·1
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t:emale crimps. The robust kitchen-maid, the I1im mantuamaker,
all must go to Iwell the phalanx; the ancient devotee, tripping to
mass in the dawn, Seetl herself for the first time carried off, and
shrieks help! whilst more than one of the younger sort secretly is
not so sorry at going without mother or mistress to Versailles to
pay her respects to the august Assembly. At the same time, for
the accuracy of this narrative, I must remark that these women, at
least the battalion of them which encamped that night in the As
sembly Hall, and had marched under the lIag of M. Maillard, had
amoDg themselves a Presidentess IU1d Staff; and that every wo
man, on being borrowed from her mother or husband, was pre
sented to the Presidentess or some of her aids-de-camp, who
engsged to watch over her morality, and insure her honor for this
day.

• Once arrived on the Place de GIive, these women piously
begin letting down the Lankrm; as in great calamities, you let
down the shrine of Saint Genevieve. Next they are for mounting
into the Hotel de Ville. The Commandant had been forewarned
of this movement: he knew that all insurrections have begun by
women, whose maternal bosom the bayonet of the satellites of
despotism respects. Four thousand soldiers presented a front
bristling with bayonets; kept them back from the step: but behind
these women there rose and grew every moment a nucleus of men,
armed with pikes, axes, bills; blood is about to flow on the place;
the presence of these Sabine women hindered it. The National
Guard, which is not purely a machine, as the Minister of War
would have the soldier be, makes use of its reason. It discerns
that these women, now for Versailles, are going to the root of the
mischief. The four thousand Guards, already getting saluted with
stones, think it reasotiablest to .open a passage; and, like waters
through a broken dike, the floods of the multitude inundate the
Hotel de Ville.

'It is a picture interesting to paint, and one of the greatest in
the Revolution, this same' army of ten thousand Judiths setting
forth to cut off' the head of Holofernes I forcing the Hotel de
Ville; arming themselves with whatever they can lay hands on ;
some tying ropes to the cannon-trains, arresting carts, loading
them with artillery, with powder and balls for the Versailles Na-

23-
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tional guard, which is left: without amunition; others driving on
the horses, or seated on cannon, holding the redoubtable match;
seeking for their generalissimo, not aristocrats with epaulettes,
but Conquerors of the Bastille! '-vol. iii. p. 110.

So far Camille on veto, scarcity, and the Insurrection of
W omeIl, in the end of 1789.

We terminate with a scene of a very different complexion,
being some three years farther on, that is to say, in Septem·
ber 1792 I HUmhesi (anagram for Mehee Fils), in. his
'Verite toute enticre,' a pamphlet really more veracious
than most, thus testifies, after a good deal of preambling : -

'I was going to my post about half past two,' (Sunday, the 2d
of September, tocsins all ringing, and Brunswick just at hand j)
., I was passing' along the Rue Dauphine; suddenly I hear hisses.
I look, I observe four hackney-coaches, coming in a train, escorted
by the Federe's of the departments.

, Each of these coaches contained four persons: they were indi
viduals' (priests) 'arrested in the preceding domiciliary visits.
Billaud-Varennes, Procureur-Substitute of the Commune, had
just been interrogating them at the Hotel de Ville; and now they
were proceeding towards the Abbaye, to be provisionally detained
there. A crowd is gathering; the cries and hisses redouble: one
of the prisoners, doubtless out of his senses, takes fire at these
murmurs, puts his arm over the coach-door, gives one of the Fe
dere's a stroke over the head with his cane. The Federe, in a
rage, draws his sabre, springs on the carriage-steps, and plunges
it thrice over into the heart of his aggressor. I saw the bloOd
come out in great jets. "Kill everyone of them; they are scoun
drels, aristocrats!" cry the people. The Federe's all draw their
sabres, and instantly kill the three companions of the one who
had just perished. I saw, at this moment, a young man in a white
nightgown stretch himself out of that same carriage: his counte
nance, expressive, but pale and worn, indicated that he was very
sick; he had gathered his staggering strength and, though already
wounded, was crying still, " Grace, grace, pardon!" but in vain 
!l mortal stroke united him to the lot of the others.
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, This coach, which was the hindmost, now held nothing but
cOrp8es; it had not IItopped during the carnage, which lasted
about the space of two minutes. The cl'O,wd increases, crueU
eutado; the yells redouble. The conches are at the Abbaye. The
corpses are hurled into the court; the twelve living prisoners dis
mount to enter the committee-room. Two are sacrificed on alight
ing; ten succeed in entering, The committee had not had time
to put the slightest question, when a multitude, armed with pikes,
sabres, swords, and bayonets, dashes in; seizes the accused, and
kills them. One prisoner, already much wounded, kept hanging
by the skirts of a Committee-member, and still struggled against
death.

'Three yet remained; one of whom was the Abbe Sicard,
teacher of the deaf and dumb. The sabres were already over his
head, when Monnot,' the watchmaker, flung himself before them,
crying, " Kill me rather, and not this man, who is useful to our
country! " These words, uttered with the fire and impetuosity of
a generous sool, suspended death. Profiting by this moment of
calm, Abbe Sicard and the other two were got conveyed into the
back part of the room.

Abbe Sicard, as is well known, survived; and the narra·
tive which he also published exists - Ilufficient to prove,
among other things, that' Felemhesi ' had but two eyes, and
his own share of sagacity and heart; that he has 17lis-seen,
miscounted, and, knowingly or unknowingly, mistated not a
little, - as one poor man, in these circumstances, might.
Felemhesi continues, - we only inverting his arrangement

somewhat: -

'Twelve scoundrels, presided by Maillard, with whom they had
probably combined this project beforehand, find themselves" by
chance" among the crowd; and now, being well-known one to
another, they unite themselves "in the name of the sovereign
people," whether it were of their own private audacity, or that
th8f had secretly receiTcd superior ardell!. They lay hold
of the prison registers, and turn them over; the turnkeys fall
a-trembling; the jailor's wife and the jailor faint; the prison
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is surrounded by furious men; there is shouting, clamoring:
the door is assaulted, like to be foreed; when one of the Com
mittee-members presents himself at the outer gate, and begs audi
ence: his signs obtain a moment of silence; the doors open, he
advances, gets a chair, mounts on it, and speaks: - " Comrades, .
friends," said he, "you are good patriots; y!lur resentment is just.
Open war to the enemies of the common good; neither truce nor
merey; it is a war to the death! I feel like you that they must
all perish.; and yet, if you are good citizens, you must love justice.
There is not one of- you but would shudder at the notion of shed
ding innocent blood." "Yes, yes!" reply the people. " Well,
then, I ask of you if, without inquiry or investigation, you 1ling
yourselveil like mad tigers on your fellow-men --?" Here the
speaker is interrupted by one of the crowd, who, with a bloody
sabre in his hand, his eyes glancing with rage, clea.ves the press,
and refutes him in these terms: "Tell us, Monsieur Ie Citoyen,
explain to us then, would the 8acru gmu:r of Prussia.ns and Aus
tria.ns, if they were at Paris, investigate for the guilty? Would
they not cut to the right and left, as the Swiss on the Tenth of
August did ? Well! I am no speaker, I can stuff the ears of no
one; but I tell you I have a wife and five children, whom I leave
with my section here while I go and fight the enemy: but it is
not my bargain that the villains in this prison, whom other villains
outside will open the door to, shall go and kill my wife and chil
dren in the meanwhile! I have -three boys, who I hope will be
usefuller to their country one day than these rascals you want to
save. Any way you have but to send them out; we will give
them arms, and fight them number for number. Die here, or die
on the frontiers, I am sure enough to be killed by these villains,
but I mean to sell them my life; and, be it I, be it others, the
prison shall be purged of these 8acrU gmux la.!' " He is right! "
responds the general cry.' - And so the frightful •purgation' pro
ceeds.

•At five in the afternoon, Billaud Va.rennes, Procureur-Substitut,
arrives; he had on his sash, and the small puce coat and black wig
we are used to see on him:· walking over carcasses, he mak8ll a
short harangue to the people, and ends thus: "People, thou art
lIacrificing thy enemies i thou art in thy duty." This cannibal
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speech lends them new animation. The killers blaze up, cry
louder than ever for new victims: - how to staunch this new
thirst of blood? A voice speaks from beside Billaud; it was
Maillard's voice: "There is nothing more- to do here; let us to
the CarT1UJ8!" They run thither: in five minutes more 1 saw them
trailing corpses by the heels. A killer (I cannot say a man), in
very coarse clothes, had, as it would seem, been specially com- 
missioned to dispatch the Abbe Lenf~nt; for; apprehensive lest
the prey might be missed, he takes water, flings it on the corpses,
washes their blood-smeared faces, tums them over, and seems at
last to ascertain that the Abbe Lenfant is among them.' - vol.
xviii. p. 169. .

This is the September massacre, the last scene we can
give as a specimen. Thus, in tnese curious records of the
, Histoire Parlementaire,' as in some Ezekiel vision qecome
real, does scene after scene disclose itself, now in rose·light,
now in sulphurous black, and grow ever more fitful, dream·
like,-till the Vendemiaire scene come, and Napoleon blow
forth his grape-shot, and Sansculottism be no more I

Touching the political and metaphysical speculations of
our two editors, we shall say little. They are of the
sort we lamented in Mignet, and generally in Frenchmen
of this day - a jingling of formulas; - unfruitful as that
Kalmuck prayer I Perhaps the strangest.looking particular
doctrine we have noticed is this: that the French Revolu·
tion was at bottom an attempt to realize Christianity, and
fairly put it in actiQn, in our world. For eighteen centuries
(it is not denied) men had been doing more or less that way;
but they set their shoulder rightly to the wheel, and gave a
dead·lift, for the first time then. Good M. Roux I and yet
the good Roux does mean something by this; and even
something true. But a marginal annotator has written on
our copy-' For the love of Heaven, Messieurs, humez vos
formules:' make away with your formulas; take off your
facetted spectacles; open your eyes a little and look! There
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. is, indeed, here and there, considerable rumbling of the
rotatory calabash, which .rattles and rumbles, concerning
Progress of the Species, Doctrine du Progres, Exploitations,
le Christ, the Verbe, and what not; written iri a vein of
deep, even of intense seriousness; but profitable, one would
think, to no man or woman. In this style M. Roux (for it
is he, we understand) painfully composes a preface to each
volume, !lnd has even given a whole introductory history of
France: we read some seven or eight of his first prefaces
hoping always to get some nourishment; but seldom or
never cut him open now. Fighting, in that way, behind
cover, he is comparatively harmless; merely wasting you
so many pence per number: happily the space he takes is
smal1. Whoever wants to form for himself an image of the
actual state of French Meditation, and under what surprising
shackles a French thinking man of these days finds himself
gyved, and mechanized, and reduced to the verge of zero,
may'open M. Roux's Prefaces, and s,ee it as in an expres
sive summary.

We wish our two French friends aU speed in their busi.
ness; and do again honestly recommend this' Histoire Par
lementaire' to any and al1 of our English friends who take
interest itl that subject,

•
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I

'M:Eiki~I~s OF THE LIFE OF SCOTT.-

[London and Westminster Review, 1838.]

AMERICAN Cooper asserts, in one of his books, that there
is " an instin~tive tendency in men to look at any man who
has become distinguished.". True, surely; as all observa
tion and survey of mankind, from China to Peru, ftom

Nebuchadnezzar to 0l!LH~, will testify! Why do
men crowd towards the improved drop at Newgate, eager
to catch a sight? The man ahQut to be h~nged is in a dis
tinguished situation. Men crowd to such extent, that Green·
acre's is not the only life choked out there. Again, ask of
these leathern vehicles, c.abriolets, neat-flies, with blue men
and women in them, that scour all thoroughfares, Whither
so fast? To see dear Mrs. Ri~marole, the distinguished
female I Great Mr. Rigmarole, the distinguished male.
Or, consider that crowning phenomenon, and summary
of modern civilization, a soiree of lions. Glittering are
the rooms, well-lighted, thronged; bright flows their un·
d~l\.tory._flood of blonde gowns and dress-coats, a soft
sioile dwelling on all faces; for behold there also flow the
lions, hovering distinguished: oraCles of the age, of one
sort or another. Oracles really pleasant to see; whom it is
worth while to go and see: look at them, but inquire not of
them, depart rather and be thankful. For your lion-soiree
admits not of speech; there lies the speciality of it. A
meeting together of human creatures; and yet (so high has

* Memoirs of the Life of Sir Walter Scott, Baronet. Vol. i. - vi.
Cadell. Edinburgh, 1837. '
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civilization gone) the primary aim of human meeting, that
soul might in some articulate utterance unfold itself to soul,
ean be dispensed with in it. Utterance there is not: _nay,
there is a certain grinning play of tongue-fence, and make-

. believe of utterance, considerably worse than none. For
which reason it has been suggested, with an eye to sincerity
and silence in such lion-soirees/Might not each lion be, for
example, ticketed, as wine·decanters are? Let him carry,
slung round him, in such ornamental manner as seemed
good, his silver label with name engraved; you lift his label,
and read it, with what farther ocular survey you find useful,
and speech is not needed at all. 0 Fenimore Cooper, it is
most true there is " an instinctive tendency in men to look
at any man that has become distinguished;" and, more
over, an instinctive desire in men to become distinguished
and be looked at !

For the rest, we will call it a most valuable tendency
this; indispensable to mankind. Without it where were
star-and-garter, and significance of rank; where were all
ambition, money-getting, respectability of gig or no gig;
and, in a word, the main impetus by which society moves,-
the main force by which it hangs together? A tendency,
we say, of manifold results: of manifold origin, Dot ridicu
lous only, but sublime; -w,hich some incline to deduce
from th~ mere gregarious purblind nature of man, prompt
ing him to run, -' as dim-eyed animals do, towards any
glittering object, were it but a scoured tankard, and mistake
it for a solar luminary,' or even, 'sheep-like, to run and
crowd because many have already run I' It is, indeed, curi
ous to consider how men do make the gods that themselves
worship. For the most famed man, round whom all the
world rapturously huzzahs, and venerates as if his like were
not, is the same man whom all the world was wont to jostle
into the kennels i not a changed man, but in every fibre of
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him the same man. Foolisb world, what went ye out to
see ? A tankard scoured bright; and do there not lie, of
the self-same pewter, whole barrowfuls of tankards, though
by worse fortune all still in the dim state?

And yet, at bottom, it Is not merely our gregarious sheep
like quality, but something better, and indeed best; what
has been called' the perpetual fact of hero-worship;' our
inborn sincere love of great men I Not the gilt farthing,
for its own sake, do even fools covet j but the gold guinea
which they mistake it for. Veneration of great men is
perennial in the nature of man j this, in all times, especially
in these, is one of the blessedest facts predicable of him.
In all times, even in these seemingly 80 disobedient times,
, it remains a blessed fact, so cunningly has nature ordered
it, that wMtsoever ,man ought to obey he cannot but obey.
Show the dullest clodpole, show the haughtiest featherhead,
that a soul higher than himself is actually here; were his
knees stiffened into brass, he must down and worship.' So
it has been written; and may be cited aud repeated till
known to all. Understand it well, this of ' hero-worship'
was the primary creed, and has intrinsically been the secon
dary and ternary and will 00 the ultimate and final creed of
mankind; indestructible, changing in shape,but in essence
unchangeable; whereon polities, religions, loyalties, and all
highest human interests have been and can be built, as on a
rock that will endure while man endures. Such is hero
wor~hjp; so much lies in that our inborn sincere love of
great men! - In favor of which unspeakable benefits of the
reality, what can we do but cheerfully pardon the multiplex
ineptitudes of the semblance, - cheerfully wish even lion
soirees, with labels for their lions or without that improve
ment, all manner of prosperity? Let hero-worship flourish,
say we; and the more and more assiduous chase after gilt
farthings while guineas are not yet forthcoming. Herein,

VOL. IV. 24
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at lowest, is proof that guineas exist, that they are be
lieved k> exist, and valued. Find great men if you
can; if you cannot, still quit BOt the search; in defect
of great men, let there be noted men, men, in sueh num
ber, to such degree of intensity as the puhlicappetite can
tolerate.

Whether Sir Walter Scott was a great man, is still a
question with some; but there can be no ,question with any
one that he was a most ooted and even notable man. In
.this -generation there was no literary man with such a popu
larity in any country; there have only been a few with
such, taking in all generations and all countries. Nay, it
is farther to be admitted that Sir Walter Scott's popularity
was of a select sort rather; not a popularity of the populace
His admirers were at one time almost all the intelligent of
civilized countries; and to the last, included and do still in
clude a great portion of that sort. ,Such fortune he had,
and has continued to maintain for a space of some twenty
or thirty years. So long the observed of all observers; a
great man, or only a considerable man;' here surely, if ever,
is a singularly circumstanced, is a' distinguished' man I
In regard to whom, therefore, the' instinctive tendency' on
other men's part cannot be wanting. Let men look, where
the world has already so long looked. And now, while the
new, earnestly expected' Life by his Son-in-law and literary
executor' again summons the whole world's- attention round
him, probably for the last time it will ever be so summoned;
and men are in some sort taking leave of a notability, llftd
about to go their way, and commit him to his fortune on the
flood of things, - why should not this periodical publication
likewise publish its thought about him? Readers of miscel
laneous aspect, of unknown quantity and quality, are wait
ing to hear it done. With small inward vocation, but cheer-
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fully obedient to destiny and necessity, the present reviewer
will follow a multitude to do evil or to do no evil, will de
pend not on the multitude but on himself. One thing he did
decidedly wish; at least to wait till the work were finished:
fOT the six promised volumes, as the world knows, have
flowed over into a seventh, which will not for some weeks
yet see the light. But the editorial powers, wearied
with waiting, have become peremptory; and declare that,
finished or not finished, they will have their hands washed
of it at this opening of the year. Perhaps it is best. The
physiognomy of Scott will not be much altered for us by
the seventh volume; the prior six have altered it but little ~

--- as, indeed, a man who has written some two hundred
volumes of his own, and lived for thirty years amid the
universal speech of friends, must have already left some
likeness of himself. Be it as the peremptory editorial pow
ers require.

First, therefore, a word on the' Life' itself. Mr. Lock
hart's knOll'n powers ju.stify strict requisition in his case.
Our verdict in general would be, that he has accomplished
the work he schemed for himself in a creditable workman
like manner. It is true, his notion of what the work was
does not seem to have been very elevated. To picture forth
tile life of Scott according to any rules of art or composi
tion, so that a reader, on adequately examining it, might say
to himself, , There is Scott, there is the physiognomy and
meaning of Scott's appearance and transit on this earth;
such was he by nature, so did the world act on him, so he
on the world, with such result and significance for himself
and us : ' this was by no manner of means Mr. Lockhart's
plan. A plan which, it is rashly said; should preside over
every biography! It might have been fulfilled with all de
grees ~f perfection from that of the 'Odyssey' down to
, Thomas Ellwood' or lower. For there is no heroic poem
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in the world but is at bottom a biography, the li~e of a man:
alllo, it may be said, there is no life of .11 man, faithfully re
corded, but is a heroic poem of its sort, rhymed or un
rhymed. It is a plan one would prefer, did it otherwise
suit; which it does not, in these days. Seven volumes sell
80 much dearer than one; are so much easier to write
than one. The' Ody$Cy,' for instance, what were the
value of the 'Odyssey,' sold per sheet? One paper
of 'Pickwick;' or say, the inconsiderable fraction of
one. This, in commercial algebra, were the equation:
'Odyssey' equal to 'Pickwick' divided by·an unknown
integer.

There is a great discovery still to be made in literature,
that of paying literary men by the quantity tbey do not
write. Nay, in sober truth, is not this actually the rule in
all writing; and, moreover, in all conduct and acting? Not
what stands above ground, but what lies unseen under it, as
the root and subterrene clementit sprang from and em
blemed forth, determines value. Under all speech that is
good for anything there lies a silence that is better.
Silence is deep as etemity; speech ill shallow as time.
Paradoxical does it Beem? W0 foi' the age, wo for the man,
quack-ridden, bespeeched, bespouted, blown about like
barren Sahara, to whom this world-old truth were altogether
strange! - Such we say is the rule, acted on or not, recog-.
pised or not; and he who departs from it, what can he do
but spread himself into breadth and length, into superficiality
and saleability; and, except as. filigree, become compara,
tively useless? One thinks, had but the hogshead of thin
wash, which· sours in a week ready for the kennels, been
distilled, been concentrated! Our dear Fenimore Cooper,
whom we started with, might, in that way, have given us
one Natty Leatllerstocking, one melodious synopsis of man
and nature in. the West (for it lay in him to do it), almost I

I
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as a Saint Pierre did for the islands of the East; and the
hundred incoherences, cobbled hastily together by order of
Colburn and Company, had slumbered in Chaos, as all in
coherences ought if possible to do. Verily this same genius
of diffuse-writing, of diffuse-acting, is a Moloch; and souls
pass through the fire to him more than enough. Surely, if
ever discovery was valuable and needful, it were that above
indicated, of paying by the work not visibly d~ne ! - Which
needful discovery we will give the whole projecting, railway.
ing, knowledge-diffusing, march-of-intellect, and otherwise
promotive and locomotive societies in the Old and New
World, any required length of centuries to make. Once
made, such discovery once made, we too will fling cap into
the air, and shout 10 Paan, the Devil is conquered; and in
the me4Rwhile study to think it nothing miraculous that seven
biographical volumes are given where one had been belter;
and that several other things happen, very much as they
from of old were known to do, and are like to continue
doing.

Mx:. Lockhart's aim, we take it, was not that of producing
any such highflown work of art as we hint at: or indeed to
do much other than to print, intelligibly bound together by
order of time, and by some requisite intercalary exposition,
all such letters, documents, and notices about Scott as he
found lying suitable, and as it seemed likely the world would
undertake to read. His work, accordingly, is not so much
a composition, as what we may call a compilation well done.
Neither is this a task of no difficulty; this too is a task that
may be performed with extremely various degrees of talent:
from the' Life and Correspondence of Hannah More,' for
instance, up to this' Life of Scott,' there is a wide range
indeed I Let us take the seven volumes, and be thankful
that they are genuine in their kind. Nay, as to that of their
being seven and not one, it is right to say that the public so

24-
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required it. To have done other would have shown little
policy in an author. Had Mr. Lockhart laboriously com
pressed himself, and instead of well·done compilation,
brought out the well-done compositwn in one volume instead
of seven, which not many men in England are better quali
fied to do, there can be no doubt that his r~aders for the
time had been immeasurably fewer. If· the praise of mag
nanimity be denied him, that of pr!Jdence must be conceded,
which perhaps he values more.

The truth is, the work, done in this manner too, was good
to have: Scott's Biography, if uncomposed, lies printed and
indestructible here, in the elementary state, and can at any

. time be composed, if necessary, by whosoever has call to
that. As it is, as it was meant to be, we repeat, the work
is vigorously done. Sagacity, decision. candor, diligence,
good manners, good sense: these qualities are throughout
observable. The dates, calculatiQns, statements, we suppose
to be all accurate; .much laborious inquiry, some of it im
possible for another man, has been gone into, the results of
which are imparted with due brevity. Scott's letters, not
interesting generally, yet never absolutely without interest,
are copiously given; copiously, but with selection; the
answers to them still more select. Narrative, delineation,
and at length personal reminiscences, occasionally of much
merit, of a certain rough force, sincerity, and picturesque
ness, duly intervene. The scattered members of Scou's
Life do lie here; and could be disentangled. In a word,
this compilation is the work of a manful, clear.seeing, con
clusive man, and has been executed with the faculty and
combination of faculties the public had a right to expeot
from the name attached to it.

One thing we hear greatly blamed in Mr. Lockhart: that
he has been too communicative, indiscreet, and has recorded
much that ought to have lain suppressed. Persons are
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mentioned, and circumstances, not always of an ornamental
sort.. It would appear there is far less reticence than was
looked for I Various persons, name and surname, have
'received pain:' nay, the very hero of ·the biography is
rendered unheroic; unornamental facts of him, and of those
he had to do with, being set forth in plain English: hence
'personality,' 'indisoretion,' or worse, 'sanctities of· private
life,' &C. &c. How delicate, decent is English' biography,
bless its mealy mouth I A Damocles' sword of Respecta
bility hangs for ever over the poor English life-writer (as.it
does over poor English life in general), and reduces him to
the verge of paralysis. Thus it has been said, 'there are
no English lives worth reading except those of Players, who
by the nature of the case have bidden Respectability good
day.' The English biographer has long felt that if in writ
ing his Man's Biography, he wrote down anything that
could by possibility offend any man, he had written wrong.
The plain consequence was that, properly speaking, no
biography whatever could be produced. The poor biogra
pher, having the fear not of God before his eyes, was obliged
to retire as it were into vacuum; and write in the most
melancholy, straitened manner, with only vacuum for a r~

suit. Vain that he wrote, and that we kept reading volume
on volume: there was no biography, but some vague ghost
of a biography, white, stainless; without feature or Bub.
stance; vacuum, as we say, and wind and shadow, - which
indeed the material of it was.

No.man lives without jostling aud being jostled; in all
ways he has toe/bow himself through the world, giving and
receiving offence. His life is a battle, in so far as it is an
entity at all. The very oyster, we suppose, comes in oollis
ion with oysters: undoubtedly enough it does come in col
lision with Necessity and Difficulty; and helps itself through,
not as a perfect ideal. oyster, but as an imperfect real one.
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Some kind of remorse must be known to the oyster; cer
tain hatreds, certain pusillanimities. But as for man, his
conflict is continual with the spirit of contradiction, that is
without and within; with the evil spirit, (or call it with the
weak, most necessitous, pitiable spirit,) that is in othen\ arid
in himself. His walk, like all walking (say the mechani
cians), is a series of fallll. To paint man's life is to repre
sent these things. Let them be represented, fidy, with dig
nity and measure; but above all, let them be represented.
No tragedy of Hamlet, with the part of Hamlet omitted by
particular desire! No ghost of a BiograptJy, let the Damo
cles' sword of Respectability (which after all is but a paste
board one) threaten as it willI One hopes that the public
taste is much mended in this matter! that vacuum-biogra
phies, with a good many other vacuities related to them, are
withdrawn or withdrawing into vacuum. Probably it was
Mr. Lockhart's feeling of what the great public would ape
prove that led him, open-eyed, into this offence against the
small criticising public; we joyfully accept the omen.

Perhaps then, of all the praises copiously bestowed on his
work, there is none in reality so creditable to him as thill
same censure, which has also been pretty copious. It is a
censure better than a good many praises. He. is found
guilty of having said this and that, calculated not -.to be
entirely pleasant to this man and that; in other words,
calculated to give hiin and the thing he worked in a
living 'set of features, not leave him vague, in the white
beatified ghost condition. Several men, as we hear, cry
out, ' See, there is something written not entirely pleasant to
me !' Good friend, it is pity; but who can help it? They
that will crowd about bonfires may, sometimes very fairly,
get their beards singed; it is the price they pay for such
illumination; natuml twilight is safe and free to all. For
our part, we hope all manne.r of biognfphi~ that are written

.~
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in England will henceforth be, written so. If it is fit that
they be written otherwise, then it is still fitter that they be
not written at nil: to produce not things but ghosts of things
can never be' the duty of man. The biographer has this
problem set before him: to delineate a likeness of the
earthly pilgrimage of a man. He will compute weH what
profit is in it, and what disprofit; under which latter head
this of Qffending any of his fellow-creatures will surely not
be forgotten. Nay, this mily so swell the disrrrofit side of
his account, that many an enterprise of biography, other
wise promising, shall require to be renounced. But once
taken up, the rule before all rules is to do it, not to do the
ghost of it. In speaking of the man and men he has to
deal with, he will of course keep all his charities about him,
but also all his ey,es open. Far be it from him to set down
aught untrue; nay, not to abstain from, and leave in obliv
ion, much that is true. But having found a thing or things
.essential for his subjectf and well computed the for and
against, he will in very deed set down such thing or things,
nothing doubting, - having, we may say, the fear of God
before his eyes, and no other fear whatever. Censure the
biographer's prudence; dissent from the computation he
made, or agree with it ; be all malice of his, be all false
hood, nay, be all offensive avoidable inaccuracy, c(mdemned
and consumed j but know that by this plan only, executed
as was possible, could the biographer hope to make a biog
raphy; and blame him not that he did what it had been the
worst fault not to do.

As to the accuracy or error of these statements about the
Ballantynes and other persons aggrieved, which are ques.
tions much mooted at present in some places, we know
nothing at all. If they are inacc.u rate , let them be cor
rected; if the inaccuracy was:avoidable, let the author bear
rebuke and punishm~nt for'it. We can only say, these
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things carry no look of inaccuracy on the face of them;
neither is anywhere the smallest trace of ill-will or unjlHlt
feeling discernible. Decidedly the probabilities are, and till
better evidence arise, the fair conclusion is, that this matter
standi!- very much as it ought to do. Let the clatter of cen·
sure, therefore, propagate itself as far as it can. For Mr.
Lockhart it virtually amounts to this very considerable
praise, that, standing full in the face of the public, be has
set at nought, and been among the first to do it, a public
piece of cant; one of the commonest we have, and closely
allied to many others of the fellest sort, as smooth as it
looks.

The other censure, of Scott being made unheroic, springs
from the same stem; and is, perhaps, a still more wonderful
flower of it. Your true hero must have no features, but be
white, stainless, an impersonal ghost-hero! But connected
with this, there is a hypothesis now current, due probably
to some man of name, for its own force would not carry it
far; That Mr. Lockhart at heart has a dislike to Scott, and
has done his best in an underhand treacherous manner to
dishero him I Sucb hypothesis is actually current: he that
has ears may hear it now and then. On which astonishing
hypothesis, if a word must be said, it can only be an apology
for silence, , that there are things at which one stands struck
silent, as at fimt sight of the Infinite.' For if Mr. Lockhart
is fairly chargeable with any radical defect, if on any side
his ins,ight entirely fails him, it seems even to be in this,
that Scott is altogether lovely to him; that Scott's greatness
spreads out for him on all hands beyond reach of eye; that
his very faults become beautiful, his vulgar worldlinesses are
solid prudences, proprieties; and of his worth there is no
measure. Does not the patient biographer dwell on bis
Abbots, Pirates, and hasty theatrical scene·paintings ; affec
tionately analyzing them, as if they were Raphael pictures,
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time-defying Hamlets, OthelloB 1 The novel-manufactory,
with its £15,000 a-year, is sacred to him as creation of a
genius, which carries the noble victor up to heaven. Scott
is to Lockhart the unparalleled of the time; an object
spreading out before him like a sea without shore. Of that
astonishing hypothesis, let expressive silence be the only
answer.

And so in sum, with regard to ' Lockharts's Life of Scott,'
readers that believe in us shall read it with tile feeling that a
man of talent, decision, and insight wrote it; wrote it in
seven.volumes, DOt in one, because the public would pay for
it better in that state; but wrote it with courage, with f~nk

ness, sincerity; on the whole, in a very readable, recom
mendable manner, as things go. Whosoever needs it can
purchase it, or the loan of it, with assurance more than
usual that he has ware for his moner. And now enough of
the written life; we will glance a little at the man and his
acted life.

Into the question whether Scott was a great man or not,
we do not propose to enter deeply. It is, as too usual, a
question about words. There can be no doubt but many
men have been named and printed great who were vastly
smaller than he: as little doubt moreover that of the
specially good a very large portion, according to any genuine
standard of man's worth, were worthless in comparison to
him. He for whom Scott is great may most innocently
name him so; may with advantage admire his great quali
ties,and ought with sincere heart to emulate them. At the
same time, it is good that there be a certain degree of pre
cision in our epithets. It is good to understand, for one
thing, that no popularity, and open-mouthed wondpr of all
the world, continued even for a long series of yellS, can
make il. man great. Such popularity is a remarkable for-
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tune; indicates a great adaptation of the man to his element
of circumstances; but mayor may not indicate -anything
great in the man. To our imagination, as above hinted, there
is a certain apotheosis in it; but in the reality no apotheosis

• at all. Popularity is as a blaze of illumination, or alas, of
conflagration kindled round a man; 8Jwwing what is in him;
not putting the smallest item more into him; often abstract·
ing much from him; cooflagrating the poor man himself

. into ashes and caput mONuum! ·And then, by the nature
of it, such popularity is transient; your' series of years,'
quite u~expectedly, sometimes almost all Of! a sudden, t~rmi·
nates! For the stupidity of men, especially of men congre·
gated in masses round any object, is extreme. What iIlumi-

• nations and conflagrations have kindled themselves, as if
new heavenly suns had riseR, which proved only to be tar·
barrels, and terrestrialloeks of straw I Profane princesses
cried out, 'One God, one Farinelli?' - and whither now
have they and Farinelli danced?' In literature too; there
have been seen popularities greater even than Scott's and
nothing perennial in the interior of them. Lope de Vega,
whom all the wo~ld swore by, and made a proverb of; who
could make an acceptable five-act tragedy in almost as many
hours; the greatest of all popularities past or present, and
perhaps one of the greatest men that ever ranked among
popularities: Lope himself, so radiant, far-shining, has not
proved to be a sun OJ star of the firmament; but is as good
as lost and gone out, or plays at best, in the eyes of some
few, as a vague aurora-borealis, and brilliant ineffectuality.
The great man of Spain sat obscure at the time, all dark and
poor, a maimed soldier; writing his Don Quixote in prison.
And Lope's fate withal was sad, his popularity perhaps a
curse to him; for in this man there was something ethereal
too, a divine particle traceable in few other popular men;
and such far shining diffusion of himself, though all the
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world swore by it, would do nothing for the true life of him
even while he lived: he had to creep into a convent, into a
monk's cowl, and learn, with infinite sorrow, that hill bll:lssed...
ness had lain elsewhere; that when a man's life fetlls itself
to be sick and an error, no voting of by-standers can make
it well and a truth again. Or coming down to our own
times, was not August Kotzebue popular? Kotzebue, not
so many years since, saw himself, if rumor and hand-clapping
could be credited, the greatest man going; saw visibly his
Thoughts, dressed out in plush and pasteboard, permeating
and perambulatiBg civilized Europe; the most iron visages
weeping with him, in all theatres from Cadiz to Kamtchatka ;
his own 'astonishing genius,' meanwhile, producing two
iragedies or so per month: he on the whole blazed high
enough: he too has gone out into Night and Orcus, and
already is not. We will omit this of popularity altogether,
and account it as making simply nothing towards Scott's
greatness or non-greatness, as an accident, not a quality.

Shorn of this falsifYing nimbus, and reduced to his own
natural dimensions~ there remains the reality, Walter Sc~ft,

and what we.98n find in him: to be accounted great,or
1I0t gTeat, according to the dialects of men. Friends to pre"
cision of epithl:lt will probably deny his title to the name
• great.' It seems to us there goes other stuff to the making
of great men than can be detected here. One knows not
what idea worthy of the name of great, what purpose, i~

. stinct, or tendency, that could be called great, Scott ever
was inspired with. His life was worldly; his ambitions
were worldly. There is nothing spiritual in him; aU' ii
economical, material, of the earth earthy. A love of pictlJoo
•.esque, of beautiful, vigorous, and graceful things; a genu'
ine love, yet not more genuine than has dwelt in hundred.
of men named minor poots: thilS is the highest quality to be

VOL. IV. 25
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tliillCel'IIed in mm. Hi. power, of repJ'eIIentiDg tMse thiDp
~ hill poetic power, like his moral poWer, WlIS a genius ..
4111MH, as we may l8y, not Ix imemo. IIi actioD, 'W6ptlCu
tattoo, broad as he waa, he rose nowhere high; productive
without measure all to quantity, in quality he for the most
part trallscenOed -but a little way the region of common
place. It has been said, , no man has written as many vol
umes with 10 few sent8llces that can be quoted.' Winged
word. were oot his vocation; .nothing urged him tHat way :
the great mylltery of exilltence waa not great to him; did
not drive him into rocky solitudes to wreade with it for DB

.awer, to be answered or to perish. He had nothing of
die martyr; into no 'dark region to fllay monsters for us,'
did he, either led or driven, venture down: his conquests
were for his own behoof. mainly, conquests over common
market labor, and reckonablein good metallic coin of the
realm. The thing he bad faith ia, except power, power of
what sort soever, and even of the rudest sort, would be diffi.
eult to point out. One sees not· tbat he believed in anything;
DaY, he did noleven disbelieve; but quietly acqui~ed, and
made himself at home in a world of conventionalities: the
f.-lee, the semi-false, and the true were alike true in this,
that they were there, and had power in their hands more or
less. It was well to feel so; and yet not weill We find
it written, 'Wo to them that are at ease in Zion;' but
surely it is a double wo to them that are at ease in Babel, in
-Domdaniel. On the other hand he wrote many volumes,
amusing many thousands of men. Shall we call this great?
It seems to us there dwells and struggles another sort of
spirit in the inward parts of great men I

Brother Ringletub, the 'lTIissionary, inquired of Ram-Dass,
a Hindoo man-god, who had set up for godhood lately, .I
What be meant to do, then, with the sins of mankind? To l
which Ram-Dass at once answered, he had .fire enough in
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Ai8 lJeITy to burn up all the siBS i,- the werld. Ram-DMa
WlIB right 8G fat, ami had a spi'-le of eense in him; for
surely it is the test of' eY8ty di,ine man this saRle, aDd
without it he is not divine or great, - that he lume fire in
him to bum up somewhat of the Bins of the world, of the
miseries and errors of the world: why else is he tbere?
Far be· it from us to say that a great man must needs with
benevolence prepense, become a 'friend of humanity;' nay,
that such professional self-conscious friends of humanity are
not the fatalest kind of persons to be met with in our day.
All greatness is unconscious, or it is little and naught. And
yet a great man without 8ftCh fire in him,burning dim or
developed as a divi.Be behest in his heart of heans, never
resting till it be fulfilled, were a solecism in natwe. A great
man is ever, as the Transoendenlalists speak, p08lles8ed with
an ~ea. Napoleon himself, not the superlinest of great
men, aad ballasted suffioiently with pruaenoes and egoiSlllll,
had nevertbeless, as is clear enough, an idea to Iilt8rt with :
the idea that Democracy was the Cause of Man, tbe right
and infinite CaU!Ie. Aeeordingly he made Ilimself 'the
armed soldier of Democracy;' aBd did vindicate it in a
rather great manner. Nay, to the very last, he bad a kind
of idea, that, namely, of 'la carriere Du"erte aw: IGIeft8,
the toolslo him that oan handle them;' really one of the
best ideas yet promulgated on that matter, or rather the one
true central idea, towards which all the others, if they tend
anywhither, must tend. Unhappily it was ill the military
province only that Napoleon could realize this idea of his,
being forced to fight for himself the while ~ before he got
it tried to any extent in the civil province of things, his head
by much victory grew light (no head can stand more than
its quantity); ~ he lost head, as they say, and became a
selfish ambitiooist and quack, and was hurled out, lea'ring
his idea to be realized, ill the civil province of things, by
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others I Thus was Napoleon; thus are all great men:
children of the idea; or, in Ram-Dass's phraseology, rur
nished with fire to burn up the miseries of men. Conscious

. or unconscious, latent or unfolded, there is small vestige of
any such fire being extant in the inner-lQ~n of Scott.

Yet on the other hand, the surliest critic must allow that
Scott was a genuine man, whioh itself is a great matter.
No affectation, fantasticality, or distortion, dwelt in him;
no shadow of cant. Nay, withal, was he not a -right brave
and strong man, according to his kind? What a load of
toil, what a measure of feliCity, he quietly bore along with
him; with what quiet strength he both worked on this earth,
and enjoyed in it; invincible to evil fortune and to good !
A most composed invincible man; in difficulty and distre99,
knowing no discouragement, Samson.like, carrying off on
his strong Samson-shoulders the gates that would imprison
him; in danger and menace, laughing at the whisper of
fear. And then, with such a sunny current of true humor
and humanity, a free joyful sympathy with so many things;
what of fire he had, all lying so beautifully latent, as radica:l
latent heat, as fruitful internal warmth of life; a most robust,
healthy man I The .truth is, our best definition of Scott were
perhaps even this, that he was, if no great man, then some~

thing much pleasanter to be, a robust, thoroughly healthy,
and withal, very prosperous and victorious man. An emi
nently well-conditioned man, healthy in body, healthy in
soul; we will call him one of the healthiest of men. Neither
is this a small matter: health is a great . matter, both to the
possessor of it and to others. On the whOle, that humorist
in the Moral Essay was not so far out, who determined on
honoring health only; and so instead of humbling himself
to the highborn, to the rich and well.dr.d, insisted on
doffing hat to the healthy: coronetted carriages with pale
faces in them passed by as failures miserable and lamento.~
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hIe-; traeu with ruddy-cheeked strength dlagging at them
were greeted as lll00esriul and venerable. FOCI does DOC

1JeaWl ..,an hannony, Ilhe 8ydouym of llll that is true,
ja8tly-ordered, good; is it !lot, in some sense,the net-total,
U 11Iowa by expet'~eat, or whatever worth i$ in us ~ The>
belIlthy man is a most meritorious produet of nature, so far
as he gooa. A healthy bOOy is good; but a BOul in right
heabb, - it is the thing beyond aU others to be prayed for;
tJae b1essedest tllWrg this calth recei,.es of Heaven. Without
artm¢ial medicament of philosophy, or tight-Iaci8g 01 creeds
(always Tery questionable), the healthy sou} discerns what
is good. and aclheres to it, _d :retains it; discerns what is
bad, ana spostaDeOusly casts it off. An illstinct from nature
Jler.self, like thin which guides the wild ammals of the forest
to their food, shows him what he shall do, what he shall
aDstai~ from. The false and foreign will not adhere to him;
cant and all fantastic, diseased incrustations are impossible
- as Walker the OriginfJl, ia such eminence of health was
M for hi. part, could not by much abstinence from soap and
water, a'tain to a dirty face! This thing thou canst work
with and profit by, tbis thing is. substantial and worthy; that
other thing thou canst not work with, it is trivial and inapt:
80 speaks unerringly the inward monition of the man's whole
nature. No need of logic to prove the most argumentative
absur.dity absurd; as Goethe says of himself, • all this r&D
down from me like water from a man in wax-cloth drelS.'
Bl8llled is the healthy natmoe; it is the coherent, sweetly
coOperative, not incoherent, self-distracting, self-destructive
one I In the harmonious adjustmel'lt and play of all thlf
faculties, the just balance of oneself gives a· just feelmg
.\Valds all men and all things. Glad. light from within
radiates outwardS', and enlightens and embellishes.

Now all this can be predicated of Walter Scott, and of no
Bl'itiah. literary man that we remember in these days, to any

25-
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sqch extent, - if it be not perhaps of one, the most oppo
site imaginable to Scott, but his equal in this quality and
what holds of it: William Cobbett I Nay, there are other
similarities, widely different as they two look; nor be the
oomparison disparaging to &ott: for 90hbett al80, 118 the
pattern John Bull of his century, strong as the rhinoceros,
and with singular humanities and genialities shining through
his thick skin, is a most brave phenomenon-. So bounteous
was Nature to us; in the -sickliest of recorded ages, wheD!
British literature lay all puking and sprawling in Werterism~

Byronism, and other sentimentalism, _tearful or spasmodic
(fruit of internal wind),· Nature was kind enough to send
us two healthy Men, of whom she might still say, not with-.
out pride, ' These also were made in England; such limbs
do I still make there! ' It is one of the cheerfullest sights,
let the question of its greatness be settled as you wilt A
heaJthy nature mayor may not be great; but there is no
great nature that is not healthy. - Or, on the whole, might
we not say, Scott, in the new vesture of the nineteenth cen~

tury, was intrinsically very much the old fighting Borderer
of prior centuries; the kind of man Nature did of old make
in that hirthland of his? In the saddle, with the foray~pear,

he would have acquitted himself as he did at the desk with
his pen. One fancies how, in stou.t Beardie of Harden's
time, he could have played Beardie's part; and been the
stalwart buff·belted .terra filius he in this late time could
only delight to draw. The same stout self-help 'was in him;
the same oak and triple brass round his heart. He too
oould have fought at Redswire, cracking crowns with the
fiercest, if that had been the task; could have harried cat
tle in Tynedale, repaying injury with compound interest; a
right sufficient captain of men. A man without qualms or
fantasticalities; a hard-headed, sound-hearted man, of joy
ous robust temper, loo}(ing to the maill chance,8pd fiU;htillg
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direct thitherward: "aIde stalwartlU 1wnUJ 1-How much in
that case had slumbered in him, and passed away without
sign. But ·indeed, who knowll how much slumbers in many
men. Perhaps our greatest poets are the mute l\fiItons;
the vocal are those whom by happy accident we lay hold of,
one here, one there, as it chances, and make vocal. It is
even a question, whether, had not want, discomfort, and dis.
tress-warrants heenbusy at Stratford-on-Avon, Shakspeare
himself had not lived killing calves or combing wool! Had
the Edial Boarding-school turned out well, we had never
heard of Samuel Johnson; Samuel Johnson had been a fat
schoolmaster and dogmatic gerundgrin~ and never known
that he was more. Nature is rich: those two eggs thou art
eating· carelessly to breakfast, could they not have been
hatched into a pair of fowls, and have covered the whole
world with poultry ?

But it was not harrying of cattle in Tynedale, or crack
ing of crowns at Redswire, that this stout Border chief was
appointed to perform. Far other work. To be the song
singer and pleasant tale-teller to Britain and Europe, in the
beginning of the artificial nineteenth century; here, and not
there, lay his business. Beardie of Harden would have
found it very amllzing. How he shapes himself to this new
element; how he helps himself along in it, makes it too do
for him, lives sound and victorious in it, and leads over the
marches such a spoil as. all the cattle-droves the Hardens
ever took were poor in comparison to: this is the history of
the life and achievements of our Sir Walter Scott, Baro
net; - whereat we are now to glance for a litlie I It is a
thing remarkable; a thing substantial; of joyful, victorious
sort; not unworthy to be glanced at. Withal, however, a
glance here and there will suffice. Our limits are narrow;
the thing, were it never so victorious, is not of the sublime
sort, nor extremely edifying; there is nothing in it to cen·
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8Ille Tehemeotly, nor kJTe vehemeu.tly: there is more to
wonder at tban admire; and the- whole seePel is not aD ab
struse one.

Till towards the age of thirty, ScoU's life has- ilotl'ring in
it decisively pointing towards literature, or indeed fO'wants
distinction of any kind; he is wedded, settled, and has geae
through all his preliminary steps, without symptom of re
nown as yet. It is the life of every other Edinburgh youth
of his station and ti~e. Fortunate we must name it, in
many ways. Parents in easy or wealthy circumsUlooes-, yet
unencumbered with the cares and perversions of aristocracy:
nothing eminent in place, in faculty, or culture, yet not~g
deficient; all around is methodic regulatwn; prudeooe, pros
perity, kind-heartedn~; an element of warmth and light
of affection, industry, and burgherly comfort, heightened
into elegance; in which the young heart can wholesomely
grow. A vigorous health seems to have been given by
Natare; yet, ll!l if Nature had eaid withal,' Let it be a
health to express itself by mind, not by body,' a lameness is
added in childhood; the brave little boy, il'J'Stead of romping
and bickering, mUflt learn to think; or at lowest, what is a
great matter, to sit still. Ne rackets aDd trundling-hoops for
this young Walter; but ballads, history.books, and a world
of legendary stufT, which his mother and those ;flear him are
copiously able to furnish. Disease, which is but ~uperficial,

and issues in outward lameness, does not cloud the young
existenee; rather forwards it towards the e:lpansioD it is
fitted for. The miserable disease had been one of the in·
ternal BObier parts, marring the general organization; under
~hieh no Walter Scott could have been forwarded, or with aU
his other endowments could have been producible or possible_
• Nature gives healthy children much; how much 1 . Wise
edueatioft it! Ii wise unfolding of this; often it unfolds itself
better of its own accord.'
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Add one other circumstance: the place where; namely,
Presbyterian Scotland. The influences of this are felt in
cessantly, they stream in at every pore. 'There is a coun
try accent,' says La Rochefoucault, 'Dot in speech only,
but in thought, conduct, character, and manner of existing,
which never forsakes a man.' Scott, we believe, was al1 his
days an Episcopalian Dissenter in Scotland; but that makes
little to the matter. Nobody who knows Scotland and Scott
can doubt but Presbyterianism, too, had a vast share in the
forming of him. A country where the entire people is, In
eTell once has been, laid hold of, filled to the heart with an
infinite religious idea, has 'made a step from which it can
not retrograde.' Thought, conscience, the sense that man is
denizen of a universe, creature of an eternity, has pene
trated to the remotest cottage, to the simplest heart. Beau
tiful and awful, the feeling of a heavenly behest, of duty
god-commanded, overcanopies al1 life. There is an inspira
tion in such a people: one may say in a more special sense,
'the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding.'
Honor to all the brave and true; everlasting honor to brave
old Knox, one of the truest of the true I That, in the mo
ment while he and his cause, amid civil broils, in convul
sion and confusion, were still but struggling for life, he sent
the schoolmaster forth to al1 comers, and said, 'Let the
people be taught:' this is but one, and indeed an inevitable
and comparatively inconsiderable item in his great message
to men. His message, in its true compass, was, ' Let men
know that they are men; created by God, responsible to
God; who work in any meanest moment of time what will
last through eternity.' It is verily a great message. Not
ploughing and hammering machines, Dot patent digesters
(never so ornamental) to digest the produce of these: DO,
in no wise; born slaves neither of their fellow-men, Dor of
»teir owp appetites; but J1len I TlJis great message Knox
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did deliver, with a man's voice and etrength; and found a
people to believe him. -

Of such an achievement, we say, were it to be made
once only, the results are immense. Thought, ill such a
country, may change its form, but cannot go out; the couo,
try has attained majority; thought, and a cermin spiritual
manhood; ready for all work that man can do, endures there.
It may take many forms: the form of hard~fisted, money
getting industry, as in the vulgar Scotchman, in the vulgar
New Englander; but as compact developed force and alert
ness of faculty, it is still there; it may utter itself, ODe day,
as the colosiJlll skepticism of a Hume (beneficent this too,
though painful, wrestling, Titan-like, through doubt and in
quiry towards new ,belief) ; and again, some better day, it
may utter itself as the inspired melody of a Burns: in a
word, it is and continues in the voice and the work of a
Dation of hardy, endeavoring, considering men, with what
ever that may bear in it, or unfold from it. The Scotch
national character originates in many circumstances i first
of all, in the Saxon stuff there was to. work on; but next,
and beyond all else except that, in the Presbyterian Gospel
of John Knox. It seems a good national character; and,
on some sides; not so good. Let Scott thank John Knox,
for he owed him much, little as he dreamed of debt in that
quarter! No Scotchman of his time was more entirely
Scotch than Walter Scott: the good and the not so good,
which all Scotchmen inherit, ran through every fibre of
him.

Scott's childhood, school-days, college-days, are pleasant
to read of, though they differ not from those of others in hiB
place and time. The memory of him may probably enough
last till this record of them become fRr more curious than it
now is. • So lived an Edinburgh Writer to the Signet's son
in the end of the eighteenth {lentury,' may seme future

- 1
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Scotch novelist "y to himself in the end of the twenty
fi18t.1 The following little fragment of infancy is all we
can' extract. It is from an autobiography which he had
begun, which one cannot but regret he did not finish. Scott's
best qualities never shone out more freely than when he

went upon anecdote and reminiscence. Such a master of
narrative and of himself could have'done personal narrative

well. Here, if any where, his knowledge was complete,
aDd an his humor and good-humor bad free scope:

'An odd incident is worth recording. It seems my mother had
sent a maid to take charge of me, at this farm of Sandy-Knowe,
that I might be no inconvenience to the family. But the damsel
sent on that important mission had left her heart behind her, in the
keeping of some wild fellow, it is likely, who had done and said
more to her than he was like to make good. She became ex
tremelydesirous to return to Edinburgh j and, as my mother made
a point of her remaining where she was, she contracted a sort of
hatred at poor me, as the cause of her being detained at Sandy
Knowe. This rose, I suppose, to a sort of delirious affection, for
she confessed to old Alison Wilson, the housekeeper, that she had
carried me up to the craigs under a strong temptation of the Devil
to cut my throat with her scissorl'l", and bury me in the moss. Ali
lSon instantly took possession of my person, and took care that her
confidant should not be subject to any further temptation, at
least so far as I was concerned. She was dismissed, of eoUllle,
and I have heard afterwards became a lunatic.

, It is here, at Sandy-Knowe, in thl} residence of my paternal
grandfather, already mentioned, that I have the first comiciousnC8ll
of existence j and I recollect distinctly that my situation and ap
pearance were a little whimsical. Among the odd remedies re
curred to, to aid my lameness, some one had recommended that so
often as a sheep was killed for the use of the family, I should be
stripped, aud swathed up in the skin warm as it was flayed from
the carcass of the animal. In this Tartar-like habiliment I well
remember lying upon the floor of the little parlor in the farm
house, while my grandfather, a venerable old man with white hair,
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used every exeitement to tnake me try to crawl I also cli8tinctly
remember the late Sir George M'Dougal of Ma.ckerstowD, father
of the present Sir Henry_ Hay M'Dougal, joining in the attempt.
He was, God knows how, a relation of ours; and I still recollect
him in his old-fashioned military habit (he had been Colonel of
the Greys~ with a small cocked-hat deeply laced, an embroidered
scarlet waistcoat, and Ii light-eolored coat, with milk-white l.ocks
tied in a military fashion, kneeling on the ground before me, and
dragging hill watch along the carpet to induce me to follow it.
The benevolent old soldier, and the infant wrapped in hill sheep
skin, would have afforded an odd group to uninterested spectators.
This must have happened about my third year (1774), for Sir
George M'Dougaland my grandfather both died shortly after that
period. - vol. i. pp. 15 -17.

We will glance next-into the '.LiddI:8dale raid.s.' Scott
has grown up to be a brisk-hearted jovial young man and
advocate: in vacation time he makes excursions to the High
lands, to the Border Cheviots and Northumberland; rides
free and far, on his stout galloway, through bog and brake,
over the dim moory debatable .land, - over Flodden and
other fields and places, where, though he yet knew it not,
his work lay. No land, however dim and moory, but either
has had or will have its poet, and so become not unknown in
song. Liddesdale, which was once as prosaic as most dales,
having now attained illustration, let us glance thither-ward :
Liddesdale too is on this ancient Earth -of ours under this
eternal Sky; and gives and takes, in the most incalculable
manner, with the Universe at large! Scott's experiences
there are rather of the rustic Arcadian sort; the element of
whiskey not wanting. We should premise that here aod
there a feature has perhaps been aggravated for effect's
sake:

•During seven successive years,' writes Mr. Lockhart (for the
autobiography has long since left UlI~ • Scott made a raid, as he
called it, into Liddesdale with Mr. Shortreed, sheriff-substitute of

I
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Roxburgh, for his guide j e~ploring every rivulet to its BOurce,
and every ruined pul from foundation to battlement. At this time
no wheeled carriage had ever been seen in the district - the first,
indeed, was a gig, driven by Scott himself for a part of his way,
when on the last of these seven excursions. There was no inn
nor public-housa of any kind in the whole valley j the travelle1'll
passed from the shepherd'S' hut to the minister's manse, and again
from the cheerful hospitality of the manse to the rough and jolly
welcome of the homestead j gathering, wherever they went, songs
and tunes, and occasionally more tangible relics of antiquity 
even such a" rowth of auld knicknackets" as .Burns ascribes to
Captain Grose. To these rambles Scott owed much of the mate·
rials of his "Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border j" and not less of
that intimate acquaintance with the living ma\lners of these unso
phisticated regions, which constitutes the chief charm of one of
the most charming of his prose works. But how soon he had any
definite object before him in his researches, seems very doubtful.
"He was flWkin' himaell a' the time," said Mr. Shortreedj "but he
didna ken maybe what he was about till yea.rs had passed: at
first be thought 0' little, I dare say, but the queerness and the
fun."

"" In those days," says the Memorandum before me, "advocates
were not 80 plenty - at least about Liddesdale ;" and the worthy
Sheriff-substitute goes on to describe the sort of bustle, not un
mixed with alarm, produced at the first farm-house they visited
(Willie Elliot's at Millburnholm), when the honest man was in
formed of the quality of one of his guests. When they dis
mounted, accordingly, he received Mr. Scott with great ceremony,
and insisted upon himself lea.ding his horse to the stable. Short
reed accompanied Willie, however, and the latter, after taking a
deliberate peep at Scott, "out-by the edge of the door-cheek,"
whispered,"Weel, Robin, I say, de'il hae me ifl's be a bit feared
for him now j he's just a chield like ourselves, I think." Half-a.
dozen dogs of all degrees had already gathered round "the
advocate," and his way of returning their compliments had set
Willie Elliot at once at his ease.

I According to Mr. Shortreed, this good man of Millbumholm
was the great original of Dandie Dinmont.' - - I They dined

VOL. IV. 26
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at Millburnholm; and, after having lingered over Willie Elliot1s
punch-bowl, until, in Mr. Shortreed's phrase, they were "half
glowrin," mounted their steeds again, rind proceeded to Dr.
Elliot's at Cleughhead, where (" for," says my Memorandum, "folk
were na very nice in those days,") the two travellers slept in
one and the same bed - as, indeed, seems to have been the case
with them throughout' mOst of their excursions in this primitive
district. Dr. Elliot (a clergyman) had already a large MS. collec
tion of the ballads Scott was in quest of.' • • • 'Next morn
ing they seem to have ridden a long way for the express purpose
of visiting one "auld Thomas 0' Tuzzilehope," another ETIiot, I
suppose, who was celebrated for his skill on the Border pipe, and
in particular for being in possession of the real lilt· of Dick 0'

the Cow. Before·starting, that is, at six o'clock, the ballad-hun
ters had, "just to lay the stomach, a devilled duck or twae,
and 80me London porter." Auld Thomas found them, nevertheless,
well disposed for" breakfast" on their arrival at Tuzzilehope ; and
this being over, he delighted them with one of the most hideous
and unearthly of all specimens of" riding music," and, more
over, with considerable. libations ,of whisky.punch, manufactured
in a certain wooden vessel, resembling a very small milkpail,
which he called" Wisdom," because it " made" only a few spoon
fuls of spirits - though he had the art of replenishing it so
adroitly, that it had been celebrated for fifty years as more fatal
to sobriety than any bowl in the parish. Having done due honor
to "Wisdom," they again mounted, and proceeded over moss and
moor to some other equally hospitable master of the pipe. " Ah
me," says Shortreed, "sic an endless fund 0' humor and drollery
as he then had wi' him! Never ten yards but we were either
laughing or roaring and singing. Wherever we stopped, how
brawlie he suited himseU to every body! He aye did' as the lave
did; never made himsell the great man, or took ony airs in the com
pany. I've seen him in a' moods in these jaunts, grave and gay,
daft and serious, sober and drunk - (this, however, even in 01,1r
wildest rambles, was rare)- but, drunk or sober, he was aye the
gentleman. He lookit excessively heavy and stupid when he was
fou, but he wa.s never out 0' gude.humor.'"

* Loud tune: German, uulen.

,~.-
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These' are questionable doings, questionably narrated i
but what shall we say of the following, wherein. the element
of whisky plays ail extremely prominent part? We will
Sily, that it. is questionable,'and not exemplary, whisky
mounting' clea.rly beyond its level i that indeed oharity hopes
'and conjectures, here may be some aggravating of features
for effect's sake!

'On reaching, one evening, some Charlushope or other (I forget
the name) among those wildernesses, they found a kindly recep
tion, as usual; but, to their agreeable surprise after some days of
bard living, a measured and orderly hospitality as respected liquor.
Soon after supper, at which a bottle of elderberry wine alone had
been produced, a young student of divinity, who happened to be in
the house, was called upon to take the "big ha' Bible," in the
good old fashion of" Burns's Saturday Night; " and some progress
had been already made in the service, when the good man of the
farm, whose "tendency," as Mr. Mitchell says, "was soporific,"
scandalized his wife and the dominie by starting suddenly from
bis knees, and, rubbing his eyes, with a stentorian exclamation of
" By ---, here's the keg at last!" and in tumbled, as he spoke
the word, a couple of sturdy herdsmen, whom, on hearing a day
before of the advocate's approaching visit, he had despatched to
a certain smuggler's haunt, at some considerable distance, in quest
of a supply of run brandy from the Solway Frith. The pious
" exercise" of the household was hopelessly interrupted. With a
thousand apologies for his hitherto shabby entertainment, this jolly
Elliot, or Armstrong, had the welcome keg mounted on the table
without a moment's delay, and gentle and simple, not forgetting
the dominie, continued carousing about it until daylight streamed
in upon the party. Sir Walter Scott seldom failed, when I salT
him in company with his Liddesdale companion, to mimic with
infinite humor, the sudden outburst of his old host on hearing the
clatter of horses' feet, which he knew to indicate the arrival of
the keg - the consternation of the dame - and the rueful despair
with which the young clergyman closed the book.' - voL i. pp.,
195-199.
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From which Liddesdale raids, which we here, like the
young clergyman, close not without a certain rueful despair,
let the reader draw what nourishment he call~' They evince
satisfactorily, though in a rude manner, that in those days
young advocates, and Scott, like the rest of them, were
alive and alert, - whisky sometimes preponderating. But
let us now fancy that the jovial young advocate has pleaded
his first cause; has served in yeomanry drills; been wedded,
been promoted sheriff, without romance in either caSe;
dabbling a little the while, under guidance of Monk Lewis,
in translations from the German, in translation of ' Goethe's
Gotz with the Iron Hand; '-and we have arrived at the
threshold of the 'Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border,' and
the opening of a new century.

Hitherto, therefore, there has been made out, by nature
and circumstance working together, nothing unusually re
markable, yet still something very valuable; a stout effectual
man of thirty, full of broad sagacity arid gt>od humor, with
faculties in him fit for any burden of busine88, hospitality,
and duty, legal or civic :-with what other faculties in him
no one could yet say. As .indeed, who, after lifelong in
spection, can say what is in any man? The uttered part of
a man's life, let us always repeat, bears to the unuttered,
unconscious part a small unknown proportion; he himself
never knows it, much less do others. Give him room, give
him impulse; he reaches down to the infinite with that so
straitly-imprisoned BOul of his; and can do miracles if need
be 1 It is one of the comfortablest truths that great men
abound, though in the unknown state. Nay, as above
hinted, our greatest, being also by nature our quietest, are
perhaps those that re\llain unknown! Philosopher Fichte
took comfort in this belief, when from all pulpits and edito
'rial desks, and publications, periodical and stationary, he
could h~a1' nothing but the infinite chattering and twitterin&

J
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of commonplace become ambitious; and in the infinite lltir
of motion nowhither, and of din which should have been
silence, all seemed churned into one tempestuoUli yesty
froth, and. the stern Fichte almost desired • taxes on know
ledge' to allay it a little; - he comforted himself, we lillY,
by the unshaken belief that Thought did still exist in Ger
many; that thinking men, each in his own corner, were
verity doing their work, though in a silent latent manner.
Walter Scott, as a latent Walter, had never amused all men
for a score of years in the course of centuries and eternities,
or gained and lost, II:RY a hundred thousand pounds sterling
by literature; but he might have been a happy and by no
meaDS a useleBB, - nay, who knows at bottom whether not
a still usefuller Walter I . However that was not his fortune.
The Genius of rather a singular age, - an age at once
destitute of faith and terrified at skepticism, with litlle know
ledge of its whereabout, with many sorrows to bear or front,
and on tbe whole with a life to lead in these flew circum
stances, - had said to himself: What man shall be the
temporary comforter, or were it but the spiritual comfit
maker, of this my poor singular age, to solace its dead
tedium and manifold sorrows a little? So had the Genius
said, looking over all the world, what man?- and found him
walking the dusty outer parliament.house of Edinburgh,
with his advocate-gown on his back; and exclaimed, That
is he I

The • Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border' proved to be a
well, from which flowed one of the broadest rivers. Metrical
romances (which in due time pass into prose romances);
the old life of men resuscitated for us; it is a mighty word I
Not as dead tradition, but as a palpable presence, the past
stood before us. There they were, the rugged old fighting

• Fichte i Ueber au Wei'" lUI Gelehrten.

26-
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men; in theirdoughty simplicity and strength, with their heart·
iDess, their healthiness, their stout self-help, in their iron ba
nets, leather jerkins, jack~boots, in their quaintness of manner
and costume; there as they looked and lived; it W88 like a
new discovered continent in literature; for the new century, a
bright El Dorado, - or else some fat beatific land of Cock
aigne, and Paradise of Donothings. To the opening nine
teenth century, in its languor and paralysis, nothing could
have been welcomer. Most unexpected, most refreshing,
and exhilarating; behold our new EI Dorado; our fat bea
tific Luhberland, wbere one can enjoy and do nothing I It
was the time for such a new literature; and tlusWalter
Scott was the man for it. The Lay$, the Marmimu, the
Lady, and Lord8 of Lake aDd Isles, followed in quick sue
cetl8ion, with ever-widening profit and praise. How many
thousands of guineas were paid down for each new Lay;
1I0w many thousands of copies (fifty and more some~mes)

were printed off then and subsequently; what compliinent-
• ing, reviewing, reoown, and apotheosis there was; all is re

eorded in these' seven volumes, which will be valuable in
literary statistics. It is a history, brilliant, remarkable; the 
outlines of which -are known to all. The reader shall recall
it, or conceive it. No blaze in his fancy is likely to mount
higher than the reality did.

At this middle period of his life, therefore, Scott, enrich
ed with copyrightll, with new official incomes and promo
tions, rich in money, rich in repute, presents himself as a
man in the full career of success. 'Health, wealth, and
wit to guide them' (as his vernacular proverb says), all
these three are his. The field is open for him, and victory
there; his own faculty, his own self, unshackled, victori
ously Ilnfolds itself, - the highest blessedness that can befall
a man. Wide circle of friends, personal loving admirers :
warJDth of domestic joys, vouchsafed to all that can true-
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heart6(Hy nestle down among them; light of radiance and
renown given only to a few: who would not call Scott hap
py ? But the happiest circumstance of all is, as we said
above, that Scott had in himself a right healthy soul, ren
dering him little dependent on outward circumstances.
Things showed themselves to him Dot in distortion or bor
rowed light or gloom, but as they were. Endeavor lay in
him and endurance, in due measure; and clear vision of
what was to be endeavored after. Were one to preach a
Sermon on Health, as really were worth doing, Scott ought
to be the text. Theories are demonstrably true in the way

-of logic; and then in the way of practice, they prove true
or else not- true: but here is the grand experiment, Do they
turn out well? What boots it that a man's creed is the
wisest, that his system of principles is the superfinest, if,
when set to work, the life of him does nothing but jar, and...
fret itself into hole. '1 They are untrue in that, were it
in nothing else, these principles of his; openly convicted of
untruth; - fit only, shall we say, to be rejected as counter
feits, and flung to the dogs-? We say not that; but we do
say that ill-health, of body or of mind, is defeat, is battle (in a
good or in a bad cause) with bad success; that health alone is
victory. Let all men, if they can manage it, contrive to be
healthy i He who in what cause soever sinks into pain and
disease, let him take thought of it; let him know well that
it is not good he has arrived at yet, but surely evil, - may,
or may not be, on the way towards good.

Scott's healthiness showed itself decisively in all things,
and nowhere more decisively than in this: the way in which
he took his fame; the estimate he from the first formed of
fame. Money will buy money's worth; but the thing men
call fame what is it? A gaudy emblazonry, not good for
much, - except indeed- as it too may tum to money. To
Scott it was a profitable pleasing superfluity, no necessary

•
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of life. Not necessary, now or ever? Seemingly without
much effort, but taught by nature, and the instinct which in
structs the sound heart what is good for it and what is not~

be felt that he could always do without this same emblazon.
ry of reputation i that he ought to put no trust in it i but be
ready at any time to see it pass away from him, and to hold
on his way as before. It is incalculable. as we conjecture,
what evil he escaped in this manner i what perversions, irri
tations, mean agonies without a name, he lived wholly apart
from, knew nothing of. Happily before fame artived, he
had reached the mature age at which all this was easier to
him. What a strange Nemesis lurks ~ the felicities of men!
In thy mouth it shall be sweet as honey, in thy belly it shall
be bitter as gall! Some weakly.organized individual, we
will say at the age of five.and·twenty, whose main or whole
talent rests on some prurient susceptivity, and nothi~ under
it but shallowness and vacuum, is clutched hold orby the
general imagination, is whirled aloft to the giddy height;
and taught to believe tbe'divine.seeming message that he is
a great man: such individual seems the luckiest of men:
and is he not the unluckiest? Swallow not the Circe
draught, 0 weakly-organized individual; it is fell poison;
it will dry up the fountains of thy whole existence, and aU
will grow withered and parched; thou shalt be wre,tched
under the sun! Is there, for example, a sadder book than
that 'Life of Byron,' by Moore? To omit mere prurient
susceptivities that rest on vacuum, look at poor Byron, who
really had much substance in him. Sitting there in his self.
exile, with a proud heart striving to persuade itself that it
despises the entire created universe i and far {)ff, in foggy
Babylon, let any pitifullest whipster draw pen on him, your
proud Byron writhes in torture, - as if the pitiful whipster
were a magician, or his pen a galvanic wire struck into tbe
Byron's spinal marrow f Lamentable, despicable, - one

•
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had rather be a kitten and cry mew! 0, son of Adam,
great or little, according as thou art loveable, those thou liv
est with will love thee. Those thou livest not with, is it
of moment that they have the alphahetic letters of thy name
engraved on their memory with some signpost likeness of
thee (as like as I to Hercules.) appended to them? It is
not of moment; in sober truth, not of any moment at all !
And yet, behold, there is no soul now whom thou canst
love freely,-from onll soul only art thou always sure of
reverence enough; in presence of no soul IS it rightly well
with ~hee ! How is thy world become desert; and thou, for

. the sake of a little babblement of tongues, art poor, bank·
rupt, insolvent not in purse, but in heart and mind. ' The
golden calf of self-love,' says Jean Paul, 'has grown into
a burning Phalaris' bull, to consume its owner and worship
per.' A,JIbition, the desire of shining and outshining, was
the beginning of sin in this world. The man of letters who
founds upon his fame, does he not thereby alone declare
himself a follower of Lucifer (named ~atan, the Enemy),
and member of the Satanic school? - -

It was in this poetic period that Scott formed his connex
ion with the Ballantynes j and embarked, though .under
cover, largely in trade. To those who regard him in the
heroic light, and will have vates to signify prophet as well as
poet, this portion of his biography seems somewhat inco
herent. Viewed as it stood in the reality, as he was and as
it was, the enterprise, since it proyed so unfortunate, may
be called lamentable, but cannot be called unnatural. The
practical Scott, looking towards practical issues in all things,
could not but find hard cash one of the most practical. If,
by any means, cash could be honestly produced, were it by ~

writing poems, were it by printing them, why not? Great
things might be done ultimately; great difficulties were at
once got rid of, - manifold higglings of booksellers, and
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contradictions of sinners hereby fell away. A printing and
booksetling speculation was not so alien for a maker of
books. Voltaire, who indeed got no copyrights, made much
money by the war-commissariat, in his time; we believe by
the victualling branch of it. Saint George himself,they
say, was a dealer in bacon in Cappadocia. A thrifty man
will help himself towards his object by such steps as lead to
it. Station in society; solid power over the good things of
this world, was Scott's av-Owed object; towards which the
precept of precepts is that of Iago: Put money in thy
purse.

Here, indeed, it is to be remarked, that, perhaps, no literary
man of any generation has less value than Scott for the im
material part of h~s mission in any sense: not only for the
fantasy called fame, with the fantastic miseries attendant
thereon; but also for the spiritual purport of l!is work,
whether it tended hitherward or thitherward, or'\ad any
tendency whatever; and indeed for all purports and results
of his working, except such, we may say, as offered them
selves to the eye, and could, in one sense or the other be
handled, looked at, and buttoned into the breeches-pocket.
Somewhat too little of a fantast, this vales of ours! But so
it was: in this nineteenth century, our highest literary man,
who immeasiJrably beyond all others commanded the world's
ear, had, as it were, no message whatever to deliver to the'
world; wished not the world to elevate itself, to amend it
self, to do this or to do that, except simply pay him for the
book,s he kept writing. Very remarkable; fittest, perhaps,
for an age fallen languid, destitute of faith and terrified at
skepticism? Or, perhaps, for quite another sort of age, an

.. age all in peaceable triumphant motion? But, indeed, since
Shakspeare's time there has been no greater speaker so un
conscious of an aim in speaking. Equally unconscious
these two utterances; equally thtl sincere complete pro-

J
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ducts of the minds they came from: and now if they were
equally deep '1 Or, if t\le one was living fire, and the other
was futile phosphorescence and mere resinous firework?
It will depend on the relative worth of the minds; for both
were equally spontaneous, both equally expressed themselves
unencumbered by un' ulterior aim. Beyond drawing audi
ences to th€; Globe Theatre, Shakspeare contemplated no
result in those plays of his. Yet they have had results'
Utter with free heart what thy own damon gives thee: if
fire from heaven it shall be well; if resinous fire~work, it
shall be - as well as it could be, or better than otherwise I
The candid judge will, in general, require that a speaker, in
so extremely serious a universe as this of ours, have some·
thing, to speak about. In the heart of the speaker there
ought to be some kind of gospel-tidings burning till it be
uttered; otherwise it were better for him that he altogether
held his peace. A gospel somewhat more decisive than
this of Scott's, - except to an age altogether languid, with
out either skepticism or faith! These things the candid

• judge will demand of literary men; yet withal will recog
nise the great worth there is in Scott's honesty if in nothing
more, in his being the thing he was with such entire good
faith. Here is a something not a nothing. If no skyborn
messenger, heaven looking through his eyes; then neither
is it a chimera ",ith his systems, crotchets, cants, fanaticisms,
and 'last infirmity of noble minds,' - full of misery, un
rest, and ill-will; but a substantial, peaceable, terrestrial
man. Far as the Earth is under the Heaven does Scott
stand below the former sort of character; but high as
the cheerful flowery Earth is above waste Tartarus does he
stand above the latter. Let him live in his own fashion, and
do honor to him in that.

It were late in the day to write criticisms on those Metri
cal Romances: at the same time, the great popularity they
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bad seems natural enough. In the fil'8t place, there was the
indisputable impre88 of worth, of genuine human force, in
them. This, which lies in some degree, or is thought to lie,
at the bottom of all popularity, did to an unusual degree,
disclose itself in these rhymed romances of Scott's. Pict
ures were actually painted and presented; human emotions
conceived and sympathized witb. Considering what wretched
Della-Cruscan and other valliping-up of old worn-out tatters
was the staple article then, it may be, granted that Scott's
excellence was superior and supreme. When a Hayley was
the main singer, a Scott might well be hailed with warm wel
come. Consider whether the Loves oj the Plants, and even the
Loves oj tke Triangles, could be worth the loves and hates
of men and women! Scott was as preferable to what he
displaced, as the substance is to wearisomely repeated shad
ow of a substance. But, in the. second pilice, we may say
that the kind of worth, which Scott manifested was fitted
especially for the then temper of men. We have called it
an age fallen into spiritual languor, destitute of belief, yet
terrified at skepticism; reduced to live a stinted half-life, •
under strange new circumstances. Now vigorous whole
life, this was what of all things these delineations offered.
The reader was carried back to rough strong times, wherein
those maladies of ours had not yet arisen. Brawny fight
ers, all cased in buff, and iron, their hearts too sheathed in
oak and triple bra88, caprioled their huge war-horses, shook
their death.doing spears; and went forth in the most deter
mined 'manner, nothing doubting. The reader sighed, yet
Dot without a reflex solacement: • 0, that I too had lived in
those times, had never known these logic-cobwebs, this
doubt, this sickliness; and been and felt myself alive among
men alive!' Add lastly, that in this new·found poetic
world there was no call for effort on the reader's part; what
6&cellencf they had, exhibited itself at a glance. It was for
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the reader, not the El Dorado only, but a beatific land of a
Cockaigne and Paradise of Donothings t The reader, what
the vast majority of readers so long to do, was allowed to
lie down at his ease, alid be ministered to, What the '1'urk·
ish bath.keeper is said to aim at with hiS frictions, and
shampooings, and fumentings. more or less effectually, that
tlie patient in total idlenesS may have the delights of activ
ity,-was here to a considerable extent realized. The
languid imagination fell hack into its rest; an artist was
there who could supply it with high.painted scenes, with se
quences of stirring action, and whisper to it, Be at ease, and
let thy tepid element be comfortable to thee. • The rude
man,' says a critic, • requires only).o see something going
on. The man of more refinement must be made to feel,
The man of complete refinement must be made to reflect.'

We named the • Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border' the
fountain &om which flowed this great river of Metrical· Ro
mances ; btlt according to some they can be traced to a still
higher obsCurer spring; to Goethe's • Golz von Berlichingeli

• with the Iron Hand;' of which, as \ve have seen Scott hi
his earlier days executed a translation. Dated a good many
years ago, the following words in a criticism on Goethe are
found written! which probably are still new to most readen!
of this Review:

•The works just mentioned, G~tz and Water, though noble
specimens of youthful ~lent, are still not so much distiD"
guished by their intrinsic merits as by their splendid fortune.
tt would be difficult to name two books which have exercised a.
deeper influence on the subsequent literature of Europe than these
two performances of a young author j his first-fruits, the produce
of his twenty-fourth year. Werter appeared to seize the hearts of
men in aU quarters of the world, and to utter for them the word
which they had long been waiting to hear. As usually happens
too, this same word, once uttered, WB!! soon abundantly repeated;

YOL\ IV. 21
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spoken in all diaJeds, and c1lawrted throwgh an notes of the
gamut, till the soUJld of it had grown a weariness rather than a
pleasure. Sk~ptical sentimentality, view-hunting, love, friendship;
suicide, and desperation, becllIDe the staple of literary ware ; and
though the epidemic, after a long ·course of years, subsided in
Germany, it reappeared with various modifications in other coun
tries, and everywhere ll.bnndllnt traces of -its good and bad
effects are still to be di8c.emed. The fortune of Beriiihingen
tDilh tM bon HaM, though -181i8 Budden, Wll.8 by DO meaDS 1_
1IX&1ted. In his own country, Giit4, though he now stands solitary
and childless, becllIDe the parent of an innumenble progeny of
chivalry plays, feudal delineations, and poetico-antiquarian per
formances; which, though long ago deceaSed, made noise enough
in their day and generation: and with ourselves his influence bas
been perhaps still more remarkable. Sir Walter Scott's first lite
rary enterprise was a translation of G6tz tIO'l Berlic1aingers:
and, if genius could be communicated like instruction, we migllt
call this work of Goethe's the prime c'ause of Marmicm and the
Lady of the I..alu, with all that has followed from the same
creative hand. Truly, a grain of seed that has lighted in the
right soil! For if not firmer and fairer, it has grown to be
taller and broader than any other tree ; .and all the nations of the •
earth are still yearly gathering of its fruit.'

How far' Gotz von Berlichingen' actually affected Scott's
literary destination, and whether without it the rhymed r0

mances, -and then the prose rpmances of the Author of
Waverley, would not have fonowed as they did, must remain
a very obscure question; obscure, and not important. Of
the fact, however, there is no doubt but these two tendencies,
which may be mimed Gotzism and Werterism, of the for
mer of which Scott was representative with us, have made,
and are still in some quarters. making the tour of all Eu
rope. In Germany too there was this affectionate half-re
gretful looking back into the past; Germany had its buff.
belted watch-tower period in literature, and had even got dODe
with it, before Scott began. Then as to Werterism, had
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-80t we English our Byron and his genus r No form of
Werterism in any other country had half the potency: as
our Scott carried chivalry literature to the ends of the
world, so did our Byron Wertensm. Frarrce, busy.with ita
~volution and Napoleon, had little leisure at the moment
~r GOtzism orWerterism; but it has had them both since,
in a shape of its own: witnese the whole • Literature of
Desperation' in our own days, the beggal'liest form of Wer
temm yet 1IOOD, probably its expiring final form: witnEllll
also, at the otber extremity of the scale, a noble-gifted
Chateaubriand, GOtz and Werter, both in one.-CurioulI:
bow all Europe is but like a set of parishes of the same
county; participant of the self-same iBHuences, ever since
the Crusades, and earlier;-and these glorious wars of ours
are but like parish-brawls, which begin in mutual ignorance,
iDtoxication, and boastful speech : which end in broken win.
dows, damage, waste, and bloQdy noses; and which one
hopes the geneml good sense is DOW in the way towards put.
ting down, in Bome measure I

But, however, leaving tbis to be as it can, what it con
cerned us here to remark, was that British Werterism, in
the shape of those Byron Poems, so potent and poignant,
produced OD the languid appetite of men a mighty effect.
This too was a • class of feelings deeply important to mod·
ern minds; feelings which arise from pasrion incapable of
being c01fOerted into action, which belong to an age as indo
lent, cultivated, and unbelieving as our own I ' The' lan
guid age without either faith or skepti~ism' turned towards
Byronillm with an interest altogether peculiar: here, if no
cure for its miserable paralysis and languor, was at least an
indignant statement of the misery; an indignant Emulphul'
eurse read over it, - which aU men felt to be something.
Half.regretful lookings into the Past gave place, in many
quarters, to EmulphuB' cumings _of the Present. Scott was
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among the first to perceive that the day of Metrical Chivalry
Romances~ declining. He had held the sovereignty for
some half·score of yea.rs, a comparatively long lease of it;
and now the time seemed come for dethronement, for abdica·
tion; an unpleasant business: which oowever he held him
self ready, as a brave- man- will, to transact with composure
and in silence. After all, Poetry was not his staff of life;
Poetry had already yielded him much money; thi& at least
it would not take back from him. Busy always with edit.
ing, with compiling, with multiplex· official, commerCial
business, and solid interests; he beheld the coming change
with unmoved eye.

Resignation he was prepared to exhibit in this matter; ......
and now behold there proved to be no need of resignation.
Let the Metrical Romance become a Prose one; shake off
its rhyme-fettel'll, and try a wider sweep I In tbe spring of
1814 appeared 'Waverley;' an event memorable in the
annals of British literature; in the annals of British book·
selling thrice and four times memorable. Byron sang, but
Scott narrated 1 and when the song had sung itself out
through all variations onwards to the' Don·Juan ' one, Scott
was still found narrating, and carrying the whole world
along willi. him. All bygone popularity of chivalry lays
wail swallowed up in a far greater. What' series' followed
out of 'Waverley,' and how and with what result, is known
to all men; was witnes!iedand watched with a kind of rapt
astonishment by all. Hardly any literary reputation ever
rose so high in our Island; no reputation at all ever spread
so wide. Walter Scott became Sir Walter Scott, Baronf3t,
of Abbotsford; on whom fortune seemed to pour her whole
comucopiaof wealth, honor, and worldly good; the favor·
ite of Princes and of Peasants, and all intermediate men.
His' Waverley series,' swift-following one on the other ~p.
parently without end, was the universal reading, looked for
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like an annual harvest, by all ranks in.all European coun·
tries. A curious oircumstance superadded itself, that the
author though known was unknown. From the first, most
people suspected, and soon after the first, few intelligent
persons much doubted, that the Author of ' Waverley' was
Walter Scott. Yet a certain mystery was still kept up ;
rather piquant to the public; doubtless very pleasant to the
author, who saw it all; who probably had not to listen, as
other hapless individuals often had l to this or the other long.
drawn' clear proof at last,' that the author was not Walter
Scott, but a certain astonishing Mr. So-aDd-so;~ one of
the standing miseries of human life in that time. But -for
the privileged author, it was like a king travelling incognito.
All men know that he is a high king, chivalrous Gustaf or
Kaiser Joseph; but he mingles in their meetings without
cumber of-etiquette or lonesome ceremony, 8S Chevalier du
Nord, or Count of Lorraine: he has none of the weariness
of royalty, and yet all the praise, and the -satisfaction of
hearing it with his own ears. In a word, the Waverley
Novels circulated and reigned triumphant; to the general
imagination the' Author of" Waverley'" was like some
iiving mythological personage, and ranked among the chief
wonders of the world.

How a man lived and demeaned himself in such un·
wonted circumstances is worth seeing.. We would gladly
quote from Scott's correspondence of this period; but that
does not much illustrate the matter. His letters as above
"tated, are never without interest, yet also seldom or never
very interesting. They are full of cheerfulness, of wit,
and ingenuity; but they do not treat of aught intimate;
without impeaching their sincerity, what is called sincerity,
one may say they do not, in any case whatever, proceed
from the innermos•.the mind. Conventional forms,
due consi,geration own and your correspondeDt'.

- _~" 27
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pretensions and vani1ies, are at no moment left out of view-.
The epistolary stream runs OD,' IUQid, free, glad-flowing; but
always, as it were. parallel to the real substance of the
matter, never coincident with it. One feels it hollowish
under foot. Letters they are of -a most humane man of the
world, even exemplary in that kind!, but with the man of
the world always visible in them; - as indeed it was little
in Scott's way to speak perhlf.Ps even with~bimself in any
other fashion. We select rather some glimpses Q! him from
Mr. Lockhart's record. The first is of dining with Royalty
or Prince-Regentship itself; an almost official matter:

'On hearing from Mr. Croker (then Secretary' to the Admiralty)
that Scott W8B to be in town by the middle of March (1815), the
Prince said - " Let me know when he comes, lLIld I'll get up a snug
little dinner that will suit him;" and, after he had been presented
and graciously received at the leDu, he was invited to dinner ac
cordingly, through his excellent friend Mr. Adam (now Lord Chief
Commisllioner of tb,e Jury Court in Scotland), whQ at that time
held a confidential office in the royal household. The Regent
had consulted with Mr. Adam also 8B to the composition of the
party. "Let us have," said he, "just a few <friends of his own,
and the more Scotch the better;" and both the Commissioner and
Mr. Croker 8Bsure me that the party W8B the most intereetinl;r and
agreeable one in their recollection." It comprised, I believe, the
Duke of York-the Duke of Gordon (then Marquess of Huntly)
the Marquess ofHertford (then Lord Yarmoath)-the Earl ofFife 
and Scott's early friend, 4>rd Melville. "Th~ Pl;ince~ Scott,"
says Mr. CJ;Q!l;er, " were the two ~Otlt brilliant story-teners, in their
lleveral waye, that I have ever happened to meet j they were both
aware of their forte, and both exerted themselves that evening
with delightful effect. On going home, I really could not decide
which of them had shone the most. (!) The Regent W8B enchanted
with Scott, 8B Scott with him; and on all his subsequent visits to
London, he w8B a frequent gueet at the royal table." The Lord
Chief Commissioner remembers that.'oce w8B particularly
delighUld with the poet's anecdotes Scotch judges and
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lawyers, which his Royal Highness sometimes capped by ludicrous
traits of certain ermined 8llg'es of his own acquaintance. Scott
told, among others, a story, which he WB8 fond of telling, of his
old friend the Lord Justice-Clerk Braxfield; and the commentary
of his Royal Highness on hearing it amused Scott, who often
mentioned it afterwards. The anecdote is this :- Braxfield, when
ever he ;ent Oll a particular circuit, WB8 in the habit of visiting a
gentleman of good fortune in the neighborhood of one of the
ll8Ilize toW'Dll, and staying at least one night, which, being both of
them ardent. cbesl-players, they usually concluded, with their
favorite game. One Spring circuit the battle WB8 not decided at
daybreak; so the Justice-Clerk said,-" Weel, Donald, I must e'en
come back this gate, and let the game lie ower for the present; "
and back he came in October, but not to his old friend's hospitable
house; for that gentleman had in the interim been apprehended
on a capital charge (of f~geTY), and his name stood on the Por
UouB RDU, or list of thOl!le who were about to be tried under hilJ
former guest's auspices. The laird WB8 indicted and tried ac
cordingly, and the jury retul1lcd a verdict of guilty. Braxfield
forthwith put on his cocked hat (which answers to the black cap
in England), and pronounced the sentence of the law in the usual
terms - "To be hanged by the neck until you be dead; and may
the Lord have mercy upon your unhappy soul!" Having con
cluded this awful formula in his most sonorous cadence, Braxfield,
dismounting his formidable beaver, gave a familiar nod to his un
fortunate acquaintance, and said to him in a sort of chuckling
whisper -" And now Donald, my man, I think I've checkmated
you for ance." The Regent laughed heartily at this specimen of
Macqueen's brutal humor; and" I'faith, Walter," said he, "this
old big-wig seems to have taken things B8 coolly B8 my tyrannical
self. Don't you remember Tom, Moore's description of me at
breakfast.~

" 'The table spread with tea and toast,
Death-warrants and the Morning Post? ' "

, Towards midnight, the Prince ulled for "a buinper, with all
the honors, to the Autltft:d Waverley;" and looked significantly,
as he WB8 charginghia *'n gl8B8, to Scott. Scott seemed some-
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what puzzled for a moment, but iDIltantly recovering hilD88lf; and
filling his gll188 to the brim, said, "Your R&yal Highness looks all

if you thought I had some claim to -the honoI'll of this to8Bt. I
have no such pretensions, but shall take good care that the real
Simon Pure hears of the high compl¥nent that huDOw been paid
him." He then drank off his claret; and joined with a Iltentorian
voice in the cheering, which the Prince himself timed. But be
fore the compe.ny could renme their seatH his Royal Highnesa,

. "Another of the same, if you pleue, to the Author af Mannion,
- and now, Walter, my man, I have ooeckmated you for ame."
The second bUmper was followed by cheerll still more pro1ongecl:
and Scott then rose, and retUrned thanks in a short address, which
struck the Lord Chief Commissioner as .. alike grave and grace
fuL" This story has been circulated in a very perverted shape.'
" " " , Before he left town he again dined at Carlton HoUlle,
when the party WlI8 a still smaller one than before, and the merri
ment if possible still more free. Tha~ nothing might be wanting,
the Prince sang several capital songs! - voL iii. pp. 340 - 343.

Or take, at a very great interval in many senses, this

glimpse of another dinner, altogether unofficially and much
better described. It is James Ballantyne the printer and
publisher's dinner, in Saint·John Street, Canongate, Edin
burgh, on the birtheve of a Waverley Novel:

'ThlJ.feast was, to use one of James's own favorite epithets,
gorgeoWJ; an aldertnanic display of turtle and venison, with the
suitable accompaniments of iced punch, potent ale, and generous
Madeira. When the cloth was drawn, the burly Pl'lleses arose,
with all he could muster of the port of John Kemble, and spouted
with a sonorous voice the formula of Macbeth-

"Fill full!
I drink to the general joy of the whole table! "

This was followed by "the King, God bless him!" and second
came - " Gentlemen, there is another toast which never has been
nor shall be omitted in this house of mine: I give you the healtll
of Mr. Walter Scott, with three times three!" . All honor having
been done to this health, and Scott having briefly thanked the
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company, with some expressiolJll of wann affection to their Jioc,
Mrs. Ballantyne retired; - the bottIetl passed round twice or thrice
in the usual way; and then Jametl rOBe once more, evEU'Y vein on
his brow distended: his eyes solemnly fixed on vacancy, to pr0

pose, not as before in his stentorian key, but with" 'bated breath,"
in the sort ()f whisper by which a stage conspirator thrills the galle
ry-"~ a bumper to the immortal.!ltJDwr of Waverley!"
The uproar of cheering, in which Scott made a fashion ofjoining,
was succeeded by deep Ililence ; and then Ballantyne proceeded~

"In his Lord-Burleigh 10()k, serene and serious,
A something of imposing and IIQ'sterious " -

to lament the obscurity in which his illustrious but 10() modest
correspondent still chose to conceal himself from the plaudits of
the world; to thank the company for the manner in which the
nominis umbra had been recE:ived; and to assure them that the
Author of " Waverley" would, when informed of the circumstance,
feel highly delighted - " the proudest hour of his life," &c. &c.
The cool, demure fun of Scott's featuretl during all this mummery
was perfect; and Erskine's attempt at a gay fWnchalance was still
more ludicrously meritoriQus. AldiborontiphOllCophornio, however,
bursting as he was, knew 10() well to allow the new Novel to be
made the subject of discUBBion. Its name was announced,- and
SUCCetlS to it crowned another cup; but after that, no more of
Jedediah. To cut the thread, he rolled out unbidden some one of
his many theatrical songs, in a style that would have done no
dishonor to almost any orchestra~ The Maid qf Lodi, or perhaps
The Bay qf Biscay, oh ! - or The _t little chenJJ that m8 up
aloft. Other toasts followed, interspersed with dittietl fr~m other
performers;. old George Thomson, the friend of Burns, was
ready, for. one, with The Moorland Wedding, or Willie 1rrew'd
a peck 0' maul; - and so it went on, until Soott and Erskine,
with any clerical or very staid personage that had ohanced to be
admitted, saw fit to withdraw. Then the scene was changed.
The claret and olives made way for broiled bones and a mighty
bowl of punch; and when a few glasses of the hot beverage had
restored his powers, James opened ore rotunda on the merits of the
forthcoming romance. "One chapter - one chapter only!" was

•
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thecry. After" Nay, by'r Lady, nay!" and a few more Coy BhiftB,
the proof-sheetH were at length produced, and James, with mlUl1
a prefatory hem, read aloud what he oo~dered as the moatBtri~
dialogue they contained.

• The first I heard 10 read was the interview between Jeame
Deaus, the Duke of Argyle, and Queen Caroline, in Richmond
Park; and, JlOtwithstanding IIOIIlespice of the pompous tricks to
which he was addicted, I must say he did the inimitable seene
great justice. At all event&, the effect it produced was deep and
memorable; and no wonder that the exulting typographer's line

bumper more to Jedediah Cleiahhotham preceded his parting-sta't'e,
which was uniformly The LaJt Worda of Mannion, executed
certainly with DO contemptible rivalry of Braham." - vol. iv. p.
166- 168-

Over at Abbotsford, thinga wear a still more prosperous
aspect. Scott is building there, by the pleasant banks Of
the Tweed; he has bought and is buying land there; fast
as the new gold comes in for a new Waverley Novel, or
even faster, it changes itself into moory acres, into stone,
and hewn or planted wood :

• About the middle of February' (1820) -l8.ys Mr. Lockhart, •it
having been ere that time arranged that I should IDlU'I'1 his eldest
daughter in the course of the spring - I accompanied him and put
of his family on one of those flying villitll to Abbotsford, with
which he often indulged hilIlllelf on a Saturday during term. Upon
such occasioM, Scott appeared at the usual hour in Court, but
wearing, instead of the official suit of black, his country morning
dress, green jacket, and 80 forth,under the clerk's gown.' -'At
noon, when the Court broke up, Peter Mathieson was sure to be
in attendance in the Parliament Close; and, five minutes after, the
gown had been tOl!8ed off; and Scott, rubbing his hands for glee,

-was under weigh for Tweedside. As we proceeded,' &c.
• Next morning there appeared at breakfast John Ballantyne,

who had at this time a shooting or hunting-box a few miles oft; in
the vale of the Leajer, and with him Mr. Constable, his guest;
aDd it being a fine clear day, as soon as Scott had read the choreh
service and one of Jeremy Taylor's sermOM, we all sallied out
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btfbre DOOD OD a perambulation of his upland territories; Maida
(tile hound) and the rest of the favorites accompanying our march.
At starting we were joined by the coIllltant henchman, Tom Purdie,
--and I may I18.ve myself the trouble of any attempt to describe
his appearance, for his master has given us an inimitably we one
in introducing a certain personage of his Redgauntlet: - " He
was, perbaps, siay years old; yet his brow was not much furrowed,
lind his jet-black hair was only grizzled, not whitened, by the ad
vanee of age. All· his motions spoke strength unabated; and,
though rather under-sized, he had very broad shoulders, was square
made, thin-flanked, and appArently combined in his frame muscular
strength and activity; the last somewhat impaired, perhaps, by
years, but the first remaining in full vigor. A hard and harsh
countenance; eyes far sunk under projecting eyebrows, which
were grizzled like his hair; a wide mouth, furnished from ear to
ear with a range .of unimpaired teeth of uncommon whiteness, and
a size and breadth which might have become the jaws of an ogre,
completed this delightful portrait." Equip this figure in Scott's
cast-off green jacket, white hat, and drab trousers; and imagine
that years of kind treatment, comfort, and the honest consequence
of a confidential grietJe. had softened away much of the hardness
and harshness originally impressed on the visage by anxiou~

penury, and the sinister habits of a bladrrfi8ht:r; - and the Tom
Purdie of 1820 stands before us.

, We were all delighted to see how completely Scott had re
covered his bodily vigor, and none more so than Constable, who,
as he puffed and panted after him, up one ravine and down another,
often stopped to wipe his forehead, and remarked, that" it was
not every author who should lead him such a dance." But Purdie's

--face shone with rapture as he observed how severely the swag
bellied bookseller's activity was tasked. Scott exclaimed exult
ingly, though, perhaps, for the tenth time, "This will be a· glorious
spring for our trees, Tom! " - " You may say that, 'Sheriff," quoth
Tom, - and then lingering a moment for Constable-" My
certy," he added, scratching his head, "and r-tllink it will be a
grand season for OWl' buika too.' But indeed Tom always talked

* Overseer; German, graf.
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of our btU6 as if they had been as l'egtila.r products of the soil as
our Gill and our birb. Having threaded first the Hexilcleugh and
then the Rhymer's Glen, we arrived at Huntly :Bum, where the
hospitality of the kind Weird Si8Ur8, as Scott called the MiBs
Ferguson&, reanimated our exhllusted· bibliopoles, and gave them
courage to extend their walk a little further down the same famous
brook. Here there was a tlmall Cotbt,ge in a very sequestered situ
ation' (named Chiefswood~ 'by making some little additions to
which Scott thought it might be converted into a suitable summer
residence for his daughter and future sbn-in-Iaw.' - - 'As we
walked homeward, Scott being a little fatigued, laid his left hand
on Tom's shoulder. and leaned heavily for support, chatting to
his" Sunday pony," as he called the ailectionate fellow, just as
freely as with the rest of the party; and Tom pqt in his word
shrewdly and manfully, and .gnnned and grunted whenever the
joke chanced to be-within his apprehension. It was easy to see
that his heart swelled within him from the moment the Sheriff got
his collar in his gripe.' - voL iv. p. 349 - 353.

That Abbotsford became infested to a great degree with
tourists, wonder-hunters, and all that fatal species of people,
may be supposed. Solitary Ettrick saw itself populous:
all paths were beaten with the feet and hoofs of an endless
miscellany of pilgrims. ~As many as ' sixteen parties' have
arrived at Abbotsford in one day; male and female; peers,
Socinian pre/lchers, whatsoever WM distinguished, whatso
ever had love of distinction in it I Mr. Lockhart thinks
there was no literary shrine ever so bepilgrimed, except
Ferney in Voltaire's time, who, however, was not half so
accessible. A fatal species I These are what Schiller calls
, the flesh-flies;' buzzing swarms of bluebottles, who never
fail where any taint of hunlan glory or other corruptibility
is in the wind. So has Nature decreed. Scott's healthinen,
bodily and nlenlal, his massive solidity of character, DO

where showed itself lJiore decisively than in his manner of
encountering this part of his fate. That his bluebottles
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were blue, and of the usual tone and quality, may be judged.
Hear Captain Basil Hall (in a very compressed state) :

, We arrived in good, time, and found several other guests at
dinner. The public rooms ~ lighted with oil-gas, in a style of
extraordinary splendor. The,' &c. ~'Had I a hundred pens,
each of which at the same time should separately write down an
anecdote, I could not hope to record one-half of those which our
host, to use Spenser's expression, " welled out alway." '-' Enter
tained us all the way with an endless string of anecdotes;'
, came like a stream of poetry from his lips;'-' path muddy and
scarcely passable, yet I do not remember ever to have seen any
place so interesting 'as the skill of this mighty magician had ren
dered this narrow ravine.' -' Impossible to'touch on any theme,
but straightway he has an anecdote to fit it.' - 'Thus we strolled
along, borne, as it were, on the stream of song and story.' -' In
the evening we luid a great feast indeed. Sir Walter asked us if
we had ever read Christabel.' - 'Interspersed with these various
readings, were some hundreds of stories, some quaint, some pathet
ical'-' At breakfast to-day we had, as usual, sorne 150 stories 
God knows how they came in.'-' In any man so gifted - so quali
fied to take the loftiest, proudest line at the head of the literature,
the taste, the imagination of the whole world!' - 'For instance,
he never sits at any particular place at table, but takes,' &c. &c.
vol. v. p. 375 - 402-

Among such worshippers, arriving in 'sixteen parties
a-day,' an ordinary man might have grown buoyant i have
felt the god, begun to nod, and seemed to shake the spheres.
A slightly splenetic man, possessed of Scott's sense, would
have swept his premises clear of them: Let no bldebottle
approach' here, to disturb a man in his work, - under pain·
of sugared squash (called quassia) and king's yellow! The
good Sir Walter, like a quiet brave man, did neither. He
let the matter take its course; enjoyed what 'was enjoyable
in it: endured what could, not well be helped i persisted
meanwhile in writing his daily portion of romance-copy, in
preserving his composure of heart i-in a word, aceom·

VOL. IV. 28
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modated hilJlllelf t9 this loud-buzzmg envirOJ1ment, and made
it serve hUn, aM he would bave done (perhaps with more
t'ase) to a silent, poor, and solitary one. Nodoubt it affected
him too, llnd in the lamentableat way fevered his internal
life, - though he kept it well down; but it affected ,him less
than it would have done almost any other man. For his
guests were not all of the bluebottle sort; far from that.
Mr. Lockhart shall furnish us with the brightest aspect a
:BritisK Ferney ever yielded, or is like to yield: and there
with we will quit Abbotsford and the dominant and culminant
period of Scott's life:

" 'It was & clear, bright, September morning, with a sharpness in
the air that doubled the animating influence ,of the sunshine, and
all was in readiness for a grand coursing match on Newark Hill.
The only guest who hud chalked out other sport for himself was
the stanchest of unglers, Mr. Rose; but he, too, was there on
his shelty, armed with his salmon-rod and 'landing-net, and
attended by his Hinves, and Charlie Purdie, a brother of Tom,
in those days the most celebrated tisherman of the district.
This little group of Waltonians, bound for Lord Somerville's pre
serve, remained 10ungiI1!f about to witness the start of the main
cavalcade. Sir Walter, mounted on Sibyl, was marsha11~ the
order of procession with a huge hunting-whip; and among a dozen
frolicsome youths and maidens, who seemed disposed to laugh at
all discipline, appeared, each on horseback, each as eager as the
youngest sportsman in the troop, Sir Humphry Davy, Dr. W 01Ias
ton, and the patriarch of Scottish belles-lettres, Henry Mackenzie.
The Man of Feeling, however, was persuaded with some diffi
culty to resign his steed for the present to his faithful negro fol
'lower, and to join Lady Scott in the sociable, until we should
reach the ground of our battue. Laidlaw, on a long-tailed wiry
Highlander, yclept Hoddin Grtf!J, which carried him nimbly and
stoutly, although his feet almost touched the ground M he sat,
was the adjutant. But the most picturesque figure was the illus
trious inveutor of the safety-lamp. He had come for nlS favorite
sport of ROiling, and had been practising it successfully with
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Bo.e, his trneDing companion, for two oi three thy. preceding
thill; but he had not prepared for cOIl1'8ing fields, or ha6 left Charl~
Purdie's troop for Sir Walter's on a sudden thought, and hie
fishennan's costlUne - a brown hat with flexiBle brim, surrounded
with line upon line of catgut, and innumerable fly-boob -jack
bootll 'Worthy of a Dutch smuggler, and a fustian surtout dabbled
with the blood of salmon, made a fine contrast with. the smart
jackets, white-cord breeches, and well polished jockey-boots of
the less distinguished cavaliers about him. Dr. Wollaston was in
black, and with his noble serene digrtity Of countenance, might
have passed for a sporting archbishop. Mr. Mac~nzie, at' this
time in the 76th yeu of his age, with a white hat turned up with
gteen; green spectacles, green· jacket, and long brown· leathern
gaiters buttoned upon hill nether anatomy, wore a dog-whistle
~und his neck, and had, all over, the air of Il!l resolute a devotee
as the gay captain of Hundy Bum. Tom Purdie and his subal
terns had preceded us by 0. few hours with all the greyhounds
that could be collected at Abbotsford, Darnick, and Melrose; but
the giant Maida had remained as his master's orderly, and now
gambolled about Sibyl Grey, barking for mere joy like a spaniel
puppy.

•The order of march had been all settled, and the sociable was
just getting under weigh, when the Lady Anne broke from the
line, screaming with laughter, and exclaimed, "Papa, papa, I knew
you could never think of going without your pet." Scott looked
round, and I rather think there was a blush D.B well as a smile
upon his face, when he perceived 0. little black pig frisking about
hill pony, and evidently 0. self-elected addition to the party of the
day. He tried to look stern, and cracked his whip at the creature,
but was jn a moment obliged to join in the general cheers. Poor
piggy soon found a strap round its neck, and was dragged into the
background; - Scott, watching the retreat, repeated with mock
.pathos the first verse of an old pastoral song-

" What will I do gin my hoggie die?
My joy, my pride, my hoggie!

My only beast, I had nn. mae,
And wow r but I was vogie ! "

- the cheers were redoubled - and the squadron moved on.
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'This pig bad taken, nobody could tell how, 11. most Bentimental
attachment to Scott, aud wu coD8taDtly urging its pretensions to
be admitted a regular member of his tail along with the grey.
hounds and terriers; but, inde!ld, I remember him suffering
another summer under the same sort of pertinacity on the part of
an affectionate hen. I leave the explanation for philosophers
but such were the facts. I have too much respect for the vulgarly
calumniated donkey, to name him in the same category of pettJ
with the pig and the hen; but a year or .two after this time, my
wife used to drive a couple of these animals in a little garden
chair, and whenever her father appeared at the door of our cottage,
we were sure to see Hannah More and Lady Morgan (asA~
Scott had wickedly christened them) trotting from their pasture, to
lay their noses over the paling, and, as Washington Irving says
of the old white haired hedger with the Parisian snuff·box," tQ

have a pleasant crack wi' the Ialrd.» , - vol. v. p. 7 -10. •

.. On this subject let us report an anecdote furnished by a Gorre·
apondent of our own, whose accuracy we can depend on: -' I
myself was acquainted with a little Blenheim cocker, one of the
smallest, beautifullest, and wisest of lapdogs, or dogs, which, though
Sir Walter knew it not, was very singular ill its behavior towards
him. $handy, so hight this remarkable cocker, was extremely shy
of strangers: promenading on Prince's street, which in fine weather
\lsed to be crowded in those dl,lys, he seemed to live in perpetual
fear of being stolen; if anyone but looked at him admiringly, he
would draw back with angry timidity, and crouch towards his own
lady-mistress. One day a tall, irregular, busy-looking man came
halting by; the little dog ran towards him, began fawning, frisking,
lioking at his feet: it was Sir Walter Scott! Had Shandy been
tbe most extensive reader of·Reviews, he could not have done
better. EVllry time he saw Sir Walter afterwards, which was some
three or four times in the course of visiting Edinburgh, he repeated
his demonstrations, ran leaping, frisking, licking the Author of
" Waverley's" feet. The good Sir Walter endured it with good
~umor; looked down at t).Je little wise face, at \he silky shag-coat
ofsnciw-white and chestnut-brown; smiled, and avoided hitting him
as they went on, - till a new divisiQn of streets or some other obsta
cles put an end to the interview. In fact he was a strange little
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'There (at Chiefswood) my wife -and 1 spent this BUmmer and
I.1ltwnn of 1821 - the first of several seasons which will ever
dwell on my m~ory as the happiest of my life. We were near
enough Abbotsford to partake as often as we liked of its brillil.1lt
and constantly varying society; yet could do so without being
expoeed to the worry and exhaustion of spirit which the daily re
ception of new comers entailed upon all the .family, except Sir
Walter himself. But, in truth, even he was not always proof

•a",ooa.inst the annoyances connected with such a styIe of open house
keeping. Even his temper sank sometimes under the solemn ap
plauses of learned dulness, the vapid raptures of painted and
perriwigged dowagers, the hOl'BCleech avidity with which under
bred foreigners urged their questions, and the pompous simpers of

fellow, this Shandy. He has been known to sit for hours looking
out at the summer mOOD, with the saddest wistfullest expression of
countenance; altogether like a Werterean Poet. He would bave
been a Poet, I dare say, if he could have found a publisher. But
hi. moral tact waB the mOBt amazing. Without reason ShOWD,
without word spoken or act done, he took his likings and dislikings;
unalterable; really almost unerring. His cbief aversion, I should
say, was to the genus f[IIAck, above all to the genus acrid-quack;
these, though never so clear'Btarcbed, bland-smiling, and beneficent,
he absolutely would have no trade with. Their very sugar-cake was
unavailing. He said with emphasis, as clearly as barking could say
it: "Acrid-quack, avaunt!" Would to Heaven many a prime
minister and high person in authority had such an invaluable talent!
On the whole, there is more in this universe than our philoBophy
has dreamt of. A dog's instinct is a voice of Nature too; - and
farther, it has never babbled itself away in idle jargon and hy
pothesis, but always adhered to the practical, and grown in silence
by continual communion with fact. We do the animals injustice.
Their body resembles our body, Buffon says; with its four limbs,
with its spinal marrow, main organ. in the head, and so forth: but
have tllily not a kind of .oul, equally the rude draught and imper
fect imitation of ours? It is a strange, an almost solemn and
pathetic thing to see an intelligence imprisoned in that dumb rude
form; struggling to express it.elf out of that; - even as we do out
of our imprisonment; and succeed very imperfectly! '

28-
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condescending magnates. When sore beBet at home In this way
he would every now and then discover that he had some very par
ticular business to attend to' on an outlying part of his estate;
and, craving the indulgence of his guests over night, appear at
the cabin in the glen before' its inhabitants were astir' in the
morning. The clatter of Sibyl Grey's hoofs, the yelping of Mus
tard and Spice, and his own joyous shout of ,.eveillu under our
windows, were the signal that he had burst his toils, and meant
for that day to "take his ease in !Us inn." On descending, he
was to be fOlind seated with all his dogs and OUl'l! about him, under
a spreading ash that ovel'l!hadowed half the bank between the
cottage and the brook, pointing the edge of his woodman's-axe,
and listening to Tom Purdie's lecture touching the plantstion that
lDost needed thinning. After breakfast he would take possession
of a dressing-room up iltail'll, and write a chapter of The Pirate;
and then, having made up 8.l'ld despatched his pac~et for Mr. Bal
lantyne, away to join Purdie wherever the forestel'l! were at work~
and sometimes to labor among them as strenuously 8.8 John Swans
ton, - until it was time either to rejoin his own party at Abhots
iOrd, or the quiet circle of the cottage. When his guests were
few and friendly, he often made them come over and meet him at
Chiefswood in a body towards evening; and surely he never ap
peared to more amiable advantsge than when helping his young
people with their little arrangements upon such occasions. He was
ready with all sorts of devices to supply the wants of a narrow
establishment; he used to delight particularly in sinking the wine 
in a well under the brae ere he went out, and hauling up the
basket just before dinner was announced - this primitive device
being, he said, what he had always practised when a young house
keeper, and in his opinion far superior in its results to any appli
eation of ice: and in the same spirit,' whenever the weather was
sufficiently genial, he voted for dining out of dool'l! altogether,
which at once got rid of the inconvenience of very small rooms,
and made it natural and easy for the gentlemen to help the ladies,
eo that the paucity of servants went for nothing.'...,..c. vol. v. pp.
123, 124.

Surely all this is very beautiful; 'like a picture of Boc-
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caccio: the ideal of a country life in our time. Why could
it not last? Income was not \Yanting: Scott's official per
manent income was amply adequate to meet the expense of
all that was valuable in it; nay, of all that was not harass
ing, senseless, and despicable. Scott had some £2,000 a
year without writing books at all. Why should he manufac
ture and not create, to make more money; and rear mass
on mass fOf a dwelling to himself,. till the pile toppled, sank
crashing, and buried him in its ruins, when he had a safe
pleasant dwelling' ready' of its own accord? .Alas, Scott,
with all his health, was infected; sick of the fearfullest
malady, that of Ambition! To such length had the King's
baronetcy, the world's favor, and 'sixteen parties a-day,'
brought it with him. So the inane racket must be kept up,
and rise ever higher. So masons labor, ditehers delve; and
there is endless, altogether deplorable correspondence about
marble-slabs for tables, wainscotting of rooms, curtains with
the trimmings of curtait;Js, orange-colored or fawn-colored:
Walter Scott, one of the gifted of the world, whom his ad
mirers called the most gifted, must kill himself that he may
be a country gentleman, the founder of a race of Scottish
lairds. It is one of the strangest, most tragical histories
ever enacted under this sun. So poor a passion can lead so
strong.a man into such mad extremes. Surely, were not
man a fool always, one might say there was something emi
nently distracted in this, end as it would, of a Walter Scott
writing daily with the ardor of a steam-engine, that he might
make £15,000 a year, and buy upholstery with it. To
cover the walls of a stone house in Selkirkshire with knick
nacks, ancient armor, and genealo~ical shields, what can
we name it but a being bit with delirium of a kind? That
tract after tract of moorland in the shire of Selkirk should
be joined together on parchment and by ring.fence, and
named after one's name, - why, it is a shabby small-type
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edition of your vulgar Napoleons, Alexanders, and 000

quering heroeS', not counted venerable by any teacher of
men!- t;

~

'The whole w~d was not half so wide
To Alexander when he cried .
Because he had but one to subdue,
As was a narrow pa,ltry tub to
DiogeneB; who ne'er was said,
For aught that ever I could read,
To· whine, put finger i' the eye and sob, 
Because he had ne'er another tub.'

Not he I And if, 'looked at from the Moon, which itself
is far from Infinitude,' Napoleon's dominions were as small
as mine, what, by nny chance of possibility, could Abbots
ford lande.d-property ever have become? As the Arabs say,
there is a black speck, were it no bigger than abean's eye, in
every soul; which once set it a-working, will overcloud the
whole man into darkness and quasi-madness, and hurry him
balefully into Night!

With respect to the literary eharacter of these' Waver
ley Novels,' so extraordinary in their commercial character,
there remains, after so much reviewing, good and bad, little
that it were profitable at present to say. The great fact
about them is, that they were faster written and better paid
for than any other books in the world. It must be granted,
moreover, that they have a worth far surpassing what is
usual in such cases; nay, that if literature had no task but
that of harmlessly amusing indolent, languid men, here was
the very perfection of literature; that a man, here more
emphatically than ever elsewhere, might fling himself back,
exclaiming, ' Be mine to lie on this sofa, and read everlast
ing Novels of Walter Scott I' The composition, slight as
it often is, usually hangs together in some measure, and ia a
composition. There is a free flow of narrative, of incident

1
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and sentiment; an easy master-like coherence throughout,
as if it were the free dash of a master's hand, • round as
the 0 of Giotto.'· .It is the perfection of extemporaneous
writing. Farthermore, surely he was a blind critic who did
not recognise here 0. certain genial sunshiny freshness and
picturesqueness; paintings both of scenery and figures, very
graceful, brilliant, occasionally full of grace and glowing
brightness blended in the softest composure; in fact, a deep
sincere love of the beautiful in nature and man, and the
readiest faculty of expressing this by imagination and by
word. No fresher paintings of nature can be found than
Scott's; hardly anywhere a wider sympathy with man.
From Davie Deans up to Richard Cceur·de-Lion; from Meg
Merrilies to Die Vernon and Queen Elizabeth I It is the
utterance of a man of open soul; of a brave, large, free
seeing man, who has a true brotherhood with all men. In
joy-ous picturesqueness and fellow-feeling, freedom of eye
and heart; or to say it in a word, in general healthiness of
mind, these novels prove Scott to have been amongst the
foremost writers.

Neither in the higher and highest excellence, of drawing
character, is he at any time altogether deficient; though at
no time can we call him, in the best sense, successful. His

., Venne a Firenze (i1 cortigiano del Papa), e andato una mattina
in bottega di Giotto, che lavorava, gli chiese un poco di disegno per
mandarlo a sua Santitl!.. Giotto, ChA garbatissimo era, prese un
foglio, ed in quello con un pennello tinto di rosso, fermato il braccio
al fianco per farne compasso, e girato la mano fece un tondo sl pari
di sesto e di profilo, ehe fu a vederlo una maraviglia. Ci.} fatto
ghignando disse al cortigiano, Eeeovi il disegno.' . • . . 'Onde
il Papa, e molti eortigiani intendenti eonobbero percio, quanto
Giotto avanzasse a'eecelen2<a tutti gli altri piltori del suo tempo.
Divolgatasi poi questa cosa, ne nacque il proverbio, ehe ancora e
in usa dirsi a gli uomini di grassa pasta: Tu sei piu tondo eke l' 0
IIi Giotto.' - Vasari, Vue (Roma, 1759), i. 46.
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Bailie Jarvies, Dinmonts, Dalgettys (for their name is legiot'l)
do look and talk like what they give themselves out for;
they are, if not created and made poetically alive, yet de
ceptively enacte.d as a good player might do them. What
more is wanted then? For'the reader lying on II sofa, noth
ing more; yet for another sort of reader, much. It were a
long chapter to unfold the difference in drawing a character
between a Scott, a Shakspeare, and a Goethe? Yet it is a
difference literally immense: they are of different species ;
the value of the one is not to be counted in the coin of the
other. We might say in a short word, which means a 10I:lg _
matter, that your Shakspeare fashions .his characters from
the heart outwards; your Scott fashions them from the skin
inwards, never getting near the heart of them! The one
eet became living men and women; the other amount to
little more than mechanical cases, deceptively painted au
tomatons. Compare Fenella with Goethe's Mignon, which,
it was once said, Scott had • done Goethe the honor' to bor
row. He has borrowed what he could of Mignon. The
small stature, the climbing talent, the trickiness, the mechan
ical case, as we say, he has borrowed; but the soul of
Mignon is left behind. Fenella is an unfavorable specimen
for Scott; but it illustrates, in the aggravated state, what is
traceable in all the characters he drew. To the same pur
port, indeed, we are to say that these famed books are alto
gether addressed to the everyday mind; that for any other
mind, there is next to no nourishment in them. Opinions,
emotions, principles, doubts, beliefs, beyond what the intelli
gent country gentleman can carry along with him, are not
to be found. It is orderly, customary, it is prudent, decent;
nothing more. One would say, it lay not in Scott to give
much more; getting out of the ordinary range, and attempt
ing the heroic, which is but seldom the case, he falls almost
at once into the rose-pink sentimental,-descriell the Minerva
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Press from afar, and hastily quits that course; for none better
than he knew it to lead nowhither. On the whole, con
trasting Waverley, which was carefully written, with most
of its followers, which were written extempore, one may
regret the extempore method. Something very perfect in
its kind might have come from Scott;. nor was it a low kind:
Day, who knows how high, with studious self-concentration,
he might have gone; what wealth nat\Jre had implanted in
him, w.bich his circumstances, most unkind while seeming to
l>e kindest, had never impe)led him to unfold (

But after. 'all, in the loudest blaring and trumpeting of
popularity, it is ever to be held in mind, as a truth remaining
true for ever, that literature has other aims than that of
harmlessly amusing indolent, languid men: or if literature
have them not, then literature is a very poor affair; and
something else must have them, and must accomplish them,
with thanks or without, thanks; the thankful or thankless
world were not long a world otherwise! Under this head
there is little to be sought or found in the • Waverley Nov
els.' Not profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for edification,
for building up or elevating, in any shape! The sick heart
will find no healing here, the darkly struggling heart no
guidimce: the Heroic that is in all men no divine awa
kening voice. We say, therefore, that they do not found
themselves on deep interests, but on comparatively trivial
ones, not on the perennial, perhaps not even on the lasting.
In fact, much of the interest of these novels results from
what may be called contrasts of costume. The phraseol.
9gy, fashion of arms, of dress and life, belonging to one
age, ,is brought suddenly with singular vividness, before the
eyes of another. A great effect this; yet by the very na
ture of it, an altogether temporary one. Consider, brethren,
shall not we too one day be antiques, and grow to have as
quaint a costume as the rest? The stuffed dandy, only
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give him time, will become one of the wonderfullest mum.
mies. In antiquarian museums, only two centuries hence,
the steeple-hat will hang on the next peg to Franks and
Company's patent, antiquarians deciding which is uglier:
and the Stulz swallow-tan, one may hope, will seem as in
credible as any garment that ever made ridiculous the
respectable back of man. . Not by slashed breeches, steeple
hats, buff.belts, or antiquated speech, can romance heroes
continue to interest us; but simply and solely, in the long
run, by being men. Buff-belts and an manner of jerkins
and costumes are transitory; man alone is perennial. He
that has gone deeper into this than other men, will be re
membered longer than they; he that has not, not. Tried
under this category, Scott with his clear practical insight,
joyous temper, and other sound faculties, is not to.be ac
counted little, - among the ordinary circulating library he
roes he might well pass for a demigod. Not little; yet
neither is he great; there were greater, more than one or
two in °his own age: among the great of all ages, one sees
po likelihood of a place for him.

What then is the result of these Waverley romances f
AIe they to amuse one generation only? One or more.
As many generations as they can, but not all generations:
ah no, when our swallow-tail has become fantastic as trunk
hose, they will cease to amuse! - Meariwhile, as we can
discern, their J;esults have been several-fold. First of all,
and certainly not least of all, have they not perhaps had
this result: that a considerable portion of mankind has here
by been sated with mere amusement, and set on seeking
something better? Amusement in the way of reading can
go no farther, can do nothing better, by the power of man;
and men ask, Is this what it can do? Scott, we reckon,
carried several things to their ultimatum and crisis, so that
change became inevitable: a great service, though an indi.
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reet one. Secondly, however. we -may say, these historical
"novels have taught all men this truth, which looks like a
ttuism, and yet was as good as unknown to writers of his
tory and others, till so taught: that the by-gone ages of the
world were actually filled by living men, not by protocols,
state-papers, controversies, and abstractions of men. Not
abstractions" were they, not diagrams and theorems; but
men, in buff or other coats and breeches, with color in their
cheeks, with passions in !beir stomach, and the idioms, fea.
tUres, and vitalities of very men. It is a little word this;
inclusive of great meaning I "History will henceforth have
to" take tbought of it. Her faint hearsays of ' philosophy
teaching by experience' will have to exchange themselves
everywhere for direct inspection and embodyment: this, and
this only, will be counted experience; and till once e;rperi.
ence have got in, philosophy will reconcile herself to wait
at the door. It is a great service, fertile in consequences,
this that Scott has done; a great truth laid open by him;
correspondent indeed to the substantial nature of the man;
to his solidity and veracity even of imagination, which,
with all his lively discursiveness, was the characteristic of
him.

A word here as to the extempore style of writing, which
is" getting much celebrated in these days. Scott seems
to have been a high proficient in it. His rapidity was ex
treme, and the matter produced was excellent considering
that: the circumstances under which some of his novels,
when he could not himself write, were dictated, are justly
considered wonderful. It is a valuable faculty this of ready
writing; nay farther, for Scott's purpose it was clearly the
only good mode. By much-labor he could not have added
one guinea to his copy-right; nor could the reader on the
sofa have lain a whit more at ease. It was -in all ways
necessary that these works should be produced rapidly;

VOL. IV. 29
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and, round or not, be thrown oft' like Giollo's O. But in
deed, in all things, writing or other, which a man engages
in, there is the indispensablest beauty in knowing how to get
done. .A man frets himself to no purpose; he· has not the
sleight of the trade; he is not a craftsman, but an unfortu
nate borer and bungler, if he know not when to have done.
Perfection is unattainable: no carpenter ever made a mathe
matically accurate right.angle in the world; yet- all carpen
ters know when it is right enough, and do not botch it, and
lose their wages by making it too right. Too much pains
taking speaks disease in one's mind, as well as too little.
The adroit sound-minded man will endeavor to spend on
each business approximately what of pains it deserves; and
with a conscience void of remorse will dismiss it then. All
this in fuvor of easy writing shall be granted, and, if need
were, enforced and inculcated. And yet, on the other hand,
it shall not less but more strenuously be inculcated, that in
the way of writing no great thing was ever, or will ever be
done with ease, but with difficulty! Let ready writers with
any faculty in them, lay this to heart. Is it with ease, or
not with ease, that a man shall do hiB belt, in any shape;
above all, in this shape, justly named of • soul's travail,'
working in the deep places of thought, embodying the true
out of the obscure and possible, environed on all sides with
the uncreated false? Not so, now or at any time. The
experience of all men belies it; the nature of things con
tradicts it. Virgil and Tacitus, were they ready writers?
The whole Prophecies of Isaiah are not equal in extent to
this cobweb of a review article. Shakspeare, we may fancy,
wrote with rapidity; but not till he had thought with inten
sity: long and sore had. this man thought, as the seeing eye
may discern well, and had dwelt and wrestled amid dark
pains and throes, - though his great soul is silent about all
that. It was for him to write rapidly at fit intervals, being
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ready to do it. And herein truly lies the secret of the mat.
ter: such swiftness of mere writing, after due energy of
preparation, is doubtl~ the' right method; the hot furnace
baving long worked and simmered, let the pure gold flow
out at one gush. It was Shakspeare's plan; no easy writer
he, or he had never been a Shakspeare. Neither was Mil.
ton one of the mob of gentlemen that write with ease; be
did not auainSbakspeare's faculty, ODe perceives, of even
writing fast after long preparation, but struggled while he
wrote. Goethe also tells us he ' had nothing sent him in his
sleep;' no page of his but he knew well how it came there.
It is reckoned to be the best prose, accordingly, that has
been written by any modern. Schiller, as an unfortunate
and unhealthy man, 'konnte nie fertigtwerden, never could
get done;' the noble genius of bim struggled not wisely
but too well, and wore his life itself heroically out. Or did
Petrarch write easily? Dante sees himself 'growing gray'
over his. Divine Comedy; in stern solitary death-wrestle
.with it, to prevail over it, and do it, if his uttermost faculty
may: hence, too, it is done and .prevailed over, and the
fiery life of it endures for evermore among men. No:
creation, one would think, cannot be easy; yOUl'" Jove has
severe pains and fire. flames in the head out of which an
armed Pallas is struggling I As for manufacture, that is a
different maUer, and may become easy or not easy, accord.
ing as it is taken up. Yet of manufacture too, the general
truth is that, given the manufacturer, it will be worthy in
direct proportion to the pains bestowed upon it; and worth,
less always, or nearly so, with no pains. Cease, therefore,
o ready-writer, to brag openly of thy rapidity and facility;
to thee (if thou be in the manufacturing line) it is a benefit,
an increase of wages; but to me it is sheer loss, worsening
of my penDyworth: why wilt thou brag at it to me?
Write easily, by steam if thou canst contrive it, and canst
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sell it; but hide it like virtue! 'Easy writing,' said Sheri
dan, 'is sometimes d - d hard reading.' Sometimes;
and always it is sure to be rather useless reading, which
indeed (to a creature of few years and much work) may be
reckoned the hardest of all.

Scott's productive facility amazed everybody j and eet
Captain Hall, for one, upon a very strange method of Q,C

counting for it without miracle j- for which see. his' jour
nal,' above quoted fIYID. The Captain, on counting line for
line, found that he himself had written in that journal of bia
almost as much as Scott, at odd hours in a given number of
days j 'and as for the invention,' says he,' it is known tlw-t
this costs Scott nothing, but comes to him of its own ac·
cord.' . Convenient indeed I - But for us too Scott's rapid
ity is great, is a proof and consequenee of the solid health
of the man, bodily and spiritual j great, but unmiraculous ;
not greater than that of many others besides Captain Hall.
AdlI\ire it, y.et with measur~. For observe always, there
are two conditions in work: let me fix the quality, and YOM
shall fix the quantity I Any man may get through work
rapidly who easily satisfies himself about it. Print the talk
of any man, there will be a thick octavo volume daily;
make his writing three times as good as his talk, there will
be the third part of a volume daily, which still is good work.
To write with never such rapidity in a passable manner is
incficative not of a man's genius, but of his habits j it will
prove his soundness of nervous system, his practicability of
plind, Ilnd in fine, that he has the knack of his trade. In
the most flattering view, rapidity will betoken health of
mind: muoh also, perhaps most of all, will depend on
health of body. Doubt it not, a faculty of easy writing is
attainable by man! The human genius, once fairly set in
this direction, will carry it far. William Cobbett, one of
the healthiest of men, was a greater improviser even thlUl
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Walter Scott: his writing. considered as to quality and
i qUailtity, of Rural Rides, Registers, Grammars, Sermons,
Peter Porcupines, Histories of Reformation, ever-fresh de.
nouncements of Potatoes and Papermoney, - seems to .us
still more wonderful.· Pierre Bayle wrote enormous folios,
one sees not on what motive-principle; he flowed on for
ever" a mighty tide of ditch-water; and even died flowing,
with the peri in his hand. But indeed the most unaccountable
ready-writer of all is, probably, the common Editor of a
Daily Newspaper. Consider his leading-articles; .what
they treat of, how passably they are done. Straw that has
been thrashed a hundred' times without wheat; ephemeral
sound of a sound; such portent of the hour as all men have
seen a hundred times turn out inane; how a man, with
merel)' human faculty, buckles himself nightly with new
vigor and interest to this thrashed straw, nightly thrashes it
anew, nightly gets up new thunder about it; and so goes on
thrashing and thundering for a considerable series of years ;
this is a fact remaining still to be accounted for, in human
physiology. .The vitality of man is great.

Or shall we say, Scott, among the many things he car·
ried towards their ultimatum and crisis, carried this of re~dy.
writing too, that so all men might better see what was in it?
It is a valuable consummation. Not without results; - reo
suIts, at some of which Scott as a Tory politician would
have greatly shuddered. For if once Printing have grown
to be as Talk, then DEMOCRACY (if we look into tb~ roots of
things) is not a bugbear an4 probability, but a certainty,
and event as good as come! 'Inevitable seems it me.'
Bqt leaving this, sure enough the triumph of ready-writing
appears to be even now; everywhere the ready writer is
found bragging strangely of his readiness. In a late trans
lated '. Don Carlos,' one of tlie most indifferent translations
ever done with any sign of ability, a hitherto unknown indi-

29-



vidual is found MSUring bis reader, • The reader will poesl
Dry think it an excuse, when I assure him thattbe whole
piece was completed within the space of ten weeks, that is
to say, between the sixth of January and the eighteenth of
March of this year (inclusive of a . fortnight's interruption
from oyer exertion); that I often translated twenty pages
a-day, and that the fifth act was the work of five days.' •
o lIitherto unknown individual, what is it to me what time
it was the work of, whether five days or fiTe decades of
years? The only question is, How hast thou done it? -So,
however, it stands: the genius of Extempore irresistibly
lording it, advancing on us like ocean-tides, like Noah's
deluges - of ditch-water! The prospect seems one of the
lamentablest. To have all Lirerature swum away from us in
watery Extempore, and a spiritual time of Noah supervene?
That surely is an awful reflection, worthy of dyspeptic Mat.
thew Bramble in a London fog! Be of comfort, 0 splene
tic Matthew; it is not Literature they.are swimming away;
it is only Book-publishing and Book-selling. Was there not
a Literature before Printing or Faust of Mentz, and yet men
wrote extempore? Nay, before Writing or Cadmus of
Thebes, and yet men spoke extempore? Literature is the
Thought of thinking Souls; this, by the blessing of God,
can in no generation be swum away, but remains with us to
the end.

Scott's eareer, of writing impromptu novels to buy farms
with, was Dot of a kind to terminate voluntarily, but to ac
celerate itself more llnd more; and one sees not to what
wise goal it could, in any Mse, have led him. Bookseller
Constable's' bankruptcy was not the ruin of Scott; his ruin

* 'Don Carlos,' a Dramatic Poem, from the German of Schiller.
Mannheim and London, 1837.
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WBIt that ambition, and even false ambition, had laid hold of
him; that his way of life was Dot wise. Whither could it
lead? Where could it stop? New farms there remained
eTar to be bought, while Dew novels could pay for them.
More and more success but gave more and more appetite,
more and mOl'e audacity. The impromptu writing must
have waxed ever thinner; declined faster and faster into the
questionable category, into the condemnable, into the gen
erally condemned. Already there existed, in secret, every
where a considerable opposition party; witnesses of the
Waverley miracles, but unable to believe in them, forced
silently to proteit against them. Such opposition party was
in the sure case to grow; and even, with the impromptu
process ever going on, ever waxing thinner, to draw the
world over to it. Silent protest must at length come to
words; harsh lfUths, backed by harsher facts of a world
popularity overwrought and WOln out, behoved to have been
spoken; - such as can be spoken now without reluctance
when they can pain the brave man's heart no more. Who
knows? Perhaps it was better ordered to be-all othencise.
Otherwise, at any rate, it was. One day the Constable
mountain, which seemed to stand strong like the other rock
mountains, gave suddenly, as the ice-bergs do, a loud-sound
ing crack; suddenly, with huge clangor, shivered itself int!>
ice-dust; and sank, carrying much along with it. In one
day Scott's high-heaped money-wages. became fairy-money
and nonentity; in one day the rich man and lord of land
saw himself penniless, landless, a bankrupt among· cred
itors.

It was a hard trial. He met it proudly, bravely,-like a
braTe proud man of the world. Perhaps there had ~en a
prouder way still: to have owned honestly that he tDiU UD
successful then, all bankrupt, broken, in the world's goods
and repute; and to have turned elsewhither for some refuge.
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Refuge did lie elsewhere; but it was Dot Scott's course, or
fashion of mind, to seek it there. To say, Hitherto I have
been all in the wrong, and this my fame and pride, now
broken, was an empty delusion and spell of accursed witch
craft I It was difficult for flesh and blood I He said, I will
retrieve myself, and make my point good yet, or die for it.
Silently, like a proud strong man, he girt himself to the .
Hercules' task, of removing rubbish-mountains, since that
was it; of paying large ransoms by what he could still write
and sell. In his declining years too i misfortune is doubly
and trebly unfortunate that befalls us theD. Scott fell to his
Hercules' task like a very man, and went on with it un
weariedly ; with a noble cheerfulness, while his lifestriDgs
were cracking, he grappled with it, and wrestled with it,
years longj in death-grips, strength to strength; - and it
proved the stronger; and his life and heart did crack and
break: the cordage of a most strong heart lOver these
last writings of Scott, his Napoleons, Df!1IWnologiu, &otch
Histories, and the rest, criticism, finding still much to won
der at, much to commend, will utter no word of blame;
this one word only, Woe is me! The noble warhorse that
once laughed at the shaking of the spear, how is he doomed
t() toil himself dead, dragging ignoble wheels! Scott's de
~ent was like that of a spent projectile; rapid, straight
down; - perhaps mercifully so. It is a tragedy, as all life
is; one proof more that Fortune stands on a restieBB globe;
that Ambition, literary, warlike, politic, pecuniary, never yet
profited any man.

Our last extract shall be from Volume Sixth; a very
tragical one. Tragical, yet still beautiful; waste Ruin's
havoc borrowing a kind of sacredness from a yet sterner
visitation, that of Death I Scott has withdrawn into a soli.
tary lodging-house in Edinburgh, to do daily the day's work
there i and had to leave his wife at Abbotsford in the last
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stage of disease. He went away silently; looked silently
at the sleeping face he scarcely hoped ever to see again.
We quote from a Diary he had begun to keep in those
months, on hint from Byron's Ravenna Journal: copious
sections ~f it render this sixth volume more interesting than
any of the former ones: -

'.lJbbotajord, May 11 (1826~ - • • _ It withers my heart to
think of it, and to recollect that I can hardly hope again to seek
confidence and counsel from that ear, to which all might be safely
confided. But in her present lethargic state, what would my at
tendance have availed - and Anne has promised close and con
stant intelligence. I must dine with James Ballantyne to-day en
jarniJle. I cannot help it; but would rather be at home and alone.
However, I can go out. too. I will not yield to the barren sense
of hopelessness which struggles to invade me.

, Edinbwgh, - Mr•. Broum'.lodging., North St. DaWJ. Street
May 12. - I passed a pleasant day with kind J. B., which waa a
great relief from the black dog, which would have worried me at
home. He waa quite alone.

'Well"here I am in Arden. And I may say with Touchstone,'
"'W"hen I WaB at home I waa in a better place;" I must, when
there is occaaion, draw to my own Baillie Nicol Jarvie's consola
tion -" One cannot carry the comforts of the Saut-Market about
with one." Were I at eaae in mind, I think the body is very well
cared for. Only one other lodger in the house, a Mr. Shandy - a
clergyman; and, despite his name, said to be a quiet one.'

'May 14. - A fair good-morrow to you, Mr. Sun, who are shining
so brightly on these dull walls. Methinks you look aa if you
were looking as bright on the banks of the Tweed; but look where
you will, Sir Sun, you look upon sorrow and suffering.-Hogg
waa here yesterday in danger, from having obtained an accommo
dation of £100 from James Ballantyne, which he is now obliged
to repay. I am unable to help the poor fellow, being obliged to
borrow myself.'

'May 15. - Received the melancholy intelligence that all is over
at Abbotsford.

'.Ilbbotajord, May 16. - She died at nine in the morning, after
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being very ill for two days - easy at lllllt. I arrived here late lut
night. Anne is worn out, and bas had hysterics, which returned
on my arrival. Her broken accents were like those of a child, the
language as well as the tones broken, but in the mOllt gentle voice
of submmion. "Poor mamma - never return again - gone for
ever - a better place." Then, when she came to herself, she
spoke with sense, freedom, and strength of mind, till her weakness
returned. It would have been inexpressibly moving to me as a
stranger - what 11'8.8 it then,to the father and the husband? For
myself, I scarce know how I feel; sometimes Il8 firm as the Bus
Rock, sometimes Il8 weak ll/I the water that breaks on it. I am Il8

alert at thinking and deciding as I ever was in my life. Yet, when
I contrast what this place now is, with what it has been not long
since, I think my heart will break. Lonely, aged, deprived of my
family - all but poor Anne; an impoverished, an embarrassed
man, deprived of the sharer of my thoughts and counsels, who
could always talk down my sense of the calamitou8l1pprehensions
which 'break the heart that must bear them alone. - Even her
foibles were of service to me, by giving me things to think of
beyond my weary self-reflections.

I I have seen her. The figure I beheld is, and is not my Char
lotte - my thirty years' companion. ' There is the same symmetry
of fQrm, though those limbs are rigid which were once so grace
fully elastic - but that yellow mask, with. pinched featuree,
which seem8 to mock life rather than ~mulate it, can it be the face
that was once so full of lively expression? I will not look on it
again. Anne thinks her little changed, because the latest idea
she had formed of her mother is as she appeared under circum
stances of extreme pain. Mine go hack to a period of compara
tive ease. If I write long in this way,' I shall write down my
resolution, which I should rather write up, if I could.'

I May 18. - " " Cerements of lead and of wood already
hold her; cold earth must have her soon. But it is not my Char
lotte, it is not the bride of my youth, the mother of my children,
that will be laid among the ruins of Dryburgh, which we have so
often visited in gayety and pastime. No, no.'

I May 22.-" " Well, I am not apt to shrink from that which
is my duty, merely because it is painful; but I wish this funeral-
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day 1>ver. A kind of cloud of stupidity hangs about me, as if all
were unreal that men seem to be doing and talking.'

, May 26. - It It Were an enemy coming upon my hollBC,
would I not do my best to fight, although oppressed in spirits; and (\'
shall a similar despondency prevent me frop!. mental exertion?
It shall not, by Heaven! ' '

'Edi:nburgh, May 30. - Returned to town last night with
Charles. This morning re8ume ordinary habits of rising early,
working in the morning, and atte~ding the Court. It It I fin- .
ished correcting the proofs for the Quarterly; it is but a flimsy
article, but then the circumstances were most untoward. - This
has been a melancholy day - most melancholy. I am afraid poor
Charles found me weeping. I do not know what other folks feel,
but with me the hysterical passion that impels tears is a terrible
violence' - a sort of throttling sensation - then succeeded by a
state of dreaming stupidity, in which I ask if my poor Charlotte
can actually be dead.' - vol. vi. pp. 297 - 307.

This is beautiful as well as tragical. Other scenes, in
that Seventh Volume, must come, which will 'have no beauty,
but be tragical only. It is better that we are, to end here.

And so the curtain falls; and the strong Walter Scott is
with us no morc. A possession from him does remain;
widely scattered. yet attainable; not inconsiderable. It
can be said of him, • when he departed he took a Man's
life along with him.' No sounder piece of British manhood
was put together in that eighteenth century of time. Alas,
his fine Scotch face, with its shaggy honesty, sagacity, and
goodness, when we saw it latterly on the Edinburgh streets,
was all worn with care, the joy all fled from ,it; - ploughed
deep with labor and sorrow. We shall never forget it; we
shall never see it again. Adieu, Sir Walter, pride of all
Scotchmen, take our proud and sad farewell.
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•
VARNHAGEN VON ENSE'S MEMOIRS.·

[London and WeatmiDater B.eview, 1838.]

THB Lady Rahel, or Rachel, surnamed Levin in her maiden
days, who died some five years ago as Madam Varnhagen
von Ense, seems to be still memorable and notable, or to
have become more than ever so, among our German friends.
The widower, long known in Berlin and Germany for an
intelligent and estimable man, bas here published succes
sively, as author, or as editor and annotator, so many vol
umes, nine in all, about her, about himself, and the things
that occupied and environed them. Nine volumes, properly,
of German Memoirs; of letters, of miscellanies, biographi
cal and autobiographical; which we have read not without
zeal and diligence, and in part with great pleasure. It seema

to us that such of our readers as take interest in things Ger
man, ought to be apprized of this publication; and withal
that there are in it enough of things European and universal
to furnish out a few pages for readers not specially of that
class.

One may hope, Germany is no longer to any person that

* 1. Ra.ltel. Ei" BlUlt du .I1ndenkeu far ihre FrllUnde. (Rahel.
A Book of Memorial for her Friends.) 3 vols. Berlin, 1834.

2. Gallerie "on Biltlnisaen aua Raltd'a Umgang lind BriiflDu1uld.
(Gallery of Portraits from Rahel's Circle of Society and CorreBpon
dence.) Edited by K. A. Varnhlllen von EnBe. g volB. Leipsic,
1836.

3. Dmk1l)(Jrdigluitm .,,11 "M'miaeltte St:ltriftera. (Memoinl and
MiscellaneouB Writings.) By K. A. Vamhlllen von Ense. .. YoIB.
Mannheim, 1837 - 38.
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vacant land, of gray vapor and chimeras, which it was to
most Englishmen, Bot many years ago. One may hope
that,as readers of German have increased a hu~dredfold,

some partial intelligence of Germany, some interest in
things· German, may bave increased in a proportionably
higher ratio. .At all events, Memoirs of men, German or
other, will find listeners among men. Sure enough, Berlin
city, on the sandy banks of the Spree, is a living city, even
as London is, on the muddy banks of Thames. Daily, with
every rising of the blessed heavenly light, Berlin sends up
the smoke of a hundred thousan~ kindled hearths, the fret
and stir of five hundred thousand new-awakened human
souls; - marking or defacing with S'UCh smoke-cloud, mate
rial or spiritual, the serene of our common all-embracing
Heaven. One Heaven, the same for all, ,embraces that
smoke-cloud too, adopts it, absorbs it, like the rest. Are
there not dinner-parties, 'msthetic teas;' scandal-mongeries,
changes of ministry, police cases, literary gazettes? The
clack of tongues, the sound, of hammers, mount up in that
comer of the planet too, for certain centuries of time.
Berlin has its royalties and diplomacies, its traffickings,
travailings; literatures, sculptures, cultivated heads, malo
and female; and boasts itself to be 'the intellectual capital
of Germany.' Nine volumes of Memoirs out of Berlin will
surely contain something for us.

Samuel Johnson, or perhaps another, used to say, there
was no man on the streets whose biography he would not
like to be acquainted with. No rudest mortal walking there
who bas not seen and knowll experimentally something,
which, could he tell it, the wisest would hear willingly from
him I Nay, after all that can be said and celebrated abo'lt
poetry, eloquence, and the higher forms of composition and
utterance; is not the primary use of speech itself this same,
to uUer memoir" that is, memorable experiences to our fel-

TOL. IV. 30
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low-creatures ? A' fact' iii a fact; 'mlm is' far ever the
brother of man. That thou, 0 my brother, impart to 'me
truly how itstands with thee in that inner man of thine,
what lively iinages of thingS pttst thymernory has painted
there, what hopes, what tboughts;affectiotls,kilowledges, do
DOW dwell there: for this and for no Other object that I can
See, WlUl the gift of speech' and of hearing' bestowed on us
two. I say not how thou feignest. Thy fictions,' and thou
Saftd and otle Arabian Nights, p,romulgated Il8 fictions, what
are they also atbottomlmt this, ttJings that at''e in' thee, though
only images of things? But to bewilder me withjaZsehood8,
indeed; to ray out errol' and darkness, :-misintelligence,
which means rriisattainment, otherwiSe failure and sorrow;
to go ahorit confusing worse our poor world's confusiOn, and,
as a son of Nox and Chaos, propagate delirium on earth:
not surely with this view, but with a far different one~ was

that miraculous tongue suspended in thy 'head, and set
vibrating there I In a word, do not two things, veracity and
memoir-writing, seem to be prescribed by Nature herself
and the very constitution of ullm? Let us read, therefore,
according to opportunity, - and, with judicious audacity,
review I

Our nine printed volumes we called Gennan Memoirs.
They agree in this general character, but are otherwise to
be distinguished into kinds, and differ very much in their
worth for us. The first book' ou' our list,entitled'Rahel,'
is a book of private letters; three thick volomes of Letters
written by that lady; selected from her wide corresp6ndence ;
with a short introduction, with here and there a short note,
and that on Varnhagen's part all. Then follows,' itt two
volumes, the work named • Gallery of Portraits; , consisting
principally of Letters to Rahel, by various 'persons, ril6stly
persons of note; to which Varnhagen, all editor, bas joined
aome slight commentary, some ahort biographical sketch of j

J
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each.-, Of these tiv:e volume" of GerJD~!\, Letters w.e will
SlIY, (or the pre~nl,. that they seem, to be calculated for
Germany, and evcQ. for some special circle there, r:ather than
for England or us. , ,A glance at them aft~rwards, we holW,
will be pOllSible. Bu~ the third work, that pf Varnhagell
hi~self. i~ the one· we muat chiefly depend on here: ,the
four. volumes of' Memoirs and Mise~llani.es;' lively pieces;
which can be safely recommended as altogether ple~t

readmg to every one. They, are ' Miscell!\l1eQ~s WritiJJ~,'

as their title ,indicates; in par.t collected and reprint~d out
o(periodi~lB, or wherever they lay.,~cattered; in part sen!
forth now for the first time. There are .criticisms, ,not.ices
litfUWY or didactic.; always of a praiseworthy sort, generally
of ~lle~tent. There are narTations; the,re is a long per
sonal narrative, as it might be, called, ,of service in the
'Liberation War,' of 1814, wherein Varnhagen did duty, as
a volunteer officer, in Tettellborn's. corps, among the CoIl
sacks : this is the longest piece, by ,no means the best. There
i» farther a cnriousnarrative of Lafayette's escape (brief
esc;:ape. with recapture) from the Prison of Olmiitz. Then
also thCj'e is ' a cur~ous biography of Doctor Bollmann, the
brave. y(mo~ 1l1l~~V,~~ .. w.ho. ,~i~e_Q,. LaJayette ip. that ad.
venture. Then other biographies not so curious; on the
whole, there are many biographies; Biography, we might
say, is the staple articlc;an article in whichVarnhagen has
longJ>een known to exc~\. Lasily, as basis for the Whole,
therc,are presented, fitfully, now here, now there, and with
long intervals, considerable ,sections of Autobiography;
Dot.confe~ions,mdccd,or questionable work of the Rousseau
sort, but discreet reminiscences, personal and other, of a
man who having looked. on much, may be sure of willing
audience in reporting it well. These are ,the four volumes
writwn by Varnhagen von Ense; those ar~' the five editec\
by him. We shall regard his aut9biographic meXllorials lUI
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a general substratum, upholding and uoiting into a certain
coherence the multifarious contents of these publieations:
it is Varnhagen von EDse's paSsage through life; this is
what it yielded him; these are the things and persons he
took Dote of, and had to do with, iD travelling thus far.

Beyond ascertainiDg for ourselves what maDDer of eye
sight and way of judgment this our memoir-writer has, it is
not necessary to insist much on Varnhngen's qualities or
li~rary character here. He seems to us a man peculiarly
fitted, both by natural endowment aDd by position and oppor
tunity, for writing memoirs. In the space of half a century
that he has lived in this world, his course has heen what we
might call erratic iD a high degree: from the student's
garret in Halle or TiibingeD to the Tuileries hall of audience
and the Wagram battle·field, from Chamisso'the poet to
NapoleoD the Emperor, his path has intersected all manner
of paths of men. He has a fine intellectual gift; and what
is the foundation of that aDd of all, an honest, sympathizing,
maDfully patient, manfully courageous heart. His way of life,
too erratic we should fear for happiness or ease, and singularly
checkered by vicissitude, has had this considel'l;lble advantage,
if no other, that it has traiDed him, and could not hut train him,
to a certain Catholicism of mind. He has been a student of
literature, an author, a student of medicine, a soldier, a
secretary, a diplomatist. A mao withal of modest, affec
tionate nature; courteous and yet· truthful; of quick appre
hension, precise in utterance; of just, exteDsive, occasion
ally of deep and fineiDsight, - this is a man qualified
beyond most to write memoirs. We should call him one of
the best memoir-writers we have met with; decidedly the
best we know of in these days. For clearness, grace of
method, easy comprehensibility, he is worthy to be ranked
among the FreDch, who have a natural turn for memoir
wriling; aDd in respect of honesty, valorous gentleness, and
simplicity of heart, his character is German, not French.

I
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Such a~ conduetingus in the spirit of cheerful friend.
li,nesa, along his coulS6of life~ and delineating what he baa
found most memorable in it, produces one of the pleasantellt
books. Brave old G~rmany, in this and the other living
phasis, now here, now there, from Rhineland to the East
sea, from Flamburg and Berlin to Deutsch-Wagram and the
Marchfeld, paints itself in the colors of reality; with nota.
ble persons, with notable events. For consider withal in
what a time this man's life has lain: in the thick of Euro
peau things, while t\le Nineteenth Century was opening
itself. Amid convulsions and revolutions, outward and in
ward~ - with Napoleons, Goethes, Fichtes; while prodigies.
and battle-thunder shook the world, and, , amid the glare of
conflagrations, and the noise of falling towns and kingdomly~

a new era of thought was also .evolving itself: one of the
wonderfullesttimesl On the whole, if men like Varnbagell
were to be met with, why have we not innumerable Memoirs r
Alas, it is because the men like Vamhagen are not to be
me!· with; men with the clear eye and the open heart.
Without such qualities, memoir-writers are but a nuisance ;
which, 80 often as they show themselves, a judicious world
is obliged to sweep into the cesspool, with loudest possible
prohibition of the like. If a man is not open-minded, if he
is ignorant, perverse, egoistic, splenetic; on the whole, if
he is false and stupid, how shall he write ,memoirs r -

From Varnhagen's young years, especially from his col
lege years, we could extract many a lively little sketch, of
figures partially known to the reader; of Chamisso, La
Motte Fouque; Raumer, and other the like;' of Platonic
Schleiermacher, sharp, crabbed, shrunken, with his wire
drawn logic, his sarcasms, his sly malicious ways; of
Homeric Wolf, with his ,biting wit, with his. grim earnestness
and ino,xti0iuillhable Homeric laugQ, tbo u-a.cible. great-

~
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hearted man. Or of La Fontaine, the sentimental nm-eliat,
over whose rose-colored moral-sublime what fair eye has
DOt wept? Varnhagen found him' in a pleasant house
~ear the Saale-gate' of Halle, with an ugly good-tempered
wife, with a pretty· niece, which latter he would not allow to
l"ead a word ot his romance stuff, -but' kept it locked from
ber like poison;' a man jovial as Boniface, swollen out on
booksellers' profit, church preferments, and fat things, ... to
the size of a hogshead;' for the rest, writing with such
velocity (he did some hundred and fifty weeping volumes
in his time) that he was obliged to hold in, and' write only
two days in the week;' this was La Fo.ntaine, the senti
mental noveliilt. But omitting all these, let us pick out 11

family-picture of one far better worth looking I1t, Jean Paul
in hiB lillie home I1t Baireuth, - 'little city of my habita
tion, which I belong to on this side the grave!' It is Sun
day, the 23tI of October, 1808, according to Varnhagen's
note-book. The ingenious youth of rour-and-twenty,.88 a
rambling student, passes the day of rest there, and luckily
for us has kept memorandums l

I Visit to Jean .pat,d Friedrich Richter. - This forenOQD ~ went to
Jean Paul's. Frieond H8J'8cher was Qut of h.umo~, and wuuld not
go, say what I would. I too, fur tlllit matter, am but a poor, name-
less student; but what of tJlat? .

, A pleasant, kindly, inquisitive woman, who had opened the
door to me, I at once recognised for Jean Paul's wife by her like
ness to her sister. A child wu stnlt oW to call its fatbel'. He
came directly; he had heen forewllTIll;ld of my "i!lit by letters
from Berlin and Leipsic 1 Ilnd rec:eived m~ with gJ:6at kinduess.
As he 8Qated himlllllf beside me on the sofa, I had almost laughed
in his face, for in bending down eomewhllt he had the very look
our Neumann, in his "VersucheD und Hindemissen," has jestingly
given him, and his speaking and what he spoke confirmed tha.t
impression. Jean Paul is of stout figure ; hall a full, well-ordered
face; the eyes small, gleamitlg Oftt on you with lamhent ere, then
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again veiled in BOft dimness; the mO\.lth friendly, and with some
slight motion in it e\'en when silent. Hrs sIlCeoh is ro.pid, almost
haSty, even stuttering somewhat here and there; not without a
certain degree of dio.Iect, difficult to designate, but which proba
bly is some mixture of Frankish and S8JfOD, and of course is alto'
gether kept down within the rul,es of cultivated langtlage.

•First of all I had to tell him what I was charged with in the
shape of messages, then whatsoever I eould teIl in any way, about
his Berlin friends. He willingly remembered the time he had
lived in Berlin, as MarousHerz's neighbor, in Leder's house where
I. seven years before. had first seen him in the garden by the
Spree, with papers in his hand, which it was privately whispered
were leaves of" Hesperus." This talk about persons, and then
Iltill more about Litersture growing out of that, set· him fairly
underway, and soon he had more to impart than to inquire. His
conversation wit.s throughout· amiable and good-natured, always
full of meaning, but in quite simple tone and expression. Though
I knew beforehand that his wit and humor belonged only to his
pen, that he coulll hardly write the shortest note without these
introducing themselves, while on the contrary his oral utterance
seldom showed the like, - yet it st1'Uok me nluch that, in this con
tinullimovemeut alld vivacity of mood to which he yielded him
self, I observed no trace of these lI.ualities. His demeanor other
wise was like his speaking; nothing forced, nothing studied,
nothing that went beyond the burgher tone. His courtesy was
the free expression of a kind heart; his way and bearing were
patriarohal, considero.te of the stranger, yet fur himself too alto
gether unl'l01'llltrained. Neither iB the animation to which some
werd or topic would ellCite him, was this ·fundamental temper ever
altered; nowhere did se~rity appear, nowhere any exhibiting of
himself, any watching or spying of his hearer; everywhere kind
heartedness, free Ulovement of his somewhat loose-flowing nature,
open course for him, with a Rundredtransitions from one course
to the other, hOWllOever or whithersoever it seemed good to him t6

go. At first he praised everything that was named of our new
appearances in Literature; and then when we came a little closer
to the matter, there was blame enough and to spare. So of Adam
Miller's Lecturell, 1)f FriedriehSchlegel, of Tieck and otbers.
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He ..ill, Gennan writfJ1'll oncht to hold by t)Ml people, not by the
upper clanes, alllODg whOD) aU WY already dead and gone; ani
yet he had jlUlt lleen praising Adam Miiller, that he had the gift
of Ilpllllking a deep word to cultivated people of the world. He
is convinced that from the opening of the old Indian world not,h.
ing is to be got for us, except the adding of one other mode of
poetry to the many modes we have already, but no increae of
ideas: and yet he had· just~n celebrating Friedrich Schleger.
labors with the SaDllCrit, n if a new salvation were to issue out
of· that. He was free to,. confes8 that ,a ~ght Christian in tbe8e
days, if not a Protestant ODe, was inconceivable to him; that
changing from Protestantiam to CatJaolicism .seemed a moIlJlt.rolJll
perversion; and with this opinion great hope had been expresaed,
a few minutes before, that the Catholic spirit inFriedrich Schlegel,
combined with the Indian, would produce much goo8! Of
Sehleiennacher he spoke with respect.; sigDi1ied, however, that he
did not relish his "Plato" greatly; that in Jacobi's, in Herder's
BOaring :flight of soul he traced far more of those divine old sages
than in the learned acumen of Bchleiermacher; a delivera.ace
which I could not let pus without protest. Fichte, of whose
"Addresses to the GenDlUl Nation," held in Berlin under tile
sound of French drums, I had much to say, was not a favorite of
his; the decisiveneE of that energy gave him uneasiness; he
said he could only read Fichte as an exercise, "gymnastically,"
and that with the purport of his PhilOilOph, he had· now nothing
more to do.

'Jean Paul was called out, and I staid awhile alone with hill
wife. I had now to answer mauy new questions about Berlin;
her interelit iu persons and things of her native town WlU! by DO

means sated with what .he had already. heard. The lady p1eaJled
me exceedingly; soft, relined, acute, she united with the loveliest
eXpnlBllion of household goodness an air of higher breeding and
freer management than Jean Paul seemed to manifest. Yet, in
this respect too, she willingly held herself inferior, and looked up
to her gifted husband. It was apparent every way that their life
together was a right happy one. Their three children, a boy and
two girls, are beautiful, healthy, well-conditioned creatures. I
had a hearty pleuure in them; they recalled other· dear ch.iW8D
to my thoughts, whom I had lately been beside! • • •
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'With continual copiousness and in the best humor, Jean Paul
(we were now at table) expatiated on all manner of objects.
Among the rest, I had been charged with a salutation from Rahel
Levin to him, and the modest question, "Whether he remembered
her still?" Hil!l face beamed with joyful satisfaction: "How
could one forget such a person?" cried he impressively. "That
is a woman alone of her kind: I liked her heartily well, and more
now than ever, Ill! I gain In sense an apprehension to do it j she
is the only· woman in whom I have found genuine humor, the one
woman of this world who had humor!" He called me a lucky
fellow to have such a friend; and asked, as if proving me and
measurfng my value, "How I had. deserved that? l'

'Monday, 24th October. - Being invited, I went a second time
to dine. Jean Paul had just.returncd from a walk; his wife, with
one of the children, was still out. We eame upon his writings;
that questionable string witll most authors, which the one will not
have you touch, which another will have' you keep jingling con
tinually. He was here what I expected him to be; free, oncon
Btralned, good-natured, and sincere with his whole heart. His
" Dream of a Madman," just published by Cotta., was what had
l~d us upon this. He said he could write such things at any time;
the mood for it, when he was in health, lay in his own power; he
did but seat himself at .the harpsichord, and fantasying for a while
on it, in the wildest way, deliver himself over to the feeling of
the moment, and then write his imaginings, - according to a cer
tain predetermined course, indeed, which however he would often
alter as he went on. In this kind he had once undertaken to write
a "Hell," such as mortal never heard of; and a ·great deal of it·is
actually done, but not fit for print. Speaking of descriptive com
position, he also started as in fright when I ventured to say that
Goethe was les!! complete in this province; he reminded me of
two passages in "Werter," which are indeed among the finest
descriptions. He said that to describe any scene well the poet
must make the bosom of a man his camera obscura, and look at it
through this, then would he see it poetically. '" '"

, The conversation turned on public occurrences, on the condi
tion of Germany, and the oppressive rule of the French. To
me discussions of that sort are usually disagreeable I but it
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was delightful to hear Jean Paul expre8ll" on such occuion,
his noble patriotic sentiments;. and for the &ake of this rock.
island I willingly swam through the empty tide of uncertain news
and wavering suppositions which environed it. What he said was
deep, considerate, hearty, valiant, German to the marrow of the
bone. I had to tell him m!1ch; of Napoleon, whom he knew only
by portraitil; of Johannes voil Miiller; of Fichte, whom he now
as a patriot admired cordislly; of the Marquez de la Romana and
his Spaniards, whom I had seen in Hamburgb. Jean Paul said he
at no moment doubted, but the Germans, like the Spaniards, would
one day rise, and Prussia would avenge its disgrace, and free the
country; he hoped his son would live to see it, and did not deny
that he was bringing him up for a soldier. - - -

, October 25th. - I staid to supper, contrary to my purpose, hav
ing to set out next morning early. The lady was so kind, and
Jean Paul himself so trustful and blithe, I could not withstand
their entreaties. At the neat and well-furnished table (reminding

. you that South Germany was now near) the best humor reigned.
Among other things we had a good laugh at this, that Jean Paul
offered me an introduction to aBe of, what he called his dearest
friends in Stuttgart, - and then was oblired to give it up, having
irrevocably forgotten his. name! Ofa more serious sort agu.iD
WlUI our conversation about Tieclt, Friedrich and Wilhelm Schle
gel, and others of the romantic schooL He seemed, in illl1umor
with Tieck at the moment. Of Goethe he said: "Goethe is a
consecratE!d head; he has a place of his own, high above us alL"
We spoke of Goethe afterwards for spme time: Jean P$Jl, with
more and more admiration, nay with a sort of fear and awe:'struck
reverence.

, Some beautiful fruit was brought in for dessert. On a sudden,
Jean Paul started up, gave me' his hand, and said: "Forgive,
me, I mll8t go to bed! Stay you here in God's name, for it is
still early, 'and chat with my wife j there is much to say, between
you, which my talking has kept back. I am a Spiu8burgtr" (of
the Club of Odd Fellows)," aDd my hour is come for sleep." He
took a candle, and said, good night. We parted with great cordi
ality, and the wish expressed aD both sides, that I ~ht eta1 at
~ut4 another ~e.'
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TheIle biographic phenomena i Jean Paul's loose-flowing
talk,. his careless variable judgments of men and things i
the prosaic basis of the free.and-easy in domestic life with
the' poetic Shsndean, Shakspearean, and even Dantesque,
that grew from it as its public Olltcome i all this Vamhagen
had to rhyme and reconcile for himself as he best could.
The loose·flowing talk and variable judgments, the fact that
Richter went along, , looking only right before him as with
blinders on,' seemed to Vamhagen a pardonable, nay, an
amiable' peculiarity, the mark of a trustful, spontaneous,
artless nature; connected with whatever was best in Jean
Paul. He found him on the whole (what we at a distance
have always done) • a genuine and noble man: no decep
tion 'or impurity exists in his life: he is altogether as'he
writes, loveable, hearty, robust, and brave. A valiaot man
I'do believe: did the cause summon, I fancy he would be
readier'with his sword too than the most.' And so we quit
our loved Jean Paul, and his simple little Baireuth home.
The lights are blown out there, the fruit platters swept away,
a 'dozen years ago, and all is dark now, - swallowed in the
long night. Thanks to Varnhagen that he has, though im
perfectly, rescued any glimpse of it, one scenq.,of it, still
visible to eyes, by the magic of pen and ink.

.The Hext picture that strikes us is not a family.piece, but
a battle.piece: Deutsch. Wagram, in the hot weather of
1809 i whither Varnhagen, with a great change of place
and plan, has wended, proposing now to be a soldier, and
rille by fighting the tyrannous French. It is a fine picture ;
with the author's best talent in it. DeiItsch-Wagram village
ill filled with soldiers of every uniform aodgrade i in all
manne'l 'of movements and employments i Archduke Karl
is heard" fa.rrtasy·iflg CQl' aR hour on the piano.forte, , before
bis lJMious Igc!leralimlI1'& duties, begin. The, Marchfeld has
its eamp, the Marehfeld is OM 8:oea\ camp of many nations-
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Germans, Hungarians, Italiansl Madsbars I advallC~d senti
nels walk steady, drill seJjeants bustle, drums beat I Aus
trian generals gallop, , in blue-gray coat and red breeches'
- combining' simplicity with conspicuousness.' Faint on
our south·western horizon appears the Stephans·thurm (St.
Stephen's Steeple) of Vienna; south, over the Danube, are
seen endless French hosts defiling towards us, with dust and
glitter, along tllehill-roads lone may hope, though with
misgivings, there win be work soon.

Meanwhile, in every regiment there is but one tent, a
chapel, used also for shelter to the chief officers; you, a
subaltern, have to lie on the ground, in your own dug trench,
to which, if you can contriveit, some roofing of branches
and rushes may be added. It is burning SUli and dust, occa
sionally it is thunder.storm and water-spouts I a volunteer,
if it were not fQr the hape of speedy baUle, has a poor time
of it: your soldiers speak little~ eJ!;cept unintelligible Bohe
mian Sclavonic ; your ,brother ensigns know nothing of
Xenophon, Jean Paul, of patriotism, or the higher philoso
phies; hope only to be soon back at Prague, where are
billiards and things suitable. 'The following days were
heavy and void: the great summer-heat,had withered grass
and grove; the willows of the 'Russbach were long since
leafless, in part barkleS8; on the endless plain fell nowhere
a shadow; only dim dust-clouds, driven up by sudden whirl
blasts, veiled for II moment the glaring sky, and sprinkled
all things with a hot rain of sand. We gave up drilling as
impossible, and crept into our earth-holes.' It is Jeared, too,
there will be no battle: Varnhagen has thoughts of making
Qff to the fighting Duke ,of Brunswick-Oels, or some other
thatwiIl fight. 'However,' it would seem, 'the worst trial
waS already over. After a hot, wearying, wasting daYl
which promised nothing but a morrow like it, there a1'08e on
the evening of the ,30th of June, from· beyond the Danube,
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a sound of cannon-thunder; a solacing refreshment to the
languid soul I A party of French, as we soon learned, had
got across from the Lobau, by boats, to a little island named
Miihleninsel, divided only by a small arm from our side of
the river; they had then thrown a bridge ,over this too, with
defences; ()ur batteries at Esslingen were for hindering the
enemy's passing there\ and his nearest Cannons about the
Lobau made anSwer.' On the fourth day after,

, Archduke John got orders to advance again as far as Marcheck;
that, in the event of il battle on the morrow, he might act on the
enemy's right flank. With us too a resolute engagement was
arranged. On the 4th of July, in the .evening, we were ordered,
if there was cannonading in the night, to remain quiet till day
break; but at daybreak to be under arms. Accordingly, so soon
as it was dark, there began before us, on the Danube, a violent
fire of artillery; the sky glowed ever and anon with the cannon
flashes, with the courses of bombs and grenadoes: for nearly two
hours this thunder-game lasted on both sides; for the French had
begun their attack almost at the same time with ours, and while
we were striving to ruin their works on the Lobau, they strove to
bum Enzersdorf town,. and ruin ours. The Austrian cannon could
do little against the strong works on the Lobau. On the other
aand, the enemy's attack begap. to tell j in his object was a wider
scope, more decisive energy j his guns were more numerous, more
effectual: in a short time Enzersdorf burst out in flames, and our
artillery struggled withouteffect against their superiority offorce.
The region round had been illuminated for some time with the
conflagration of that little town, when the sky grawblack with
heavy thunder: the rain poured down, the flames dwindled, the
artillery fired seldomer, and at lengtll fell silent altogether. A
frightful thunder-storm, 8uch as no one thought he had ever seen,
now raged over the broad l\larchfeld, which shook with the crash
ing of the thunder, and, in the pour of rain-floods and h6wl of
winds, was in such a roar, that even the artillery could not have
been heard in it.'

On the morrow morning, in spit'e 0"( Austria and the war
VOL. IV. 31



of elements, Napoleon, with his- endletilJ hosts, aIKl 'u
hundred pieces of artillery' in f'r9ot of them, is aeroes, ad
yaneing like a conflagtation, aDd soon the lII'oole Marebfeld~

far and wide, is in a blaze.

• Ever 8troDger ktteries advanced, ev8I' larger III8IllM!& of troops
eame_ inte action; the whole liBe blazed with fire, and moved
forward aad. fucwanL We, from oor bigher posi~had bitberto
looked at the evolutioDII. and fightinga before ua, &ll at a show;
but now the battle had got nigher; the air over os sang with
CllDDOlJ-balls, which were lavishly hurled at os, and soon our bat
tenllll began to bellow in IlDIIwer. The infantry got orders to lie
1Iat on the ground, and the enemy's balls at first did little execu
tion; however, lIS he kept incessantly adva.ncing, the regiments
ere long stood to their llI'III& The Archduke Generalissimo, with
his staft; came gaJJoping along, drew bridle in front of os; he
gave his commands; looked down into the plain, where the French
Btill kept advancing. You saw by his face that he heeded not
danger or death, that he lived altogether in his work; his whole
bearing had got a more impressive BBpect, a loftier detennination,
full of joyous courage, which he seemed to diffiIse round him ; the
soldiers looked at him with pride and tru8t, many voices saluted
him. He had ridden a little on towards Baumersdorf, whEm an
adjutaut came galloping back, and cried: "Volunteers forward! "
In an instant, almost the whole company of Captain Marais stept
out as volunteers: we fancied it was to storm the enemy's nearest
battery, which was advancing through the com-fields in front ;
and so, cheering with loud shout, we hastened down the declivity,
when a second adjutant came in.with the order that we were but
to occupy the RUSlilbach, defend the passage of it, and not to fire
tiJJ the enemy were quite close. Scattering ourselves into skir
mishing order, behind willow-trunks; and high corn, we lJllited
with firE'locks ready; covered against cannon-balls, but hit hy
musket shots and howitzer grenades, which the enemy sent in
great numbers to our quarter. About an hour we waited here, in
the incessant roar of the artillery, which shot both ways over our
heads; with regret we soon remarked that the enemy's were supe
rior, at least, in number, and delivered twice. as many shots as
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ours, which however 1NJl far· 'Mttel' served; the more did we ad
mn the aa'ti.ve zeal and nlOlO'llll eDduranee by which 'tile unequal
II1&t£h WllB Bevertheless maintained.

'The EmpelW Napoleon meanwhile saw, with impatience, the
day P8.fllling on without a decisive result; he had calculated on
striking the blow at once, and his great accumulated force wu
not to have directed itSelf all hitherward in vain. Rapidly he
arranged his troops for storming. Marshal Bernadotte got orders
to press furward, over Atterkla, towards Wagram; Rnd, by taking
this plm:e, brea.lt the middle of the Austrian line. Two deep
stormmg ClOlumns were at the l'RLme time to advance, on the right
and left, from BaUIDersdorf over the RUllSbach; to scale the
heights of the Austrian position, and sweep away tile 1roops tIlere.
French infantry had, in the mean while, got up close to where we
stood j we skirmishers were called back from the Russbach, and
again went into the general1ine j along the whole extent of which
a dreadful fire of musketry now began. This monstrous noise of
the universal, never-ceasing cni.ck of shots, and still more, that of
the infinite jingle of iron, in handling of more than twenty thon
eandtnoskets, all crowded together here, '\fVll.B the only new and
entirely strange impression that I, in these my fi1'llt experiences
in war, co1'l.ld say I had got; all the rest was in part conformable
to my preconceived notion, in part even below it: but everything,
the thunder of artillery never 110 numerous, every noise, I' had
heard or figured, was trifling, in comparison with this continuous
storm-tumult of the IImall arms, as we call them - that weapon
by which indeed Our modern battles do chiefly become deadly.'

What boots it? Ensign Varnhagen and Generalissimo
Archduke Karl are beaten; have to-retreat in 'the best pos
sible order. - The sun of Wagram sets as ,that of Auster
litz had done; the war has to end in submission and mar·
riage: and, as the great Atlantic tide-stream rushes into
every creek and alters the current there, so for our Varnha·
gen too a new chapter opens - the diplomatic one, in Paris
first of all. Varnhagen's experiences 'At the Court of
Napoleon,' 118 one of his eectiona ia headed, are extremely
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entertaining. They are tragical, comical, of mixed char
acter; always dramatic, and vividly given. We have a
grand Schwartzenberg Festival, and the Emperor himself,
and all high persons present in grand gala, with music, light,
and crowned goblets, in a wooden pavilion, with upholstery
and draperies: a rag of drapery flutters the wrollg way
athwart some wax-light, shrivels itself up in quick fire,
kindles the other draperies, kindles the gums and woods,
and all blazes into ,swift choking ruin; a beautiful Princess
Schwartzenberg, lQ8t in the mad tumult, is found on the
morrow as ashes amid the asbes! Then also there are
soirees of Imperial notabilities; 'the gentlemen walking
about in varied talk, wherein you detect a certain cautious
ness; the ladies all solemnly ranged in their chairs, rather
silent for ladies.' Berthier is a 'man of composure,' not
without higher capabilities. Denon, in spite of his kind

• speeches, produces an ill effect on one; and in his habit
habille, with court-rapier and lace-cuffs, ' looks like a dizened
ape.' Cardinal Maury in red stockings, he that was once
Abbe Maury, 'pet son of the scar1et woman,' whispers
diplomatically in your ear, in passing,Nous avons bBaucoup
de joie de vous voir ici. But the thing that will best of all
suit us here, is the preseJ;ltation to Napoleon himself:

\ On Sunday, the 22d of July, (1810,) was to be the Emperor's
first levee after that fatal occurrence of the fire; and we were
told it would be uncommonly fine and grand. In Berlin I had
often accidentally s,een Nll,poleon, and afterwards at Vienna anll
Schonbrunn; but lI1waya too far off fqr a right impression of him.
.At Prince Schwartzenberg's festival, the look of the man, in that
whirl of horrible occurrences, had effaced itself ~ain. I assume,
therefore, that I saw him for the first time now, when I saw him
rightly, near at hand, with convenience, and a suf!icient length of
time. The frequent opportunities I afterwards had, in the Tuile
ries and at at. Cloud, (in the latter plaee especially, at the bril
liant theatre, open only to the EmI>6.ror and his guests, where
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Talma,F1euy, and La Raneomt figuretl,) did but confirm, aftd,
lUI it were, complete that first imprell8iOD.

, We had driven to tbe Tuileries, and arrived through a great
press of guards and people at a chamber, of whioh I had already
beard, under the lllI.me of Salle au~. The way in
whictt, here in this narrow ill-furnitlbed pen, so many high per
BOnages stood jammed together, had something' ludicrous and
iDlIulting in it, and was indeed the material of IJIany a Paris jest.
-The riebe6t uniformtl and court-dre8Bes were, with difficulty
and 8DJIiety, Iltnlggling hitherward and thitherward j intennixed
with Imperial liveries of men handing refreshments, who always,
by the near peril, s08pended frtery motion of those about them.
The talk was loud and vivacious on all sides j people seeking ac
quaintances, seeking more room, seeking better light. Serious
ness of mood, and dignified concentration of oneself, seemed
foreign to all j and what a man could not bring with him, there
was nodtiftg here to produce. The whole matter had a dilltreslful,
offimsi'Ve air; you found yourself ill off, and waited out of humor.
My look, however, dwelt with especial pleasure 01). the members
of our Austrian Embassy, whose bearing and demeanor did not
discredit the dignity of the old Imperial house. - Prince Behwart
zenberg, in particular, bad a stately aspect j ease without negli
gence, gravity without a.89umption, and over all an honest good
ness of expression j beautifully contruted with 'the smirking
saloon-activity, the perked up courtierism and pretentious nullity

of many here. • • •
, At last the time came for going up to audience. On the first

annOWlcement of it, all rushed without order towards the door;
you squeezed along, you pushed and shoved your neighbor with
out ceremony. Chamberlains, pages, and guards, filled the pas
sages and ante-chamher; restless, overdone officiousneBll struck
you here too; the soldiers seemed the only figures that knew how
to behave in their business, - and this, truly, they had learned,
not at Court, but from their drill-sergeants.

'We had formed ourselves into a half-circle in the Audience
Hall, and got placed in several crowded ranks, when the cry of
"L'Empt:rt:ur!" announced the appearance of Napoleon, who en
tered from the lower side of the apartment. In simple blue uniform,

31-
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IWi little hat under his ann, be walked heavily toW&r8s us. His
bearing seemed to me to e:J:press the contradiction between a will
that would attain something, and a contempt for those by whom it
was to be attained. All imposing appearance he would undoubt
edly have liked to have; and yet it seemed to him IIOt worth the
trouble of acquiring; acquirihg, I may say, for by nature he cer
tainly had it not. Thus there alternated in his mll.J1Iler a negli
gence and & studiedne88, which combined themselves only in
unrest and di88atisfaction. ·He turned first to the Austrian Em
b&88y, which occupied one extremity of the half-circle. The
CODllequences of the unlucky festival gave occasion to various
questions and remarks. The Emperor seught to appear sympa
thetic, he even used words of emotion; but this tone by no means
succeeded with him, and accordingly he soon let it drop. To tho
Russian Ambas,sador, Kurakin, who stood next, his manner had
already ch.anged into a rougher; and in his farther progreSs some
face or some thought must have stung him, for he got into violent
anger; broke stormfully out on some one or other, not of the most
important there, whose name has now escaped me; could be paci
fied with no answer, but demanded always new; rated and threat
ened, and held the poor man, for a good space, in tormenting
IUlIlihilation. Those who stood nearer, and were looking at thW
scene, not without anxieties of their own, declared afterwards that
there was uo cause at all for such fury j that the -Emperor hac!
merely been seekiug an opportunity to vent 4is ill ~u,mor, B.Jld
had done so even intentionally, on this poor wight, that all thtt
l'68t might be thrQwn into due terror, and every opposition before-
hand beaten down. -

I As he walked on, he again endeavored to speak more mildly;
but his jarred humor _still sounded through. Hi& words were
short, hll,8ty, as if shot from him, and on the most indifferent mat
ters had a passionate rapidity ; nay, when he wished to be kindly,
it still Bounded as if he were in anger. Sucq a raspy, l,lD.tamed
voice as that of his I have hardly heard.

I His eyes were dark, overclouded, fixed on the -ground before
him; and only glanced backwards in aide-looks now aQd then,
lJwift ap.dshaxp, on the persons there. When he smiled, it was
but the mouth and a plllt of the cheeks that s~ed; brow a.nd
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eyes remained. glooll}ily motionlees. If he constrained these also,
as I have subsequ~tly seen him do, his countenance took a still
more distorted expressii>D. This union of gloom and smile had
something frightfully repulsive in it. I know not what to think
of the people who have called this countenance gracious, and its
kindliness attractive. .Were not his .features, though undeniably
beautiful in the plastic sense, yet hard and rigorous like marble j

foreign to all trust, incapable of any heartiness ?
'What he said, whenever I heard him speaking, was always trivial

both in purport and phraseology j without spirit, without wit, without
force, nay, at times, quite poor and ridiculous. Faber, in his" No
tices sur l'Interieur de la France,' has spoken expressly of his ques
tions, those questions which Napoleon was wont to prepare before
hand for certain persons and occasions, to gain credit thereby for
acuteness and special knowledge.. This is literally true of a visit
he had made a short while before to the great Library: all the
way on the stairs he kept calling out about that passage in Jose
phus where Jesus is made mention ofjand seemed to have no
other task here but that of showing off this bit of learning j it
had altogether the air of a question got by heart. It • It His
gift lay in saying things sharp, or at least unpleasant j nay, when
pe wanted to speak in another sort, he often made no more of it
than insignificance: thus it befel once, as I myself witnessed in
Saint-Cloud, he went through a whole row of ladies, and repeated
twenty times merely these three words, "It fait chaud." It It II

, At this time there circulated a Bong on his second marriage;
a piece composed in the lowest popular tone, but which doubtless
had originated in the higher classes. Napoleon saw his power
and splendor stained by a ballad, and breathed revenge; but the
police could no more detect the author than they could the circu
lators. To me among others a copy, written in a bad hand and
without name, had been sent by the city post j I had-privately
with friends amused myself over the burles'lue, and knew it by
heart. Altogether at the wrong time, exactly as the Emperor,
gloomy and sour of humor, was now passing me, the words and
tune of that song came into my head; and the more I strove to
drive them back, the more decidedly they forced themselves
forward j 8,0 that my imaginatiQll, excited by. the very frightful.
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DellS of the thing, WIUI getting giddy, and Beamed 011 the point of
breaking forth into the deadliest oft'ence, - when happily the
audience came to an end; and deep repeated bows accompanied
the exit of Napoleon; who to me had addressed none of his words,
but did, as he pl\SSed, 'turn on me one searching gl&nee of the
eye, with the departure of which it seemed as if a real danger had
vanished.

'The Emperor gone; an breathed free, as if disloaded from a
heavy burden. By degrees the company a.,aain grew loud, and
then went over altogether into the noisy disorder and hlUlte whicb
had ruled at the commencement. The French courtie1'll especially
took pains to redeem their late dO'WIlbent and terrified bell.ling by
a free jocularity now; and even in descendittg the stairs there
arose laughter and quizzing at the levee, the solemnity of which
had ended here.",

Sucb was Varnhagen von Ense's presentation to Napoleon
Bonaparte in the Palace of the Tuileries. What Varnhagen
saw remains a possession for him and for us. The judg. _
ment he formed on what he saw will - depend upon cir.
cumstances. For the eye of the intellect· sees in all objects
what it brought with it the means of seeing.' Napoleon is
a man of the s~rt which Varnhagen elsewhere calls daimon
iBch., a 'demonic man;' whose _meaning or magnitude is
not very measurable by men; who, with his ownne8& of
impulse and insight, with his mystery and strength, in a
word, with his originality (if we will understand that)
reaches down into the region of the perennial and primeval,
of the inarticulate and unspeakable; concerning whom in.
numerable things may be said, and the right thing not said
for a long while, or at a\l. We wilf leave him standing on
his own basis, at present; bullying the hapless, obscure
functionary there; declaring to all the world the meteoro
logical fact, n fait chaud.

Vamhagen, as we see, has many-things to write about. but
the thing which beyond all others he rejoices to write about,
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and would gladly sacrifice all the rest to, is the memory of
Rabel, his deceased wife. Mysterious indications have of
late years flitted round us, concerning a certain Rahel, a
kind of spiritual queen in Germany, who seems to have
lived in familiar relation to most of the distinguished persons
of that country in her time. Travellers to Germany, now
a numerous sect with us, ask you as they return from
resthetic capitals and cireles, ' Do you know Rahel ?' Mar.
quis Cllstine,in the' Revue de Paris' (treating of this book
of • Rahel's Letters ') says, by experience: 'She was a
woman as exfraordinary as Madame de Stael, for her facul
ties of mind, for her abundance of ideas, her light of soul,
and her goodness of heart: she had, moreover, what the
author of "Corinne" did not pretend to, a disdain for ora
tory; .she did not write. The silence of minds like hers is
a force too. With more vanity, a person so superior would
have sought to make a public for herself: but Rahel desired
only friends. She spoke to communicate the life that was
in her; never did she speak to be admired.' Goethe testi
fies that she is a ' right woman; with the strongest feelings
I have ever seen, and the completest mastery of them.'
Richter addresses her by the title geJlugelte, 'winged one.'
Such a Rahel might be worth knowing.

We find, on practical inquiry, that Rahel was of Berlin;
by birth a Jewess, in easy, not affluent circumstances; who
lived, mostly there, from 1771 to 1833. That her youth
passed in studies, struggles, disappointed passions, sicknesses,
and other sufferings and vivacities to which one of her ex
citable organization was liable. That she was deep in many
spiritual provinces, iii poetry, in art, in philosophy; -the
first, for instance, or one of the first to recognise the signi
ficance of Goethe, and teach the Schlegels to do it. That
she wrote nothing; but thought, did, and spoke, many things,
which attracted notice, admiration spreading wider and
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wider. That in 1814 she became the "Wife ot Varnlmgen ;
the loved wife, though her age was forty-three, exceeding
his by some twelve years or more, and she could never
boast of beauty. That without beauty, without wealth,
foreign celebrity, or any artificial nimbus whatsoever, she
had grown in her silently progressive way to be the most
distinguished woman in Berlin; admired, partly worshipped
by all manner of high persons, from Prince Louis of Prussia
downwards; making her mother's, and then her husband's
house the centre of an altogether brilliant circle there. This
is the' social phenomenon of Rahel.' What farther could
be readily done to understand such a social phenomenon we
have endeavored to do; with what success the render shall
see.

First of all, we have looked at the Portrait of Rahel given
in these volumes. It is a face full of thought, of affection,
and energy; with no pretensions to beauty, yet loveable and
attractive in a singular degree. The strong high brow and
still eyes are full ofcontemplation ; the long upper lip (sign
of genius, some say) protrudes itself to fashion a curved
mouth, condemnable in academies, yet beautifully expressive
of laughter and affection, of strong endurance, of noble
silent scorn; the whole oountenance looking as with cheer
ful clearness through a world of great pain and disappoint
ment; one of those faces which the lady meant when she
said, 'But are not all beautiful faces ugly, then, to begin
with?' In the next place, we have read diligently whatso
ever we could anywhere find written about Rahel; and have
to remark here that the things written about her, unlike
some things written by her, are generally easy to read.
"Uarnhagen's account of their intercourse; of his first young
feelings towards her, his long waiting, and final meeting of
her in snowy weather under the Lindens, in company with
a lady whom he knew, his tremulous speaking to her tbere,
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. the rapid p~ogress of thei~ intimacy; and so onwards, to
love, to marriage: all this is touching and beautiful; a
Petrarcan romance, and yet a reality withal.

Finally, we have read in these three thick volumes of
Letters, - till, in the second thick volume, the reading fac·
ulty unhappily broke down, and had to skip largely thence
forth, only diving here and there at a venture with consid
erable intervals! Such is the melancholy fact. It must be
urged in defence that these volumes are of the toughest
reading; calculated, as we said for Germany, rather than
for England or us. 'ro be written with such indisputable
marks of ability, nay of genius, of depth and sincerity, they
are the heaviest business we- perhaps ever met with. The
truth is, they do not suit us at all. They are subjective
letters, what the metap~Yilicians call subjective, not objec
tive i the grand material of them is endless depicturing of
moods, sensations, miseries, joys, and lyrical conditions of
the write~; no definite picture drawn, or rarely any, of per
sons, transactions, or events which the writer stood amidst:
a wrong mat~rial, as it seems to us. To what end? To
what end? we always ask. Not by looking at itself, but by
looking at things out of itself, and ascertaining and ruling
these, shall the mind become known. 'One thing above all
other,' says Goethe once, ' I have never thought about think
ing.' What a thrift of thinking-faculty there; thrift almost
of itself equal to a fortune in these days: 'habe nie a718
Denken gedacht !' But how much wastefuller still it is to
feel about Feeling! One is wearied of that; the healthy
soul avoids that. ThOll shalt look outward, not inward.
Gazing inward on one's own self, - why, this cnn drive
one mad, like the monks of Athos, if at last too long. Un
profitable writing this subjective. sort does seem; - at all
events, to the present reviewer, no reading is so insupporta
ble. Nay, we ask, might not the world be entirely deluged
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by it, unless ptohibited ? Every mortal is a microcosm; to
himself a macrocosm, or universe large as nature; universal
nature would barely hold what be could say about himself.
Not a dyspeptic tailor on any shopboard of this city. but
could furnish all England, the year through, with reading
about himself, about his emotions, and internal mysteries of
woe and sensibility, if England would read him. It is a
course which leads nowhither; a course which should be
avoided.

Add to all this, that such self-utterance on· the part of
Rahel, in these letters, is in the highest degree vaporous,
vague. Her very mode of writing is complex, nay is care
less, incondite; with dashes and splashes, with notes of ad
miration, of interrogation (nay, both together sometimes),
with involutions, abruptness, whirls, and tortuosities; so that
even the grammatical meaning is altogether burdensome to
seize. And then when seized, alas, it is as we say, of due
likeness to the phraseology; a thing crude, not articulated
into propositions, but flowing out as in bursts of interjection
and exclamation. No wonder the reading faculty breaks
down! And yet we do gather gold grains of precious
thought here and there; though out of large wastes of sand
and quicksand. In fine, it becomes clear, beyond doubting\
both that this Rahel was a woman of rare gifts and worth, a
woman of true genius; and also that her ·genius has passed
away, and left no impress of itself there for us. These
printed volumes produce the effect not. of speech, but of
multifarious, confused wind-music. It seems to require the
aid of pantomime, to tell us what it means. But after all,
we can understand how talk of that kind, in an expressive
mouth, with bright deep eyes, and the vivacity of social
movement, of question and response, may have been de
lightful ; and moreover that, for those to whom they vividly
recall such talk, these letters may still be delightful. Hear
Marquis de Custine a little farther: •
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, You could not speak with her a quarter of an hour without
drawing from that. fountain of light a shower. of sparkles. The
comic was at her command equally with the highest degree of the
sublime. The proof that she was natural is that she understood
laughter as she did grief; she took it uiI a readier means of show
ing truth; all had its resonance in her, and her manner of receiv
ing the impressions which you wished to communicate to her
modified them in yourself: you loved her ~t first because she had
admirable gi.fU!; and theIlt what prevailed over everything, be
cause she was entertaining. She was nothing for you, or she was
all; and she could be all to several at a time without exciting
jealousy, so much did her noble nature participate in the source of
all life, of all clearness. When one has lost in youth such a
friend,' &c. &c. _. • • 'It seems to me you might define
her in one word: she had the head of a sage and the heart
of an a.postle, and in spite of that, she was a child and a ,,"oman
as much as anyone can be. Her mind penetrated into the
.obscurest depths of nature; she was a thinker ·of as much
and more cleamess than our Theosophist Saint Martin, whom
she comprehended and admired; and she felt like an artist.
Her perceptions were always double j she attained the sublimest
truths. by two faculties which are incompatible in ordinary
men, by feeling and by reflection. Her friends asked of them
selves, - Whence came these flashes of genius which she threw
from her in conversation? Was it the effect of long studies?
Was it the eWect of sudden· inspirations ( It was the intui
tion granted DB recompe~e by Heaven to souls that are true.
These martyr souls wrestle for the truth, which they have a fore
cast of j they suffer for the God whom they love, and their whole
life is the school of eternity.' •

This enthusiastic testimony of the clever sentimental Mar
quis is not at an incredible to us, in its way: yet from these
letters we have nothing whatever to produce that were ade
quate to make it good. As was said already, it is not to be
made good by excerpts and written documents; its proof

.. •Revue de Paris; Novembre, 1837.
VOL. IV. 32
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rests in the memory of living witnesses. -l\Ieanwhite, from
these same wastes of sand, and even of quicksand dangeroas
to linger in, we will try to gather a few grains the most like
gold, that it may be guessed, by the charitable, whether or
not a Pllclolus once flowed there:

• If there be mil'l1clee, they are those that are iD our own breast;
what we do not know, we 'Can by that name. How astonished,
almost lK>\~ IIShamed If.I'e we, when the iDspiled moment comes,
and we get to kROW them! '

I ODe ill late in Iami!lg to lie: and late in leam~ to speak
the truth.' - , I oannot, because I cannot lie. Fancy not that I
take oredit for it: IoaJIIlot, just u.s one cannot play UpoD the.
flute.'

•In the meaneat hut is a romance, if you knew the beam there.'
• So long as we do 110t take even the injustice whi'Ch is done

tI8, and which fbrcetl the burning tears from 1J8; 10 long &8 we do
not take even this for just and right, 1I'e are in the thickest dark
D81!8, without da.wll.'

I Manure with de8pair, - but let it be genome j and you will
have a noble harveBt.'

I True misery is aehamed of itself; hides itself, and does not
complain. Yon may know it by that.' .

I What a eommcmplace man ! If be did not live in the same
time with us, no mortal would mention him.'

I Have you remarked that Homer, whenever he speaks of the
water, is always great j ae Goethe is, when he speaks of the stars.'

" If one were to eay, .. You think it easy to be original: but no,
it is difficult, it ooste a whole life of labor and exertion," - yon
would think him mad, and aek no more questione of him. And
yet his opinion would be altogether true, and plain enough withal.
Original, I grant, every man might be, and must be, if men did
not almost always admit mere undigested hearsays into their head,
and fling them out again undigested. Whoever honestly questions
himself, and faithfully answers, iii busied continually with all that
presents itself in life j and is incessantly inventing, had the thing
been invented never so long before. Honesty belongs ae a first
condition to good thinking; and there are almost 1111 few absolute
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dom:es as~ Genuine dUDe. would always be original;
but there are DOne of them genuine: t.b.ey 11&lIe almqst alwaYIl
undellilta.ndiMg enotJgh to be diJrhonest.'

'He (the blockhead) tWllbled O\lt on ma his 41efinition of geniWl;
the trivial old dilltinctioDB of intellect ud heart; as if there ever
was, 01' could b~ a grellt imellect with a mean heart! '
, 'Goethe? Whea I think of kim, tears come iBto my eyes: all

other men I love with my own suengtk; he teachll8 me to love
with hi&. My Poet!'

'Slave-tTade, war, marriage, working-clallBe8: - and they are
utonilhed, and keep clouting, andremendIDg ?'

'The whole WOl'ld is, properly speaking, a tragic embamzs.'
'. . . I here, Rabel the Jew-ess, feel that I am as unique as

the greatest appearance in this earth. The greatest artist, philoso
pher, or poet, is not above me. Weare of the same element;
in the same rank, a.nd stand together. Whichever would exclude
the other) excludes only himsel£ But to me it was appointed not
to write, or act, but to litJe: I lay in embryo till my century; and
then was, in outwa.rd respects, so }lung ~. - It is for this
reason that I tell you. But pain, as I know it, is a life too: and I
think with myself, I am one of those figures which Humanity was
fated to evolve, and then never to use qlore, never to have more:
Me no one aan comfort.' -'Why not be beside oneself; dear
friend? There are beautiful parentheses in life, which belong
neither to us oor to others: beautiful I name them, because they
give Ull a freedom we could not get by sound sense. Who would
volunteer to have a nervous fever? And yet it may save one's
life. I love rage; I use it, and patronize it.'-' Be not alarmed;
I.am commonly calmer. But when I write to a.friend's hearl, it
comes to pasa that the sultry laden horizon of my soul breaks out
in lightning. Heavenly men love lightning.' -

'To VarnhageJ&. • • One thing I must write to thee; what I
thought of last night in bed, and for the first time. in my life.
That I, as a relative and pupil of Shakspeare, have, from my
childhood upwards, occupied myself much with death, thou mayest
believe. But never did my own death affect me; nay, I did not
even think of this fact, that I was not affected by it. Now, last
night there was something I had to write; I said Varnhagen must
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know this thing, if he is to think of me after I am dead. And it
leemed to me Ill!I if I must die; as if my heart were Bitting away
over this earth, and I must follow it; and my death gave me pity:
for never before, as I DOW saw, had I thought that it would give
anybody pity: of thee I knew it would do so, and yet it was the
first time in my life I had seen this, or known that I had never
leen it. In such solitude have I lived: comprehend it! I thought,
when I am dead, then first will Varnhagen know what sufferings
I had; and all his lamenting will be in vain, the figure of me
meets him again through all eternity no more; swept away am I
then, as our poor Prince Louis is. And no one can be kind to me
then; with the strongest will, with the exertion of despair, no
one: and this thought of thee about me Wlll!l what II.t last affected
me. I must write of this, though it afflict thee never so.~ ••••

'To Role, a younger mtu, on her fTUJT7'iage in .I1m6tertIam.~
Pms, 1801. . . • . Since thy last letter I am sore downcast. Gone
art thou! No Rose comes stepping in to me with true foot and
heart, who knows me altogether, knows aU- my sorrows altogether.
When I am sick of body or soul," alone, alone thou cornest not to
me any more; thy room empty, quite empty, for ever empty.
Thou art away, to try thy fortune. 0 Heaven! and to me not even
trying is permitted. Am not I in luck! The garden in the Lin
denstrasse where we used to be with Hanne and Feu - was it
not beautiful? I will call it Ro8e now; with Hanne and Hanae
will I go often thither, and none shall know of it. Dost thou
recollect that night when I was to set out with Fink the time be
fore last? How thou hadst to sleep up stairs, and then to stay
with me? 0 my sister, I might be as ill again -though not for
that cause: and thou too, what may not lie before thee! But, no,
thy name is Rose; thou hast blue eyes, and a far other life than I
with my stars and black ones. • • • Salute mamma a million
times; tell her I congratulate hEll' from the heart; the more BQ as
I can never give her such a pleasure! God willed it not. But I,
in her place, would have great pity for a child so circumstanced.
Yet let her not lament for me. I know all her goodness, and thank
her with my soul Tell her I have the fate of nations and of the
greatest men before my eyes here: they too go tumbling even so on
the great sea of Existence, mounting, sinking, swallowed up.
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From of old all men have seemed to me like apring blllllJOlm,
which the wind blow. oft' and whirll; DOIl8 knows where they fall,
and the fewest come to fruit.'

Poor Rahel I The Frenchman said above she was an
artist and apostle, yet had not ceased to be a child and
woman. But,we must stop short. One other little scene, a
scene from her death-bed by Vamhagen, must end the
tragedy:

'. • • • She said to me one morning, after a dreadful night, .with
the penetrating tone of that lovely voice of hers; "0, I am 8till
happy; I am God's creature still; He knows of me; I shall come

_ to see how it w~ good and needful for me to suffer: of a surety
I had something to learn by it. And am I not already happy in
this trust, and in all the love that I feel and meet with? "

'In this manner she spoke, one day, among other things, with
joyful heartiness, of a dream which always from childhood she
had remembered and taken comfort from. " In my seventh
year," said she, "I dreamt that I saw God quite near me; he
stood expanded above me, and his mantle was the whole sky; on
a corner of this mantle I had leave to rest, and lay there in peace
able felicity till I awoke. Ever since, through my whole life, this
dream has returned on me, and in the worst times was present
also in my waking moments, and a heavenly comfort to me. I had
leave to throw myself at God's feet, on a corner of his mantle,
and he screened me from all sorrow there: He permitted it."
• • • The following words, which I felt called to write down
exactly DB she spoke them on the 2d of March, are also remark
able: "What a history!" cried she, with deep emotion: "A fugi
tive from Egypt and Palestine am I here; and find help, love, and
kind care among you. To thee, dear August, was I sent by this
guiding of God, and thou to me; from afar, from the old times of
lacob and the Patriarchs! With a sacred joy I think of this my
origin, of all this wide web of pre-arrangement. How the oldest
remembraJlces of mankind are united with the .newest reality 01

things, and the most distant times and places are brought together.
Wha.t for so long a period of my life I cOlIIlidered as the WONt

32-
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ignominy, the sorest sorrow and misfortune, that I wa& bom a
Je,,-, this I would not part; with now far any price. Will it not
be even so with these pains of sickness? Shall I not one day
mount joyfully u.loft on them, too; feel that I could not want them
for any price? 0 August, this is just, this is true; we will try to
go on thus I " Thereupon she said, with many tears, "Dear Au
gust, my heart is refreshed to its inmost: I have thought of Jesus,
and wept over his sorrows; I have felt, for the first ume felt, that
he is my Brother. And ¥ary, what must not she have suffered!
She saw her beloved Son in agony, and did not sink I she stood at
the CI'OIIIl. That I could not have done; I am not strong enough
for that. Forgive me, God, I confess how wea:.k I am." - - -

, At nightfu.ll, on the 6th of March, Rabel felt herself easier
than for long before, and expressed an irresistible desir«; to be
new dressed. As she could not be ~persuaded from it, this was
done, though with the greatest precaution. She herSelf was
busily helpful in it, and signified great contentment that she had
got it accomplished. She felt so well she expected to sleep. She
wished me good-night, and bade me also go and sleep. Even the
maid, Dora,·was to go and sleep; however, she did not.

'It might be about midnight, and I was still awake, when Dora
culled me: "I was to come, she was much worse." Instead of
Bleep, Rabel had found only suffering, one distress added to
another; and now all had combined into decided spasm of the
breast. I found her in a state little short of that she hall passed
six days ago. The medlcmes left for such an occurrence (re
garded as possible, not probable) were tried; but, this time, with
little effect. The frightful struggle continued; and thelleloved
sufferer, writhing in Dora's arms, cried, several times, ""l'his pres
sure against her breast was not to be borne, was pushing her
heart out:" the breathing, too, was painfully difficult. She com
plained that" it was getting into her head now, that she felt like
a cloud there;" she leaned back with that. A deceptive hope of
some ulleviation gleamed on us for a moment, and then went out
for ever ; ~ the eyes were dimmed, the mouth distorted, the limbs
lamed! In this state the Doctors found her; their remedies were
all bootless. An unconscious hour and half; during whioh the
breast still occasionully struggled in spasmodic aftbrta - and this
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noble -life breathed out its lalt. The look I got then kneeling
almost lifeles8 at her bed, stamped itself, glowing, for ever into my
heart-'

So died Rahel Varnhagen von Ense, born Levin, a sin·
gular biographic phenomenon of this century; a woman of
genius, of true depth and worth, whose secluded life, as one
cannot but see, had in it a greatness far beyond what has
many times fixed the public admiration of the whole world;
a woman equal to the highest thoughts of her century; in
whom it was not arrogance, we do believe, but a just self·
consciousness, to feel that' the highest philosopher, or poet,
or artist was not above her, but of a like element and
rank with her.' That such a woman should have lived_un.
known and, as it were, silent W the world, is peculiar in this
time.

We say not that she was equal to De Staal, nor the con'
trary; neither that she might have written De Staal's books,
nor even that she might not have written far better books.
She has ideas unequalled in De Staal; a sincerity, a pure
tenderness and genuineness which that celebrated person
had not, or had lost. But what then? The Ilubjunctive,
the optative are vague moods: there is no tense one can
found on but the preterite of the indicative. Eqough for
us, Rahel did not write. She sat imprisoned, or it might be
shc11tered and fosteringly embowered, in those circumstances
of bel'S; she' was not appointed to write or to act, but oQly
to live.' Call h(lr not unhllppy on that account, call her not
useless; m~y, perhaps, call hel' happier and usefuller.
Blessed are the humble, are they that are not known. It is
r;~ttp.n, 'Seekest thou great things, seek them not:' live
where thou art, only live wisely, live diligently. Rahel's
life was not an idle one for herself Of for others: how many
Bouls !pay the' sparkles showering from that light-foUDtain'
have kindled and illum.inated; whose new virtue goes on
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propagating itself, increasing itself, under iDClllculable com
binations, and will be found in far places, after many days!
She left no stamp or herself on paper; but in other waYlJ,
doubt it not, the virtue of her working in this world will
survive all paper. For the working of the good and brave,
seen or unseen, endures literally for ever, and cannot die.
Is a thing nothing because the morning papers have not
mentioned it ? Or can a nothing be made something, by
ever so much babbling of it there? . Far better, probably,
that no morning or evening paper mentioned it; that the
right hand knew not what the left was doing! Rabel might
have written books, celebrated books. And yet, what of
books? Hast thou not already a bible to write, and pub
lish in print, that is eternal; namely, a Lire to lead? Si
lence, too, is great; there should be great silent ones, too.

Beautiful it is to see and understand that no worth,
known or unknown, can die even .in this earth. The work
an unknown good man has 1I0ne is like a vein of water
flowing hidden nnder ground, secretly making the ground
green; it flows and flows, it joins itself with other veins
and veinlets ; one day it will start forth as a visible peren
nial well. Ten dumb centuries had made the speaking
Dante; a well he of many veinlets. William Burnes, or
Burns, was a poor peasant; could not prosper in his' seven
acres of nursery-ground,' nor any enterprise of trade and
toil; had to 'thole a factor's snash,' and read attorney
letters, in his poor hut, 'which threw us all into tears;' a
man of no money-capital at all, of no account at all; yet a
brave man, a wise and just, in evil fortune faithful, uncon
querable to the death. And there wept withal among the
others a boy named Robert, with a heart of melting pity,
of greatness and fiery wrath; and 1&u voice, fashioned here
by this poor father, does it not already reach, like a great
elegy, like a stem prophecy, to the ends of the world?

•
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'Let me make the songs, and you shall make the laws!'
What chancellor, king, senator, begirt with never such
sumptuosity, dyed velvet, blaring, and celebrity, could you
have named in. England that was so momentous as that
William Burns?· Courage I -

We take leave of Varnhagen with true goodwill, and
heartily thank him for the pleasure and instruction he has
given us.
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PETITION ON THE COPY·RIGHT BILL.

[The (London) E&_iaer, 1839.]

To the Honorable the Commons of England in Parlia
ment assembled, the Petition of Thomas Carlyle, a Writer
of Books,

Humbly showeth,
That your petitioner has written certain books, being in

cited thereto by various innocent or laudable considerations,
chiefly by the thought that said books might in the end be
found to be worth something.

That your petitioner had not the happiness to receive from
Mr. Thomas Tegg, or any Publisher, Republisher, Printer,
BookselIer, Bookbuyer, or other the like man or body of
men, any encouragement or countenance in writing of said
books, or to discern any chance of receiving such; but
wrote them by effort of his own and the favor of Heaven.

That alI useful labor is worthy of recompense; that all
honest labor is worthy of the chance of recompense; that .
the giving and assuring to each man what recompense his
labor has actuaIly merited, may be said to be the business
of alI Legislation, Polity, Government, and Social Arrange
ment whatsoever among men; - a business indispensable to
attempt, impossible to accomplish accurately, difficult to ac
complish without inaccuracies that become enormous, un
supportable, and the parent of Social Confusions which
never altogether end.

That your petitioner does not undertake to say what
recompense in money this labor of his may deserve; whether
it deserve any recompense in money, or whether money in
any quantity could hire him to do the like.

•
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That tJaishis labor .. iound hitherto, iu money or money's
wort&, sma:ll reeoaapeDMe or· DODe; 1hathe is by no means
IlUI'8 of its ever ii»ding feco1tlpense, bot thinks that, if 80,

it will be at a tdiS!Ult l.ime, when be, the laborer, will proba
bly no longer be in need of money, and those dear to bim
will still be in need of it.

That the law does at least protect aU persons in selling
the production of their labor at what they can get for it, in
all market places, to all lengths of time. Much more than
this the law does to many, but so much it does to aU, and
less than this to none.

That your petitioner cannot discover himself to have
done unlaw(ully in this his said labor of writing books, or to
have become criminal, or have forfeited the law's protection
thereby. Contrariwise your petitioner believes firmly that
he is innocent in said labor; that if he be found in the long
run to have written a genuine enduring book, his merit
therein, and desert towards England and English and other
men, will be considerable, not easily estimable in money;
that on the other hand, if his book prove false and ephemeral,
he and it will be abolished and forgotten, and no harm done.

That, in this manner, your petitioner plays no unfair game
against the world; his stake being life itself, so to speak (for
the penalty is death by starvation), and the world's stake
nothing till once it see the dice thrown; so that in any case
the world cannot lose.

That in the happy and long-doubtful event of the game's
going in his favor, your petitioner submits that the small
winnings thereof do belong to him or his, and that no other
mortal has justly either part or lot in them at all, now,
henceforth, or for ever.

May it therefore please your Honorable House to protect
him in said happy and long-doubtful event; and (by passing
your Copy-Right Bill) forbid all Thomas Teggs and other
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extraneous persons, entirely unconcemed in this adventure
of hie, to steal from him his small winnings, for a space of
sixty years at the shortest. After sixty years, urdess your
Honorable House provide otherwise, they. may begin to
steal.

And your petitioner will ever pray.

'fBoXAs CARLYLE.

- I
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APPENDIX.

[The folIowinl Artio"', unad~1 omitted in their proper place,
are iDiertei here with their reapective date•.]

NOVELLE.

TUNSLATED FXOM GOETHE.

[Fraser'. Magazine, 1832.]

THE spacious courts of the Prince's Castle were still veiled in
thick mists of an autumnal morning; through which veil, mean
while, as it melted into clearness, you could more or less discern
the whole Hunter-company, on horseback and on foot, all busily
astir. The hasty occupations of the Dearest were distinguishable:
there was lengthening, shortening of stirrup-leathers; there was
handing of rifles and shot-pouches, there was putting of game
bags to rights; while the hounds, impatient in their leashes,
threatened to drag their keepers off with them. Here and there,
too, a horse showed spirit more than enough; driven OD by its fiery
nature, 01' excited by the spur of its rider, who even now in the
half-dusk could not repress a certain self-complacent wish to ex
hibit himself. All waited however on the Prince, who, taking
leave of his young consort, was now delaying too long.

United a short while ago, they already felt the happiness of
consentaneous dispositions; both were of ~tive.vivid character;
each willingly participated in the tastes and -endeavors of the
other. The Prince's father had alreatly, in his time, discerned
and improved the season when it became evident that all members
of the ,ommonwealth should pass their days in equai industry ;
should all, in equal working and producing, each in his kind, first
earn and then enjoy.
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How well this had prospered was 'risible in these very daJB, when
the head-market was a holding, which you might well enough
have named a fair. The Prince yester-even had led his Princess
on horseback through the tumult of the heaped-up wares; and
pointed out to her how on this spot the Mountain region met the
Plain country in profitable barter: he could here, with the. objects
before him, awaken her attention to the various industry of his Land.

If the Prince at th4J time occupied himself and his servants
almost exclusively with these preseing concerns, and in particular
worked incessantly with his Finance-minister, yet would the Hunt
master too have his right; on whose pleading, the temptation
could not be resisted to undertake, in this choice autumn weather,
a Hunt .that had already been postponed; and so for the household
itself, and for the many stranger visitants, prepare a peculiar and
singular festivity. -

The Princess staid behind with reluctance: but it was proposed
to push far into the Mountains, and stir up the peaceable inhabi
tants of the forests there with an unexpected invasion.

At parting, her lord failed not to propose a ride for her, with
Friedrich, the Prince-Uncle, as escort: 'I will leave thee,' said he,
, our Honorio too, as Equerry and Page, who will manage all'
In pursuance of which "words, he, in descending, gave to a hand
some young man the needful injunctions; and soon thereafter dis
appeared with guests and train.

The Princess, who had waved her handkerchief to her husband
while still down in the court, now retired to the back apartments,
which commanded a free prospect towards the Mountains; and-so
much the lovelier, as the Castle itself stood on a'sort of elevation,
and thus, behind as well as before, afforded manifold magnificent
views. She found the fine telescope. still in the position where
they had left it yester-even, when amusing themselves over bush
and hill and fo~st-8Ummit, with the lofty ruins of the primeval
Stammburg, or Family Tower; which in the clearness of eve
ning stood ou"t noteworthy, as at that hour with its great light
and-shade m~sse8, the best Mpect of So venerable a memorial of
old time 'W8.B to be had. This morning too, with the approximating
glasses, might be beautifully seen the autumnal tinge of tIw trees,
many in kind and number, which had struggled up through the
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JDBIlOnry unhindered and undisturbed during long years. The fair
dame, however, directed the tube somewhat lower, to a waste stony
fiat, over which the Hunting-train was to pass: she waited the
moment with patience, and was not disappointed: for with the
clearness and magnifying power of the instrument her glancing
eyes plainly distinguished the Prince and the Head-Equerry;
nay, she forbore not again to wave her handkerchief, as some
momentsry pause and looking-back was fancied perhaps, rather
than observed.

Prince-Uncle, Friedrich by name, now with announcement,
entered, attended by his Painter, who carried a large portfolio
under his arm. ' Dear Cousin,' said the hale old gentleman,' we
here present you with the Views of the Stsmmburg, taken on vari
ous sides to show how the mighty Pile, warred on and warring, has
from old times fronted the year and its weather; how here and
there its wall had to yield, here and there rush down into waste
ruins. However, we have now done much to make the wild mass
accessible; for more there wants not to set every traveller, every
visitor, into astonishment, into admiration.'

As the Prince now exhibited the separate leaves, he continued:
'Here where, advancing up the hollow-way, through the outer
ring-walls, you reach the Fortress proper, rises against us a rock,
the firmest of the whole mountain; on this there_stsnds a tower
built, yet when Nature leaves off, and Art and Handicraft begin, no
one can distinguish. Farther you perceive sidewards walls abut
ting on it, and donjons terrace-wise stretching down. But I speak
wrong, for to the eye it is but a wood that encircles that old sum
mit; these hundred and fifty years no axe has sounded there, and
the massiest stems have on all sides sprung up; wherever you
press inwards to the walls, the smooth maple, the rough oak, the
taper pine, with trunk and roots oppose you; round these we have
to wind, and pick our footsteps with skill. Do but look how art
fully our Master has brought the character of it on paper; how
the roots and stems, the species of each distinguishable, twist
thEllDllelves among the masonry, and the huge boughs come loop
ing through the holes. .It is a wilderness like no other; an acci
dentally unique locality, where ancient' traces of ~ong-vanished

33* -
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power of MIlD, and the ever-living, ever-working po~r of N'ature
show theDJllelves in the most earnest conflict.'

Exhibiting another leaf, he went on: 'What say you now to die
Caatle-court, which,- become inaccessible by the falling in or tke
old gate-tower, had for immemorial time been trodden by nofoo't ?
We sought to get at 'it by a side; have pierced through walls,
oluted vaults unnder, and so provided a convenient but secret
"..y. Inside it needed no clearance j here etretches a Bat toek
summit, smoothed by nature: but yet strong trees have in spots
fuund luck and opportunity for rooting themselves there; they
have softly but decidedly grown up, llnd now stretch olrt their
boughs into the galleries where the knights. once walked to and
fro; nay, through the doors and windows into the vaulted lialls;
out of which we would not drive them: they have even got the >

mastery, llnd may keep it. Sweeping llway deep strata of leaves,
we have found the notablest place all smoothed, the like or which
were perhaps not to be met with in the world.

, After all this, however, it is still to be remarked, and on the
spot itself well worth examining, how on the steps that lead up to
the main tower, a maple haa struck root and faahioned itself to a
stout tree, so that yOIl can hardly with difficulty press by it, to
mount the battlements and gaze o"er the unbounded prospect.
Yet here too, you linger pleaaed in the shade j for that tree is it
which high over the whole wondrously lifts itself into thellir.

'Let us thank the brave Artist, then, who so deservingly in va
rious pictures teaches us the whole, even aa if we saw it: he has
spent the faire~ hours of the day and of the seaaon therein, and
for weeks long kept mmring a.bout these scenes. Here in this
corner has there 'for h~, and the warder we gave him, been II lit
tle pletlSant dwelling fitted up. You could not think, my Best,
what 11 lovely outlook into the country, into court and walls, he hu
got there. But now whell all is once in outline, so pure, so char
acteristic, ~e may finish' it down here at his ellBe. With these
pictures we will decorate our garden-hall j and no one shall recre
ate hill eyes over our regular parterres, our groves and shady
walks, 'lrithout wishing himself up riWre, to follow, in actual sight
8f the old and of the'new, of the stubborn, iBflexible, indestrucl.l.
hIe, and of the fresh, pliant, irresistible, what reflections and com
parisons would rise for him.'
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HOJIGIlio.t:ered, .mallotice that the bcmJe8 were brought out;
then aiel. 'theP~ turning to the l!nele: I Let us ride up;
uri you will mow me in reality what y06 ~ve here set before me
in image. Ever smee I came among you, I have heard of this UD

d6I'takiDg; lIIld sbcmM DOW like of all things to see with my own
e,. what in the narrative seemed impollllible, and in the depict
ing remains improbable.' - I Nat yet, my Love,' answered the
Prince ~ 'what you here saw is what it can become and is beeom
iz&gj for the present much in the enterprise stands still amid im
pedimelft8 j ArtmUllt first be complete, if Nature is not to shame
it.' - , Then let us ride at least upwards, were it only to the foot:
Uave the greatest wish to-day to look about me far in the world!
-' Altogether u you will ft.' replied the Prince. - I Let us ride
through the Town, however,' continued the Lady, 'over the great
market-place, where lltands the immmerable crowd of booths,
looking like a little city, like .. camp. It is as if the wants and
accupe.tioos of all the families in the land were turned outwardB,
usembled in this centre, and brought into the l~htof day: fur the
attentive observer can descry whatsoever it is that man performs
BUd needs; you fancy, for the moment, there is no money neees
1JlU'Y, that all businllS8 could here be managed by barter, and 80 at
bottom it is. Since the Prince, IllSt night, set mean these reftec
tions, it is pleasant to consider how here, where Mountain and
Plain meet together, both 80 clearly speak out what they require
aDd wish. For as the Highlrmder can fashioR the timber of his
woods into a hundred shapes, and mould his iron for all lIl8.JJIler of
WIell, so these others tram below come to meet him with most
manifold wares, in which often you can hardly discover the mate
rial or recogniae the aim!

'I am aware,' answered the 'Prince, I that my Nephew turns hi.
utmost care to thEllle things j for specially, on the present occasion,
this main point comes to be considered, that one receive more than
one give out: which to manage is, in the long run, the sum of all
Political Economy, as of the smallest private housekeeping.
Pardon me, however, my Best: I never like to ride through mar"
keta j at every step you are hindered and kept back j and then
flames up in my imaginatiOll the IDOIIBtrous misery which, as it
were, burnt iUelf illto my eyes, when I witnessed on!' such world
of wares go oft' in fire. I had scarcely got to--'
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, Let US not lose the bright hours,' interrupted the PriDcees, for the
worthy man had already more than once affiicted her with the mi
nute description of that miaehance: how he being on a long jour
ney, resting in the best inn, on the market-place which was just then
Bw~ngwith a fair, had gone to bed exceedingly fatigued; and
in the night-time been, by shrieks, and dame& rolling up against
his lodging, hideously awakened.

The Princess hastened to mount her favorite hoJ'lle: and led,
not through the backgate upwards, but through the foregate
downwards, her reluctant-willing attendant; for who but would
gladly havo ridden by her Bide, who but would gladly have fol
lowed after her. And so Honorio too had without regret staid back
from the otherwise so wished-for Hunt, to be exclusively at her
service.

As was to be anticipated, they could only ride through the
market step by step: but the fair Lovely one enlivened every stop
page by some sprightly remark, 'I repeat my lesson of yester
night,' said she, '¥ce Necessity is trying our patience.' And in
truth, the wh9le Dlass of men so crowded about the riders, that
their progress was slow. The people gazed with joy at the young
dame j and, on so many smiling countenances, might be read the
pleasure they felt to see that the first woman in the land was also
the fairest and gracefullest.

Promiscuously mingled stood, Mountaineers, who had built their
still dwellings amid rocks, firs, and spruces; Lowlanders from
hills, meadows, and leas j craftsmen of the little towns j and what
else had all assembled there. After a quiet glance, the Princess
remarked to her attendant, how all these, whencesoever they came,
had taken more stuff than necessary for their clothes, more cloth
and linen, more ribands for trimming. It is as if the women could
not be bushy enough, the men not putIy enough, to please them
selves.

'We will leave them that,' answered the uncle: 'spend his su
perfluity on what he will, a man is happy in it ; happiest when he
therewith decks and dizeus himsel£' The fair dame nodded assent.

So had they by degrees got upon a clear space, which led out to
the suburbs, when, at the end of many small booths and stands, a
larger edifice of boards showed itself, which was scarcely glanced
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at till an ear-lacerating bellow sounded forth from it. The teed
ing-hour of the wild beasts there exhibited seemed to have come :
the Lion let his forest and desert-voice be heard in all vigor; the
horBes shuddered, and all must remark how, in the peaceful ways
and workings of the cultivated world, the King of the wilderne&l
10 fearfully announced .h.i.msel£ Coming nearer the booth, you
could not overlook the variegated colOllll&1 pictures representing
with violent colors and strong emblep18 those foreign beasts; to
a light of which the peaceful burgher was to be i1T6lliatibly e~

ticed. The grim monstrous tiger was pouncing 011 a blackamoor,
on the point of tearing him in shreds; a lion stood earnest and
majestic, as if he saw no prey worthy of him; other wondrous
party-colored creatures, beside these mighty ones, deserved lea
attention.

•As we come back,' said the Princess,' we will alight and take
a Dearer view of these gentry.' -' It is strange,' observed the
Prince,' that man always seeks excitement by Terror. Inside,
there, the Tiger lies quite quiet in his cage; and here must he
ferociously dart upon a black, that the people may fancy the
like is to be seen within: of murder and sudden death, of burn
ing and destruction, there is not enough; but ballad-singers must
at every comer keep repeating it. Good man will have himself
fiightened a little; to fflel the better, in secret, how beautiful and
laudable it is to draw breath in freedom.'

Whatever of apprehensiveness from luch bugbear images
might have remained was soon all and wholly effaced, as, issuing
through the gate, our party entered on the cheerfullest of scenes.
The road led first up the River, as yet but a small current, and
bearing only light boats, but which by and by, as renowned world
stream, would carry forth its name and waters, and enliven distant
lands. They proceeded next through well cultivated fruit-gardens
and pleasure-grounds,80fUy ascending; and by degrees you could
look about you in the now-disclosed much-peopled region, till first
a thicket, then a little wOod admitted our riders, and the grace
fullest localities refreshed and limited their view. A meadow vale
leading upwards, shortly before mown for the second time, velvet
like to look upon, watered by a brook rushing out lively copious at
oDee from the uplands above, receiv~d them as with welcome; and
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80 they approached a higher ftoeer lItlltion, wJricb, 611 issniftg froa
Ike wood, lifter a lItift"lISCeM, tltey g&ined; and eouhl now descry.
O'nlr tIe'W clump8 of trees. the old Cutie, Ute goal of their pilgrim
age, rising ill. the .cJiBtanee, as pi~ of therocll and forest.
Backwards, again (for Dever did onemouDt lritlter without turning
roans). they eall.«bt, through accidental openings of the high
treeIl, the Prince's Castle, on the left. lightened "y the morniDg
lI1lD; the well-built higher qtI8J'tet of the Town llOftened under
light lIIIIOke-elouds; and 110 on, rightward&, the unde!' Town. the
Boiver in several bendiDgt with its meadOWl!l and mills; on tM
arther side, an exteDllive fertile region.

Having satisfied themselves with the prospect, or rather ..
OIRlally bappe. when we look round from flO high a I!tatioD, be
come doubly eager for a wider, less limited view, they rode on.
on!!' a broad stony fiat, where the mighty Ruin stood fronting
them, as a green-crowned summit, a few old trees far down about
Its foot: they rode along; and so arrived there, jUBt at the steepest
lD08t inaccessible side. Great rocks jutting ant from of old, in-
eensible of every change, firm, well-founded, stood clenched 0
gether there; and so it towered upwards :wbat had fii.llen at
intervals lay in huge plates and fioagments confueedly heaped, aDd
eeemed to forbid the boldeSt any attempt. But the steep. the
precipitous is inviting to youth: to undertake it, to storm and
conquer it, is for young limbs an enjoyment. The Princess
testified desire for an attempt; Honorio was at her hand; the
Prince-Uncle, if easier to Satisfy, took it cheerfully, and would
show that he too had strength: the horees were to" wait below
among the trees; our climbers make for a certain point, where a
huge projecting rock atrords II standing-room, and a prospect,
which indeed is already passing over into the bird's-eye kind, yet
folds itself together there picturesqnely enough.

The snn, almost at its meridian, lent the clearest light, the
Prince's Castle, with its compartments, main "buildings, wing&.
domes, and towers, lay clear and stately; the upper Town in it.
whole extent; into the lower also you could conveniently look,
nay, by the telescope distinguish the booths in the market-place.
So furtbersome an instrument Honoria would never leave behind :
they looked at the River upwards and downwards, on thia IIi4Ie

J
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the momrtaino1l8, WRaCe-like, in1emJptel UpulIe, OIl that the
upawelling, fruitful land, alternatil!g in level and low hill; places
innwnerable.; for ii WlUl long customary to dispuw how lIlUY of
them were here to be seen. •

Over the great expanse lay a .cheerfullitillnells, Ilil is COJDlaQIl at
noon; wheu,.astbe Ancients were wont to say, Pan is uleep, &Bd
an NatW'e holds her breath not to awaken him.

, It is Rot the fhst tbne; said ,the Princ~ • that I, on ilOme such
high far-aeeing spot, have J'f'flected how Nature all clear loou 10

pwe lI.Dd ~ul, &ad gives you the iwpression as if there were
~ng contradictory in the world; and yet. w.hen you return back
into the habitation of maD, be it lofty or low, wide or narrow,
there is ever somewhat lio contend with, to battle with, \0 IIIlOOth
and put to rightJi.'

Honorio wlw, meanwhile, WIlil looking through the glass at the
Town, exclaimed: 'See! see! There is fire in the market I '
They looked, and could observe some smoke, the ilames were
mnothered in the daylight. . 'The fire Ilpreads!' cried he, still
looking through the glue; the mischief indeed DOW beeame
DOti.ceable to the good eyes of the Princese; from time to time
you observed a red bUl'lilt of lIame, the IIIIIIoOke mounted aloft; and
Prince-Unele said: 'Let Ull return; that is not good; I alwa}'ll
feared I should see that misery a ll8Cond time.' They descended,
got back to their boraes. ' Ride,' said the Princess to the Uncle,
'tut, but not without a groom; leave, me HonQrio, we will folloW'
without delay.' The Uncle felt th.e reasonableness, nay necessity
of this ; and started olf down the waste stony slope, at the quickellt
pace the ground allowed.

As the Princess mounted, Honoria !laid: 'Pleue your Excel
lency to ride slow! In the Town as in the Castle, the fire-appa~

tUB is in perfect order; the people, in this unexpected accident,
will not 1018 thei? presence of mind. Here, moreover, we have
bad groUJld,. little stones and abort grass; quick riding is unsafe;
in any case, before we arrive,. the fire will be got under.' The
PrinceSil did not think so; she observed the smoke spreading, she
fancie4 that she saw a flame flash up, that she heard an explosion;
and now in her imagination all the terrific things awoke, which
the worthy Unele's repeated narrative of his experiences in that
market-conflagration had too deeply implanted there.
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Frightfbl doubtIeIlI had that businelll beeD, alarming and Un
pre8live enough to leave behind it, painfolJy through life long, a
bodiBg lUld iniage of ita recurrence, when, in the night-eeason, on

• the great booth-covered market.-space, a sudden fire had seized
booth after booth, before the sleepers in these light huts could be
ebaken out of deep dreams: the Prince h.imself, as a wearied
IItranger arriving only for rest, started flam his sleep, sprang to
the window, sawall feartblly illuminated; flame after flame, from
the right, tram the left, darting through each other, rolls quivering
towardll him. The houses of the market-place, reddened in the
Ihine, seemed already glowing, threatened el'8ry moment to kin
dle, and burst fbrth in fire: below, the element raged without let;
planb eraekeel, laths eracked, the canvus flew abroBJ1, aBd its
dWJky fire.peaked tatters whuled themselves round and ll1eft, as if
had spirits, in their own element, with perpetual change of shape,
were, in caprioiolHl dance, devouring one another; and there and
yonder would dart up out from their penal fire. And then with
wild howls each sayed what was at hand: serv,utts and masters
labored to drsg forth bales already seized by the flames, to snatch
away yet lIOID6What from the burning shelves, and pack it into the
chests, which too they mUBt at last leave a prey to the hastening
flame. How many a one eould have prayed hut fbr a moment's
pause to the loud-advancing fire; as he looked round fbr the polllIi
bility of some device, and was with all his possession already
aeized: on the one side, burnt and glowed already, what on the
other still stood in dark night. Obstinate characters, will-strong
men grimly fronted the grim foe, and saved much, with 1088 of
their eyebrows and hair. Alas, all this waste confusion now roee
anew before the fair spirit of the Princess; the gay morning pr0s

pect was aJl overclouded, and her eyes darkened; wood and
meadew had put on II look of strangeness, of danger.

Entering the peaceful vale, heeding little its refieshing coolness,
they were but a few steps down from the copious fountain of the
brook which flowed by them, when the PrinC8B8 descried, quite
down in the thickets, something singular, which she IlOOn recog
nised for the tiger: springing on, as she a short while ago had
I188n him painted, he came towards hel'; and this image, added to
the frightful ones she wu already b~ with, made the straDgeIt
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impression. I Fly! your Grace,' cried Honorio, I fly ! I She turned
her horse towards the steep hill they had just d~cended. The
young man, rushing on towards the monster, drew his pistol and
fired when he thought himself near enough j but,· alas, without'
effect j the tiger sprang to a: side, the horse faltered, the provoked
wild beast followed his course, upwards straight after the Prin
cess. She galloped, what her horse could, up the steep stony
space j scarcely apprehending that so delicate a creature, unused
to such exertion, could not hold out. It overdid itself, driven 011

by the necessitated Princess; it stumbled on the loose gravel of
the steep, and again stumbled j and at last fell, after violent efforts,
powerless to the ground. The fair dame, resolute and dextrous,
failed not instantly to get upon her feet j the horse too rose, but
the tiger was approaching j though not with vehement speed j the
uneven ground, the sharp stones seemed to damp his impetuosity;
and only Honorio flying after him, riding with checked speed along
with him, appeared to stimulate and provoke his force anew. Both
runnera, at the same instant, reached the spot where the Princess
wall standing by her horse: the Knight bent himself, fired, and
with this second pistol hit the monster through the head, so that it
rushed down j and now, stretched out in full length first clearly
disclosed the might and terror whereof only the bodily hull was
left lying. Honorio had sprung from his horse j was already
kneeling on the beast, quenching its last movements, and held his
drawn hanger in his right hand. The youth was beautiful j he
had come dashing on as in sports of the lance and the ring the
Princess had often seen him do. Even so in the riding-course
would his bullet, as he darted by, hit the Turk's-head on the pole,
right under the turban in the brow j even so would .he, lightly
prancing up, prick his naked sabre into the fallen mass, and lift it
from the ground. In all such arts he was dextrous and felicitous j

both now stood him in good stead.
I Give him the rest,' said the Princess: •I fear he will hurt you

with his claws.' - I Pardon!' answered the youth: 'he is already
dead enough; and I would not hurt the skin, which next winter
lIhall shine upon your sledge.' - •Sport not,' said the Princess:
I whatsoever of pious feeling dwells in the depth of the heart un
flllds itself in such a moment.'-' I too,' cried Honorio, 'was never

VOL. IV. 34
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more pious than even now; and therefore do I think of what is
joyfullest; I look at the tiger's fell only 8Jl it can attend yon to do
you pleasure.' - , It would for ever remind me,' said she,' of this
fearful moment.' -' Yet is it,' replied the youth with glowing
cheeks, 'a more ,harmless spoil than when -the 'Weapons of slain
enemies are carried for show before the victor.' - , I shall bethink
me, at sight of it, of your boldness and cleverness; and need not
add that you may reckon on my thanks and the Prince's fuvor for
your life long. But rise; the beast is clean dead, let us consider
'What is next: before all things rise!' -' As I am once on my
knees,' replied the youth, '-once in a posture which in other cir
cumstances would have been forbid, let me beg at this moment to
receive assurance of the favor, of the grace which you vouchsafe
me. I ha.ve already asked so often of your high consort for leave
and promotion to go on my travels. He who has the happiness to
sit at your table, whom you honor with the privilege to entertain
your company. shOUld have seen the world. Travellers stream in
ou us from all parts; and 'When a town, an important spot in any
quarter of the world comes in course, the question is sure to be
asked of us, were we ever there? Nobody allows one sense, till
one has seen all that : it is as if you had to instruct yourself only
for the sake of others.'

, Rise!' repeated the Princess: 'I were loth to wish or request
aught that went against the will of my Husband ihowever, if I
mistake not, the cause why he has restrained you hitherto will
soon be at an end. His intention was to see you' ripened into a
complete self-guided nobleman, to do yourself and him credit in
foreign parts, as hitherto at court; and I should think this deed of
yours was as good !l- recommendatory passport as a young man
couJ,d wish for to take. abroad .with hilll.'

That, instead of a youthful joy, a certain mournfulness
came over his face, the Princess ha.d not time to observe, nor
had he to ~ndulge his emotion i for, in hot haste, up the steep,
came a woman, with a boy at her hand, straight to the group so
well known to us; and scarcely had Honorio, bethinking him,
arisen, when they howling and shrieking cast theillselves on the
carcass i by which action, as well as by their cleanly deceDt, yet
party-colored and unusual dress, might be gathered that it was
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the mistress of this slain creature, and the black-eyed black-locked
boy, holding a flute in his hand, her son; V<.eeping like his mother,
less violent but deeply moved, kneeling beside her.

Now came strong outbreakings of passion from this woman;
interrupted, indeed, and. pulse-wise; a stream of words, leaping
like a stream in gushes from rock to rock. A natural language,
short and discontinuous, made itself impressive and pathetic: in
vain should we attempt translating it into our dialects; the..ap
proximate purport of it we must not omit. ' Thpy have murdered
thee, poor beast! murdered without need! Thou wert tame, and
wouldst fain have laid down at rest and waited our coming; for
thy foot-balls were sore, thy claws had no force left. The hot
sun to ripen them was wanting. Thou wert the beautifullest of
thy kind: who ever saw a kingly tiger so gloriously stretched out
in sleep, as thou here Hest, dead, never to rise more. When thou
awokest in the early dawn of morning, and openedst thy throat,
stretching out thy red tongue, thou wert as if smiling on us; and
even when bellowing, thou tookest thy food from the hands of a
woman, from the fingers • a child. How long hQ.ve we gone
with thee on thy journeys; how long has thy company been useful
and fruitful to us! To us, to us of a very truth, meat carne from
the eater, and sweetness out of the strong. So will it be no more.
Wo! wo!'

She had not done lamenting,. when over the smoother part of
the Castle :&Iountain,. came riders rushing down; soon recognised
as the Prince's Hunting-train,himself the foremost. Following
their sport, in the backward hills, they had observed the fire
vapors; and fast through dale and ravine, as in fierce chase, taken
the shortest path towards this mournful sign. Galloping along
the stony vacancy, they stopped and stared at sight of the unex
pected group, which in that empty expanse stood out so mark
worthy. After the first recognition there was silence; some pause
of breathing-time; and then what the view itself did not impart,
was with brief words explained. So stood the Prince, contem
plating the strange unheard-of incident; a circle round him of
riders, and followers that had run on foot. What to do Wll.ll still
·undetermined; the Prince intent on ordering, executing, when a
man pressed forward into the circle; large of stature, party-colored,

"
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wondro08ly-lipparelled, like wife and child. And now the family
in union testified their sorrow and astonishment. The man, how
ever, soon restrained himself, bowed in reverent distance before
the Prince, and said: 'It is not the time for lamenting; alas, my
lord and mighty hunter, the lion too is loose, hither towards the
mountai08 is he gone: but spare him, have mercy that he perish
not like this good beast.'

, The Lion! ' 'said the Prince: 'Hast thou the trace of him? ' 
'Yes, Lord! A peasant down there, who had heedlessly taken
shelter on a tree, directed me further up this way, to the left; but
I saw the erowd of men and horses here; anxio08 for tidings of
lUlIlistance, I hllBtened hither.' - , So then,' commanded the Prince,
'draw to the left., Huntsmen; you will load your pieces, go softly
to work, if you drive him into the deep woods, it is no matter:
but in the end, good man, we shall be obliged to kill your animal;
why were you improvident enough to let him loose ?'-'The fire
broke out,' replied he, ' we kept quiet and attentive; it spread fast,
but at II. distance from us, we had water enough for our defence;
but a heap of powder blew up, and thIeW the brands on to us, and
o\'er our heads; we were too hllBty, and are now ruined people!

The Prince was still busy directing; but for a mome»t a]l}
seemed to pause, as a man was observed hastily springing down
from the heights of the old ClIBtle; whom the troop soon recog
nised for the watchman that had been stationed there to keep the
Painter's apartments, while he lodged there and took charge of
the workmen. He came running, out of breath, yet in few words
soon made known that the Lion had laid himself down, within the
higl.i ring-wall, in the sunshine, at the foot of a large beech, and
was behaving quite quietly. With an air of vexatioB, however,
the man concluded: 'Why did I take· my rifle to town yester
night, to have it cleaned; he had never risen again, the skin had
been mine, and I might all my life have had the credit of the
thing.'

The Prince, whom his military experiences here also stood in
stead, for he had before now been in situations where from various
sides inevitable evil seemed to threaten, said· hereupon: 'What
surety do you give me that if we spare your lion, he will not work
destruction among us, among my people?'
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'This woman and this child,' answered the father hastily, 'en
gage to tame him, to keep him peaceable, till I bring up the cage,
aad then we can cany him back unharmed and without hanning
anyone.'

The boy put his flute to his lips; an instrument of the kind
once named soft, or sweet flutes i short-beaked like pipes: he, who
understood the art, could bring out of it the gracefullest tones.
Meanwhile the Prince had inquired of the watchman how the
lion came up. 'By the hollow-way,' answered he, 'which is
walled in on both sides, and was formerly the only entrance, and
is to be the only one still: two footpaths, which led in elsewhere,
we have 80 blocked up and destroyed that no human being, ex.
cept by that first narrow passage, can reach the Magic Castle
which Prince Friedrich's talent and taste is making of it.'

After a little thought, dnring which the Prince looked round at
the boy, who still continued as if softly preluding, he turned to
Honorio, and said: 'Thou hast done much to-day, complete thy
task. Secure that narrow path; keep your rifles in readiness, but
Qonot shoot till the creature can no otherwise be driven back: in
any Clj.Se; kindle a fire, which will frighten him if he make down
wards. The man and woman take charge of the rest.' Honorio
rapidly bestirred himself to execute these ordel'8.

The child continued his tune, which was no· tune; a series of
notes without law, and perhaps even ·on that account so heart
touching: the by-standers seemed as if enchanted by the move
ment of a song-like melody, when the father with dignified enthu
siasm began to speak in this sort:

'God has give». the Prince wisdom, and also knowledge to 4is
cern that all God's works are wise, each after its kind. Behold
the rock, how he stands fast and stirs not, defies the weather and
the sunshine; primeval trees adorn his head, and so crowned he
looks abroad; neither if a mass rush away, will this continue
what it was, but falls broken into many pieces and covers the side
of the descent. But there too they will not tarry, capriciously
they leap far down, the brook receives them, to the river he bears
them. Not resisting, not contradictory, angular; no, smooth and
rounded they travel now quicker on their way, arrive, from ri"er to

34-
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river, iiDll.11y at the ocean, whither march the giaDta in hosts, and
in the depths whereof dwarfs are busy.

, But who shall exalt the glory of the Lord, whom the stam
praise from Eternity to Eternity! Why look ye far into the dis
to.Dce ? Consider here the bee: late at the end of harvest she
still busily gathers, builds her a house, tight of comer, straight Of
wall, herself the architect and mason. Behold the ant: she knows
her way, and losElll it not; she piles her a dwelling of gr'Il8&"halms,
earth-crumblc1, and needles of the fir ; she piles it aloft and arches it
in; but she has labored in vain, for the horse stamps, and scrapes
it all in pieces: lo! he has trodden down her beams, and scattered
her planks; impatiently he snorts and cannot rest; for the Lord has
made the horse comrade of the wind and companion of the storm,
to carry man whither he wills, and woman whither she desires. But
in the Wood of Palms arose he, the Lion, with earnest step trav
ersed the wildernesses.; there rules he over all creatures, his
might who shall withstand? Yetman can tame him; and the
fiercest of living things has reverence· for the image of God, in
which too the angels are made, who serve· the Lord and his ser
vants. For in the den of Lions Daniel was not afraid: he re
mained fast and-faithful, and the wild bellowing interrupted not
his song of praise.'

This speecb, delivered with expression of a natural enthusiasm,
the child accompanied here and there with graceful tones; but
now, the father having ended, he, with clear melodious voice and
skilful passaging, struck up his warble, whereupon the father took
the flute, and gave note in unison, while the child sang:

From the Dens, I, in a deeper,
Prophet's song of praise can hear;
An~l.hosthe hath for keeper,
Needs the good man there to fear?

Lion, Lioness, agazing,
M'hdly pressing round him came;
Yea, that humble, holy praising,
It hath made them tame.

The father continued accompanying this strophe with his flute j

the mother here and there touched in as second voice.
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Impressive, however, in a quite peculiar degree, it was, when
the child now began to shuffle the lines of the strophe into other
arrangement j and thereby if not bring out a new sense, yet
heighten the feeling by le&ding it into self-excitement:

Angel-host around doth hover,
Us in heavenly tones to cheer:
In the dCJ;ls our head doth cover:
Needs the poor child there to fear?

For that humble holy praising
Will permit no evil nigh:
Angela hover, keeping, gazing,
Who so safe as I ?

Hereupon with emphasis and elevation began all three:

'For th' Eternal rules above us,
Lands and oceans rules his will ;
Lions even a's lambs shall love us,
And the proudest waves be still.

Whetted sword to scabbard cleaving,
Faith and Hope victorious see :
Strong, who, loving and believing,
Prays, 0 Lord, to thee.

All were silent, hearing, hearkening j and only when the tones
ceased could you remark and distinguish the impression they had
made. All was as if appeased; each affected in his way. The
Prince, as if he now first saw the misery that a little ago had
threatened him, looked down on his spouse, who leaning on him
forebore not to draw out the little embroidered handkerchief, and
therewith covered her eyes. It was blessedness for her to feel her 
young bosom relieved from the pressure with which the preceding
minutes had loaded it. A perfect silence reigned over the crowd;
they seemed to have forgotten the dangers: the conflagration
below; and above, the rising up of a dubiously-reposing Lion.

By a sign to bring the horses, the Prince first restored the group
to motion j he turned to the woman, and said: I You think then
that, once find the lion, you couM, by your singing, by the singing
of this child, with help of these flute-tones, appease him, and
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carry him back to his prillOli, unhurt and hurting 110 one? ' They
lUIIIwered yes, llSlluring and affirming; the Castellan Wll8 given
them as guide. And now the Prince started off in all speed with
a few; the Princess followed .lower with the rest of the train:
mother and son, on their side, under conduct of the warder, who
had got himself a musket, mounted up the steeper part of the
height.

Before the entrance of the hollow-way which opened their ac
cess to the Castle, they found the hunters busy heaping up dry
brushwood, to have, in any case, a large fire resdy for kindling.
'There is no need,' said the woman: 'it will all go well and
peaceably, without that.'

Farther on, sitting on a wall, his double-barrel resting in his
lap, Honoria appeared; at his post, as if ready for every occur
rence. However, he seemed hardly to notice .our party; he sat as
if sunk in deep thoughts, he looked round like one whose mind
was not there. The woman addressed him with a prayer not to
let the fire be lit; he appeared not to heed her words; she spoke
on with vivacity, and oried; 'Handsome young man, thou hast
killed my tiger, I do not curse thee; spare my lion, good young
man, I will bless thee.'

Honoria was looking straight out before him, to where the sun
on his course began to sink. 'Thou lookest to the west,' cried
the woman; 'thou dost well, there is much to do there; hasten,
delay not, thou wilt conquer. But first conquer thyself.' At this
he appeared to give a.smile I the woman stept on; could not, how
ever, but look back once more at him: a ruddy sun was over
shining his face; she thought, she had never seen a handsomer
youth.

'If your child,' said the warder now, 'with his Huting and sing
ing, can, as you are persuaded, entice and pacify the lion, we shall
soon get mutery of him after, for the creature has lain down
quite close to the perforated vaults through which, as the main
pasaage was blocked up with ruins, we had to bore ourselves an
entrance into the Castle-Court. If the child entice him into this
latter, I can close the opening with little difficulty; then the boy,
if he like, can glide out by one of the little spiral stairs he will
find in the corner. We must conceal ourselves; bot I IlhallIO

j
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take my place that a rifle-ball can, at any moment, help the poor
child in case of extremity.'

, All these precautions are unnecessary; God and skill, piety
and a blessing, must do the work.'-'May be, replied the warder;
, however, I know my duties. First, I must lead you, by a difficult
path, to the top of the wall, right opposite the vaults and opening
I have mentioned: the child may then go down, as into the arena
of the show, and lead away the animal, if it will follow him.'
This was done: warder and mother looked down in concealment, as
the child descending the screw-stairs, showed himself in the open
space of the Court, and' disappeared opposite them in the gloomy
opening; hut forthwith gave his flute voice, which by and by grew
weaker, and at'last sank dumb. The pause was bodeful enough;
the old Hunter, familiar with danger, felt heart-sick at the singular
conjuncture; the mother, however, with cheerful face, bending
over to listen, sho~ed not the smallest discomposure.

At last the flute was again heard ; the' child stept forth from the
ca.vern with glittering satisfied eyes, the lion after him, but slowly,
and as it seemed, with di@culty. He showed here and there de
sire to lie down; yet the boy led him in a half-circle through the
few disleaved many-tinted trees, till at length, in the last rays of
the sun which poured in through a hole in the ruins, he set him
down, as if transfigured in the bright red light; and aga.in com
menced his pacifying song, the repetition of which we also cannot
forbear:

From the Dens, I, in a deeper,
Prophet's song of praise can hear;
Angel-host he h.Rth for keeper,
Needs the good man there to tear?

Lion, Lioness, agazing,
Mildly pressing round him came;
Yea, that humble, holy praising,
It hath made them tame.

Meanwhile tile lion had laid itself down quite close to the
child, and lifted its heavy right fore-paw into his bosom j the boy as
he sung gracefully stroked it; but was not long in observing that
a sharp thorn had stuck itself between the ballll. He carefully
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pulled it out; with a smile, took the party-colored silk-bandker-
- chief from his neck, and bound up the. frightful paw of the

monster; so that his mother for joy bent herself hack with out
stretched arms; and perhaps, according to custom, would have
shouted and clapped applause, had not 8. hard· hand gripe of the
warder reminded her that the danger was not yet over.

Triumphantly the child sang on, having with a few tones pre
luded:

For th' Eternal rules above us,
Lands and oceans rules his will ;
Lions even as lambs shall love us,
And the proudest waves be stilL

Whetted sword to scabbard cleaving,
Faith and Hope victorious see:
Strong, who, loving and believing,
Prays, 0 Ltlrd, to thee.

\Vere it possible to fancy that in the countenance of so grim a
creature, the tyrant bf the woods, the despot of the animal king
dom, an expression of friendlineBB, of thankful contentment could
be traced, then here was such traceable; and truly the child in
his illustrated look had the air as of a mighty triumphant victor;
the other figure, indeed, not that of one v~nquished, for his strength
lay concealed in him; b\lt yet of one tanled, of one given up to
his own peaceful will. The &hiid fluted and sang on, changing
the lines according to his way, and adding ne'! :

And so to good children bringeth
Blessed Angel help in need;
Fetters o'er the cruel flingeth,
Worthy art with wings doth speed.

So have tamed, and firmly iron'd
To a poor child's feeble knee,
Him the forest's lordly tyrant,
Song and Piety.

..
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THE TALE.

BY GOETHE.

[Fraser's Magazine, 1832.1

407

TH-'.T Goethe, many years ago, wrote a piece named DUI
Mtihrchen (The Tale); which the admiring critics of Germany
contrived to criticise by a stroke of the pen; declaring that it was
indeed The Tale, and worthy to be called the Tale of Tales (das
Mtihrch£n aJler MakrcMn), - may appear certain to most English
readers, for they have repeatedly seen as much in print. To some
English readers it may appear certain, furthermore, that they per
sonally know this Tale of Tales j and can even pronounce it to
deserve no sl,lCh epithet, and the admiring critics of Germany to
be little other than blockheads.

English readers! the first certainty is altogether indubitable;
the second certainty is not worth a rush.

That same MahrcMn oller JUiihTchen you may see with your own
eyes, at this hour, in the Fifteenth Volume of Goethe's Werlre; and
seeing is believing. On the othe~and, that English 'Tale of
Tales,' put forth some years ago as the Translation thereof, by an
individual connected with the Periodical Press of London (his
Periodical vehicle,- if we -remember, broke down soon after, and
was rebuilt, and still runs, under the name of Court Journal), 
was a Translation, miserable enough, of a quite different thing;
a thing, not a Mtihrchen (Fabulous Tale) at all, but an ErWhlung
or common fictitious Narrative; having no manner of relation to
the real piece (beyond standing in the same Volume); not so II\Uc,h
Bl! Milton's Tetrachordon of Divorce hus to his- .lJllegroand Pen
m'Oso! In this way do individuals connected with the Periodical
Press of London play their part, and commodiouiily befool thee, 0
Public; of English readers, and can serve thee with a mass of
roasted grass, and name it stewed venison j and will continue to

•
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do ItO, till thou - open thy eyes, and from a blind monster become
a seeing one.

Tbis mistake we did not publicly note at the time of its occur
rence; for two good reasons: first, that while mistakes are in
creasing, like Population, at the rate of Twelve Hundred a-day,
the benefit of seizing one, and throttling it, would be perfectly
inconsiderable: second, that we :were not then in existence. The
highly composite, astonishing Entity, which here as '0. Y.' ad
dresses mankind for a season, still slumbered (his elements scat
tered over Infinitude, and working under other shapes) in the
womb of Nothing! Meditate ou us a little, 0 Reader: if thou
wilt consider who and what we are; what Powers, of Cash,
Esurience, Intelligence, Stupidity, and Mystery created us, and
what work we do and will do, there shall be no end to thy amaze.
ment.

This mistake, however, we do now note; induced thereto by
occasion. By the fact, namely, that a genuine English Transla
tion of that Miihrchen has been handed in to us for judgment;
and now (such judgment having proved merciful) comes ont from
us in the way of publication. Of the Translation we cannot say
much; by the color of the paper, it may be BOme seven years old,
and have lain perhaps in smoky repositories: it is not a good
Translation; yet also not wholly bad; faithful to the original (as
we can vouch, after strict trial); conveys the real meaning, though
with an effort: here and t1le.ur pen has striven to belp it, bot
could not do much. The •poor Translator, who signs himself
'D. T.,' and affects to carry matters with a high hand, though, as
we have ground to surmise, he is probably in straits for the neces
saries of life, - bas, at a more recent date, appended numerous
Notes; wherein he \Vill convince himself that more meaning lies
in his Miilirchen 'than in all,the Literature of our century:' some
of these we have retained, now and then with an explanatory or
exculpatory word of our own; the most we ha.ve cut away, as
superfluous and even absurd. Superfluous and even absurd, we
say: D. T. can take this of us as he likes; we know him, and
what is in him, and what is not in' him j believe that he will prove
reasonable; can do either way. At all events, let one of- the
notablest Performances produced for the last thousand years, be
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now, through hilorgans (since no other, in this elapsed half-cen
tury, have offered themselves), set before an undiscerning public.

We too will premise our conviction that this Mtihrchen presentll
a phantasmagoric Adumbratiollj pregnant with deepest signifi
cance; thoughn01l'ise thatD. T. has so accurately evolved the
same. Listen notwithstanding to a remark or two, extracted from
his immeasurable Proem:

, Dull men of this country,'- says he, 'who pretend to admire
&lethe, SIJIiled on me when I first asked the meaning of this Tale.
" Meaning! .. answered they: "it is a wild arabesque; without mean
ing or purpose at all, except to dllBh together, oopiouslyenough,
confused hues of Imagination, and see what will come of them."
Such is still the persUlUlion of several heads; which nevertheless
would perhaps grudge to be considered wigblocks.' - Not impos
sible: the first Sin in our Universe was Lucifer's, that of Self
conceit. But hear again; what is more to the point:

, The difficulties of interpretation are exceedingly enhanced by
one circumstance, not unusual in other such writings of Goethe's;
namely, that this is no Allegory; which, as in the Pilgrim's Pro
gr'U8, you have only once for all to find the key of, and so go on
unlocking:.tt is a Phantasmagory, rather; wherein things the most
heterogeneous are, with homogeneity of figure, emblemed forth;
which wOuld Tequire not one key· to unlock it, but, at different
stages of the busineSB, a dozen successive keys.' Here you have
Epochs of Time shadowed forth, there Qualities of the Human
Boul; now it is Institutions, Historical Events, now Doctrines,
Philosophic Truths: thus are all manner of "entities and quiddities
and ghosts of defunct bodies" setllying; you have the whole Four
Elements chaotico-creatively jumbled together, and spirits enough
embodying themselves, and roguishly peering through, in the con

fused wild-working mass ! ' • • •
, So much, however, I will stake my whole money capital and

literary character upon: that here is a wonderful EMBLEM OF
UNIVERUL HlSTORI' set forth; more especially a wonderful Em
blem of this our wonderful and woful " Age of Transition;" what
men have been and done, what they are to be and do, is, in
this Tale of Talea, poetico-prophetically typified, in such a style
of grandeur and celestial brilliancy and' life,.as the Western Imagi-
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nation hu not eblewhere reaeh6d; as OBly the Oriental ImagiJlaoo
tioD, and in the primeft1 ages, was wOl¢ to attempt.' - Here
BUre1y is good wine, with a big bush! Stody the Tale of Tales,
o reader: e,en in the bald 'ersion of D. T., there will be mean
iBg found. He continues in this triumphant style:

'Can any mortal head (not a wigblock) doubt that the Giant of
this Poem means SUPER,STJTIOlf? That the Ferryman has~
thing to do with the PRIESTHOOD; his Hut with the CII11IU:II?

'Again, might it not be presumed that the Ri,er were TolE;
aDd that it flowed (as Time does) between two worlds? . Call the
world, or couotry on this Bide, where the fair Lily dwells, the
world of SuPlI:RlfATUIlALIIlJl; the country on that side, N.A.TUIlAL
ISII, the working week-day world where we, all dwell and toil:
",laosoever or whatsoever introduc:ea itself, and a.ppears in the
firm·earth of human business, or as we well say, comu i'l&te Exist
ence, most proceedfrom Lily's supernatural coontry; whatsoever
of a material sort deceases and disappears might be expected to
go thither. Let .the reader consider this, and note what comes
of it.

'To get a. free solid communication established .o'er this SlLUl8

wQndrous Ri,er of Time, 10 that the Natural and Supernatural
may sta.nd in friendliest neighborhood and union, forIOS the grand
action of this Phantasmagoric Poem: is not soch also, let me ask
thee, the grand action and· ~ary of Uni'ersal History; the
one problem of Human Culture; the thing which Mankind (once
the three daily meals ofvictoal were moderately secured) has ever'
fil'iven after, and must ever stri'e after? - Alas! we observe very
soon, matters stand on a most distressful footing, in this of Natural
and Supernatural: there are 'three conveyances ai:ross, and all bad,
all incidental, temporary, uncertain: the worst of the three, one
would think, and the worst conceivable, were the Giant's Shadow,
at IJUnme and sunset; the best that Snake-bridge at nOOD, yet
still only a bad-best. Consider again our trnstless, rotteD, revolu
tionary "age of transition," a.nd see whether this too does not
fit it !

'If you ask next, Who these other strange charactel'l are, the
Snake, the Will-o'-wisps, the Ma.nwith the Lamp? I will an
ewer, in general and afar oft; that Light must signify human In-
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lIight, Cultivation, in one 80rt or other. As for the Snake, I know
1I0t well what name to call it by ;n&y perhaps, in our 8canty vocab
ularies, there is no fItJme for it. though that doea not hinder its
being & thing, genuine enough. Meditation; Intellectual Re
llearch ; Undentanding; in the moat general acceptation, Thought:
all these come Dear det!ignating it; nODe actually designates it.
Were I bound, under legal penalties, to give the creature a DaDle,

I should SIlY. THOUGHT rather than another.
'But what if our Snake, and so much else that works here

beside it. were neither a quality, nor a reality, nor a Btate:, nor an
action, in any kind; none of these things purely and alone, but
something intermediate and partaking of them all! In which
cale, tofllJJlIe it. in vulgar speech, were a still more frantic at
\empt: it is unnameable in speech; and remaios only the allegor
ical Figure known in this Tale by the name of Snake, and more
Or le1!8 resembling 8.l1d shadowing forth somewhat that speech has
nuned, or might name. It is this heterogeneity of nature, pitch
ing your BOlidest. Predicables heels over head, throwing you half a
dozen Categories into the melting-pot at once, - that so unspeak
ably bewilden a Commentator, 8.l1d for moments is nigh reducing
him to tklinum MJltanl.

'The Will-o'-wisps, that laugh and jig, and compliment the
.ladies, and eat gold and lhake it from them, I for my own share
take the liberty .of viewing aa some shadow of ELBGA.l!f'l' CULTUaB,
or modern Fine Literature; whieh by and by became so skeptical
destructive; and did, IS French Philosophy, eat Gold (or Wisdom)
enough, and shake. it out again. In which lense, their coming
(into Existence) by the old Ferryman's (by the Priesthood's) assist
ance, and almost oversetling his Itoa.t, and then laughing at him,
and trying to skip off from him, yet being obliged to stop till they
had satisfied him: all this, to the discerning eye, haa its signifi
cance.

I As to the Man with the Lamp, in him and his golli-giving,
jewel-forming, ,and otlt.erwise so miraculous Light, which" caats
RO shadow," and "cannot illuminate what is wholly otherwise in
darknesll," - I see what you might name the celestial REA.SOI,'I' of
Man (Reaaon aa contrasted with Underl!tanding, and superordi
nated to it), the purest· essence of his seeing Faculty; which
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manifests itself u the Spirit of Peetl'y, of Prophecy, or whatever
el8e of highest in the intellectual BOrt man'B mind can do. We
behold this respectable, venerable Lamp.bearer everywhere pree
ent in time of need; dil"Mting, accomplishing, working, wonder- 
working, fina.lIy victorious; - as, in strict reality, it is ever (if we
win study it) the Poetic Vision that lies at the bottom of all other
Knowledge or Action; and is the source and creative fountain of
whatsoever mortals ken or c:an, and mystically and miraculously
guides them forward whither they are to go. Be the Man with
the Lamp, then, lJlI.IIled· RUBON; mankind's noblest inspired In
sight and Light; whereof all tile other lights are but eiHuences,
and more or less discolored emanatioJJ&

'His Wife, poor old wornan,we shall can PRACTICAL ~

ilEA-VOR; which as married to Reason, to spiritual Vision and
Belief; first makes up man's being here below. Unhappily the
ancient couple, we find, are but in a decayed condition: the better
emblems are they of Reason and Endeavor in this our "transition
ary' age!" The Man presents himself in the garb of a peasant,
the Woman has grown old, garrulous, querulouB; both live neve~

theless in their" ancient cottage," better or worse, the roof-tree of
which still holds together over them. And then those mischievous
Will-o'-wisps, who pay the old lady such court, and eat all the old
gold (all that was wise and beautiful a.nd desira.ble) off her walla;
and show the old stones, quite ugly and bare, as they had not beeD
for &gee! Besides they have killed poor Mops, the plaything, and
joy and fondling of the house;- as bas DOt that same ElegaDt
Culture, or FreDCh Philosophy done, wheresoever' it has arrived?
Mark, notwithstanding, how' -the Man with the Lamp puts it all
right again, reconciles everything, and makes the finest hvsiness
out of what seemed the worst.

'With regard to the rour Kings, and the Temple which lies
fashioned under ground, please to consider all this as the Future
lying prepared and certain under the Present: you observe, not
only inspired Reason (or the Man with the Lamp) but scientifio
Thought (or the Snake) can discern it lying there: nevertheless
much work must be done, innumernble difficulties fronted and
conquered, before it oan rise out ofthedeptbs (of the Future), and
realize itself as the -actual worshipping-place of man, and "the
most frequented Temple in the whole Earth."
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C As for the fair LiJyand her ambalatory Decet!l8itous Prince,
these are objecta that I shall admit myself incaPable of JI&IIliJtg;
yet nowise admit myself incapable of &ttaclaiDg tDeaDinr to. Con
sider them 88 the tw9 disjointed Halves of this singular Dualistic
Being of ours; a Being, I must say, the most utterly DualWtic ;
fashioned, from the very heart of it, ont of Positive and NegatiYe
(what we happily call Light and Darkness, Necessity and Free
will, Good and Evil. and the like); everywhere out of two mortally
opposed things, which yet must be united in vital love, if there ill
to be any Lift; - a Being, I repeat, Dualistic beyond exprel8ing ;
which will split in two, strike it in cmy direction, on any of ita six
aides; and does of itself split in two (into Contradiction), every hour
of the day,- were not Life perpetually there, perpetually knitting
it together again! Bu.t 88 to that cutting up, and parcelling, aD4
labelling of the indivisible Human Soul into what are called "Fac
ulties," it is a thing I have from of old eschewed, and even hated.
A thmg which you m'U8t sometimes do (or you cannot .tpeok); yet
wbieh is never done widtout Error hovering near you; for molt
part, without her pouncing on you, and quite blindfolding yOlL

• Let not us, therefore, in looking at Lily and her Prince be
tempted to that practiee: why should we try to name them at all?
Enough, if we do feel that man's whole Being is riven &8IUlder
eveTY way (in this" transitionary age"), and yawning inhosti1e,
irreconcilable contradiction with itself: what good were it to
know farther in what direction the rift (88 our Poet here pleased to
repret!lent it) had taken effect? Fancy, however, that these two
HA.LvJ:s of Man's Soul and Being are separated, in· pain and en
chanted obstruction, from one another. The beuer, fairer Half
sits in the Supernatural country, deadening and killing; alas, not
permitted to come RCl'OIIS into the Natural visible country, and
there make all blessed and alive! The rugged stronger HaIr, in
such separation, is quite lamed and paralytic; wretched, forlorn,
in a state of death-life, must he wander to and fro over the River
of Time; all that is dear and essential to him, imprisoned there j

which if he look at, he grows still weaker, which if he touch, he
.dies. Poor Prince! And let the judicious reader, who hall read
tho Era he lives in, or even spelt the alphabet thereof, say whether,
with the paralytic-lamed Activity of man (hampered and ham-

36·
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IItnmg " in a tramHtionary ap" of Skepticism, MetMdism; athe
iatic &rcuql, hysteric Orgasm;· brazell-faced Delllllicn, Puft"ery,
Hypocrisy, Stupidity, and the whole Bin and notbiDg but the Bill),
it is not evell80? Must JIOt poor man's Activity (like this poor
PriDc:.e) waooer from Natural to Supernatural, and back again, dis
CODIlOlate enough; Wlable to do anything, except merely wring its

- hands, and, whimpering and blubbering, IlLlllentebly .inquire:
H'1uzt llball I do ?

'But Courage! Couragel The Temple is built (though under
ground); the Bridge shall arch itself, the divided Two shall cllUlJl
each other &II flames do, rushing into one; and all that ends well
Bh&1l be well! Mark only how, in this inimitable Poem, worthy
an Olympic CroWD, or prize of the Literary Society, it is repre
aented as proceeding! '

So far D. T.; a commentatDr who at least does not want confi
dence in himself; whom we shall 0Il1y caution not to be too 8OB6

dent; to remember always that, as he once says, , Phantasmagory
is not Allegory; , that much exists, under our Vf3rY~, which has
110 'name,' and can get none; that the 'River of Time' and 60

forth may be one thing, or more than 0Ile, or none; that, in short,
there is risk of the too valiant D. T.'s bamboozling himself in
this matter; bE-ing led from puddle to Pool j and so left. standing
at last, like a foolish mystified nose-of-wax, wondering where the
devil he is.

To the simpler sort of readers we shan also extend an advice;
or be it rather, proffer a petition. It is to faucy themaelves, for
the time being, delivered altogether from D. T.'s company; and
to read .this Miihrckm, as if it were there only for its own sake,
and those tag-rag Notes of his were so much blank paper. Let
the simpler sort of readers say now how they like it! If unhap
pily, on looking back, some spasm of 'the mtllady of thought'
begin a.ffiicting them, let such Notes be then inquired o~ but not
till then, and then also with distrust. Pin thy fai~ to no man's
Bleeve; hast thou not two eyes of thy own?

The Commentator himself cannot, it is to be hoped, imagine
that he. has exhausted the matter. To decipher and represent the
genpiI of this extraordinary Production, and what wu the Author's
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Illate" of' mmd in producing it; to _, with dim, common eyes,
what the great Goethe, with inspired poetic eyes, then saw; and
p8int to oneself. the thick-commg shapes and many-colored
splendors of his •Prospero's Grotto,' at that hour: this were what
we could call complete criticism and commenbu'y j what D. T. is
far from having done, and ought to fall on his face, and conf8llll
that he can never do.

We shall conclude with remarking two things. First, that D. T.
does not appear to have set eye on any of those Gennan Commen
taries on this T.u.e of Tales; or even to have heard, credently, that
Iiluch p'xist: an omission, in a professed Transla.tor, which he him
self m~y answer for. Secondly, that with all his boundless pre
luding, he has forgotten to insert the Author's own prelude; the
passage, namely, by which this Mtihrchen is specially ushered in,
and the key-note of it struck by the Composer himself, and the
tune of the whole prescribed! This latter altogether glaring
omission we DOW charitably supply j and then let D. T., and his
illustrious Origina~ and the Readers of this Magazine take it
among them. Tum to the latter part of the De1dacherJ, .IlUBgewan
duten (page 208, Volume XV. of the last Edition of Goethe'"
Werke); it is written there, as we render it:

• .. The Imagination," said Karl, ... is a fine faculty j yet I like not
when she works on what has actually happened: the airy forms
she creates are welcome as things of their own kind; but uniting
with Truth she produces oftenest nothing but monsters; and seems
to me, in such cases, to liy into direct va.riance with Reason and
Common sense. She ought, you might say. to hang upon no ob
ject, to force no object on us; she must, if she is to produce Works
of Art, play like a sort of music upon us; move us within our
selves, and this in such a way that we forget there is anything
without us producing the movement."

• "Proceed no farther," said the old man, "with your condition
ings! To enjoy a product of Imagination this also is a condition,
that we enjoy it unconditionally; for Imagination herself cannot
condition and bargain; she must wait what shall be given her.
She forms no plans, prCllcribes for herself no path; but is borne
and guided by her own pioions; and hovering hither and thither,
marks out the strangest courses; which in their direction are ever
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altering. Let me but, OD my evening walk, call up again to life
within me, IOIII8 wondroua figarelI I was wont to pla.y with in
earlier yea.r& This night I promise yoa a Tale, whichahall re
mind you of Nothing IDd of All.'"

And DOW for it! O. Y.

THE TALE.

b his little Hut, by the great River, which a. hea.vy rain ha.d
Bwoln to over1lowing, lay the ancient Ferryman, asleep, wearied
by the toil of the tlay. In the middle of the night,1 loud voicetl
awoke him; be heard that it W1IB travellers wishing to be carried
over.

Stepping out, he saw two la.rge Will-o'-wisps, hovering to and
fro on his boat, which lay moored: they said, they were in violent
haste, and should have been already on the other side. The old
Ferryman made no loitering; pushed off, and steered with his
usual skill obliquely through the stream; while the two strangers
whOOed and hissed together, in an unknown very rapid tongue,
and every now' and then broke out in loud laughter, bopping about,
at one time on the gunwale and the Beats, a.t another on the bottom
of the boat.

•The boat is heeling!' cried the old man; •ifyou don't be quiet,
it will overset; be seated, gentlemen of the wisp! '

At this advice they burst into a fit of laughter, mocked the old
man, and were more unquiet than ever. He bore their mischief
with patience, and soon reached the farther shore.

• In the middle of the night truly! In the middle of the Dark
Ages, when what with Mahomedan Conquests, what with Christian
Crusadings, Destructions of Constantinople, Discoveries of America,
the TIME-River was indeed swoln to overflowing; and the [pu
Fat1&i (of Elegant Culture, of Literature,) must needs feel in hute
to get over into Existence, being much wanted; and apply to the
Priesthood (respectable old Ferryman, roused out ofsleep thereby!),
who willingly introduced them, mischievous uDpteful impa u
thllf were.-D. T.
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I Here is for your labor! ' cried the travellers, and 18 they shook
themselves, a heap of glittering gold-pieces jingled down into the
wet boat. I For Heaven's sake, what are you about?' cried the
old man; I you will ruin me for ever! Had a single piece of gold
got into the water, the stream, which cannot suffer gold, would
have risen in horrid waves, imd swallowed both my skilf and me j

and who knows how it might have fared with you in that cue:
here, take back your gold.'>

I We can take nothing back, which we have once shaken from
us,' said the Lights.

I Then you give me the trouble,' said the old man, stooping
down, and gatheriDg the pieces into his cap, I of mkiDg them to
gether, and carrying them ashore, and burying them.'

The Lights had leaped from the boat, but the old man cried:
, Stay; where is my fare? '

I If you take no gold, you may work for nothing,' cried the
Will-o'-wisps. - I You must know that I am only to be paid with
fruits of the earth.' - , Fruits of the earth? we despise them, and
have never tasted them.' - I ADd yet I cannot let you go, till you
have promised that you will deliver me three Cabbages, three
Artichokes, and three large Onions.'

:rhe Lights were making off with jests; but they felt themselves,
in some inexplicable manner, fllStened to the ground: it was the
uDpleasantest feeling they had ever had. They engaged to pay
him his demand as soon as possible: he let them go, and pushed
away. He was gone a good distance, when they called to him:
I Old man! Holla, old man! the main point is forgotten! '. He
was off, however, and did not hear them. He had fallen quietly
down that side of the River, where, in a rocky spot, which the
water never reached, he meant to bury the pernicious gold. Here,
between two high cragtl, he found a monstrous chasm; shook the
metal into it, apd liteered bapk to his cottage.

Now, in this chasm, lay the fair green Sqako, who was roused
from her sleep by the gold coming chinking dowQ.t No sooner

* What could this be? To ssk whither their next road lay? It
was useless to ask there: the respectable old Priesthood 'did not
hear them.' - D. T.

t TROVOHT, Understandins, roused from her Ions sleep bl th~
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did she fix her eye on the glitteriDg coiDs,tban IIhe ate them all
up, with the greatest relish, on the spot; and cuefully picked out.
ncb pieces as were scattered in the chinks of the rock.

Bearcely had she swallowed them, when, with eztreme delight,
she began to feel the metal melting in her inwards, and spreading
all over her body; and soon, to her lively joy, IIhe observed that
she was grown traDS(lIU'8Ilt and luminous. LoDg ago she had
been told that this was possible; but now being doubtful whether
such a light could last, her curiosity and the desire to be secure
against the future, drove her from her cell, that she might see who
it wu that had shaken in this precious metal. She found no one.
The more delightful wall it to admire her own appearance, and hel'
graceful brightness, u.s tthe crawled along through roots and
bushes, and spread out her light among the grass. Every IClLf
seemed of emerald, every 110wer wu.s dyed with new glory. It
wu.s in vain that she crOllS8d the solitary thickets; bot her hopes
rose high, when, on reaching the open country, she perceived from
afar a brilliancy resembling her own. 'Shall I find my like at·
last, then?' cried she, and ho.stened to the spot. The toil of
crawling through bog and reeds gave her little thought; for thongh
she liked best to live in dry grassy spots of the mountains, among
the clefts of rocks, and for most part fed on spicy herbs, and
slaked her thinlt with mild dew and fresh spring water, yet for the
ake of this dear gold, and in the hope of this glorious light, she
would have undertaken anything you could propose to her.

At lu.st, with much fatigue, she reached a wet rushy spot in the
swamp, where our two Will-o'-wisps were frisking to and fro. She
shoved herself along to them; saluted them, was happy to meet
lIuch pleu.sant gentlemen relatsd to her family. The Lights glided
towards her, skipped up over her, and laughed in their fo.shion.
, Lady Cousin,' said they, 'yoa are of the horizontal line, yet what
of that? It is true we are relaterl only by the look; for observe
you,' here hoth the Flames, compressing their whole breadth, made
themselves u.s high and peaked u.s possible, I how prettily this
taper length beBilems us gentlemen of the vertical line! Take it

first produee ot modern Bellel Lettrel; which she elllerly devours.
-D.T.
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DOt amiss of us, good Lady; what family can boast of such a
thing? Since there ever was a Ja<:k-o'-lanthom in the world, no
one of them has either sat or lain.'

The Snake felt exceedingly uncomfortable in the company of
these relations; for let her hold her head as high as possible, she
found that she must bend it to the earth again, would she stir from
the spot;· and- if in the dark thicket she had been extremely
satis1ied with her appearance, her splendor in the presence of these
eouine BeelDtld to l_n every moment, nay she was afraid that
at last it would go out entirely.

In this embarrassment she hastily asked: if the gentlemen
could not inform her, whence the glittering gold came, that had
fallen a short while ago into the cleft of the rock; her own opin
ion was, that it had been a golden shower, and had trickled down
direct from the sky. The Will-o'-wisps laughed, and shook them
selves, and a multitude of gold-pieces came clinking down about
them. The Snake pushed nimbly forwards to eat the coin. •Much
good may it do you, Mistress,' said the dapper gentlemen: • we
can help you to a little more.' They shook themselves again
several times with great quicknelilll, 80 that the Snake could
searcely gulp the precious victuals fast enough. Her splendor
visibly began increasing; she was really shining beautifully, while
the Lights had in the meantime grown rather lean and short of
stature, without however in the smallest losing their good-humor.

•I am obliged to you for ever,' said the Snake, having got her
wind again after the repast, •ask of me what you will; all that I
can I will do.'

•Verr good!' cried the Lights. •Then tell us where the fair
Lily dwells? Lead us to the fair Lily's palace and garden; and
do not lose a moment, we are dying of impatience to fall down at
her feet.'

•This service,' said the Snake with a deep sigh, • I cannot now

• True en011lh: Thought cannot fiy and dance, as your wildfire
of Belles Lettres may; she proceeda in the systole-diastole, up-and
down method; and muat ever • bend her head to tbe eartb again '
(in tbe way of Baconian Experiment), or abe will not Itir from the
spot. -:- D. T.
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do for you. The fair Lily dwells, alas, on the other side of the
water.'-' Other side of the water? And we have come across
it, this stormy night! How crnel is the River to divide us!
Would it not be possible to can the old man back?'

, It would be useless,' said the Snake; 'for if you found him
ready on the bank, he would not take you in; he can carry any ODe
to this side, none to yonder.'

, Here is a pretty kettle of fiBh !' cried the Lights: 'are there
no other means of getting through the water?' -' There are
other means, but not at this moment. I myself could take you
over, gentlemen, but not till noon.' "'- , That is an hour we do not
like to travel in.' - Then you may go &cl'08S in the evening, on
the great Giant's shadow.' - 'How is that?' -' The great Giant
lives not far from this j with his body he has no power; his haDdll
cannot lift a straw, his shoulders could not bear a faggot of twigs ;
but with his shadow he has power over much, nay all." At sun
rise and sunset therefore he is strongest; 80 at evening you merely
put yourself upon the back of his shadow, the Giant walks softly
to the bank, and the shadow carries you across the water. But if
you please, about the hour of noon, to be in waiting at that comer
of the wood, where the bushes overhang the bank, I myself will
take you over and present you to the fair Lily: or on the other
hand, if you dislike the noontide, you have just to go at nightfall
to that bend of the rocks, and pay a visit to the Giant; he will
certainly receive you like a gentleman.'

With a slight bow, the Flames went off; and the Snake at bot
tom was not discontented to get rid of them; partly that she might
enjoy the brightness of her own light, partly satisfy a curiosity
with which, for a long time, she had been agitated in a singular
way.

In the chasm, where she often crawled hither and thither, she
had made a strange discovery. For although in creeping up and
down this abyss, she had never had a ray of light, she could well
enough discriminate the objects in it, by her sense of touch. Gen
erally she met with nothing but irregular productions of nature ;

.. Is not SUPERSTITIOIl' strongest when the sun is low? with body,
powerless; with shadow, omnipotent?-D. T.

•
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at one time she would wind between the teeth of large crystals,
at another she would feel the barbs and hairs of native silver, and
now and then carry out with her to the light some straggling
jewels.- But to her no small wonder, in a rock which was closed
oll every side, she had come on certain objects which betrayed the
shaping hand of man. Smooth walls on which she could not
climb, sharp regular corners, well-formed pillars; and what seemed
strangest of all, human figures which she had entwined more than
once, and which appeared to her to be of brass, or of the finest
polished marble. All these experiences she now wished to com
bine by the sense of sight, thereby to ·confirm what as yet she
only guessed. She believed she could illuminate the whole of
that subterranean vault by her own light; and hoped to get ac
quainted with these curious things at once. She hastened back;
and soon found, by the usual way, the cleft by which she used to
penetrate the Sanctuary.

On reaching the place, she gazed around with eager curiosity i
and though her shining could not enlighten every object in the
rotunda, yet those nearest her were plain enough. With astonish
ment and reverence she looked up into a glancing nicbe, where
the image of an august King stood formed of pure Gold. In size
the figure was beyond the stature of man, but by its shape it
seemed the likeness of a little rather than a tall person. His
handsome body was encircled with an unadorned mantle; and a
garland of oak bound his hair together.

No sooner had the Snake beheld this reverend figure, than the
King began to speak, and asked: 'Whence comest thou?'
'From the chasms where the gold dwells,' said the Snake.
'What is grander than gold?' inquired the King. - 'Light,' re
plied the Snake. ' Whatis more refreshing than light?' said he.
- I Speech,' answered she. .

During this conversation, she had squinted to a side, and in the

• Primitive employments, and attainments, of Thought, in this
dark den whither it is sent to dwell. For many long ages, it dis
cerns 'nothing but irregular productions' of Nature;' having indeed
to pick material bed and board out of Nature and her irregular pro
ductions. - D. T.

VOL. IV. 36
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nearest niche perceived another glorio1l8 image. It was a Silver
King in a sitting posture; his shape was long and rather languid;
he was covered with a decorated robe; crown, girdle, and sceptre
were adorned with precious stones: the cheerfulneas of pride was
in his countenance; he seemed about to speak, when a vein which
ran dimly-colored over the marble wall, on a sudden became
hright, and diffused a cheerful light throughout the whole Temple.
By this brilliancy the Snake perceived a third King, made of
Brass, and sitting mighty in shape, leaning on his eIub, adorned
with a laurel garland, and more like 0. rock than a man. She was
looking for the fourth, which was standing at the greatest dis
tance from her; but the wall opened, while the glittering vein
started and split, as lightning does, and dillappeared.

A Man of middle stature, entering through the cleft, attracted
the attention of the Snake. He was dressed like a peasant, and
carried in his hand a little Lamp, on whose still flame you liked
to look, and which in a strange manner, without casting any
shadow, enlightened the whole dome.·

'Why comest thou, since we have light?' said the golden
King. -' You know that I may not enlighten what is dark.' t 
, Will my Kingdom end?' said the silver King. - , Late or never,'
said the old Man. .

With a stronger voice the brszen King began to ask: 'When
shall I arise? ' - , Soon,' replied the Man. - , With whom shall I
combine?' said the King. - 'With thy elder brothers,' said the
Man. -' What will the youngest do:' inquired the King. - , He
will sit down,' replied the Man.

, I am not tired,' cried the fourth King, with a rough faltering
voice. t

* Poetic Light,.celestial Reason !-D. T.
Let the reader, in one word, aueud well to these four Kings :

much annotation from D. T. is here necessarily swept out. -0. Y.
t What i, wholly dark. Understanding precedea Reason: modern

Science is come; modern Poesy is still but coming, - in Goethe
(and whom else ?). - D. T.

tConsider these Kinga as Eras of the World's History; no, not
as Eras, but as Principles which jointly or severally rule Eras.
Alas, poor we, in this chaotic soft-soldered 'transitionary a&e,' are
80 unfortunate as to live under the Fourth King. - D. T.
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While this speech WlUl going on, the Snake had glided som,
round the temple, viewing everything j she was now looking at
the fourth King close by him. He stood leaning on a pillar j hie
cOD8iderable form was heavy rather than beautiful. But what
metal it wllB made of could ,Dot be determlDed. Closely inspected,
it seemed a mixture of the th1ee metals which its brothers had
been formed o£ But in the founding, these materials did not seem
to have combined together fully j gold and silver veins ran irreg
ularly through a brazen mMs, and gaTe the figure an unple&SltDt
aspect.

Meanwhile the gold King 11'88 asking of the Man, 'How mli.ny
secrets knowest thou? ' - 'Three,' replied the Man. - I Which is
the most important?' said the silver King. - 'The open one,' re
plied the other."-'Wilt thou open it to us also ?' said the btass
King.-'When I know the fotJrth,' replied the Man. - , What
care I?' grumbled the composite King, in an under tone.

'I know the fourth,' said the Snake; approached the old Man,
and hissed somewhat in his ear. 'The time is at hand!' cried
the old Man, with a strong voice. The temple reechoed, the metal
statues BOunded; and that instant the old Man sank away to the
westward, and the Snake to the eastward j and both of them passed
through the clefts of the rock, with the greatest speed.

All the passag6ll, through which the old Man travelled, filled
themselves, immediately behind him with gold j for his Lamp had
the strange property of changing stone iuto gold, wood into silver,
dead animals into precious stones, and of annihilating all metals.
But to display this power, it must shine alone. If another light
were beside it, the ,Lamp only cast from it a pure clear bright
nellB, and all living things were refreshed by it.t

The old Man entered his cottage, which 11'88 built pn the slope
of the hill. He found his Wife in extreme distrets. She 11'18

sitting at the fire weeping, and refusing to be consoled. ' How

* Reader, hast thou any glimpse of the' open secret?' I fear,
Dot. - D. T. - Writer, art thou a goose? I fear, yes. - O. Y.

t In Illuminated Ages, the Age of Miracles is said to cease; but
it is only we that cease to lIee it, for we are still' refreshed by it.' 
D.T.
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unhappy am I !' cried she: 'Did DOt 1 entreat thee not to go
away to-night? '-' What is the matter, then r' inquired the hus
band, quite composed.

, Scarcely wert thou gone,' said she, sobbing, ' when there came
two noisy Travellers to the door: unthinkingly I let them in; they
seemed to be a couple of genteel, very honorable people; they
were dressed in flames, you would have taken them for Will-o'
wisps. But no sooner were they in the house, than they began,
like impudent varlets, to compliment me," and grew so forward
that I feel ashamed to think of it.'

'No doubt,' said the husband with a smile, 'the gentlemen were
jesting: considering thy age, they might have held by general
politeness.'

, Age! what age?' cried the Wife: 'wilt thou always be talk
ing of my age? How old am I then? - General politeness! But
I know what I know. Look round there what a face the walls
have; look at the old stones, which I have not seen these hundred
years; every film of gold have they licked away, thou couldst not
think how fast; and still they kept l188uring me tllat it tasted far
beyond common gold. Once they had swept the walls, the fellows
seemed to be in high spirits, and truly in that little while they
had grown much broader and brighter. They now began to be
impertinent again, they patted me, and called me their queen,
they shook themselvel!, and a shower of gold pieces sprang from
them; see how they are shining there under the bench! But ah!
what misery! Poor Mope ate a coin or tw<>-; and look, he is lying
in the chimney, dead. Poor Pug! 0 well-a-day! I did not see
it till they were gone; else I had never promised to pay the Ferry
man the debt they owe him.' - 'What do they owe him ?' said
the Man. - 'Three Cabbages,' replied the Wife, 'three Artichokes,
and three O11iollll: 1 engaged to go when it was day, and take
them to the River.'

• Poor old Practical Endeavor! Listen to many an E;neyclopetlie
Diderot, humanized Pkiltnopke, didactic singer, march-of.intelleot
man, and other' impudent varlets' (that would never put their own
finger to the work); and hear what' compliments' the,. uttered. 
D.T.
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'Thou mayest do them that civility,' Rid the old Man; 'they
may chance to be of UIe to UB again.'

, Whether they will be of use to us I know DOt; bllt they prom.
iIed and vowed that they would.'

Meantime the fire on the hearth had burnt low; the old Mu.
coyered up the embel'll with a heap of ashes, and put the glitterinr
gold pieces uide; so that his little Lamp now gleamed alone, ill
the fairest brightness. The walls again coated themselves with
gold, and Mops changed into the prettiest onyx that could be
imagined. The alternation of the brown and black in this preciem
.wne made it the most curiou. pieee of workmanship.

'Take thy basket,' said the Man, '·and put the onyx into it;
then take the three Cabbages, the three Artichokes, and the three
OnioD8; place them round little Mops, and carry them to the
River. At noon the Snake will take thee over; visit the fail
Lily, give her the onyx, she will make it alive by her touch, u by
her touch she kills whatever is alive already. She will have a true
companion in the little dog. Tell- her not to mourn; her deliver
ance i» near; the greatest mmortune she may look upon as the
greatest happiness; for the time i» at hand.'

The old Woman filled her basket, and set out as soon u it
wu day. The rising sun shone clear from the other side of the
River, which was glittering in the distance: the old woman walked
with slow steps, for the basket preilBed upon her head, and it Wall

not the onyx that so burdened her. Whatever lifeless thing she
might be carrying, she did not feel the weight of it; on the other
hand, in those cases the basket rose aloft, and hovered along above
her head. But to carry any fresh herbage, or any little living
animal, she found exceedingly laborious.· She had travelled on
for some time, in a sullen humor, when she halted suddenly in
fright, for she h&.d almost trod upon the Giant's shadow, which Wall

stretching towards her across the plain. And now, lifting up her

• Why so ? Is it because with' lifeless thing. ' (with inanimate
_linery) all goes like clock-work, which it is, and 'the baaket
hoven aloft;' while with living things (were it but the culture of
forest-trees) poor Endeavor haa wore difficulty? - D. T. - Or, i. it
chiefly because a Tale must be a Tale? - O. Y.

36-
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eyes, she saw the monster of & Giant h~ who" had been
bathing in the River, and was just come out,·&nd she knew not
how she mould avoid him. Tha moment he perceived her, he
began saluting her in sport, and the hands of his shadow soon
caught hold of the b8.llket. With dexterous ease they picked away
from it a Cabbage, an Artichoke, and an Onion, and brought them
to the Giant's 1IIOtlth, who then went" his way up the River, and
let the Woman go in peace.

She considered whether it would not be better to return, and
IlUpply from her garden the pieces she had lost; and a!{lid these
doubts, she still kept walking on, so that in a little while she was
at the bank of the River. She sat long waiting for the Ferryman,
whom she perceived at last, steering-over with a very singular
traveller. A young, noble-looking, handsome man, whom she
could not gaze upon enough, stept out of the boat.

'What is it you bring?' cried the old man. 'The greens
which those two Will-o'-wisps owe you,' said the Woman, point
ing to her ware. As the Ferryman found only two of each sort,
he grew angry, and declared he would have none of them. The
Woman earnestly entreated him to take them j told him that she
could not now go home, and that her bur~en for the way which
still remained was very heavy. He stood by his refusal, and as
sured her that it did not rest with him. 'What belongs to me,'
said he, , I must leave lying nine hours in a heap, touching none
of it, till I have given the River its thitd.' After much higgling,
the old man at last replied: 'There is still another way. If you
like to pledge yourself to the River, and declare yourself its
debtor, I will take the six pieces; but there is some risk in it.' 
'If I keep my word, I shall run no risk?' -' Not the smalleet.
Put your hand into the stream,' continued he, 'and promise that
within four-and-twenty hours you will pay the debt.'

"" The old Woman did so; but what was her affright, when on
drawing out her hand, she found it black as coal! She loudly
scolded the old Ferryman; declared "that her hands had always
been the fairest part of her; that iIi spite of her hard work, she

t Very proper in tbe huge Loggerhead Supll1'8titin, to bathe him•
•elf in the element of Tun, and get rene.hment thereby. - D. T .

•
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had all along contrived to keep these noble members white and
dainty. She looked at the hand with indignation, and exclaimed
in a despairing tone: 'Worse and worse! Look, it is vanishing
eutirely; it is grown far smaller than the other.' •

, For the present it b·ut seems 80,' said the old man; 'if you do
DOt keep your word, however, it may prove 80 in earnesL The
hand will gradually diminish, and at length disappear altogether,
though you have the use of it as formerly. Every thing as UBUal
you will be able to perform with it, only nobody will see it.' -' I
had rather that I could not use it, and no one could observe the
want,' cried she; 'but what of that, I will keep my word, and rid
myself of this black skin, and all anxieties about iL' Thereupon
she hastily took up her basket, which mounted of itself over her
head, and hovered free above her in the air, as she hurried after
the Youth, .who was walking softly and thoughtfully down the
bank. His noble form and strange dress had made a deep impres
sion on her.

His breast was covered with a glittering coat of mail; in whose
wavings might be traced every motion of his fair body. From his
shoulders hung a purple cloak; around his uncovered head flowed
abundant broWlThair in beautiful locks: his graceful face, and his
well-formed feet were exposed to the scorching of the sun. With
bare soles, he walked composedly over the hQt sand; and a deep
inward sorrow seemed to blunt him against all external things.

The garrulous old Woman tried to lead him into conversation;
but with his short answers he gave her small encouragement or
information; so that in the end, notwithstanding the beauty of his
eyes, she grew tired of speaking with him to no purpose, and took
leave .of him with these words: ' You walk too slow for me, worthy
sir; I must not lose a moment, for I have to pass the River on the
green Snake, and carry this fine present from my husband to the
fair Lily.' So saying she stept faster forward; but the fair Youth
pushed on with equal speed, and hastened to keep up with her.

• A dangerou. thing to pledge yourself to the Time-River; - ••
many. National Debt, and the like, blackening, bewitching the
'beautiful hand' of Endeavor, can witDe••. -D. T. - Heavena!
-O.Y.
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'You lU'9 going to the fair Lily !' cried he; 'then our roads are
the lllI.ID& But what present is this you are bringing her? '

'Sir,' laid the Woman, , it is hardly fair, after 10 briefly dismia
ling the questions I put you, to inquire with such vivacity about
my IleCrets. But if you like to barter, IUld tell me your adven
tures, I will not conceal from you how it ltandl with me and my
prwents.' They loon made a bargain; the dame disclosed II«
circlJ1DlltlUlceB to him; told the hiIItory of the Pug, and let him see
the singular gift.

He lifted this natural cnriosity from the basket, and took Mops,
who seemed aB if sleeping softly, into his arms. ' Happy beut! '
cried he; 'thou wilt be touched by her hands, thou wilt be made
alive by her; while the living are obliged to fly from her preseDCe
to eBCape a mournful doom. Yet why say I rnottmful! lB· it DOt
far sadder and more frightful to be injnred by her look, than it
would be to die by her hand? Behold me,' said he to the Woman;
, at my years, what a miserable fate have I to undergo. This mail
which I have honorably borne in war, this purple which I sought
to merit by a wise reign, Deatiny has left me ; the one aB a useleBll
burden, the other aB an empty ornament. Crown, and sceptre, and
sword are gone; and I am as bare and needy as any other son of
earth; for 110 unblessed are her bright eyes, that they take from
every living creature they look on all its force, and those whom
the touch of her hand does not kill are changed to the state of
shadows wandering alive.'

Thus did he continue to bewail, nowise contenting the old Wo
man's curiosity, who wished for information not so much of his
internal as of his external situatioD. She learned neither the
name of his father, nor of his kingdom. He stroked the hard
Mops, whom the lIunbcams and the bosom of the youth had warmed
aB if he bad been living. He inquired narrowly about the man
with the Lamp, about the influences of the sacred light, appearing
to expect mucb good from it in his melancholy case.

Amid such conversation, they descried from afar the majestil;
arch of the Bridge, which extended from the one bank to the
other, glittering with the strangeat colors in the splendors of the
1lUD. Both were astonished; for until now they had never seeD
this edifice so gi"and. , How!' cried the Prince! 'was it not
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beautiful enough, BB it stood before our eyes, piled out of jBBper
and agate? Shall we not f~ar to tread it, now that it appears
combined, in graceful complexity, of emerald and chrysoprBB and
chrysolite?' Neither of them knew the alteration that had taken
place upon the Snake: for it WBB indeed the Snake, who every
day at noon curved herself over the River, and stood forth in the
form of a hold-swelling bridge.- The travellers stept upon it with
a reverential feeling, and passed over it in silence.

No sooner had they reached the other shore, than the bridge
began to heave and stir j in a little while, it touched the surface
of the water, and the green Snake in her proper form came gliding
after the wanderers. They had scarcely thanked her for the
privilege of crossing on her back, when they found that, besides
them three, there must be other persons in the company, whom
their eyes could not discern. They heard a hissing, which the
Snake also answered with a hissing j they listened, and at length
caught what follows: 'We shall first look about us in the fair
Lily's Park,' said a pair of alternating voices; 'and then request
you at nightfall, so soon BB we are anywise presentable, to intro
duce us to this paragon· of beauty. At the shore of the great
Lake, you will find us.' - 'Be it so,' replied the Snake ; and a
hissing sound died away in the air.

Our three travellers now consulted in what order they should
introduce themselves to the fair Lady; for however many people
might be in her company, they were obliged to enter and depart
singly, under pain of suffering very hard severities.

The Woman with the metamorphosed Pug in the bBBket first
approached the garden, looking round for her Patroness; who WBB
Dot difficult to find, being just engaged in singing to her harp.
The finest tones proceeded from her, first like circles on the sur
face of the still lake, then like a. light breath they set the grass
and the bushes in motion. In a green enclosure, under the shadow
of a. stately group of many diverse trees, WBB she seated; and again
did she enchant the eyes, the ear, and the heart of the woman, -

• If aught can overspan the Time-River, then what but Under
ltanding, but Thought, in its moment of plenitude, in its favorable
noon-moment?-D. T.
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....ho approached with rapture, and swore within herself that since
the law her last, the fair one had grown fairer than ever. With
eager gladness from a distance she expresled her reverenCe and
admiration for the wvely maiden. 'What a happineBB to see yOl1,
....hat a Heaven does your presence spread around you! How
charmingly the harp is leaning on your bosom, hall" I!Oftly your
arms surround it, how it seems as if longing to be near you, and
how it sounds so meekly under'the touch of your slim fingers!
Thrice happy youth, to whom it were permitted to be there! '

So speaking she approached; the fair Lily raised her eyes; let
her hands drop from the harp, and answered: 'Trouble me not
with untimely praise; I feel my misery but the more deeply. Look
here, at my feet lies the poor Canary-bird, which used so beauti
fully to accompany my singing; it would sit upon my harp, and
was trained not to touch me; bllt to-day, while I, refreshed by
sleep, was raising a peaceful morning hymn, and my little singer
was ponring furth his harmonious tones more gaily than ever, a
Hawk darts over my head; the poor little creature, in affright,
takes refuge in my bosom, and I feel the last palpitations of i1a
departing life. The plundering Hawk indeed was caught by my
look, and fluttered fainting down into the water; but what can his
punishment avail me? my darling is dead, and his grave will but
increllBe the mournful bushes of my garden.'

'Take courage, fairest Lily!' cried the Woman, wiping olf a
,tear, which the stoty of the hapleBB maiden bad called into her
eyes; , compose yourself; myoid man bids me tell'you to moderate
your lamenting, to look upon th~ greatest misfortune as a fore
runner of the greatest happilleBS, for the time is at hand I and
tlWy,' continued she 'the world ill going strangely on of late. Do
but look at my hand, how black it is ! As I. live and breathe, it
is grown far smaller: I must hasten, before it vaniah altogether!
Why did I engage to do the Will-o'-willps a service, why did I
meet the Giant's shadow, and dip my hand in the River? Could
you not afford me a single cabbage, an artichoke, and an onion?
I would give them to the River, and my hand were white as ever,
80 that I could almost show it with one .,r yours.

'Cabbages and onions thou mayest still find; but artichokes thou
wilt search for in vain. No plant in my garden belUW either ilowem
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or fruit; but every twig that I break, and plant upon the grave of
a favorite, grows green straightway, and shoots up in fair boughs.
All these groups, these bushes, these groves my hard deatiny hu
so raised around me. These pines stretching out like parasols,
these obeliliks of cypreBBes, these colOBBal oaks and beeches, were
all little twigs planted by my hand, 118 mournful memorials in a
Iioil that otherwise is barren.''-

To this speech the old Woman had paid little heed; she WIU!l

looking at her hand, which, in presence of the fair Lily, seemed
every moment growing blacker and smaller. She WII8 about to
snatch her bll8ket and bll8ten oft; when she noticed that the best
part of her errand had been forgotten. She lifted out the onyx
Pug, and set him down, not far from the fair one, in the grass.
'My hUSBand,' said she, ' sends you this memorial; you know that
yon can make a jewel live by touching it. This pretty faithful
dog will certainly afford you much enjoyment; and my grief at
losing him is brightened only by the thought that he will be in
your possession.'

The fair Lily viewed the dainty creature with a pleased, and u
it seemed, with an astonished look. ' Many signs. combine,' said
she, 'that breathe some hope into me: but ah! is it not a natural
deception which makes us fancy, when misfortunes crowd upon
us, that a better day is near?

, What can these many signs avail me ?
My Singer's Death, thy coal-black Hand?

This Dog of Onyx, that can never fail me ?
And coming at the Lamp's command!

, From human joys removed for ever,
With sorrows compassed round I sit:

Is there a Temple at the River?
Is there a Bridge? Alas, not yet! '

The good old dame had listened with impatience to this sing
ing, which the fair Lily accompanied with her harp, in a way that

• In SUPERNATURALISM, truly, what is there eithor of flower or
of fTuit? Nothing that will (altogether) content the greedy Time
River. Stupendous, funereal sacred-lroTCs, 'in a loil that other
wise iii barren! '-D. T.
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would have charmed any other. She Willi on the point of taking
leave, when the a.rrival of the green Snake again detained her.
The Snake had caught the last lines of the song, and on this mat
ter forthwith began to speak comfort to the fair Lily.

• The Prophecy of the Bridge is fulfilled!' cried the Snake:
•you may ask this worthy dame how royally the arch looks now.
What formerly WII.8 untransparent jasper, or agate, allowing but a
gleam of light to pllIIs about its edges, is now become transparent
precious stone. No beryl is so clear, no emerald so beautiful of
hue.'

•I wish you joy of it,' said Lily; •but you will pardon me if I
regard the prophecy as yet unaccomplished. The lofty arch of
your bridge can still but admit foot-pllIIsengers ; and it is promised
us that horses and carriilges and travellers of every sort shall, at
the same moment, cross this bridge in both directions. Is there
not llomething said, too, about pillars, which are to arise of them
selves from the waters of the River?

Tbe old V\Toman still kept her eyes fixed on her hand; she here
interrupted their 3ialogue, and was taking leave. • Wait a ma
ment,' said the fait Lily, I and carry my little bird with you. Bid
the Lamp change it into topaz; I will enliven it by Dy touch;
with your good Mops it shall form my dearest pastime: but hasten,
hllllten; for, at sunset, intolerable putrefaction will fasten on the
hapless bird, and tear llIIuneler the fair combination of its form for
ever.'.

The old Woman laid the little corpse, wrapped in soft leaves.
into her basket, and hastened away.

eHowever it may be,' said the Snake, recommencing their in
terrupted dialogue, • the Temple is built.'

• But it is not at the River,' said the fair one.
•It is yet resting in the depths of the Earth,' said the Snake;

• I have seen the Kings and conversed with them.'
• But when will they arise?' inquired Lily.
The Snake replied: • I heard resounding in the Temple these

deep words, The time is at hand.'
A plelllling cheerfulness spread over the fair Lily'!! face: e'T is

the second time,' said she, • that I have heud these happy words
to-day: when will the day come for me to hear them thrice? '
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She rose, and immediately there came a lovely maiden from
the grove, and took away her harp. Another followed her, and
folded up the fine-carved ivory stool, on which the fair one had
been sitting, and put the silvery cushion under her arm. A third
then made her appearance, with a large parasol worked with
pearls j and looked whether Lily would require her in walking.
These three maidens were beyond expression beautiful; and yet
their beauty but exalted that of Lily, for it was plain to every one
that they could never be compared to her."

.Meanwhile the fair one had been looking, with a satisfied as
pect, at the strange onyx Mops. She bent down, and touched
him, and that instant he started up. Gaily he looked around, ran
hither and thither, and at last, in his kindest manner, hastened to
salute his benefactress. She took him in her arms, and pressed
hiIIJ to her. 'Cold as thou art,' cried she, 'and,though but a half
life works in thee, thou art welcome to me j tenderly will I love
thee, prettily will I play with thee, softly caress thee, and firmly
press thee to my bosom.' She then let him go, chased him from
her, called him back, and played so daintily with him, and ran
about so gaily and so innocently with him on the grass, that with
new rapture you viewed and participated in her joy, as a little
while ago her sorrow had attuned every heart to sympathy.

This cheerfulness, these graceful sports were interrupted by the
entrance of the woful Youth. He stepped forward, in his former
guise and aspect j save that the heat of the day appeared to have
fatigued him still more, and in the presence of his mistress he grew
paler every moment. He bore upon his hand a Hawk, which was
sitting quiet as a dove, with its body shrunk and its wings droop
ing.

'It is not kind in thee,' cried Lily to him, 'to bring that hateful
thing before my eyes, the monster, which to-day has killed my
little singer.'

'Blame not the unhappy bird!' replied the Youth j 'rather
blame thyself and thy destiny j and leave me to keep 'beside me
the companion of my wo.'

* Who are these thrce? Faith, Hope, and Charity, or others of
that kin? - D. T.-Faith, Hope, and Fiddlestick! -0. Y.
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Meanwhile Mops ceased not teasing the fair Lily; and she re
plied to her transparent favorite, with friendly gestures. She
clapped her hands to scare him off; then ran, to entice him after
her. She tried to get him when he fled, and she chased him awa.y
when he attempted to press near her. The Youth looked on in
silence, with increasing anger; but at last, when she took the
odious beast, which seemed to him unutterably ugly, on her arm,
pressed it to her white bosom, and kissed its black snout with her
heavenly lips, his patience altogether failed him, and fuIl of despe
ration he exclaimed: 'Must I, who by a baleful fate exist beside

- thee, perhaps to the end, in an absent presence, who by thee have
lost my all, my very self, must I see before my eyes, that so un
natural a monster can charm thee into .gladness, can awaken thy
attachment, and enjoy thy embrace? Shall I any longer keep
wandering to and fro, measuring my dreary course to that side of
the River and to this? No, there is still a spark of the old heroic
spirit sleeping in my bosom; let it start this instant into its expiring
flame! If stones may rest in thy bosom, let me be changed to
stone; if thy touch kills, I will die by thy hands.'

So saying he made a violent mqvement; the Hawk flew from
his :finger, but he himself rushed towards the fair one; she held
out her hands to keep him off, and touched him only the sooner.
Consciousness forsook him; and she felt with horror the beloved
burden lying on her bosom. With a shriek she started back, and
the gentle youth sank lifeless from her arms upon the ground.

The misery had happened! The sweet Lily stood motionless,
gazing on the corpse. Her heart scemen to pause in her bosom;
and her eyes were without tears. In vain did Mops try to gain
from her any kindly gesture j with her friend, the world for her
was all dead as the grave. Her silent despair did not look round
for help; she knew not of any help.

On the other hand, the Snake bestirred herself the more active
ly; she seemed to meditate deliverance; and in fact her strange
movements served at last to keep away, for a little, the immediate
consequences of the mischief. With her limber body, she formed
a wide circle round the corpse, and seizing the end of her tail be
tween her teeth, she lay quite stilL

Ere long one of Lily's fair waiting-maids appeared; brought the
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ivory folding-stool, and with friendly beckoning constrained her
mistress to sit down on it. Soon afterwards there came a second;
8h~ had in her hand a fire-colored veil, with which she rather deco
rated than concealed the fair Lily's head. The third handed her
the harp, and scarcely had she drawn the gorgeous instrument to
wards her, and struck some tones from its strings, when the first
maid returned with a clear round mirror; took her station opposite
the fair one; caught her looks in the glass, and threw back to her
the loveliest image that was to be found in nature. It Sorrow
heightened her bliuuty, the veil her charms, the harp her grace;
and deeply as you wished to see her mournful situation altered, not
less deeply did you wish to keep her image, as she now looked, for
ever present with you.

With a still look at the mirror, she touched the harp; now melt
ing tones proceeded from the strings, now her pain seemed to
mount, and the music in strong notes responded to her wo; some
times she opened her lips to sing, but her voice failed her; and
ere long her sorrow melted into tears, two maidens caught her
helpfully in their arms, the harp sank from her bosom, scarcely
could the quick servant snatch the instrument and carry it aside.

'Who gets us the Man with the Lamp, before the sun set?'
hissed the Snake, faintly, but audibly: the maids looked at one
another, and Lily's tears fell faster. At this moment came the
Woman with the Basket, panting and altogether breathless. ' I
am lost, and maimed for life! ' cried she; 'see how my hand is al
most vanished; neither Ferryman nor Giant would take me over,
because I am the River's debtor; in vain did I promise hundredil
of Cabbages and hundreds of Onions; they will take no more
than three; and no Artichoke is now to be found in all this
quarter.'

* Does not man's soul Test by Faith, and look in the mirror of
Faith? Does not Hope 'decorate rather than conceal'? Is not
Charity (Love) the beginning of music.'-Behold, too, how the
Serpent, in this great hour, has made herself a Serpent-of-Eternity;
and (even as genuine THOUGHT, in our age, has to do for so much)
preserves the seeming-dead within her folds, that suspended anima
tion issue not in noisome, horrible, irrevocable dissolution! - D. T.
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, Forget your own care,' said the Snake,' and try to bring help
here; perhaps it may come to yourself also. Haste with your ut
m08t speed to seek the Will-o'-wisps; it is too light for you to
see them, but perhaps you will hear them laughing and hopping to
and fro. If they be speedy, they may cross upon the Giant's
shadow, and seek the Man with the Lamp and send him to us.'

The Woman hurried off at her quickest pace, and the Snake
seemed expecting as impatiently as Lily the return oUhe Flames.
Alas! the beam of the sinking Sun was already gilding only the
highest summits of the trees in the thicket, and long shadows
were stretching over lake and meadow; the Snake hitched up and
down impatiently, and Lily dissolved in tears.

In this extreme need, the Snake kept looking round on nIl sides;
for she was afraid every moment that the Sun would set, and cor
ruption penetrate the magic circle, and the fair youth immediately
moulder away. At last she noticed sailing high in the air, with
purple-red feathers, the Prince's Hawk, whose breast was catching
the last beams of the Sun. She shook herself for joy at this good
omen; nor was she deceived; for shortly afterwards the 'Man with
the Lamp was seen gliding towards them across the Lake, fast and
smoothly, as if he had been travelling on skates.

The Snake did not change her posture; but Lily rose and called
to him: •What good spirit sends thee, at the moment when we
were desiring thee, and needing thee, so much? '

'The spirit of my Lamp,' replied the Man, •has impelled me,
and the Hawk has conducted me. My Lamp sparkles when I am
needed, and I just look about me in the sky for a signal; some
bird or meteor points to the quarter towards which I am to tum.
Be calm, fairest Maiden! whether I can help I know not; an in
dividual helps not, but he who combines himself with many at the
proper' hour. We will postpone the evil, and keep hoping. Hold
thy circle fast,' 'coiltinued he, turning to the Snake j then set him
self upon a hillock beside her, and illuminated the dead body.
'Bring. the little Bird <I hither too, and lay it in the circle!' The

* What are the Hawk-and this Canary.bird, which here prove so
destructive to one another? Ministering servants, implements, of
thea,e two divided Halves of the Humnn Soul; name them I will
Dot; more is not written. - D. T. • I
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maidens took the little corpse from the basket, which the old Wo
man had left standing, and did as he directed.

Meanwhile the Sun had set, and as the darkne~ increased, not
only the Snake and the old Man's Lamp began shining in their
fashion, but also Lily's veil gave out a soft light, which gracefully
tinged, as with a meek dawning red, her pale cheeks, and her
white robe. The party looked at one another, silently reflecting;
care and sorrow were mitigated' by a sure hope.

It was no unpleasing entrance, therefore, that the woman made,
attended by the two gay Flames, which in truth appeared to have
been very lavish in the interim, for they had again become ex
tremely meager; yet they only bore themselves the more prettily
for that, towards Lily and the other ladies. With great tact, and
expressiveness, they said a multitude of rather common things to
these fair persons; and declared themselves particularly ravished
by the charm which the gleaming veil" spread over Lily and her
attendant. The ladies modestly cast down their eyes, and the
praise of their beauty made them really beautiful. All were
peaceful and calm, except the old Woman: In spite of the assn
rance of her husband, that her hand could'diminish no farther,
while the Lamp shone on it, she asserted more than once, that if
things went on thus, before midnight this noble member would'
hnve utterly vanished.

The Man with the Lamp had listened attentively to the con·
versation of the Lights; and' wns gratified that Lily had been
cheered, in some measure, and amused by it. And, in truth, mid
night had arrived they knew not how. The old Man looked to
the stars, and then began speaking: 'We are assembled at the
propitious hour; let each perform his task, let each do his duty ;
and 8. universal happiness will swallow up our individual sorrows,
as a universal grief consumes individual joys.'

At these words arose a wondrous hubbub; t for all the persoDll

* Have not yOUl" march-of-intellect Literators always exp'ressed
themselves particularly ravished with any glitter from a veil of
Hope; with' progress of the species,' and the like? - D. T.

t Too true: dost thou not hear it, Reader? In this our Revolu
tionary , twelfth hour of the night,' all persons speak aloud (some

37·
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in the party spoke aloud, each for himself, declaring what' they
had to do i only the three maids were silent i one of them had
fallen 8.Illeep beide the harp, another near the parasol, the third
by the stool i and you could not blame them much, for it was late.
The Fiery youths, after some passing compliments which they
devoted to the waiting-maids, had turned their sole attention to the
Princess, as alone worthy of exclusive homage.

, Take the mirror, said the Man to the Hawk; 'and with the
first sunbeam illuminate the three sleepers, and awake them, with
light reflected from above.'

The Snake now began to move; she loosened her circle, and
rolled slowly, in large rings, forward to the River. The two Will
o'-wisps followed with a solemn air; you would have taken them
for the most serious Flames in nature. The old Woman and her
husband seized the Basket, whose mild light they had scarcely
observed till now i they lifted it at both sides, and it grew still
larger and more luminous; they lifted the body of the Youth
into it, laying the Cunary-bird upon his breast; the Basket rose
into the air and hovered above the old Woman's head, and she fol
lowed the Will-o'-wisps on foot. The fair Lily took Mops on her
arm, and followed the Woman; the man with the Lamp concluded
the procession, and the scene was curiously illuminated by these
many lights. _-

But it was with no small wonder that the party saw, whE'n they
approached the River, a glorious arch mount over it, by which the
helpful Snake was affording them a glittering path. If by day
they had admired the beautiful transparent prec'ious stones, of
which the Bridge seemed formed; by night they were astonished
at its gleaming brilIiancy. On the upper side the clear circle
marked itself sharp against the dark sky, but below, vivid beams
were darting to the centre. and exhibiting the airy firmneBB of the
edifice. The procession slowly moved across it; and the Ferry
man who saw it from his hut afar off, considered with ustonish-

of them by cannon and drums !) , declaring what tbey have to do;'
and Faith, Hope, and. Charity (after a few passing compliments
from the Belles-Lettres Department), thou 8eest, have fallen tulup!
-D.T.
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ment the gleaming circle, and the strange lights which were pass
ing over it.·

• No sooner had they reached the other shore, thd the arch be
gan, in its usual way, to swag up and down, and with a wavy
motion to approach the water. The Snake then came on land, the

,Basket placed itself upon the ground, and the Snake again drew
her circle round it. The old Man stooped towards her, and said:
, What hast thou resolved on ?'

, To sacrifice myself rather than be sacrified,' replied the Snake;
'promise me that thou wilt leave no stone on sHore.'

The old Man promised; then addressing Lily: 'Touch the
Snake,' said he, ' with thy left hand, and thy lover with thy right.'
Lily knelt, and touched the Snake, nnd the Prince's body. The
latter in the instant seemed to come to life; he moved in the
basket, nay he raised himself into a sitting posture; Lily was
about to clasp him; but the old Man held her back, and himself
assisted the youth to rise, and led him forth from the Basket and
the circle.

The Prince was standing; the Canary-bird was fluttering 00

his shoulder; there was life again in both of them, but the spirit
had not yet returned; the fair youth's eyes were open, yet he did
not see, at least he seemed to look on all without participation.
Scarcely had their admiration of this incident a little calmed, when
they observed how strangely it had (ared in the meanwhile with
the Snake. Her fair taper body had crumbled into thousan'ds and
thousands of· shining jewels: the old Woman reaching at her
Basket had chanced to come against the circle j and of the shape
or structure of the Snake there was now nothing to be seen, only
a bright ring of luminoua jewels was lying in the grass.t

* 'Veil he might, worthy old man j ._ p'ope Pius, for example,
did, when he lived in Fontainbleau! - D. T. - As our .Bishops,
when voting for the Reform .Bill? - O. Y.

t So! Your Logics, mechanical Philosophies, Politics, Scienclls,
your whole modern System of THOUGHT, is to decease j and old
ENDEAVOR, ' grasping at her basket,' shall' come against' the inani
mate remains, and' only a bright ring of luminous jewels' shall be
left there! Mark well, however, what next becomes of it.
D.T.
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The old Man forthwith set hiIDllelf to gather the stones into the
basket; a task in which his wife assisted him. They next canied
the Basket to an elevated point on the bank; and here the man
threw its whole lading, not without contradiction from the fair one
and his wife, who would gladly have retained some part of it,
down into the River. Like gleaming twinkling stars the stones
floated down with the waves; and you could not say whether they
lost themselves in the distance, or !lank to the bottom.

• Gentlemen,' said he with the Lamp, in a respectful tone to the
Lights, , I will now show you the way, and open you the passage ;
but you will do us an essential service, if you please to unbolt the
door, by which the Sanctuary must be entered at present, and
which none but you can unfasten.'

The Lights made a stately bow of assent, and kept their place.
The old Man of the Lamp went foremost into the rock, which
opened at his presence; the Youth followed him, as if mechani
cally; silent and uncertain, Lily kept at some distance from him;
the old Woman would not be left, and stretched out her hand
that the light of her husband's Lamp might still fall upon it. The
rear was closed by the two Will-o'-wisps, who bent the peaks of
their flames towards one another, and appeared to be engaged in
conversation.

They had not gone far till the procession haIted in front of a
large brazen door, the leaves of which were bolted with a golden
lock. The Man now called upon the Lights to advance j who re
quired small entreaty, and with their pointed flames soon ate both
bar and lock.

The brass gave a loud clang, as the doors sprang suddenly asun
der; and t1te stately figures of the Kings appeared within the
Sanctuary, illuminated by the entering Lights. All bowed before
these dread sovereigus, especially the Flumes made a profusion of
the daintiest reverences.

After a pause, the gold King asked: 'Whence come ye?'
• From the world,' said the old Man.~ , Whither go ye ?' said the
silver King. - , Into the world;' replied the Man.-'What would
ye with us ?' cried the brazen King. -' Accompany you,' replied
the Man.

The compoSite King was about to speak, when the gold one
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addressed the Lights, who had got too near him: 'Take yourselves
away from me, my metal was not made for you.' Thereupon they
turned to the silver King, and clasped themselves about him; and
his robe glittered beautifully in their yellow brightness. 'You are
welcome,' said he, ' but I cannot feed you; satisfy yourselves else
where, and bring me your light.' They removed; and gliding past
the brazen King who did not seem to notice them, they fixed on
the compounded King. 'Who will govern the world?' cried he
with a broken voice. -' He who stands upon his feet,' replied the
old Man. - 'I am' he,' said the mixed King. - , We shall see,'
replied the Man; 'for the time is at hand.'

The fair Lily fell upon the old Man's neck, and kissed him
cordially. 'Holy Sage!' cried she, 'a thousand times I thank
thee; for I hear that fateful word the third time.' She had scarcely
spoken, when she clasped the old Man still faster; for the ground
began to move beneath them; the Youth and the old Woman also
held by one another; the Lights alone did not regard it.

You could feel plainly that the whole Temple was in motion;
as a ship that softly glides away from the harbor, when her anchors
are lifted; the depths of the Earth seemed to open for the Build
ing as it went along. It struck on nothing; no rock came in its
way.

For a few instants, a small rain seemed to drizzle from the open
ing of the dome; the old Man held the fair Lily fast, and said to
her: 'Weare now beneath the River; we shall soon be at the
mark.' Ere long they thought the Temple made a halt; but they
were in an error; it was mounting upwards.

And now a strange uproar rose above their heads. Planks and
beams in disordered combination now came pressing and crashing
in, at the opening of the dome. Lily and the W oma~ started ~o a
side; the Man with the Lamp laid hold of the Youth, and kept
standing still. The little cottage of the Ferryman, for it was this
which the Temple in ascending had severed from the ground and
carried up with it, sank gradually down, and covered the old Man
and the Youth.

The women screamed aloud, and the Temple shook, like a ship
running unexpectedly aground. In sorrowful perplexity, the Prin
CC811 and her old attendant wandered round the cottage in the
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dawn; the door was bolted, and to their knoeking,no one an
swered. They knoeked more loudly, and were not a little struck,
when at length the wood began to ring. By virtue of the Lamp
locked up in it, the hut had been converted from the inside to the
outside into solid silver. Ere long too its form changed; for the
DOble metal shook aside the accidental shapes of planks, posts, and
beams, and stretched itself out into a noble case of beaten orna
mented workmanship. Thus a fair little temple stood erected in
the middle of the large one; or ifyou will, an Altar worthy of the
Temple.·

By a stair which ascended from within, the noble Youth now
mounted aloft, lighted by the old man with the Lamp; and, as it
seemed, supported by another, who advanced in a white short robe,
with a silver rudder in his hand; and was soon recognised as the
Ferryman, the former possessor of the cottage.

The fair Lily mounted the outer steps, which led from the Hoor
of the Temple to the Altar; but she was still obliged to keep
herself apart from her Lover. The old Woman, whose hand in
the absence of the Lamp had groWn still smaller, cried: 'Am I
then to be unhppy after all? Among so many miracles, can there
be nothing done to save my hand? ' Her husband pointed to the
open door, and said to her: ' See, the day is breaking; haste, bathe
thyself in the River.' - 'What an advice!' cried she; 'it will
make me all black; it will make me vanish altogether; for my
debt is not yet paid.' 'Go,' said the man, 'and do as I advise
thee; all debts are now paid.'

The old Woman hastened away; and at that moment appeared
the rising sun, upon the rim of the dome. The old Man stept be
tween the Virgin and the Youth, and cried with a loud voice:
'There are three which have rule on Earth ; Wisdom, Appearance,
and Strength.' At the first word, the gold King rose, at the second
the silver one j and at the third the brass King slowly rose, while
the mixed King on a sudden very awkwardly plumped down.t

• Good! The old Church, shaken down' in disordered combina
tion,' is admitted, in this way, into the new perennial Temple of
the Future; and, clarified into enduring silver, by the Lamp, be
comes an Altar worthy to stand there. The Ferryman too is not
forgotten. - D. T.

t Dost thou note this, 0 Reader; and look back with new clear-
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Whoever noticed him could sClIJ'Cely keep from laughing, solemn
as the moment was;· for he was not sitting, he was not lying, he
was not leaning, but shapelessly sunk together.-

The Lights,t who till now had been employed upon him, drew
to a sjde; they appeared, ,although pale in the morning radiance,
yet once more well-fed, and in good burning condition; with their
peaked tongues, they had dexterously licked out the gold veins of
the colossal figure to its very heart. The irregular vacuities which
this occasioned had continued empty for a time, and the figure had
maintained its standing posture. But when at last the very ten
derest filaments were eaten out, tbe image crashed suddenly to
gether; and that, alas, in the very parts which continue unaltered
when one sits down; whereas the limbs, which should have bent,
sprawled themselves out unbowed and stifL Whoever could not
laugh was obliged to turn away his eyes; this miserable shape
and no-shape was offensive to behold.

The Man with the Lamp now led the handsome Youth, who still
kept gazing vacantly before him, down from the altar, and straight
to the brazen King. At the feet of this mighty Potentate, lay a
sword in a brazen sheath. The young man girt it round him.
'The sword on the left, the right free!' cried the brazen voice.
They next proceeded to the silver King; he bent his sceptre to
the youth j the latter seized it with his left hand, and the King in
a pleasing voice said: ' Feed the sheep!' On turning to the golden
King, he stooped with gestures of paternal blessing, and preBBing

ness on former things? A gold King, a silver, and a brazen King:
WISDOM, dignified ApPEARANCE, STRENGTH; these three harmoni
ously united bear rule: disharmoniously cobbled togetl.ler in sham
union (as in the foolish composito King of our foolish 'transition
era'), they, once the Gold (or wisdom) is all out of them, 'very
awkwardly plump down.' - D. T.

* As, for example, does not Charles X. (one of the poor fractional
composite Realities emblemed herein) rest, even now, 'shapelessly
enough sunk together,' at Holyrood, in the city of Edinburgh?
D.T.

t March-or-intellect Lights were well capable of such a thing. 
D.T.
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his oaken garland on the young man's head, said: 'Understand
what is highest!'

During this progress, the old Man had carefully observed the
Prince. After girding on the sword, his breast swelled, his anns
waved, and his feet trod firmor; when he took the sceptre in his
hand, his strength appeared to soften, and by an unspeakable
charm to become still more subduing; but as the oaken garland
came to deck his hair, his features kindled, his eyes gleamed with
inexpressible spirit, and the first word of his mouth was ' Lily! '

, Dearest Lily!' cried he, hastening up the silver stairs to her,
for she had viewed his progress from the pinnacle of the altar;
'Dearest Lily! what more precious can a man, eqhipt with all,
desire for himself than innocence and the still affection which thy
bosom brings me? 0 my friend!' continued he, turning to the
old Man, and looking at the three statues; glorious and secure is
the kingdom of our fathers; but thou hast forgotten the fourth
power, which rules the world, earlier, more universally, more cer
tainly, the power of Love.' \Vith these words,~he fell upon the
lovely maiden's neck; she had cast away her VIIi!, and her cheeks
were tinged with the fairest, most imperishable red.

Here the old Man said with a smile: 'Love does not rule; but
it trains,* and that is more.'

Amid this solemnity, this happiness and rapture, no one had ob
served that it was now broad day; and all at once, on looking
through the open portal, a crowd of altogether unexpecied objects
met the eye. A large space surrounded with pillars formed the
fore-court, at the end of which was seen a broad and stately Bridge
stretching with many arches across the River. It was furnished,
on both sides, willI commodious and magnificent colonnades for
foot-travellers, many thousands of whom were already there, busily

, passing this way or that. The broad pavement in the centre was
thronged with herds and mules, with horsemen and carriages,
flowing like two streams, on their several sides, and neither inter
rupting the other. All admiredthe splendor ~nd convenience of
the structure; and the new King and his Spouse were delighted
with the motion and activity of this great people, as they were
already happy in their own mutual love.

* It fashions (hildet), or educate•. -. O. Y.
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•Remember the Snake in honor,' said the man with the Lamp;
•thou owest her thy life, thy people owe her the Bridge, by which
these neighboring banks are now animated and combined into one
land. Those swimming and shining jewels, the remains of her
I18Crificed body, are the piers of this royal bridge; upon these she
has built and will maintain herself.'··

The party were about to ask some explanation of this strange
mystery, when there entered four lovely maidens at the portal of
the Temple. By the Harp, the Parasol, and the folding Stool, it
was not difficult to recognise the waiting-maids of Lily; but the
fourth, more beautiful than any of the rest, was an unknown fair
one, and in sisterly sportfulness she hastened with them through
the Temple, and mounted the steps of the Altar.t

•Wi.lt thou have better trust in me another time, good wife ? '
said the man with the Lamp to the fair one: 'Well for thee,. and
every-living thing that bathes this morning in the River! '

The renewed and beautified old Woman, of whos!! former shape
no trace remained, embraced with young eager arms the man with
the Lamp, who kindly received her caresscs. • If I am too old
for th(le,' said he, smiling, •thou mayest choose another husband
to-day; from this hour no marriage is of force, which is not con
tracted anew.'

, Dost thou not know, then,' answcred she, 'that thou too art

grown younger? ' -' It delights me if to thy young eyes I seem a
handsome youth: I take thy hand anew, and. am well content to
live with thee another thousand years.' t

The Queen welcomed her new friend, and went down with her
into the interior of the altar, while the King stood between bis

* Honor to her indeed!" The Mechanical Philosophy, though dead,,,
has not died and lived in vain; but her works are there: 'upon
these she' (THou~HT, newborn, in glorified shape) , has built her
self and will maintain herself;' and the Natural and Supernatural
shall henceforth, thereby, be one.":'" D. T.

t Mark what comes ofbllthil\i in the TIlliE-River, at the entrance
ofaNewEra!-D.T. -
,*And so REASON and ENDJ:AVOR being onoo,mDI'e married, and

in the honey-moon, Deed we wish them joy? - D. T.

VOL. IV. 38 •
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two men, looking towards the bridge, and attentively contempla
ting the busy tumult of the people.

But his satisfaction did not last; for ere long he saw an object
which excited his displeasure. The great Giant, who appeared
not yet to have awoke completely from his morning ~leep, came
stumbling along the Bridge, producing great confusion .all around
him. As usual, he had risen stupified with sleep, and had meant
to bathe ill. the well-known bay of the River; instead of which he
found firm land, and plunged upon the broad pavement of the
Bridge. Yet although he reeled into the midst of men and cattle
in the clumsiest way, his presence, wondered at by all, was felt
by none; but as the sunshine came into his eyes, and he raised
his hands to rub them, the shadows of his monstrous fists moved
to and fro behind him with such force and awkwardness, that men
and beasts were heaped together in great masses, were hurt by
such rude contact, and in danger of being pitched into the River.-

The King, as he saw this mischief, grasped with an involuntary
movement at his sword j but he bethought himself, and looked
calmly at his sceptre, then at the Lamp and the Rudder of his
attendants. • J guess thy thoughts; said the man with the Lamp ;
• but we and our gifts are powerless against this powerless mon
ster. Be calm! He is doing hurt for the last'time, and happily
his shadow is not turned to us.'

Meanwhile the Giant was approaching nearer; in astonishment
at what he saw with open eyes, he had dropt his hands ; .he was
now doing no injury, and came staring and agape into the fure
court.

He was walking straight te the door of the Temple, when all at
once in the middle of the court, he halted, and was fixed to the
ground. He stood thEW! like a strong colossal statue, of reddish
gljttering stone, a:'nd' his shadow pointed out the hours,t which

lfli

... Thou rememberellt the Catholic' R-;'liej Bill; witnessest the
Irish Education Bill'l Hast heard, five hundred times, that' the
• Church" was' in DlingeT;' a~tl' noW 'tit length believest it ? - D. T.
- Is D. T, of the Fourth Est~te, and.Popish'Iilfidelj then? - O. Y.

. t Bravo! -D·:T.··· , "
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were marked in a circle on the l100r around him, not in numbers,
but in noble and exprllll8ive emblems.

Much delighted was the King to see the monster's shadow
turned to some useful purpose j much astonished was the Queen;
who, on mounting from within the Altar, decked in royal pomp
with her virgins, first noticed the huge figure, which almost
closed the prospect from the Temple to the Bridge.

Meanwhile the people had crowded after the Giant, as he ceased
to- move; they were walking round him, wondering at his meta
morphosis. From him they turned to the Temple, which they
now first appeared to notice,· and pressed towards the door.

At this instant the Hawk with the mirror soared aloft above the
dome; caught the light of the sun, and rel1ected it upon the group,
which was standing on the altar. The King, the Queen, and their
attendants, in the dusky concave of the Temple, seemed illumi
nated by a heavenly splendor, and the people fell upon their faces.
When the crowd had recovered and risen, the King with his fol
lowers had descended into the Altar, to proceed by secret passages
into his palace; and the multitude dispersed about the Temple to
content their curiosity. The three Kings that were standing erect
they viewed with astonishment and reverence; but the more eager
were they to discover what mass it could be that was hid behind
the hangings, in the fourth niche; for by some hand or another,
charitable decency had spread over the resting-place of the Fallen
King a gorgeous curtain, which no eye can penetrate, and no hand
may dare to draw aside.

The people would have found no end to their gazing and their
admiration, and the crowding multitude would have even su1fo
cated one another in the Temple, had not their attention been
again attracted to the open space.

Unexpectedly some gold-pieces, as if falling from the air, came
tinkling down upon the marble l1ags; the nearest passers-by
rushed thither to pick them up j the wonder was repeated several
times, now here, now there. It is easy to conceive that the shower
proceeded from our two retiring Flames, who wished to have a

* Now first; when the beast of a SUI'J:RSTlTIoli·Giant has got
his quietus. Right! - D. T.
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little sport here once more, and were thus gaily spending, ere they
went away, the gold'which they had licked from the members of
tile sunken King. The people still ran e.agoerly about, pressing
and pulling one another, even when the gold h&d. ceased to fall
At length they gradually dispersed, and went their way; and to
the present hour the Bridge is swarming with tra.vellers, and the
Temple is the most frequented on the whole Earth..•

• It is the Temple of the whole civilized earth. Finally, may I
take leave to consider this Maltrclum as the deepest Poem of its sort
in existenoe; as the only true Prophecy emitted fur who knows how
many centuries? - D. T. - Certainly: England is a. free country.
-O.Y.
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